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ANTONIO DAS MORTES
FRIDAY so ssvtsnsn 1.30» Brazil 95.1"
Antonio Das Hortes, a mercanary killer is hired by a tyranical
landowner to supress a revolt. After executing its leader, he
transfers his allegiance to the oppressed rebels and takes up
their cause against the landowner and his thugs. In the final
battle he assumes a mythical stature.
‘In Antonio Das Nortes I did a great deal of research on pop-
ular theatre, the moral and psychological behaviour and att-
itudes of the peasants, their poetry, music, language and so
forth. I used the popular theatre form to express a realistic
picture of the emotions of the people as they faced their own
problems‘. Glauber Rocha, director, writing in Cineaste.
Ironically the financial

3?;:“?1§.‘3:.t‘“.;i.f.i.i‘“.v. E M I TAI
TH E G U N S
FRIDAY 7 OCTOBER 7.30 110min
This film is about the
twin oppressors, mysticism
and armed force, the failure
of an individual‘s revolut-
ionary act and the more
significant revolutionary '
act of the peasants: In a
Brazillian village soldiers _ .
guard the Mayor's pr0du¢@ . FRIDAY 14 ocrosan 7.30.
while starving peasants
follow a sacred ox in the
belief that it will bring
rain. In the end the peas-
ants kill the ox and eat it.
Ruy Guerra's film is a major . villagers and -
work and particularly impor- their fe1at10n_
tant as one of the films Ship with the -
which introduced Cinema Nova. ru1ing,mQnied

minorit andIRELAND  “HiBEHIND THE WIRE
FRIDAY 4 NOVEMER 7.30. 100min
There are two aims with this film: First to rem-
ind us of the reasons why the civil rights move-
ment in Ulster in 1968/9 had such support and
was pursued so fearlessly by working class people.
Second to expose the violently repressive role
of the British Army and to put an end to the
vicious myth of ‘peace keeping‘. The Berwick
Street Film Collective shows these things through
the eyes and words of working class people in
Derry and Belfast. '

FRIDAY 21 OCTOBER 7.30 lO2min
Based on an actual event at

FRIDAY 11 NOVEMBER 6.30 '

v

_ . _ _* ___,

NOTTINGHAI FILM THEATRE BROAD STREET NOTTINGHAM FRIDAY FILNS

Friday evening screenings from 30th September 1977 through to
larch 1978 will be devoted to a closely related series of films
which in different ways reflect a world wide struggle against
imperialism in all its many forms. By choosing 'imerialism' we
have been able to select from a very rich source of films and
to present them as a number of films in a particular context.
The season will be backed up with an extensive programme book-
let which will be available at the Film Theatre and bookshops.
In 1978 formal/political issues implicitly raised in the 1977
films will be examined more closely through films such as Man
with a Movie Camera, Vent D'Est, Strike and Night Cleaners.

the end of World War 2 in Senegal when the French Army dem-
anded rice from the villagers who turned in vain to their
gods for help. When the rice is no longer needed, discipline
still has to be maintained amongst the ‘natives‘. The result
is the kind of mindless tragedy that has haunted colonized

'people for centuaries. This is a truely important film of
revolution with one of the best and clearest views of what
the raising of consciousness is about. By Ousmane Sembene.

BLOOD OF THE CONDOR
With great power Jorge Sangines shows in this film the
premeditated extermination of the Bolivian Quechua Indians
by North American ‘Peace Corps‘ doctors who sterilise the
women in a maternity hospital without them knowing what is
being done to them; how the realisation of this affects the R - .

Part 1 l06min Part 2 99min
Patricio Guzman's moving
documentary retraces the
last tense months of the
Allende government as it
trys to push its social-
ist programme through the
vetos of Congress and the
opposition's campaign of
economic disruption. The
film is a searing indict-
ment of collusion against
democracy between the CIA,
the opposition and the
armed forces. It also
challenges any notion of
a parliamentary road to
socialism.

SEPT/DEC 1977

ALL FILMS ARE
FRIDAYS 7,30
EXCEPT BATTLE
OF CHILE ON
11 NOVENER
STARTS AT 6.30

PRICES:
PUBLIC 60p
ueumsns 50p
swunsuws 45p
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TEN MILLION
FRIDAY 28 OCTOBER 7.30- 58min
A well argued account of the Cuban revolution looked at
through a single event: Castro's attempt to raise the 1970
sugar harvest from around 4X million tons to an all time
high of 10 million tons. Made by the SLON/ISKRA film co-op
which grew out of filming the Hay 1968 events in France.

WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
‘FRIDAY 2a ocroasn (With Battle of 10 Million)‘ 41-in
Carlos Alvarez investigates Columbian ‘democracy’ over the
last 40 years. He ridicules the ‘protective’ role of USAF
in stamping out subversion and
the Columbian establishment M \ N A~+1 ~ ATAo allow their government to
be manipulated by ‘uncle Sam‘.
And he parades the farces of
several presidential elections.

FRIDAY 18 NOVEMBER 7.30
122min. What became known as
Minamata disease is mercury
poisoning from industrial
effluent. Its effect on a
Japanese fishing community
was concentrated and devas-
tating. Noriaki TsuchiI||oto
shows how private incapac-
ity is gradually transfor-
med into public political
action. Eventually the‘
political and economic mot-
ives which first introduced
mercury poisoning to the
fishing community are cha- _
llenged on their own ground.

74min

CHI LE TOJANE
‘- FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER 1.30

A filmic letter by Godard which is a cri-
tical response to a newspaper photograph
of Jane Fonda with the North Vietnamese
shortly after finishing her work with
Godard in Tout Va Bien. It poses some
problems of how images are understood and
manipulated and of how film can be analy-
sed politically. But, the criticism is of
Jane as a function not as a person. 55min

FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER (with Letter to Jane)
A record.of the-journey Jane Fnda.made
to North Vietnam in 1974 when ‘popular’
criticism of‘ this inperialist war was at
its height. Filmed by Haskell Wexler 60m"

VIETNAM JOURNEY.
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NOTTINGHAM FILM THEATRE BROAD STREET NOTTINGHAM FRIDAY FILHS

Friday evening screenings from 30th September 1977 through to
March 1978 will be devoted to a closely related series of films
which in different ways reflect a world wide struggle against
imperialism in all its many forms. By choosing 'imperialism' we
have been able to select from a very rich source of films and
to present them as a number of films in a particular context.
The season will be backed up with an extensive programme book-
let which will be available at the Film Theatre and bookshops.
In 1978 formal/political issues implicitly raised in the 1977
films will be examined more closely through films such as Nan

SEPT/DEC 1977

ALL FILMS ARE
FRIDAYs 1,30
EXCEPT BATTLE
or CHILE on
11 NOVEMBER
STARTS AT 6.30

PRICES:
PUBLIC 60p -
sumsns sop

Q

with a Movie Camera, Vent D‘Est, Strike and Night Cleaners. stunsnts 45p

IJ|IF\ I I IL-Imn Rifll I I Ili-ANTONIO DAS MORTES TEN MILLION
FRIDAY 30 SEPTHHIER 7.30- Brazil 9

Antonio Das Mortes, a mercanary killer is hired by a tyranical
landowner to supress a revolt. After executing its leader, he
transfers his allegiance to the oppressed rebels and takes up
their cause against the landowner and his thugs. In the final
battle he assumes a mythical stature.
‘In Antonio Das Hortes I did a great deal of research on pop-
ular theatre, the moral and psychological behaviour and att-
itudes of the peasants, their poetry, music, language and so
forth. I used the popular theatre form to express a realistic
picture of the emotions of the people as they faced their own
problems‘. Glauber Rocha, director, writing in Cineaste.
Ironically the financial
backing for this film E M I
was from West German TV.

THE GUNS
FRIDAY 7 OCTOBER 7.30 110min
This film is about the
twin oppressors, mysticism
and armed force, the failure
of an individual's revolut-
ionary act and the more _
significant revolutionary
act of the peasants: In a
Brazillian village soldiers _
guard the Mayor's produce FRIDAY 14 OCTOBER 7.30.
while starving peasants
follow a sacred ox in the
belief that it will bring
rain. In the end the peas-
ants kill the ox and eat it.
Ruy Guerra‘s film is a major _
work and particularly impor-
tant as one of the films ship with the -

FRIDAY 21 OCTOBER 7.30 102min
Based on an actual event at
the end of World War 2 in Senegal when the French Army dem-
anded rice from the villagers who turned in vain to their
gods for help. When the rice is no longer needed, discipline
still has to be maintained amongst the ‘natives’. The result
is the kind of mindless tragedy that has haunted colonized

'people for centuaries. This is a truely important film of
revolution with one of the best and clearest views of what
the raising of consciousness is about. By Ousmane Sembene.

BLOOD OF THE CONDOR
With great power Jorge Sangines shows in this film the
premeditated extermination of the Bolivian Quechua Indians
by North American ‘Peace Corps‘ doctors who sterilise the
women in a maternity hospital without them knowing what is
being done to them; how the realisation of this affects the .-memwd  A A LETTERBATTLE OF

FRIDAY 28 OCTOBER 7.30- 58min
A well argued account of the Cuban revolution looked at
through a single event: Castro's attempt to raise the 1970_
sugar harvest from around 4% million tons to an all time
high of 10 million tons. Made by the SLON/ISKRA film co-op
which grew out of filming the Nay 1968 events in France.

WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
_FRIDAY 28 OCTOBER (With Battle of 10 Million) 41min
Carlos Alvarez investigates Columbian 'democracy' over the
last 40 years. He ridicules the ‘protective‘ role of USAF
in stamping out subversion and
the Columbian establishment
who allow their overnment to M I N A M8
be manipulated by ‘uncle Sam‘.
And he parades the farces of FRIDAY 13 NOVEMBER 7-30
several presidential elections. 122mifl- What became known as

Minamata disease is mercury
poisoning from industrial
effluent. Its effect on a
Japanese fishing commuity
was concentrated and devas-
tating .' Noriaki Tsuchifinoto
shows how private incapac-
ity is gradually transfor-
med into public political
action. Eventually the‘
political and economic mot-
ives which first introduced
mercury poisoning to the
fishing community are cha- _
llenged on their own ground.

CH"-E TO JANE
FRIDAY ll NOVEMBER 6.30 *which introduced Cinema Nova. ruling,mOnied

minorit andIRELAND  “HiBEHIND THE WIRE
FRIDAY 4 NOVEMBER 7.301 100min
There are two aims with this film: First to rem-
ind us of the reasons why the civil rights move-
ment in Ulster in 1968/9 had such support and
was pursued so fearlessly by working class people.
Second to expose the violently repressive role
of the British Army and to put an end to the
vicious myth of ‘peace keeping‘. The Berwick
Street Film Collective shows these things through
the eyes and words of working class people in
Derry and Belfast. J

w

_ _ _

Part 1 lO6min Part 2 99min
Patricio Guzman's moving
documentary retraces the
last tense months of the
Allende government as it
trys to push its social-
ist programme through the
vetos of Congress and the
opposition's campaign of
economic disruption. The
film is a searing indict-
ment of collusion against
democracy between the CIA,
the opposition and the
armed forces. It also
challenges any notion of
a parliamentary road to
socialism.

‘. FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER 1.30
A filmic letter by Godard which is a cri-
tical response to a newspaper photograph
of Jane Fonda with the North Vietnamese
shortly after finishing her work with
Godard in Tout Va Bien. It poses some
problems of how images are understood and
manipulated and of how film can be analy-
sed politically. But, the criticism is of
Jane as a function not as a person. 55min

VIETNAM JOURNEY
FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER (with Letter to Jane)
A record of the-journey Jane Fonda.made
to North Vietnam in 1974 when ‘popular’
criticism of this imperialist war was at
its height. Filmed by Haskell Wexler 60m‘
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This introduction makes little pretence to be anything more than

a few notes setting out the ideas behind a programme of films,

@‘Challenge to Imperialism‘, and an attempt to raise several questions

" which are relevant to the relations between imperialism and film.

Together with the selection of articles, reviews and interviews

which follow, it is intended to begin to open out a process of

interrogation. Many contradictory views are expressed in these

pages and a real working through of those contradictions both at the level

of film-making and theory remains to be done.

Of particular importance, however, is an understanding of the fact

that such a process could not separate film and politics. It is not

coincidental that the conception of film-making as guerilla activity,

the camera as gun, voiced, for instance, by Cetino and Solanas,

(see ‘Towards a 5rd cinema‘) became a dominant notion in left

film-making in Latin America during thelxnfixniwhen guerilla warfare A

was decidedly ‘on the agenda‘ in the 1960's.

One of the essential objects of programming these films as part

of a lengthy season (September to April) was to try to break away

from the notion of the single film as ‘work of art‘. In general,

in so far as they are screened at all in Europe, films from the so

called Third World are plucked out of their context and advertised, "1

appraised and understood in terms of art (an idealist conception‘

of art which denies the relevance of history, and political and  

ideological context) a process which, even if unconsciously, re-enacts my
an aspect of imperialism itself. It is noticeable that this de- T g

politicising practice requires a cultural distance to be successful -

whereas the films of Rocha and Sembene, safely removed from the context

of North Brazil and Senegal, can be sold as‘artIin Paris, London and

' New York, the same can not be said of ‘Ireland Behind the Wire‘ which,,

sin Britain certainly, would be difficult to recuperate to bourgeois

art - hence its distribution has been principally outside cinema 5

circuits. i  ....,~  " 3 1 ,  

FRIDAY FILMS AT NOTTINGHAM FILM THEATRE ‘CHALLENGE TU IMPERIALISM‘ SEPT/NOV 1977‘ 1

Film programme and programme notes selected by John Clark, Alan Fountain, Laurie
Hayward, Brian Lee and Tom wilson. Introduction by Alan Fountain, Graphics by
John Clark, Booklet slung together by Tom milson, Many thanks For support from A
the British Film Institute, East Midlands Arts and Nottingham Film Theatre admin. 3
NOTTINGHAM FILM THEATRE, I9 HEATHCUTE ST, Tel Q6095, THEATRE ENTRANCE: BROAD ST, ‘
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Another important factor in the acceptability of many of these
films to Western audiences is precisely the degree to which they

are ‘recognisable' as ‘art‘, or failing that, humanist documentary.
Rocha, Guerra and Sanjines, for instance, have been criticised

for producing work which in its style, its ‘look’, its construction,

and in some cases its mysticism, is acceptable to Western bourgeois

tatse. Indeed, Rocha‘s fame in European art circles preceded

his introduction to many Latin American countries. Apparently
more overtly ‘political‘ films like ‘The Hour of the Furnaces‘,

‘Battle of Chile"and ‘What is Democracy?‘ are rather more difficult

to treat simply as art, a cultural reflex which relies on an ‘
ideological separation between art and politics which such films
refuse.

How can we avoid reproducing these errors? One means of doing

so is to attempt to come to grips with the numerous contradictions
that undoubtedly do surround such screenings. This entails an

examination of the context out of which the films were produced,

their function in different parts of the world and their use to us
HOW-

Imperialism as it is understood today has its roots in the . 

sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries - the period of

the Conquest and colonisation by the Western powers of huge areas

of the rest of the world, a period which saw the raraging of ’

Latin America by the Spanish and Portuguese, a similar process by , .
Holland, Germany, Britain and France in Asia and Africa, the start of pf

the slave trade by the British and the establishment of that_other

colony, North America. During the nineteenth century the process of
colonisation advanced very rapidly as the search for raw materialswggt

.- - "2~.,u—_- "':_.
_ | III""|" '\*~ '

I and minerals (part of the Industrial Revolution in Europe and, latéfiyf
the United States) dramatically increased.,-‘js “  A pp  =

In the second third of the twentieth century, more especially gr’

since the Second world War, the western capitalist states have been
confronted with resistance to direct colonial rule. The response

has been the development of neoécolonisation ~ economic and cultural

colonisation. In general this has been made possible by the co-operation.i
of the national bourgeoisie inside the ‘colonised’ states. The ;_

In this booklet we have published what we hope is helpful background
material, where possible, from the film maker himself. The uneven7c
coverage of the films is because of a scarcety of worthwhile material
rather than a specific bias against certainfilms. _
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United States has become the major exponent of this form of

exploitation and on a world-wide basis has ‘recruited’ the

ruling middle-class to represent its interests. Clear examples

existed in South Vietnam and continue to be operative throughout

Latin America, and large parts of Africa and South East Asia.

Ultimately, economic interests are safeguarded by military

intervention. On a lesser level the major West European states

operate in the same way (for a more detailed examination of these

historical processes in relation to one country, Chile, see

Chilean Cinema, edited by Michael Chanan.)

The results of centuries Of exploitation take effect in

several ways. At the economic level, where countries are stripped

of resources but where profits can be based on cheap, unorganised

labour (where a sufficient number of a population achieves a higher

living standard the Third World also becomes an important market

for the capitalist west). At the cultural level, national cultures

(art forms and language itself) are repressed in favour of the

adoption of European culture by the middle-class, or are merely

plundered for sale in a new context in Europe and the United

States. A t I

The cultural and economic levels are of course inextricably

related; the loss of a sense of identity through language and

culture being a useful prerequisite to ‘voluntary’ submission.

The more the culture associated with Western Europe and the United

States seems 'natura1‘ and ‘acceptable’ -‘one‘s own‘ - the less _

resistance to neo-colonisation is possible. This identification ”

is particularly true of the ruling middle—classes but much less so

of the more bitterly exploited workers and peasants in the Third

World. Sanjines noted that “It is the minority of whites ,  

who, by monopolising all of the power, are cutting_Bolivia off from

its true cultural identity. This minority slavishly follows the

policies and ideas of the United States", _ g _ y

Bearing in mind the class position of most of the Third World

film-makers ~ often educatediJ1Europe + Solanas‘ comment is also of

particular relevance: "The battle begins without, against the enemy

who attacks us, but also within, against-the ideas and model of

the enemy to be found inside each one of us”, Miguel ‘Littin,

9‘

--r
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one of the leading Chilean directors, saw the role of Latin American

cinema as that of producing “works which would serve the liberation

of Latin America and express their position against imperialism

and against the national oligarchies. At the same time it was a
question of retrieving our own identity as people and recovering

our cultural identity, because our culture seemed crushed by

United States cultural imperialism".

It is clear that imperialism has been a ruthless and effective

process, through its colonisation of state, body and mind. The

political, economic and ideological layers have functioned as

complementary to each other in the attempt to maintain the dominance

of capitalism in the Third World. Richard Gott in Rural Guerrillas

in Latin America (p 25 Penguin 1975) gives an indication of this

process: "Through an all embracing aid system that not only trains

the Latin American soldier but also recommends what text-book

his child shall read ~ thus effectively governing the cultural

environment in which the bulk of the literate population must live -

the United States controls as absolutely asany'previous monopolistic -
power".

Having glanced briefly at the political-historical context in

which this programme of films can be roughly located, it is possible

to return to the films themselves, or rather to the institution V

of the cinema and the way in which the relations between it and

imperialism might be broached:- _ ,

' i) Initially ‘national cinema‘ in the Third World barely .

existed, if at all. Although in some instances large cinema chains
existed (principally in parts of Latin America) these were invariably

under the control of and for the distribution of films from the_

United States. Evenvnunnafilms were produced they invariably

reproduced the capitalistic models - a testament to the efficiency _,

of cultural imperialism. '

At the same time the dominance of the North American film  

industry throughout the capitalist West (even where it could_not

dominate totally it ensured the ‘co-operation‘ of an indigenous l p

example - Britain being an outstanding example) ensured that the"
. .

0‘
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ideological/cultural task of capitalism could be accomplished,

On one hand it needed to represent the ‘colonies’ to audiences

in the industrial West - essentially a task of creating a picture of
happy but backward ‘natives‘ or, in periods of crisis, murderous
savages - and on the other to inundate Third World countries with
Western films, simultaneously destroying national cultures and

simbuing the moral, religious, sexual, political and economic values -

of the West. Alongside these went the process of ‘recruiting‘
Third World intellectuals to European art and in particular an

acceptance of the notion of a separation of art and politics.

vii) The process of political, economic and ideological control

can obviously not remain totally intact ~ the development of direct
colonial rule to neo-colonialism, the demand for greater national

state power (i.e. Peron, Nasser), the world-wide increase in worker

and peasant resistance (particularly in the wake of the Cuban revolution,

the defeats of France and the USA in Vietnam, and the victory of Algeria

against the French) seriously shook the comparative ease with which

the capitalist West had ruled hitherto.
 . This was at least part of the background from which a new cinema

in parts of the Third World begantxagrow, a cinema with which we associate

‘Antonio das Morflrs‘, ‘The Guns‘, ‘Blgod of the Condor‘ and ‘Emitai'.‘
What \1nites this group of films,which range across a period of ten w

years and geographically across two continents, is precisely a  ' 
resistance to imperialism. Each, perhaps above all else, is concerned‘
with the identity, the history, the exploitation of its own people.p

It is important, however, not to blur over the very great
differences between them or to fail to examine the difference in

between them and, for example, ‘Battle of Chile‘, ‘What is Democracy?‘ ,

or ‘Hour of the Furnaces‘  .‘ 
The ‘Cinema Novo‘ films of the early and mid 1960's, of which

‘ io Das Mortes‘ is a classic example, made their reputation veryAnton g  . _ _ y

largelyin Europe. Their political use-value has been recently examined
more critically (see the ‘Pitfalls of Cultural Nationalism‘ in this c

booklet). However, the role that this early movement played, especially ‘

-I‘
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in Latin America, was nevertheless valuable. Most of the Third World

film-makers of the 1960's and 70's looked to Rocha as an inspirational

figure; but perhaps more important, and in this lies its importance to A

film-makers, ‘Cinema Novo‘ was an ideological blow of considerable

importance:- "There is little question that Rocha‘s films and Cinema

Novo generally constitute a successful attempt at cultural decolonisation",

but "while all reclamations of a national culture constitute a first

step in establishing a national identity and consciousness, it does not

follow that all cultural expositions have meaningful political effects“.

(Pitfalls of Cultural Nationalism. See also ‘Interview with Miguel Littin‘
in Chilean Cinema, ed. Michael Chanan).

The subsequent development of a great deal of Latin American

cinema, in important respects, took a more directly political turn:

the political use-value of film came to be considered as more

important than its function as art object. Under the impact of a
turn to guerilla warfare in many countries of Latin America, the

conception of film as gun and film~makers and distributors as guerilla

fighters resulted in marked formal and political changes in many of the

films produced. (see ‘Towards a jrd Cinema‘ and interviews with

Jorge Sanjines; also ‘Chilean Cinema‘, edited by Michael Channan).

with this chance of direction came a reconsideration of the  

audiences for and with whom the films were made. Obviously, unless

screenings could be fairly wide and principally for the peasants, workers

and revolutionary intellectuals, there was little point in-making‘§,, A

them. ‘Blood of the Condor‘ was in fact seen by more people than We

any other film ever to be shown in Bolivia. ,Latin American film- -
makers in the late 1960's and early 1970's became concerned with trying

to produce concrete knowledge for their audience, often combined with

a quite direct call to armed resistance. Alongside this development  

went a concern to deal politically with the history of their countries. 
Manx of the articles and interviews in this booklet explain the

I.<

move to a more militant stance in the period following ‘Cinema Novo‘.

The increased overt political concerns (and perhaps effect)

of the left Latin American films has resulted in the most terrible

repression of a whole generation of film-makers (see ‘In Latin America

They Shoot Film-Makers‘). American-backed dictatorships have re-asserted

0‘
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their strength, the most glaring example being Chile, a country which

produced ‘Battle of Chile‘ - a work of analysis which accurately pinpoints

the role of the Chilean Right bourgeoisie and the United States
 government in the destruction of Allende‘s democracy. r

iii) Imperialism, as already noted, relies for its success in part
1.. I - . ‘_ . _ I _

-» ‘II "' -

upon the compliance of the population of the imperialist power.
Opposition on a wide scale at ‘home‘, perhaps to the point of a war  

 on two fronts, threatens essential domestic stability. The outstanding
s example in recent years was of course the Vietnam War: the massive

anti-war movement which spread throughout Europe, Japan and Australia
played a vital role in the American defeat. The lack of opposition
in the early years of the Algerian War and currently in Britain in

p * relation to Northern Ireland has just the reverse effect.‘
?,  Film can be crucial to the development of a domestic opposition.  
i Some of the television reports and films made in Vietnam and shown in ,-

the United States probably con tributed to the rise of the anti-war A
movement. Hala Salmane (see ‘On Colonial Cinema‘ in this booklet)
sees the failure of French film-makers during the Algerian War as

 supportive of French imperialism. A  N“ r  p  
‘Ireland Behind the Wire‘ falls precisely into this category

of work, as it sets out to portray the oppression of the Catholics
1 ' ' " '
I and the role of the British Army in Northern Ireland. It has beén_.,‘

one of the few films to be seen in Britain which does not portray  ,y
the ‘official line‘. Jane Fonda was one of many film~makers_who made

* ‘films in support of North Vietnam and exposed the Unites States ' I A
i
I . . .

_ imperialist role there during the Vietnam War. , k A A‘ - A L
‘ An important elementin_theriseof Third World cinema has been

. _- .‘ : , . ‘

\

the inspiring contribution of countries and film-makers from outside

the directly oppressed areas, and the immediate site of conflict. r

One can mention Chris Marker and the SLON group (see'SLON: working, ,_

class cinema in FranceO,Joris Ivens and the Cuban documentary director,
Santiago Alvarez. Their contributions should be analysed separatley

but taken together includezp making films directly concerned with, or

(Third World struggles (i.e. Marker‘s ypggtlo of the 10 Million‘.  ‘ 
Alvarez‘ ‘Hasta La Victoria Sempre‘ and tThe Tiger Pounced and Killedii

But He'll Die, Hetll Die‘); establishing bases for oppositional film,
'1 ' .' - -

-0‘

' . ' ' - ' ' - 1. ' . ' "“‘,__ _ _.- ._ , ._ ._. ,_Y __|_ ‘_._. ; ,_ , , _-

"' - I- - - ' . ." ' .' . .._ - . _-,-.- _» '- .. - . .-,. ,- -
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practice within imperialist states (i.e. SLON, Cinema Action);

introducing equipment to, and training film-makers in the Third World -_ A

something both Ivens and Marker have done, and has been one of the
contributions of Cuba towards Latin American struggle. (The crucial
role of Cuba both politically and ideologically in Latin America and

Africa deserves a closer analysis than is possible here). The total

of this activity is aptly described by Cetino and Solanas (see
‘Towards a 5rd Cinema‘): "The question of whether or not militant

cinema was possible before the revolution began to be replaced, at least
within small groups, by the question of whether or not such a cinema
was necessary to contribute to the possibility of revolution. An '

affirmative answer was the starting point for the first attempts to
‘ 5

channel the process of seeking possibilities in numerous countries.3 t
Examples are Newsreel, a US new-left film group, the CINEGIORNALI

of the Italian student movement, the films made by the Beats Genéraux
du Cinema Francais, and those of the British and Japanese student

movements, all a continuation and deepening of the work of a Joris Ivens

or a Chris Marker. Let it suffice to observe the film of a Santiago
Alvarez in Cuba, or the cinema being developed by different film-makers

in "the homeland of all“, as Bolivar would say, as they seek a revolutionary

Latin-American cinema". L  

iv) The question of the role of intellectuals (including I _ 1

within that category filmemakers) in the struggle against imperialism ~

is by no means straightforward. The notes, above, and some of the

articles and interviews following this introduction (see also Chilean
Cinema, ed. Michael Channan) introduce the debate on this issue in. ; .

the Third World, a debate which has centred in particular around two i

crucial questions: first, the level of identification that film-
makers and their work achieve with the oppressed classes and sectors;

second, and closely related, the degree to which political film must break C

with the concerns of bourgeois art. L ' ~ ” I i y

pp, The questions for film-makers livin£;and working outside the

Third World include these but inevitably have to be posed from a different,

perspective. pObviously, information which counters offical propaganda,

about events in the oppressed nations in of considerable importance,

 - ‘I . I I . - I...

_ 1- . .

_§QT§: The views expressed in this introduction and in the booklet

as a whole do not necessarily represent the views of the Nottingham  

Film Theatre Management Committee. _  * A
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hence the apparent value of films like ‘Vietnam Journev',

‘Ireland Behind the Wire‘ and tlnuthe {asp gf_che Pig‘. The vital

question, however, is what effect such films actually have, and this

depends to a great extent on the way they are made (i.e. for who,

from whom, to who) and the context in which they are shown.  

These problems are raised in the last film in the programme,

‘Letter to Jane‘, which deals not with a film but with a photograph

and news report of one of Jane Fonda's visits to Vietnam. One very

clear point of view which emerges from the film is that in order to

assist North Vietnam it is important to begin ‘at home‘ in the West.

A function that Western intellectuals can perform is to begin a

Marxist analysis of the media and, as a result, the beginning of the

construction of a practicecflfideological as well as political

resistance - precisely the work that Godard. among others, has been

engaged in for the last seven or eight years.

The essential point of this argument is that imperialism

depends upon ideological as well as economic and political I  

dominance. To begin to understand and fight against dominant

ideological practices and forms (which returns us to the near world-

wide economic and ideological/formal dominance of North American

film) is to play an important part in the defeat of imperialism.

It is, incidentally, this line of reasoning that has lead the .

Berwick Street Collective to turn from the left documentary approach

of ‘Ireland Behind the Wire‘ to a concern with ideological/formal,

questions in ‘The Nightcleaners‘, one of the films to be shown ink  

the second part of our season. - T "s y if *“" y

It is these questions among others that will be posed more % 

concretely in the second part of the season: through an examination

of a range of ‘political film‘ (i.e. [£ge', ‘Vent d‘Est‘, _e“

‘Man With a Movie Camera‘, ‘Cinctracts', ‘§£rike', 'Machorka Muff‘)

we hope to raisezxnmaquestions related to film form and ideo1ogica1_

struggle. l ‘ ‘ V I

Without going more deeply into these questions in this introduction,

it may well be the case that several approaches in film are appropriate

in different contexts, to the defeat of imperialism - that a film like

‘Battle of Chile‘, which seems to treat the camera as an eve onto,
_li '_ "1 _ |

the world, is equally as valuable as the work of Godard or Straub -

which treats the central question of representation as itself highly

problematic. This leads us once more to the*audience:, what and who

is a film for, in what context is it shown and how is it or should it

be understood? t  ‘ 
-v i - ~ , ,_____________,c
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INTRODUCTION s
Just a short time ago it would have seemed like a Quixotic adventure
in the colonialised, neocolanialised, or even the imperialist nations
themselves to make any attempt to create films of decolonisation that
turned their back on or actively opposed the System. Until recently,
film had been synonymous with show or amusement: in a word, it was
one more consumer good. At best, films succeeded in bearing witness
to the decay of bourgeois values and testifying to social iniustice. As
a rule, films only dealt with effect, never with cause; it was cinema
of mystification or anti-historicism. lt was surplus value cinema.
Caught up in these conditions, films, the most valuable tool of com-
munication of our times, were destined to satisfy only the ideological
and economic interests of the owners of the film industry, the lords of
the world film market, the great majority of whom were from the
United States.

Was it possible to overcome this situation? How could the problem of
turning out liberation films be approached when costs came to several
thousand dollars and the distribution and exhibition channels were in
the hands of the enemy? How could the continuity of work be guar-
anteed? How could the public be reached? How could System-imp-
osed repression and censorship be vanquished? These questions, which
could be multiplied in all directions, led and still lead many people to
scepticism or rationalisation: "revolutionary films cannot be made
before the revolution"; "revolutionary films have been possible only in
the liberated countries"; "without the support of revolutionary political
power, revolutionary films or fort is impossible. " The mistake was due
to tal<ing_the same approach to reality and films as did the bourgeoisie.
The models of production, distribution, and exhibition continued to be
those of Hollywood precisely because, in ideology and politics, films
had not yetbecome the vehicle for a clearly drawn differentiationibe-
tween bourgeois ideology and politics. A reformist policy, as mani-
fested in dialoguelwith the adversary, in coexistence, and in the
relegation" of national contradictions to those between two supposedly
unique blocs - the USSR and the USA -s was and is unable to produce
anythingbut a cinema within the System itself. At best, it can be the
.'progressive' wing of Establishment cinema. When all is said and done,
such cinema was doomed to wait until the world conflict was resolved
peacefully in favour of socialism in order to change qualitatively. The
most daring attempts of those film makers who strove to conquer the for-
tress of_ official cinema ended, as Jean-Luc Godard eloquently put it,
with the film makers themselves "trapped inside the fortress".

Butthe questions that were recently raised appeared promising; they
arose from anew historical situation to which the film maker, as is
often the case with the educated strata of our countries, was rather a
late-comer: ten years of the Cuban Revolution, the Vietnamese strug-
gle, and the development of a worldwide liberation movement whose
moving force is to be found inpthe Third World countries; The existence

of masses on the world-wide revolutionary plane was the substantial
fact without which those questions could not have been posed. A new
historical situation and a new man bom in the process of the anti-imp-
erialist struggle demanded a new, revolutionary attitude from the film
makers of the world. The question of whether or not militant cinema
was pOSSll.'Jl8 before the revolution began to be replaced, at least within
small groups, by the question of whether or not such a cinema was nec-
essary to contribute to the possibility of revolutior-|_ An affirmative
answer was the starting point for the first attempts to channel the pro-
cess of seeking possibilities in numerous countries. Examples are
Newseel, <1 us new-left film group, the CINEGIORNALI of the Ital-
ran student movement, the films made by the Etats Généraux du Cinema
Francois, and those of the British and Japanese student movements, all
a contrnuation and deepening of the work of a Joris Ivens or a Chris
Marker. Let it suffice to observe the films of a Santiago Alvarez in
Cuba, or the cinema being developed by different film makers in "the
homeland of all", as Bolivar would say, as they seek a revolutionary
l_Ollt'\"Afl't8I'lCOl"l cinema.

'THE|RS' AND 'OURS'

Aprofound debate on the role of intellectuals and artists before liber-
atron today is enriching the perspectives of intellectual work all over
the world. However, this debate oscillates between two poles: one
which proposes to relegate all intellectual work capacity to a specific-
ally political or political-military function, denying perspectives to all
artistic activity with the idea that such activity must ineluctably be ab-
sorbed by the System, and the other which maintains an inner duality of
the intellectual: on the one hand, the ‘work of art‘, ‘the privilege of
beauty‘, an art and abeauty which are not necessarilybound to the
needs of the revolutionary political process, and, on the other, a pol-
itical commitment which generally consists in signing certain anti-
imperialist manifestoes. In practice, this point of view means the
separation of politics and art.

This polarity rests, as we see it, on two omissions: first, the conception
of culture, science, art and cinema as univocal and universal terms,
and, second, an insufficiently clear idea of the fact that the revolution
does not begin with the taking of political power from imperialism and
the bourgeoisie, but rather begins at the moment when the masses sense
the need for change and their intellectual vanguards begin to study and :
carry out this change through activities on different fronts.

Culture, art, science and cinema always respond to conflicting class
interests. In the neocolonial situation two concepts of culture, art,
science and cinema compete: that of the rulers and that of the nation.
And this situation will continue, as long. as the national concept is not
identified with that of the rulers, as long as the status of colony or
semi-colony continues in force. Moreover, the duality will be over- ""
cameand will reach a single and universal category only when the best
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values of man emerge from proscription to achieve hegemony, when
the liberation of man is universal. In the meantime, there exist our
culture and their culture, our cinema and their cinema. Because our
culture is an impulse towards emancipation, it will remain in exist-
ence until emancipation is a reality: a culture of subversion which
will carry with it an art, a science, and a cinema of subversion.

The lack of awareness in regard to these dualities generally leads the
intellectual to deal with artistic and scientific expressions as they were
universally conceived by the classes that rule the world, at best intro-
ducing some correction into these expressions. We have not gone
deeply enough into developing a revolutionary theatre, architecture,
medicine, psychology andcinema; into developing a culture by and
for us. The intellectual takes each of these forms of expression as a
unit to be corrected from within the expression itself, and not from
without, with its own new methods and models.

An astronaut or a Ranger mobilises all the scientific resources of imp-
erialism. Psychologists, doctors, politicians, sociologists, mathemat-
icians, and even artists are thrown into the study of everything that
serves, from the vantage po-int of different specialities, the preparation
of an orbital flight or the massacre of Vietnamese; in the long run, all
of these specialties are equally employed to satisfy the needs of imp-
erialism. In Buenos Aires the army erradicates villas miseria (urban
shanty towns} and in their place puts up ‘strategic hamlets‘ with urban-
ised setups aimed at facilitating military intervention when the time _
comes._ The revolutionary organisations lack specialised fronts in the I
Establishment's medicine, engineering, psychology and art - not to
mention the development of our own revolutionary engineering, psy- g
chology, art and cinema. In order to be effective, all -these fields
must recognise the priorities of-each stage; those required by the
struggle for power or those demanded by the already victorious revol-
ution. Examples: creating a political sensitivity as awareness of the
need to undertake a political military struggle in order to take power;
intensifying all the modem resources of medical science to prepare
people with optimum levels of health and.physical_ efficiency, ready
for combat in rural or urban zones; co-ordinating energies to achieve
a production of ten million tons of sugar, as is happening in Cuba; or

stand the massive air raids that imperialism can launch at any time. The
specific strengthening of each specialty and field subordinate to collec
tive priorities can fill the empty spaces caused by the struggle for liber
ation and can delineate with greatest efficacy the role of the intellect-
ual in our time. It is evident that revolutionary mass-level culture and
awareness can only be achieved after the taking of political power, but
it is no Fess true that the use of scientific and artistic means, together
wiE'i"a .»_,.r.r-isticrai--rt:i§Zicrry rr.::;-ens, prepares the terrain for the revolution
to become reality and facilitates the solution of the problems that will

1 4 _ _ Q -".. . ..f. .-I .r. .. -. -"1 r-m..;.:;.T': fir‘ 1.‘ :1’.

elaborating an architecture, a city planning, that will be able. to with-
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The intellectual must find through his action the field in which he can
rationally perform the most efficient work. Once the front has been
determined, his next task is to find out within that front exactly what
is the enemy's stronghold and where and how he must deploy his forces.
It is in this harsh and dramatic daily search that a culture of the revol-
ution will be able to emerge, the basis which will nurture, beginning
right now, the new man exemplified by Che - not man in the abstract,
not the ‘liberation of man‘, but another man, capable of arising from
the ashes of the old, alienated man that we are and which the new man
will destroy - by starting to stoke the fire today.

The anti-imperialist struggle of the peoples of the Third World and of
their equivalents inside the imperialist countries constitutes today the
axis of the world revolution. Third cinema is, in our opinion, the
cinema that recognises in that struggle the most gigantic cultural,
scientific, and artistic manifestation of our time, the great possibility
of constructing a liberated personality with each people as the starting
point - in a word, the decolonisation of culture.

NEO-COLONIAL CONSTRUCTS IN ARGENTINA:
FIRST AND SECOND CINEMA
Culture and cinema are national not because they are located within
certain geographical limits, but when they respond to the particular
needs of development and liberation of each people. The cinema
which is today dominant in our countries, set up to accept and justify
dependence, the origin of all underdevelopment, can be nothing but a
dependent and underdeveloped cinema.

While, during the early history (or the prehistory) of the cinema, it
was possible to speak of a German, an Italian, or a Swedish cinema
clearly differentiated and corresponding to specific national character-
istics, today such differences have disappeared. The borders were
wiped out along with the expansion of US imperialism and the film
model that it imposed: Hollywood movies. In our times it is hard to
find a film within the field of commercial cinema, including what is
known as ‘author's cinema‘, in both the capitalist and socialist coun-
tries, that manages to avoid the models of-Hollywood pictures. The
latter have such a fast hold that monumental works such as the USSR's
Bondarchuk's WAR AND PEACE are also monumental examples of the
submission to all the propositions imposed by the US movie industry
(structure, language, etc) and, consequently, to its concepts.

The placing of the cinema within US models, even in the formal aspect,
in language, leads to the adoption of the ideological forms that gave
rise to precisely that language and no other. Even the appropriation of
models which appear to be only technical, industrial, scientific, etc
leads to a conceptual dependency situation, due to the fact that the
cinema is an industry, but differs from other industries in that it has
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been created and organised in order to generate certain ideologies. The
35mm camera, 24 frames a second, arc lights, anda commercial place
of exhibition for audiences were conceived not to gratuitously" transmit
any ideology, but to satisfy, in the first place, the cultural and surplus
value needs of a specific ideolog)/,,of a specificiworl-ed-view; that of
US financial capital.

The mechanistic takeover of a cinema conceived asa show to be exhib-
ited in large theatres with a standard duration, hermetic structures that
are born and die on the screen,satisfies, to be sure, the commercial
interests of the production groups, but it also leads to the absorption of
forms of the bourgeois world-view which are the continuation of 19th
century art, of bourgeois art; man is accepted only as a passive and
consuming object; rather than having his ability to make history rec-
ognised, he is only permitted to read history, contemplate it, listen to
it, and undergo it. The cinema as a spectacle aimed at a digesting
object is the highest point that can be breached by bourgeois filmrnaking
The world, existence, and thehistoric process are enclosed within the
frame of a painting, the some stage of a theatre, andthe movie screen;
man is viewed as a consumer of ideology, andnot as the creator of
ideology. This notion is the startingipoint for the wonderful interplay
of bourgeois philosophy and the obta_i-ning ofsurplus value. The result
is a cinema studied by motivational analysts, sociologists and psycho-T
logists, by the endless researchers of the dreams and frustrations of the
masses, “all aimedgotgselliingl movie-life, reality as it is conceived by
the ruling classes. i T T e ~ l so T

The first alternative to this type of cinema, which we couldcalli the
frrstvcinema, arose with the so-called. ‘author's cinema‘, .'expi=ession
Clflflfflfli,‘ _‘nouvellesvague', ‘cinema novoi, or,iconventiona~ll-yo, the
second cinema. This alternative signified la step forward inasmuch as  
it demanded that the film maker be free toiiexpressgshimseilsf -in“non-
$'i0f\¢la_rd ‘language and inasmuch as it was an attempt at cul.turjal_..decol—
On-ISQ*iiiOfl-. s But such attempts have already reached, or are about to

theouter limits of what the system permits. The second cinema
film maker has remained "trapped inside thefortress"‘ asGodard_ put it,
or is on his way to becoming tmed. The Sfiflftll ‘for-sasmarlzetsofr
200: mflviegoersi in Argentina, at figure that is s _ eds to cover the:
costsof an independent local production, theproposalof dgvelaping 9
"lB¢l1Gflism of industrial production parallel to that of the is
which would be distributed by the System accorditq to its
the siW99l@ to better the laws pratecitingsthe cinemaand ‘bad
officsialslby ‘lse_ss bad: etc is asearch lacking in viable i

Y°9;¢°".$td¢re viable the prospect affbecomirifg insotitutioisaiiisediqss
fl“°_ Y°"ll1fUli.s W109 of society‘ -s that is, of neocolonialised orw+~n=i=»=i-iv.    _  t v    
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System cannot assimilate and which are foreign to its needs, or 1tiol<l"9
film that directlyand explicitly setoutto fight the System. Neither
of these requiremeritsfits within the alternatives that are still offered
by the second cinema, but they can be found in the revolutionary open-
ing towards a cinema outside and against the System, in a cinema of
liberation: the third cinema.

' .

FROM THEIR CINEMA TO OURS: THE THIRD CINEMA
The cutting off of the intellectual and artistic sectors from the processes
of national liberation - which, among other things, helps us to under-
stand the limitations in which these processes have been unfolding -
today tends to disappear in the measure that artists and intellectuals are
beginning to discover the impossibility of destroying the enemy without
first joining in a battle for their common interests. The artist is begin-
nirig to feel the insufficiency of his nonconformism and individual
rebellion. And the revolutionary organisations, in tum, are discover-
sing the vac uums that the struggle for power creates in the cultuvral
sphere. The problems of film making, the ideological 'lImll'Ol‘lOI“i‘S of a
film maker in a neocolonialised country, etc have thus; far constituted
objective factors insthe lack of attention paidsto the ‘cinema by the
people's organisations. s Newspapers and other printed matter, posters
and wall propaganda, speeches and other verbal forms of lI'tiOfmCIl’iOflr_
enlightenment, and politicisation are still the mains means of communi-
cation between the. organisations and the vanguardlayers of the mosses-
But the new political positions of some film makers and the subsequent g
appearance of films useful for liberation have permitted certain political
vanguards to discover the importance of movies. The importance is to
be found in the specific meaning of films as a torm of cornmuniicotiofl
and begqugg of their particularcharacteristics, characteristics that allow
themj to draw audiences of different origins, many of them people who
might not respond, favourably to the or-nwncement of <= r><>\=f-s==l $9s_*=<=t\-
Films offer an effective _Pli8‘l’8-Xi’ for gathering an audience, in addition
to the ideological message they <‘-°fli°l"- e s

The capacity for synthesis and the penetration of the film l{"°9°:' the
possibilities offered, by the livi_ng document and naked reality: (Ind ill‘?
power of enlightenment of audiovisual m_eans rrialse films fflf mme
-effective than any othertool of communication: It is hardly necessary
to point out that those films which achieve an intelligent use of the
possibilities at ihe image, adequate dosage of concepts; l°"9_"°9° grid
structure that flow naturally from each Tl'\¢"lB¢ "find °' and
audiovisual narration achieve effective results in the pOlll‘I€l'Ql’i::! _

 rnobilisation of cadres and even -in work with the M05585; '5 '5
‘possible.    T    

fl\Q'$_f\dQfli$ who raised barricades on the Avenida l8 de Julio in V
Montevideo Ofi‘GI"l'l'iO-Sltflflllg of ME GUSTAN LOS E§TUDlAl\lTES| .
(Mario Handler), those who demonstrated and sang the lnternottoflo 8
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in Merida and Caracas after the showing of LA HORA DE LOS
HORNOS, the growing demand for films such as those made by Santiago
Alvarez and the Cuban-documentary film movement, and the debates
and meetings that take place after the underground or semipublic show-
ings of third cinema films are the beginning of a twisting and difficult
road being travelled in the consumer societies by the mass organisations
(ClNEGlORNALI LlBERl, in Italy, Zengakuren documentaries in Japan
etc). For the first time in Latin America, organisations are ready and
willing to employ films for political-cultural ends: the Chilean Partido
Socialista provides its cadres with revolutionary film material, while
Argentine revolutionary Peronist and non-Peronist groups are taking an
interest in doing likewise. Moreover, OSPAAAL is participating in the
production and distribution of films that contribute to the anti-imperial-
ist struggle. The revolutionary organisations are discovering the need
for cadres who, among other things, know how to handle a film camera,
tape recorders, and projectors in the most effective way possible. The
struggle to seize power from the enemy is the meeting ground of the
political and artistic vanguards engaged in a common task which is en-
riching to both. s

THE PROGRESS AND DEMY'STlFlCATlON OF TECHNIQUE

Some of the Circumstances. that delayed the use of films as a revolution-
ary tool until '3 short time ago were lack of equipment, technicaldiffi-
rzulties, the COmp1;l30ry specialisation of each phase of work,‘ and high
costs. The advances that have taken place withineach specialisation;
the simplification of movie cameras and tape recorders; improvements
in the medium itself, such asrapid film that can betprinted in a normal
light; " automatic light meters; improved audiovisual synchronisation;
and the spread of know-howby means of specialised magazines with
large circulations and even through nonspecialised media, have helped
to demystify filmmakingand divest it of that almost magic aura that
made it seem that filrm were only within the reach of 'artists', ‘geniuses
and ‘the privileged‘. Film making is increasingly within the reach of
larger social layers. Chris Marker experimented in France with groups
of workerswhom he provided with Bmm equipmentard some basic inst-
ruction in its handling. The goal was to have the worker film his way
of looking at the world, just as if he were writing it. This has opened
up unheard-of prospects for the cinema; above all, ta new conception
of film making and the significance of art in our times.

THE CINEMA OF DESTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION A

Imperialism and capitalism, whether in the consumer society or in the
neocolonialised country, veil everything behind a screen of images and
appearancesi. The image of reality is more important than reality itself.

"warlel peopled with fantasies and phmtosra in which what is
.:io;t*hed in be?!-V57: while beauty is difiquised as the hideous.

.~im:,;- i't<.Si'i"b&*.'i, fantasy, the imaginary bourgeois universe replete
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with comfort, equilibrium, sweet reason, order, efficiency,- and the
possibility to ‘be someone‘. And, on the other, the phantoms, we the
lazy, we the indolent and underdeveloped, we who cause disorder.
When a neocolonialised person accepts his situation, he becomes a
Gungha Din, a traitor at the service of the colonialist, an Uncle Tom,
a class and racial renegade, or a fool, the easy-going servant and
bumpkin; but, when he refuses to accept his situation of oppression,
then he turns into a resentful savage, a cannibal. Those who lose sleep
from fear of the hungry, those who comprise the System, see the revol-
utionary as a bandit, robber, and rapist; the first battle waged against
them is thus not on a political plane, but rather in the police context
oflaw, arrests, etc. The more exploited a man is, the more he is
placed on a plane of insignificance. The more he resists, the more he
is viewed as a beast. This can be seen in AFRICA ADDIO, made by
the fascist Jacopetti; the African savages, killer animals, wallow in~
abject anarchy once they escape from white protection. Tarzan died,
and in his place were bom Lumumbas and Lobemgulas, Nkomos, and
the Madzimbamutos, and this is something that neocolonialism cannot
forgive. Fantasy has been replaced by phantoms, and man is tumed
into an extra who dies so Jacopetti can comfortably film his execution.

l make the revolution; therefore, l exist. This is the starting point for
the disappearance of fantasy and phantom to make way for iiving human
beings. The cinemaof the revolution isat the sometime one of destruc-
tion and construction; destruction of the image that neocolonialism has
created of itsol-fr ondof us, and construction of a throbbing, living
reality which recaptures truth in any of its expressions.

The restitution of things to their real place and meaning is an eminently
subversive ‘fact both in the neocolonial situation and in the consumer
societies. In the former, the seeming ambiguity or pseudo-objectivity.
in newspapers, ‘literature, etc and therelative freedom of lheipeople's
organisations to provide their own information cease toexist, giving
way to overt restriction, when it is a" uestion of television and radio,
the two most important System-controlcled or monopolised communications
media. The events of May I968 inFrance are quite explicit on this
point. i

In a world where the unreal rules, artistic expression is shoved along
the channels of fantasy, fiction, language in code, sign language and
messages whispered between the lines. Art is cut off from the concrete
facts - which, from the neocolonialist standpoint, are accusatory-testi-
monies - taturn back on itself, -strutting about ina world of dastractions
and hantoms, where it becomes ‘timeless’; andhistory-less. Vietnam
can be mentioned, but onlyfar from Vietnam; Latin Americarcan be
mentioned, but only far enough away from the continent to be ineffect-
ive, in places where it is depoliticised and where it does not lead to
action. s F . . F

,i . . _ ‘

The cinema known as documentary, with all the vastness that the con-
cept has today, from educational films to the reconstruction of a fact
or a historical event, is perhaps the main basis of revolutionary film
making. Every image that documents, bears witness to, refutes or
deepens the truth of a situation is something more than a film image or
purely artistic fact; it becomes something which the System finds in-
digestible.

Testimony about a national reality is also an inestimable means of dia-
logue and knowledge on the world plane. No internationalist form of
struggle can be carried out successfully if there is not a mutual ex- '
change of experiences among the people, if the people do not succeed
in breaking out of the Balcanisation on the international, continental,
and national planes which imperialism is striving to maintain.

PERFECT CINEMA? PRACTICE AND MISTAKES
The model of the perfect work of art, the fully rounded film structured
according to the metrics imposed by bourgeois culture, its theoreticians
and critics, has served to inhibit the filrri maker in the dependent coun-
tries, especially when he has attempted to erect similar models in a
reality which offered him neither the culture, the techniques, nor the
most primary elements for success. The culture of the metropolis kept
the age-old secrets that had given life to its models; the transposition
of the latter to the neocolonial reality was always a mechanism of
alienation, since it WU;--= not possible for the artist of the dependent
COUT'il:“.' to absorb, in a few years, the secrets of a culture and society
elaborated through the centuries in completely different historical cir-
cumstances. The attempt in the sphere of fiim making to match the
pictures of the ruling countries generally ends in failure, given the
existence of two disparate historical realities. And such unsuccessful
attempts lead to feelings of frustration and inferiority. Both these feel-
ings arise in the first placefrom the fear of taking risks along completely
new roads which are almost a total denial of ‘their cinema‘. A fear of
recognising the particularities and limitations of a dependency situation
in order to discover the possibilities inherent in that situation by finding
ways of overcoming it which would of necessity be original.

The existence of a revolutionary cinema is inconceivable without the
constant and methodical exercise of practice, search, and experimen-
tation. It even means committing the new film maker to take chances
on the unknown, to leap into space at times, exposing himself to forl-
ure as does the guerrilla who travels along paths that he himself opens
up with machete blows. The possibility of discovering and rnvent|ng_
film forms and structures that serve a more profound vision of our reality
resides in the ability to place oneself on the outside limits of the fam- __,
iliar, to make one's way amid constant dangers.

Our time is one of hypothesis rather than of thesis, a time Of W0l'l<$ in
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process - unfinished, unordered, violent works made with the carriera
in one hand and a rock in the other. Such works cannot be assessed
according to the traditional theoretical and critical canons. The ideas g
for our film theory and criticism will come to life through inhibition- c
removing practice and experimentation. " Knowledge begins with T
practice. After acquiring theoretical knowledge through practice, it
is necessary to return to practice." (Mao Tse-Tung, On Practice).
Once he has embarked upon this practice, the revolutionary film maker v
will have to overcome countless obstacles; he will experience the
loneliness of those who aspire to the praise of the System's promotion
media only to find that those media are closed to him. As Godard
would say, he will cease to be a bicycle champion to become an anon-
ymous bicycle rider, Vietnamese style, submerged in a cruel and pro-
longed war. But he will also discover that there is a receptive
audience that looks upon his work as something of its own, that makes
it part of its own existence, and that is ready to defend him in a way
that it would never do with any world bicycle champion.

CINEMA GROUP AS GUERRILLA GROUP
ln this long war, with the camera as our rifle, we do in fact move into
a guerrilla activity. This is why the work of a film-guerrilla group is
governed by strict disciplinary norms as to both work methods and sec-
urity. A revolutionary film group is in the some situation as a guerrilla
unit: it cannot grow strong without military structures and command
concepts. The group exists as a network of complementary responsibil-
ities, as the sum and synthesis of abiiities, inasmuch as it operates
harmonically with a leadership that centralises planning work and
maintains its continuity. Experience shows that it is not easy to main-
tain the cohesion of a group when it is bombarded by the System and its
chain of accomplices frequently disguised as ‘progressives’, when there
are no immediate and spectacular outer incentives and the members
must undergo the discomforts and tensions of work that is done under-
ground and distributed clandestinely. Many abandon their responsibil-
ities because they underestimate them or because they measure them
with values appropriate to System cinema and not underground cinema.
The birth of internal conflicts is a reality present in any group, whether
or not it possesses ideological maturity. The lack of awareness of such
an inner conflict on the psychological or personality plane, etc, the
lack of maturit in dealing with problems of relationships, at times
leads to ill feeling and rivalries that in tum cause real clashes going
beyond ideological or objective differences. All of this rrleorts thot 0
basic condition is an awareness of the problems of interpersonal relat-
ionships, leadershi and areas of competence. What is needed is to
speak clearly, mark off work areas, assign responsibilities and take on
the iob as a rigorous militancy. I

Guerrilla film making proletarianises the film worker and breaks down
the intellectual aristocracy that the bourgeoisie grants to its followers.

Q Q

ln a word, it democratises. The film maker's tie with reality makes him
more a port of his people. Vanguard layers and even masses participate
<IOll¢¢ti\/Ely in the work when they realise that it is the continuity of
their daily struggle. LA HORA DE LOS HORNOS shows how a film
can be made in hostile circumstances when it has they support and coll-
aboration of militants and cadres from the people. y

The revolutionary film maker acts with a radically new vision of the
role of the producer, teamwork, tools, details, etc. Above all, he
supplies himself at all levels in ordergto produce his films, he equips
himself at all levels, he learns how to handle the manifold techniques
of histcraft. His mast valuable possessions are the toolslof his trade,
which fonn part and parcel of his need to communicate. The camera is
the inexhaustible expropriator of image-weapons; the proiector, a gun
that can shoot 24 frames per second. ~

Each member of the group should be familiar, at leastin a general way,
with the equipmentbeing used: he must be prepared to replace another
in any of the phases of production. The myth of irreplaceable~techni-
cians must be exploded. j r l T

The Whole group must grant great importance to the minor details of the
production and the security; measures needed toproiect it A lack of
foresight which in conventional film makingwould go U!"ft'tOl'lC€‘Cl can T
render virtually useless weeks or months of work. IAHKIQ a failune in
guerrilla cinema, iust as in the guerrilla stmggle itself, can mean the
loss of a work or_a complete change of plans. " Inga guerrilla struggle
the concept of failure is present a thousand times over, and vict~;;.i'y a
myth that only a revolutionary can dream. " (Che Guevara, Guerra dc
guerrillas). Every member of the group must have an ability to take
care of details; discipline; speed; and, above oli, the wiilingness to
overcome the weaknesses of comfort, old habits, and the whole climate
of pseudonormaiit behind which the warfare of everyday life is hidden.
Each film is a different operation, a different job requiring variations
in methods in order to confuse or refrain from alerting the enemy, esp-
ecially as the processing laboratories are still in his hands.

The success. of the work depends to a great extent on the group's abilit-
to rempin silent, ‘on its permanent wariness, a condition that is difficult
to achieve in a situation in which apparently nothing is happening and
the film. maker has been accustomed to telling all and sundry about
eyerything that he's doing because the bourgeoisie has trained him pre-
cisely on such a basis of prestige and promotion. The watchword
‘constant vigilance, constant wariness, constant mobility‘ has profound
validity for guerrilla cinema. You have to give the appearance of
working on various projects, split up the materials for processing, use
go-betweens, mix The Nnterial with other materials, put it together,
take it apart, confuse, neutralise, and throw off the track. All of this
is necessary as long as the group doesn'“t have its own processing equip-
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ment, no matter how rudimentary, and there remain certain possibilities
in the traditional laboratories. ' s

Group-level co-operation between different countries can serve to
assure the completion of a film or the execution of certain phases of
work that may not be possible in the country of origin. To this should
be added the need for a reception centre for file materials to be used
by the different groups and the perspective of co-ordination, on a con-
tinentwide or even worldwide scale, of the continuity of work in each
country; periodic regional or international gatherings to exchange ex-
periences, contributions, joint planning of work, etc.

, .

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE THIRD CINEMA
At least in the earliest stages, the revolutionary film maker and the work
groups will be the sole producers of their films. They must bear the res-
ponsibility of finding ways to obtain the economic means to facilitate the
continuity of work. Guerrilla cinema still doesn't have enough experi-
ence to set down standards in this area; what experience there is-has
shown, above all, the ability to make use of theconcrete situation in
each country. But, regardless of what these siituations may be, the pre-
paration of a film cannot be undertaken without a parallel study of its
future audience and, consequently, a plan to recover the financial t
investment, Here, once again, the need arises of closer ties between
political and artistic vanguards, since this alsoserves for the joint study
of forms of production, exhibition, and continuity. L

A guerrilla film can be aimed only at the distribution mechanisms prov-
ided byl the revolutionary organisations, including those invented or ' ~
discovered by the film maker himself. Produc_ti.ori, distribution, and j
economic possibilities for survival must formtpart of a single strategy.
The solutiongof the problems faced in each of these areas will encourage
other people to join in the work ofguerrilla film making, which willen-
large its ranks and thus make it less vulnerable". i " A

The distribution of guerrilla films in Latin America is still in swaddling
clothes, while System reprisals are already a legalised fact. Suffice it
to note in Argentina the raids that have occurred during some showings
and the recent film suppression law of a clearly fascist character, in
Brazil the ever-increasing restrictions placed upon the most militant c
comrades of cinema novo, and in Venezuela the banning and license .
cancellation of LA HORA DE LOS HORNOS; almost all over the A R
continent censorship prevents any possibility of public disjtribution. -

Without ievolutionairy films and a public that asks for them, any-S attempt
to ip new ways of distribution would be doomed to failure. ‘ But
both of these already exist in Latin America. The Tpearance of the
films opened ip a road which in some countries, suc as Astgfifltimr
occurs through showings in apartrrients and houses to audiences of never

-A--.__ ._ _ ' "
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more than 5 people; in other countries, such as Chile, films are
shown in parishes, universities, or cultural centres (of which there are
fewer every day); and, in the case of Uruguay, showings were given
in Montevideo's biggest movie theatre to an audience of 2,500 people,
who filled the theatre and made every showing an impassioned anti-
imperialist event. But the prospects on the continental plane indicate
that the possibility for the continuity of a revolutionary cinema rests
upon the strengthening of rigorously underground base structures.

Practice implies mistakes and failures.* Some comrades will let them-
selves be carried away by the success and impunity with which they
present the first showings and will tend to relax security measures,
while others will go in the opposite direction of excessive precautions
or fearfulness, to such an extent that distribution remains circumscribed,
limited to a few groups of friends. Only concrete experience in each
country will demonstrate which are the best methods there, which do
not always lend themselves to application in other situations.

ln some places it will be possible to build infrastructures connected to
political, student, worker, and other organisations, while in others it
will be more suitable to sell prints toorganisations which will take
charge of obtaining the funds necessary to pay for each print {the cost
of the print plus a small margin). This method, wherever possible,
would appear to be the most viable, because it permits the decentral-
isation of distribution; makes possible a more profound political use of
the film; and permits the recovery, through the sale of more prints, of
the funds invested in the production. It is true that in many countries
the organisations still are not fully aware of the importance of this work,
or, if they are, may lack the means to undertake it. ln such cases other
methods can be used; the delivery of prints to encourage distribution
and a box-office. cut to the organisers of each showing, etc. The ideal
goal to be achieved would be producing and distributing guerrilla films
with funds obtained from expropriations of the bourgeoisie - that is, the
bourgeoisie would be financing guerrilla cinema with a bit of the sui-
plus value that it gets from the people. But, as long as the goal is no
more than a middle or long-range aspiration, the altematives open to
revolutionary cinema to recover production and distribution costs are to
some extent similar to those obtained for conventional cinema;‘ every
spectator should pay the same amount as he pays to see System cinema.
Financing, subsidising, equipping, and supporting revolutionary cinema
are political responsibilities for revolutionary organisations and militants.
A film can be made, but if its distribution does not allow for the recovery
of the costs, it will be difficult or impossible to make a second film.

. 9 .

 

* The raiding of ta Buenos Aires union and the arrestof dozens of persons
resulting from a bad -choice of projection site and the large number of
people invited. j - _ . A ;
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The lomm film circuits in Europe (20000 exhibition centres in Sweden,
30000 in France, etc) are -not the best example for the neocolsonialised
countries, but theyare nevertheless a complement to be kept in mind
for fund raising, especially in a situation in which such circuits can
play an important role in publicising the struggles in the Third World,
increasingly related as they are to those unfolding in the metropolis
countries. A film on the Venezuelan guerrillas will say more to a
European public than 20 explanatory pamphlets, and the same is true
for us with a film on the May events in France or the Berkeley, USA,
student struggle. .~»

A Guerrilla Films lnternational? And why not? lsn't it true that a kind
of new lnternational is arising through the Third World struggles; through
OSPAAAL and the revolutionary vanguards of the consumer societies?

THE ClNEMA ACT: SPECTATORS AND PROTAGONISTS
A guerrilla cinema, at this stage still within the reach of limited layers
of the population, is, nevertheless, the only cinema of the masses poss-
ible today, since it is the only one involved with the interests, aspirat-
ions and prospects of the vast majority of the people. Every important
film produced by a revolutionary cinema will be, explicit or not, a
national event of the masses. .

The cinema of the masses, whitish isprevented from reaching beyond the
sectors-representing the masses, provokes with each showing, as in a
revolutionary military incursion, a liberated space, a decolonisedterri-
tory. The showing can be turned into a kind of political event, which,
according to Fanon, could be "a liturgical act, a privileged occasion
for human beings to hear and be heara. "

Militant cinema must be able to extract the infinity of new possibilities
that open up for it from the conditions of proscription imposed by the
System. The attempt to overcome neocolonial oppression calls for the
invention of forms of communication; it opens up the possibility.

Before and during the making of LA HORA DE L05 HORNOS we tried
out various methods for the distribution of revolutionary cinema - the .
little that we had made up to then. Each showing for militants, middle-
level cadres, activists, workers and university students became - without
our having set ourselves this aim beforehand - a kind of enlarged cell
meeting of which the films were a part but not the mostimportant factor.
We thus discovered a new facet of cinema: the participation of people
who, until then, were considered spectators. At times, security reasons
obliged us to try to dissolve the group of participants as soon as the
showirlrg was over, and we realised that the distribution of that kind of
film had ilttle meaning if it was not complemented by the participation
of the comrades, if a defeats was not opened on the themes suggested by
the films. A

\ I
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We also discovered that every comrade who attended such showings did
so with full awareness that he was infringing the $ystem's laws and ex-
posing his personal security to eventual repression. This person was no
longer a spectator; on the contrary, from the moment he decided to
attend the showing, from the moment he lined himself up on this side by
taking risks and contributing his living experience. to the meeting, he
became an actor, a more important protagonist than those who appeared
in the films. Such a person was seeking other committed people like
himself, while he, in tum, became committed to them. The spectator
made way for the actor, who sought himself in others.

Outside this space which the films momentarily helped to liberate,
there was nothing but solitude, noncommunication, distrust, and fear;
within the freed space the situation turned everyone into accomplices
of the act that was unfolding. The debates arose ‘spontaneously. As we
gained in experience, we incorporated into the showing various ele-
ments la stage production) to reinforce the themes of the films, the
climate of theshowing, the 'disinhibiting' of theiparticipants, and the
dialogue: recorded music or poems, sculpture and paintings, posters,
a programme director who chaired the debate and presented the film
and the comrades who were speaking, a glass of wine, a few mate's,etc.
We realised that we had at hand three very valuable factors:
l) The participant comrade, the man-actor-accomplice who responded
to the summons;
2) The free space where that man expressed his concerns and ideas, be-
came politicised, and started to free himself; and
3) The film, important only as a detonator or pretext.

We concluded from these data that a film couldbe much more effective
if it were fully aware of these factors and took on the task of subordin-
ating its own form, structure, language, and propositions to that act and
to those actors - to put it another way, if it sought its own liberation in
the subordination and insertion in the others, the principal protagonists
of life. With the correct utilisation of the time that that group of actor-
personages offered us with their diverse histories, the use of the space
offered by certain comrades, and of the films themselves, it was necess-
ary to try to transform time, energy, and work into freedom-giving
energy. In this way the idea began to grow of structuring what we dec-
ided to call the film act, the film action, one of the forms which we
believe assumes great importance in affirming the line of a third cinema.
A cinema whose first experiment is to be found, perhaps on a rather shaky
level, in the second and third parts of LA HORA DE LOS HORNOS
('Acto para la liberaci6n'; above all, starting with ‘La resistencia' and
'Violencia y |ibe_raci6n'). A

"Comrades (we said at the start of 'Acto para la liberacion), this is not
iust a film showing, nor is ita show; rather, it is, cbove all, A MEET"
ING - an act of anti-imperialist unity; this is a place only for those who
feel identified with this struggle, because here there is no room for spec ->
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tators or for accomplices of the enemy; here there is room only for the
authors and protagonists of the process to which the film attempts to
bear-witness and to deepen. The film is the pretext for diajlolgue, for
the seeking and finding offwills. lt is o report that we place before
you for your consideration, to be debated after the showing.

" The conclusions (we said at another point in the second part) to which
you may arrive as the real authors and protagonists of this history are
important. The experiences and conclusions that we have assembled
have a relative worth; they -are of use to the extent that they are use-
ful to you, who are the present and future of liberation. Butirnost im-
portant of all is the action that may arise from these conclusions, the
unity on the basis of the facts. This is why the film stops here; -it opens
outta you so that you can continue it. "

The film act means angopen-ended film; it is essentially a way of
leaming. _ ' A A

"The first step in the process of knowledge is the first contact with the
things of the outside world, the stage of sensations (in a film, the living
fresco of image and sound). The second step is the synthesising of the
data provided by the sensations; their ordering and elaboration; the A
stage of concepts, judgements, opinions, and deductions (in the film,
the announcer, the repartings, the didsactics, or the narrator who leads
the projection And then comes the third stage, that of knowledge.
The active role of, knowledge is expressed not only in the ‘octiveleap
from. sensory to rational knowledge, but, and what is even more irripor-
tant, irrthe leapfrom rational knowledge torevolutionary practice. . A
. .'. The practice of the transforrna~tion.of the world. . . . This,; in gen— A
eral terms, is thedialecticalmaterialist theory of the unity of knaw—
ledge andactioni‘ (Mao Tse-Tung, On Practices). '(ln.1'l't_€ projection
of. the film act, the participati*on'of the comrades, the action proposals
that arise, and the actions themselves thatwilil take place later). A - ‘

Moreover, each projection of a filmsact presupposes a differesnt setting,
s.ince»the spaceswhere it takes place, the materials that go tosmake it
up 1(actors- articipants), and the historic time in which it takes place
are never the some. This means thatthe result ofseachsprojection act
wiii on those who organise if, on those who participate in it,
and an the time and place; the possibility of introducing variations,
additions, and changes is unlimited. s The screeningofa film act will j
always e s sressiin one way or another the historical situation in which
it takes gfiace; its perspectives are notexhausted in the struggle for ‘

butwill instead continue after taking‘ of power to shengthen
fl1~%revr>lsIti~=n--A      
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Themcn cinema, be it guerrilla cinemaior al film act, with L
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the infinite categories that they contain (film letter, film poem, film
essay, film pamphlet, film report, etc), above all counters the film
industry of a cinema of characters with one of themes, that of individ-
uals with that of mosses, that of the author with that of the operative
group, one of neocolonial misinformation with one of information, one
of escape with one that recapture: the truth, that of passivity with that
of aggressions. To aninstitutionalised cinema, he counterposes a
guerrilla cinema; to movies as shows, he opposes a film act or action;
to a cinema of destruction, one that is both destructive and constructive;
to a cinema made for the old kind of human being, for them, he opposes
a cinema fit for a new kind of human being, for what each one of us has
the possibility of becoming.

Thesdecolonisation of the film maker and of films will be simultaneous
acts to the extent that each contributes to collective decolonisation.
The battle begins without, against the enemy whoattacks us, but also
within, against the ideas and models of the enemy to be found inside
each one of us. Destruction and construction. Decolonising action
rescues with its practice the purest and most vital irnpulses. lt opposes
to the colonial isation of minds the revolution of consciousness. The
world isscrutinised, unravelled, rediscovered. Peopleare witness to
a constant astonishment, a kind of second birth. » They recover their
earlyiingenuity, theirbc A -titty for adventure; their lethargic capacity
for indignation comes tocii-ii. s A _ 1 A A

Freeing a forbidden truth means setting free the possibility of indignat-
ion and subversion. Our truth, that of the new man who builds himself
by getting rid of alleihe defects thatstiil weigh him down, sis a bomb of
inexhaustible power and," at the time, the only real possibility of
life), Within this attempt, revolutionary film maker ventures with
his subversive observation, rsensibility, imagination, and realisation.
The great -themes - the histosry of the country, love and unlove between
combatants, the efforts of a people that comes awake - all thisis rebom
before the lens of the decolanised camera.’ The film rndser feels free
for the first -time. discovers that, within I've System, nothing fits,
while outside of and against the System, everything -fi ts, because every-

‘ ‘ sthing cremains to be What appeared yesterday asa preposterous
adventure, as said atthe beginnirg, ispnsed as m inescapable
need and possibility. g A L s A _

Why filmsand not some other form of artistic communication?‘ If we
choose filns as the -centre of our propositions and debate, it is because
that -is our work front and because the birth) of a third cinema means, at
least for us, the most inportantrevolutionary artistic event of our times.

foctuber 1969
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. . El li\'llD)/AFTER?

‘Towards a third cinema‘ and LA HORA DE LOS HORNOS repre- M
rent athird world breakthrough as remarkable as that of Fanon - it has
drummed fear into the heart of the westem civilised Establishment.
While Vietnamese guertillas break the back of the US military moch-
ine, guerrilla camera crews throughout Asia anClLatin America are
breaking the back of sitsgeven more powerful propaganda machine. A We,
as the allies of this newimovement, have to seek both the underlying
theoretical premise of its emergence, and its parallels in the.West.r lt's
no use crying any more’i{\?Ve‘re fucked over by the medial‘ - our task is
to build an alternative. A '

s .

|

The present coneiunctureifin Latin America is characterised by a political
and ideological crisis theruling oligarchies. The ‘crisis is political
because the repressive"? forces needed to maintain the status quo are ten-
ding more and more towards physical coercion, ie towards the open
suppression of imminent insurrection. The crisis is ideological because
the consciousness of ‘colonisation instilled by centuries of foreign dom-
ination, is being shattered by the consciousness of national liberation.
The propaganda of US imperialism is becoming more strident, more des-
perate, as it seeks to hold back giant historical forces behind the Stars
and Stripes. A S

Within the framework of this crisis, the emancipative forces in Latin
America have located and exposed new chinks in a seemingly indest-
ructible system. There has been a breakthrough in theory and practice.
New weapons are being brought into the anti-imperialist struggle -
radio, cinema, pirate printing presses, even videotape. Comrades in
Germmy have supplied theoretical basis for this explosion in the
use at media - they posit the means of production of the ‘consciousness
industry’ as the principai mtors on the ideological stage, rather than
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images and sounds. ln the same way Marx was able to dispose of the
humanist mystification of man as the centre of history - he showed that
it was men cloaked in their economic roles (determined by the means
of social production) that formed the substance ofihistorical develop-
ment.

The primary counter-position of this theoretical work is that ‘mass
communications‘, as controlled by the ruling oligarchies, are a cont-
radiction in terms. Mass communication means a free flow of inform-
ation between the point of transmission and the point of reception - as
Enzensburger points out (‘Constituents for a Theory of the Media‘, New
Left Review No.64), transistor radios are essentially two-way systems.
lt is only the prevailing interests that pervert thisdual essence, turning
communication (dialogue) into propaganda (monologue). In fact these
interests seek to destroy mass consciousness, by isolating and colonising
individuals.

The second counter-position is that media as currently deployed do not
represent a vast, all-powerful conspiracy - they are subject to the some
contradictions as capitalism itself. Specifically, the mobilising power
of the media, their dependence on sensation and violence, is directly
incompatible with the ‘peace'-keeping efforts of the State and its mili-
tary arms. The US is not only exporting peanut butter ana cranberry
pie in its ideological war on Latin America - it isgalso forced to export
the Vietnam war, campus riots, ghetto explosionsfand other afflictions.

re .-.7 ‘.'j.- -

This is the theory underlining Solanas' strategy fo-rfa ‘guerrilla cinema’.
This strategy calls tor a two—pronged attack on prevailing system of
communications - at the point of production, and?-at the point of distri-
buti on .
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OWNERSHIP or THE MEANS or PRODUCTIIGN  
Guerrilla cinema units expropriate the means ofeproduction from the
ruling interests - by grabbing their own carrrerasftape recorders, pro-
jectors and even developing/printing apparatus, they never have to
enter the cycle of production established by the System. This cuts the
dangers of surveillance (censorshiP), and removes the economic sanc-
tions of high rental prices. ‘Camera-running‘ has become the stock-
in-trade of these guerrilla units.

ln ideological terms, the point of production is the open end of a one-
way system of communication - it is in front of the camera that the
ideological forces fight for dominance in the finaliimage (quite apart
from the structure imposed on this image by the lens apparatus and
chemical process of development). It is the proletarian world view of
the guerrilla film maker, coupled with a comprehension of his means
of production, that enables him to stamp his films-with this same prole-
tarian view, and thus make them irrecuperableiiby the class enemy.

4-1-"
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Solanas is a little vague here in his discussion of the role of the third
world intellectual; he doesn't openly contrast the obligations of the
intellectuals with their privileges. The intellectual has either a prol-
ctarian world view, or he wiittingly/unwittingliy subscribes to the pre-
vailing ideology, and hence upholds the status quo. This stake in the
status qua (especially for western intellectuals) is reflected in numer-
ous ways - in the fear of viqlence, in the fear of unemployment
(blacklisted joumalists, forjfexample), and ultimately in the fear of the
masses themselves - the ledrif-i of lasing one‘s voice in the babble of mass
insurrection, of losing the,a’uthority that theory bestows, andpractice
destroys. Thus Solanas is ppen to criticism when he mentions the two
kinds of art - theirs and ours. He is still talking in the past tense, as
an artist, and not as a rev.qlutionary who is willing to reject all art if
the struggle demands it.

_;‘.

OWNERSHIP OF THE MEANS OF DISTRIBUTION I
v

The guerrilla unit either exchanges prints of its films with organisations
it can trust, or it screens the films themselves in what Solanas calls
‘cinema-acts‘. » By this rneians it avoids once again the enemy's cycle of
distribution (and the economic exploitation and politically debilitating
promotion that this implies), and is able to control the conditions of the
screening. On the pretextfaf a film showing, militants andrjpotential
militants are assembled) tc-gether on their own home ground - such a sit-
uation can be explosive.§ ., _ ji I

Again in ideological terms, the ‘cinema act‘ achieves the revolutionary
aims of opening up the other end of a previously one-way system of corn-
municatian, making it two-way. ln the cinema act, it is not only the
film that speaks -' inlfact, the film is little more than a trigger for dis-
cussron. » t " ; _r I ' --

Thus the militanttfilm maker, who controls hisown means of production
and ‘distribution, has placed these in the hands of the people. With
them he‘ manufacturesiimages and sounds which are-valid reflections of
the people, of their struggle and hopes. The practice of militant cin-
ema has effectivelyidestroyed the notions of inspiration, of artistic
integrity etc (notions tha't.___were destroyed theoretically by Benjamin '
over forty years ago) by reversing the film maker‘s frame of reference
- he is not sacrificing hisltalents to the people; in fact, it is the
people (in both their essence and appearance) whoconstitute his films.
Ihelsubjectivity of the artist has been destroyed by objectivily of a
ens. —f , I

' I- 4
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Solanas and the third world have pioneered the practice of militant. W
cinema,” but revoljutitonaries in the west have been quick to follow
There are now groupsin thefj, US, -France, Gemtany, Italy, Belgium md

' ‘_ . .
en

I . _ . ' _ ‘ _ _
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Britain. It is their job ta mediate paints of struggle to other sec tars of
the movement - they are independent of and in opposition to the estab-
lished media networks. Their cinetracts cover street fighting, marches,
industrial strikes, student strikes, rent strikes, as well as the undistorted
human face of emancipative struggle . Their screenings are classical
‘cinema-acts‘ - in occupied colleges, factory canteens, street comers.
(To reach the working class, they are forced to work in close co-oper-
ation with either the CP or trade unions (whichever the stronger) -
these are their legitimate means of support. But before overcoming the
conservative outlooks of these bodies, they are forced to rely an work
within the film industry, and the support of politically sympathetic
groups on the left. Perhaps the desperate financial state of Britain's
Cinema Action should be signalled in this cantext)._*i

4‘ s
I.

So much for the general description of militant cinema, but what of
Solanas‘ personal achievement? Obviously he is in danger of being
swallowed by the patronage of western intellectuals - as happened to
his unfortunate predecessor, Glauber Rocha. LA HORA DE LOS
HORNOS was treated in Paris with all the tendemess given a precious
orchid in a hot house. It was displayed for the gratification of the dis-
criminating in a chic Parisian film studio, and Solanas‘ vigorous cam-
paign of political promotion was limited, as far as l_-know, to film
magazines. When first shown, the film was the sensation of the Pesaro
Festival, one of the more enlightened of the institutions used to recup-
erate cultural deviations and defuse them of subversive political
qualities. ‘-

A favourite technique of apologist critics is to revert to an analysis of
the images and sounds, rather than of the means ofrproduction. Thus an
imposing edifice of implicit political effectiveness can be built (in terms
of signifiers) as well as the explicit statements of political signifieds.
Another technique is to seize on third world films and transmute them
into art objects, ie into depoliticised articles of consumption. The im-
posed form of entertainment changes the content of the film - hence the
equivocal character of discussing Solanas in this film magazine.

Lenin's dictum that ‘we must dream‘ is behind Solanas‘ ecstatic vision
of the ‘new man'., but certainly not behind his Particular species of mil-
itant cinema. The manufacture af political metaphors has fallen inta
the, hands of the 'artists‘ _- film makers with urgent political priorities
are more concerned with organisation, than edification. This is not to
deny the role of the Glauber Rocha‘: of this world - it is merely ta
define their sphere of influence. I

_,|

The-final call. Obviously militant cinema is a contradiction in media -
it is best suited to video. Video is fast, cheap, and easil distributed -
at the moment the means of production is only financially prohibitive,
not technically. Perhaps Solanas‘ message is lgest translated as: ‘Forward
to Guerrilla Video International!‘

s  I  EIOHN MATTHEWS
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The following is a hrief look at colonial cinema, which I meano'<
Western cinema dealing with the ‘natives‘ before the emergence of the

Third World countries. Cinema at this time was roughly a reflection

of the balance of power in the world. Since Third World countries

could not speak for themselves, Europeans monopolised the presentation
of these peoples to themselves. Concerned to maintain their domin-

ation, the colonising countries used cinema, as a reflection of their
Ir" c+ Odominant ideology, to assert

Colonial cinema therefore had a dual role: 1} To distort the

image of colonised people in order to justify to Western public opin-
in ; ' -*_,.'_ 1 _. -' I ’ I » ' ' "A »q meion the policy of Cpipulbflfilfifi, the natives nad therezore to he

P3Uportrayed as sub—huma;; ?l convince the 'n&tiVeS' that their col-
‘-1 I I “' ‘ ,£'_ ' .' .. . .. " * *oniai mother protected them .rom their own savagery and iron the

unhappiness which was their essential state of mind.

As far as Algeria is concerned, one can divide colonial cinema into

two periods:

l. Fro 1897 to l9h5

Between l897.and 19b5, the whole of the Maghreb (North Africa) was
seen by colonial cinema as a monolithic bloc with no distinction
between Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco. This cinema reinforced the

image of the area represented by tourist posters with their camels,
palm trees and belly dancers. In 1897, Melies made Le Musulman rig"
Qlg (The comic Moslen), where the Arab appears as a strange creature
for the amusement of European audiences; later he made Ali Barbogyrop

. k§ i

Z1
. . r ‘S1

in the same vein. In 1905, Mesguish, a French director born in Nirth T

 Africa, directed All bouffj a l‘huile (Ali swallows fat). But Metguish
was one of the only directors to film newsreel material, such as

Priereide Mnezzin and Marche arabe, and he seems to have been more

concerned with reality than other directors of colonial cinema.

This latter was all mystification, representing the Maghret

as a mythical area without either a historical or_a social ii*ntit_

a sunny land ripe for adventune where the Arabs are stIT F0 ‘H ‘T3Q1 iiU 5 Q
'4

praising Allah for sending them the civilising influence of Press:

colonialism. The question of Algeria: nationalism is cf course ne?er ,
- itouched upon, since the colonists are there by divine right. Arab:

frequently pull knives on the virtuous E‘ opeans, but only to stealh
from them. it " ". T

_In the 1920s and 1930s film producers pandered to the French

r public's fondness for seeing brawls and ~0 1 'v,+I -
‘T ‘F F1“ *_'“., I ‘ "‘ .

Qt‘ \iLl *¢.~¢¢- -I-.'-.1Hi P4- 0. If (+ M H‘ O If If w n +

‘evil Arabs‘. Audiences were provided with a rationalisation for the

oppressive machinery of colonialism, and French cinema create: and _
I _ 0 . , . - .nourished an ignorance of and contempt for Arch: as well a" s :yt' -*

ogy of aggression. Le sang d'Allnh, made in l?22 1; Georges

Bourgeois,-is a typical example. »
_ I ..- '; ' ' - ‘P I »I. J.teen films a year .ere EJCt in Kort: a.r-ta i-r.ng+a f| rsOn average,

this period. This did not mean, of course, that there was any attempt

to create a film industry there, since completion work on the films

was done in Europe. Algeria, like the rest of the Maghreb, remained

a location for exotic adventures, like Duvivier's Pépé le Moke or
Feyder's Le ggand jeu. It is interesting to note that censorship
intervened to prevent any suggestion of Arab nationalism. For

example, the sentence ‘The people of the Rif (countryside) defend
their land‘ was cut from Le grand jeu, though it had almost cer-
tainly no political significance in the context of the film. T

2. From 1955 to 1953

The political movement in Algeria grew rapidly, particularly after
the=assacre of 8 May l9h5. Film—makers shooting in Algeria, such
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as Serge de Poligny ( ' i'i ), were advised by the col-Le soif des hommes

onial authorities to avoid filming ‘pillaging Arabs and armed sett-
lers‘. when things seemed quieter, films like Bend Clair's Belles

~'+ could be made c1airF= film did not avoid the usual clichesde nuit . q g - t

about the sexual sadism of the Arabs, and of course it was in no way

concerned with the social or economic problems of the Maghreb. More

significantly, a few months before the start of the Algerian rev-

olution in 1355 France was represented at the Cannes festival by

Robert Siocmak's racialist re—make of Le ggand jeu, which was charac-

terise: by the usual cliches about courageous legionaries and cowardly

' ”* ' ' Y ‘ critics, cal" a few — '.- "’ V" Q "q ‘-5 V‘ I‘ I.r'._I":._LL":;- .L.;‘E’ 11.11:‘. ‘Ha; §1"8la6-L‘. LJ (+CI (D '1' }..a pa ‘K’ U oeorges

Jadoui — po;nt1ng out that its basic fals1f;cat1on was dangerously

offens;ve at a time when the anti-colcnzalist forces were mastering.

PJI-5' ft.H m_ . were some attempts to get closer to the Forth African

reality. In l9LT, for instance, Andre Zwoboda made La septieme pgrte,

ada from a Moroccan legend. The film was made'in two versions:.’TJ(‘P ‘D pk

French, with a commentary by Jean Cocteau, and an Arab version

featurin the actress Keltoum, later to F" in Lakhdar_Hamina's03 D7 *0 '73 D$1 *1

(t O-V,‘ TDTent fies Auras. But as an ethnographic view of horth Africa,

film is like others of its kind, politically dubious in the sense that

it-avoids any hint of political realities.i I - ~i i

" Two years after the outbreak of the Algerian war, Maurice Bataill

and Claude Veillot had this to say in their book Les cameras sous le

soleilz ‘The net result of 35 years of film in North Africa is not

just meagre, it is skeletal. But looking back may not be a useless

exercise; the future film—m§hers of North Africa will be able to
draw lessons from the past...'i Which is what they hve done. V

The Algerian Revolution in.iF’rench and World Cinema

.1. French Cinema y

One might have thought that Fnench cinema would go through a period A.

of selfequestioning after the failure of colonial cinema to show any-
thing of the reality of the Hagreb and particularly after the F
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Algerians had demonstrated, through armed struggb§,”their identity
as a nation. In fact, there were no more than a#few discreet hints
about the situation of French cinema in raIhtion.to what was happening‘L

_ .

in Algeria. As Roger Tailleur wrote in 1962 in Positif, commenting

on a scene in Agnes Varda's Cleo de § A I which features a radio
broadcast about the Algerian war: ‘Poor French cinema, poor little

castrated cinema where the screening in the silence of a dark room

of a'simple radio broadcast sees to be uniquely daring, and where

we feel surprised on hearing it to fear the presence, in the dark,

of a possttle censor.‘

Indeed, one would be hard put to find a French film which deals

ofL c'* 0 H:on any a superficial level with the origins and nature the

war or the Algerian cause. French film-makers looked at the effects
Q{.4 r_.¢of the war on aspects of the daily life of the French; ' very

rarely did they stand on the side of the Algerians- In Jacques

Rozier's Adieu Philippine or Varda's Cleo or Resnais' Muriel the war

in Algeria is represented as an awkward interruption in the love lives

of French youth. Frequently the hero is obliged to leave his girl

because of conscription, as in Lemy's F u ' s . " ;1rg. Zes-ara luie dc therL_

erters from the army, as in Alain Cavslier's L'insoumier or Godard's
' " *, act from personal and not political motives. The Frenche 1* soluat  y

critic Marcel Martin has listed some TO films which make reference
IJ I.)n ('1 II’ (L +-J ('1 D '1to the war, of ". - only a very few give ,"~_ support to the Al-

gerians. All of them, not coincidentally, from the underground cinema
How explain this failure, particularly-in view of the well estab-

.';,','- ‘

lished left—wing traditions among French interfiectuals? Why did Frenc
. i" IL, I

‘ .

filmrmakers produce nothing on the Algerian war to compare with such

American critiques of the Vietnam war as Emile de Antonio's In the

Year of the_Pigs, or even with the mainly Frenph Loin du Vietnam?
' Most film-makers, asked about their silence, have answered that

they had screenplays ready to film. And if none of these films were

actually made, it was because of the extremely agygre censorship in
France during the Algerian war. Alain Resnais once said: ‘Provided
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you don't say anything about the police, judges, doctors, priests,
Ministers or the army, and provided you avoid referring to the pole

itical situation, you can say anythin you like in France, or nearly
. "'\

anything.‘ Producers were naturally unwilling to fiance films which
risked being banned. It was not until l9Th that the French public
were given the first full-blooded comercial film about the Algerian
war, Yves Boisset's R.A.S., which features political deserters, the
destruction of villages, Algerian women raped by French soldiers, etc

The commercial success of this film.was evidence of the French pub-
lic's continuing appetite for the ‘dirty war‘.

It must be recognised, however, that some French film-makers
acknowledged that the war affected them not only as committed anti-
colonialists but also as artists. The war.created in France a climate

of self—censorship, induced by the official censorship,~which con— —
siderably limited freedom of thought. Responding to criticism of his
L‘annee derniere B Marienbad, Alain Resnais_sid, ‘You canit make

a film in France without referring to the air in Algeria. git any
4

' ii is not the Lg Marienbad ~.
result of the contradictions of this endless war.‘ So the only
possibility for fimemakers honestly to come to terms with the war
was to make underground political films. ,The Jean Vigo Group made t

§B[2B, a film which encourages military insubordination. The
véiitéltaberté Group and the.Mauriee Audin Committee produced Octobre
X Paris, about the repression of antiecolonialist demonstrations by

Algerians in Paris, who talk in the film about the torture and s
humiliation they suffered at the hands of the French polioe. This

. ‘ . _ _ . _ - _ -» . .
—; I __ ._ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ __ - I.‘ _ _

.r_ _ _ . . _ ,..._ . I .

film also shown demonstration by French people at Charonne, and
sees animated by an internationalist spirit which urges French and
Algerian to unite in the struggle against colonialism.,g ;,

.“rYann Le Meson went eyen}further;with-J'ai huit ans,;whioh used
interviews with young refugees as a comentary on drawins done by s
Algerian children.“ Rene Vautier, who later directed La - lle de

. I . 0

§ggjane,swent-to the Tunisian frontier to shot a doeunotary on
Sakiet Sidi Youssef, a village bombed by the French airforce in b

--r-I 4

' :0

retaliation for Tunisia's support for Algerian guerrillas.
Besides making documentaries on the war, Vautier was largely
responsible for the foundation of Algerian cinema in that he trained

| O

members of the NLF to use film. sfle is still highly respected in
Algeria. i

Chris Marher's Le Joli Mai, a documentary about the Algerian war
as seen from France, is one of the most successful attempts, both

politically and artistically, to come to terms with the war. The film

shows the development of the anti-colonialist movment in France; but

not one of the passers-by interviewed in the film mentions the end of

the Algerian war as the most important event of the month in which

the film was shot. People evidently wanted to forget.
Also of interest is Chronigue d'un été, directed by the anthro-

pologist Jean Rouch and the sociologist Edgar Morin, who managed to_
sidestep censorship by asking French people whether they were happy.
The answers they got revealed a general desire that this absurd war

should be stopped. g o l b V i

2. World Cinema

.In the Arab world, the Egyptian director Ysussef Chahine (who dire:t:;

The Sparrow) made Djamila l'Alg€rienne, about Algerian women tortured

by the French. The film had a great impact in the Ara? ccnntries

where it was shown. i

Very few films were made in the rest of the world on the Al-

gerian war. The Soviet Union made a documentary on the Moroccan
frontier.» China made a film called Intrepid Algeria. A Bulgarian
film, The Feast of Hope, showed the extraordinary enthusiasm of the

five days following Algerian independence. In East Germany, Karl
Gass directed a film which translates as Allonssenfants pour l'Algerie

a pun on the opening line of the French national anthem, and which
attacks*the¥West German mercenaries who fought with the French. Erich

Korbschmitt, another East German, made the reputedly melodramatic six-
hour film Esoapg to Hell. I an not aware of any British film on the
war.

i ' “ii” H i .— I
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l Special thanks for editorial work and otherwise generous

amistanee in the preparation for publication of this article to
G0rd0n Hi-tc'he.l'I$, former editor of Film Comment and now a
free-lance writer and editor. He recently guest-edited a special
Ema for‘ Film Culture on Hollywood Blacklisting and his
iinterview with Joris Ivens appeared in that magazine-‘s Spring
'1f,72 number. Film Culture ‘s next issue, also guest-edited by
‘Hitchens, will focus on Nazi cinema and will feature his
interview with Leni Riefenstahl.

l I-lannes Kamphausen is a Counsellor of the German Africa
Society, which distributes African films non-theatrically
within Germany, and on occasion sponsors the production of
special African shorts. He is also editor of the German-
language Afrika Heute (Africa Today), a bi-monthly of
political and cultural thought on Africa. Dr. Kamphausen has
lived and travelled widely in Africa and is presently concluding
ll special study on the culture and history the ii./lai?§,{asi
Republic-—the former French ct;=ioll:n";.»* 4;: Q;-a.si;~;-1:

THE CINEMA AND AFRiCA
Cinema in Africa is almost as old as the invention

of cinema. In 1896, one of the first projectors of the
“theatrograph,” stolen from the London Alhambra
Palace, found its way to South Africa, thus intro-
ducing the cinema to the African continent. Cinemas

‘ ' ‘Fl rs.
El

in South Africa are still called “bioscops,”,a_.fter file.
“Warwick bioscop projectors widely used at theturlll
of the century.‘ In West Africa, the first films were
shown in 1905, in Dakar.   }

It was from this beginning that films were
produced in Africa. Felix Mesguich from Algiers, one
of the camera operators for the Lumiere. brothers,
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made some remarkable films in 1905 such as
PRAYER OF THE MUEZZIN, THE STREET BAB-
AZOUN and DISCHARGING AT THE PORT. In
1913, Delagrane, owner of the Lagrane “cinema” in
Alexandria, made "a short called IN THEiSTREE'I'S
OF ALEXANDRIA in order to draw the public into
his establishment; his colleague from thesClub ifi
Masri in Cairo showed a film in 1915 in which he
S.-'-.'i-'1-.i)lr{=:‘%G pipe whiie i"E:{?i€iViI1g his clients. I

But this good start with realistic documentarim
was not followed up, neither by Africans nor by
Europeans. In the opinion of Guy Hennebelle, one Of
the French authorities on African cinema, this WI!
due to the impossibility for Europeans to give a
reaiistic picture of conditions in Africa: that would

' lL’.ill Rouch: “Situation cl tcndanccs du cinema en Afrique" in FY1088,
',-mil,,,;r,ip/iiqm“s rur l’,-l,/r_1'qu¢' Norm‘. UNl*'.S(‘O_ 1967. 5.374  l .
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have meant-[also showing the dark sides of colonial- l
ism.’ A ~ ‘ .  I - r  

' Instead, for the next half century, and to this
day, the African scene is used as an exotic backdrop
for the valiant deeds of the white man, bringing
civilization, peace and progress to the savage back-
lands. Whether it is the famous white explorer, the
tradesman, administrator, officer, missionary or 'l‘ar-
zan, they all carry the White Man’s Burden through
the wild and dangerous African forest, fighting
cannibals and heathens, witchdoctors, animals. dis-
eases, ignorance, stupidity and backwardncss. All the
colonial clichés are assembled, just as in the colonial
literature of the period. The African is always
depicted as. an inferior being; if he is not a strange
Unpredictable brute, he is an obedient, ever good-
humored servant, a parallel to the Uncle Tom figure
of American movies. It is the time of the 1931
Colonial Exhibition, of TRADER HORN and of
SANDERS OF THE RIVER, one of the first sound
moviesimade‘ in Africa, featuring Paul Robeson.
[Notet actually, the Robeson scenes were shot in
London studios, in obviously /la/ac sets. but docu-
qnii-q-||_-__-_,? _r_J-| ,_»-____ _ i ___-____._ - - - - - -- __;_______ __,,,__ W7.-? ,-_._....._._---- - ----—------ _-—- -- » -~- - -- - --

2Guy Henncbcllc. in .-'1]‘I'l'qll¢’-.-l.\‘l'0, No. ill, /<17/, S,-1.1‘
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mentary footage shot. inlAfrica was used for back-
ground and for some interiors.—G.H.] This film,
based on a novel by Edgar Wallace, was rather
successful in Africa, in spite of its glorification of
colonialism, possibly due to the fact that for the first
time a black man was playing the leading role. But
SANDERS OF THE RIVER was apparently not
greeted with enthusiasm everywhere in Africa; ac-
cordingto Frank Aig-Imoukhuede, it was resented in
Nigeria, wliere the story was set, and led to a
campaign against Paul Robeson?‘

The reign of films of this type is by no means
over. even if they have had to become more subtle.
This change might be due to the growing numioer of
documentary films during the later ’30s, and particu-
larly during the ’40s and ’50s, that tried to trace the
originality of African cultures. T   

 lf these introductory remarks have insisted in
broad terms upon the nature of relations b=sitr-seen
.-\i'ricz1ns and whites, and of the African persone.ii.ity
depicted in Western films, it is to call attention
what modem African film-makers are up to. I¥*'rieju-
_j - H , \ - . __.,. _ rI rank A-lg I \Ioul\liucilc; , lcn \ curs oi Atrican L inema” in P.r'e,eenc'e
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dices that have been formed orstrengthened by films
of thisiltind are not easily overcome. The normal
non-African spectator abroad has little means to
discover the truth or untruth of what he is shown

‘Africa.iHe eats what he is served. F r  
 By no means the last servicethat modem African
feature films will render -to the . whitevpublic is to
correct the often falsified picture of Africa that it is
used to. Of course, this does not mean tosay that it is
a primary concern of the African film-maker to fight
European and American prejudices. Thenew African
film producers show more and more clearly that they
intend to address themselves to an African public.
But by tackling the problems at home, by dealing
with genuinely African themes, they will enrich
cuituraliehuman heritage as a whole. l   y

A The problem—-for wh-ichepublic, for which market
to produce‘?--is not an easy one. It-is quite clear-that
the existing cinematic structures in Africa were-not

to favor the distribution of African films. In
fact, thme structures, _ inherited from pre.--indepen-

days, make it very difficult forafrican cinema
to develop, as shall be ‘discussed in detaillater. For
the moment, Africa is but a small side-market for
international film production (with the exception of
Egypt). Until now, Africa has had very little, say on
what is ishsown on its screens, at least as far as feature

in theatres areconcemed. Comnieirclal decisions.
made by expatriates, in and outside of Africa.

Distribution and theatre management are to a greater
extent.ir1non-Af1'is°.;&n hands. In most African coun-
tries there quasi-monopolies of , two or three big
,their program selections. Need-

lessto isay, they are primarily concerned with profit
and, little about the quality Of the films shown
snd-thsirP<>ssib1y nesstivs effects upon the AfnssncIA dance at the situation- of t.hecine:na:~

shows thats in many ways it is a-prefléstleon of l
f ” situation: , the dependence of African

states, manyfields of activity, upon their former
smastsrs-i  r A  ,

“Africa is a, cinematographic desert." Thiswas
1961", a statement by Georges Sadoul, French his;
torianof the cinema. He explained that, based upon
UNESCO statistics from the period 1948-52, every
European in British East Africa went to the cinema
about forty" times per annum, while. the overall
African population of the region had the opportunity
to see a film every forty or fifty years";-a.pe1'iod
longer than their average life-expectancy!“ Of course,
things have changed a bit since then, but a glance at
Appendix I will show that there are still only 11,200
cinema seats for almost 10 million Ugandans;,17,000
for over 10 million Kenyans; 25,000 for over 13
million Tanzanians. Still desert-like! And,Africans
love to see films, justas anyone anywhere in the
world. L g ' V

it is true that the overall number of available
theatre seats does not gives 100% accurate picture.
in Nigeria, for example, more than ten timesthe

ectators atronizin the nearly 120 theatres are
_ s p s  y  y

‘Georges Sadoul. in La Vic Afncaine, June l5, l96l,*'p. 25 0, t is
-I‘

I
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reached by Federal and State Government mews
cinema-units.‘ Naturally, the pfogfgmg dine;-, in
any we <w<>r>le are reached with national
national information, thus extending their
knowledge and education.  ,  up g

v  It i is the latter field to which
(English-fipeakinfll Africa seems tohave given
as far as film production is concerned. It is notiocflle
tlwotr-besides newlsreels, touristic, “handshake”
other natiolwl Prflpaganda films found everylwhereehr
Africa-—the former British territories tend to
irate ‘on educational documentaries, "while
films seem to be mostly a. privilege of some
French colonies. It is not easy to say why this bio,
To a certain extent one might explain it by in
insistence on more practical and
inherited from the former authority,
H1019 theflreticale and aesthetic attitudm
former French colonialist. It could also be stated
the French have systematically encouraged
sidized fictional films, while the Britishrhave not dome
so. But it is quite difficult to generalize,
look at the achievements of Francophone
speaking) Africa in the field of featurefilms demon-
strates. Why do countries like Niger or
boast cimportant contributions to the
cinema and the Cameroons, forexample, donot? A I

These, are questions wide open to
the number of film-makers in these
is_ still very limited, we misht have to
explanation to individual initiative and
situations; How, for example,;!vcl1ld film-m »
Nigerhave developed without ,Je;an,,.Rouch. ‘
French cinéastes being in the rwpnvflsy
the dynamic Med Hondol y Mauritania,
financed and produced his SOLEIL
hilllflslf? Threlwus °f ‘th@mesr,<»§t¥;1s$,.and afermatians wens on the
lively African film scene underliiiestheof
taking idiosyncrasies into consideration. _Be;foroj,,,,
-further more general questions, let us,
brieflyisurvey arricslr fllrnsand, their diirectorn.
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 e ATHEMESOF AFRICAN FEATURE FILMS '  
' . ‘ ' I

Just in African writing. the subject of
films is Af1'i°a and the AfTi¢i8l38'. facing the s
of the traditional and modern ways of life,at
and abroad- As most African cirlénstefi
their Skillsa-broad. it is not massing ,t1mt
the first films deal, with the situation of
emigrants, students and workers abroad. Long
independence, in 1952, Paulin A Vieyra, the
African  film-Emaker to get a diploma f1'OI!_l the
des Hautes, ‘Etudes Cinémat°$1‘lPhiquesL A
Paris, founded the first African film are

fl> I

and onlyl film, AFRIQUE.SURSE1NE,(AFBilCA on
THE. HSEINE) was only to be finished ten laws,
but n,everthel»ess it seems to=beTthe_ first
fiction, film; With discreet iro,-ny,f;it date-
bitterness I of emigration, deracinsgtion, ialierlflndossws
themes to stay with the Afric&§t1 film.
 L'Y'7'
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from the Ivory Coast wittily demonstrates these
themes in his two medium-length films, CONCERTO
POUR UN EXIL (CONCERTO FOR AN EXILE) and
A NOUS DEUX, FRANCE (TAKE (J./\ltl'J,
FRANCE)—which is also known as FEMME NOIRE
FEMME NUE (BLACK WOMAN, NAKED WOMAN).
a title selected by the distributor, assented to by the
director. This film depicts life in student and other
African immigrant circles on the banks of the Seine.

» As far as the theme of immigrant labor is
concerned, it plays a larger role in North Afriean
film like MEKHTOUB? by Ali Ghalem, and E'I‘Oll.E
AUX DENTS (STAR WITH TEETH) by Derri Ber-
kani, both from Algeria. In a way, it is also the theme
of LA NOIRE. DE. . .(BLACl( GIRL), the first long
feature film from sub-Saharan Africa, by Ousmane
Sembene from Senegal. The film was awarded several
prizes, including the first prize at the First Festival of
Negro Arts, in 1966 in Dakar. In LA NOIRE DE .
the coldness and inhumanity of her white sur-
roundings at Nice lead to the isolation and suicide of
a Senegalese girl taken to "France as a housemaid.

Identity is another theme of African cinema. It is
less the difficulty of human contact between white
and non-white than the awkward position of the
African between two different cultures with very
different values. This is the main topic of a number of
films. After a long absence from home, the hero of
ET LA NEIGE N’ETAIT PLUS (AND THERE WAS
NO MORE SNOW) by Babacar Samb from Senegal,
asks himself whether his stay in Europe did not spoil
him for life in Africa. Torn and undecided, the
African intellectual has great difficulties in dis-
covering his true identity. A

At the Same time, the African has a great longing
to overcome his interior imbalance. The returnees in
SARZAN, by Senegalese Momar 'I‘hiam. and in
CABASCABO, by Oumarou Ganda from Niger. are
not students but soldiers who had fought for the
French in Indochina. The title hero “Sarzan"-"a
corruption of the French sergent (sergeant)-"imbued
with the French civilizing mission, tries by all means
to change the traditional ways of his village and ends
up a lunatic. CABASCABO is a hero to his friends
and the girls so long as he has money. Once broke, he
is left alone. Finally, he finds his way back to the
countryside, an axe over his shoulder. He has found a
solution. In LE RETOUR DE L’AVl~}N'l‘URll~IIt
(RETURN OF THE ADVENTURERI by Moustapha
Alassane from Niger, Jimmy comes back from Europe
with a bagful of cowboy implements for his friends.
They set up a band to steal horses and molest the
villagers but the imported Wild West game soon leads
to bloodshed and death. The outside influence is seen
as a danger to traditional life which, on the other
hand, does not offer the young generation the
fulfillment of longings that are aroused, for example.
by cowboy movies.  é

The weight of traditional ways of life, p1ll‘tit'tlltlI‘|_V
on the younger generation. is felt in many films. In
WECHMA, by Hamid Benani from l\lm'u<'t'n, it is the
traditional way of education, with its insistenee on
obedience, that finally turns the adopted orphan ililn
a delinquent. The film is an attack. done in a smooth

V _ -e
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and silent way, on all kinds of rigid traditional
authority. In LE WAZOU POLYGAME, by Ournarou
Ganda from Niger, the custom of polygamy leads to a
tragic end. KARIM, by Momar Thiam from Senegal,
also denounces the faults and abuses of haditional
lifeas well as the degradation due to t‘moc7iemism.”

; The two films by the Senegalese Mahama tioianson
'I‘raore—-DIANKHA-BI, (THE YOUNG GIRL) and
DIEGU E-Bl (THE WOMAN )—tend to be moms critical
of the deteriorating effects of modem ways of
behavior than of traditional ones. MANDfii;If».i.
MONEY. ORDER), the first full-length Af1'ica:;::.
color, by Ousmane Sembene of Senegal, an<::ti;~s1i:;-
attaek—'-like his short BOROM SARRET--on the
exploitation of analphabets, or illiterates, living the
traditional, ways. This exploitation is done E113? smart
"been t.os"—-Africans who, having “been tea” Euro-
pean sehools, have come home corrupt and

'l‘here is no lack of shorter films dsepicting
of trraditional life. films that come near to
t‘ll1-l1()[.{'l'.ti|)l__llt.‘ documentaries. Examples are
(W l'Il)l)l NC) by Moustapha Alassane and Ll
li.\' the Camera-(‘luh of Brazzaville. Also, *' 1*
final sequeni'e of KODOU, by Babacar §.*‘%e?.:1?‘.ll? 1°‘
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Senegal, pictures the sacrifice of a goat, dances and
other ceremonies as traditional means to heal the
mentally sick girl, Kodou. This full-length film is of
special interest because it is a rigorously African film
addressing itself to an African public and little
concemed with European viewing habits. KODOU is
the story of a young girl who wants to have her lips
pierced in the traditional way, but who is not
prepared for it. She cannot bear the painful operation
and so runs away, bringing shame to herself and her
family. Rejected by her friends, she undergoes a
traumatic shock and becomes dangerous to herself;
she has to  be bound to a tree in her family
compound.  Modem psychotherapeutic treatment
does not help her, and so the family returns to
traditional ways of curing her. Her sickness is cultural
or psychological, rather than physical. The message of
KODOU is that the deeper African problems cannot
be cured by turning to European ways. Original
solutions are to be found that do not disregard
tradition. On the other hand, Samb is far from giving
an over-harmonious picture of traditional life.

In a different way, traditional reactions play a
part in EMITAI, the latest film by Ousmane Sem-
bene. This “master of African neo-realism”—-always in
skin-to-skin touch with the population of the simpler
quarters of his home town, Dakar-—has always given
convincing insights into the lives and problems of his
heroes, touching at the same time on social flawslike
corruption, exploitation and ill-treatment of the
underdog. But EMITAI (the name of the Diola god of
thunder) has quite different aims. It shows the
resistance of villagers in the Casamance (in southern

1‘
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‘Senegal)_against French orders to transmit their rim
provisions during World War II. Quite clearly, Sem-
bene is on his way to decolonizing African history
and is trying to awaken pridein Africa's own past. it
is with E this idea in mind that Sembene has hem
planning for quite some time to make a film on
Samory, the Guinean leader. who gaye_the French
invader a tough time during the early D yearn cf
colonization. 2 S " g

Especially noteworthy in EMITAI is the pornayal
of women, who are seen as less submissive and mm
valiant than the men. Indeed, it is one of Sembeneh
cherished ideas that African renovation de
to a large extent on African women. A g y

But Sembene’s women are not only heroines and
defenders of tradition and pride, they also remain real
women, which cannot always be saidabout the hernia
-women appearing in many Algerian films. Gees
Hennebelle has pointed out that the
film-maker has greater difficulty _than the
African, in presenting women naturally.‘ In
films women most often appear merely as .
with the exception of the short films
(WOMEN) by Lallem and (L’OBSTACLE (THE
OBSTACLE) by Bouamari, which tackle. the proh-
lems of women’s emancipation.    _ '

n Algeria, of course, is the producer par excellence
of anti-colonialist films. l\/lost of Algeria’s 15 fuli-»
length films to date concern ‘the national was
liberation. This is quite unde_rstand_able“ if ens

_ - - ' |. _ a
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considers that it was the struggle for liberation from
1954-62 that gave birth to Algerian film-making.
Cinema in Algeria is considered an important weapon
in the search for national identity and liberty. The
struggle for liberation is not always confined to one’s
own nation, e.g. L’AUBE DES DAMNES (THE
DAWN OF THE DAMNED) by Ahmed Rachedi, a
documentary compilation of footage from many
nations involved in revolutionary struggle---from
Angola to Algeria to Vietnam—that condemns
colonial and imperialist bru,tality.';" But the majority
of films made in Algeria—like LA NUIT A PEUR DU
SOLEIL (THE NIGHT IS AFRAID OF THE SUN) by
Mustapha Badie; HISTOIRES DE LA REVOLUTION
(STORIES OF THE REVOLUTION) by Bedjaoui,
Mazif and Laradji: L’ENFER A DIX ANS (TEN
YEAR HELL). a compilation film by Bendeddouche,
Bougermouh, Mazif, Laskri and Akika; or the
well-knoum VENT DES AURES (WIND FROM
AURES) by Lakhdar-Hamina; and HASSAN TERRO
by the same director-show different aspects of
Algeria’s struggle for national independence.

But there is a certain danger when revolution
takes on the dimensions of a myth. L’OPIUM ET LA
BATON (OPIUM AND WHIPS), for instance, the
latest film by Ahmed Rachedi for the Office National
pour le Commerce et l’Industrie Cinématographique,
is a Hollywood-style super-production which shows“-
rather unconvincingly—--Algerian guerrillas as heroic
supennen. Young Algerian film-makers particularly
are not very happy with this development and
certainly agree with the warning of the well-known
Algerian author, Mostefa Lacheraf: ?‘Today, folklore
and abusive exploitation of warrior heroism are the
nourishing breasts of certain Maghreb countries. This
vein perpetuates anachronistic nationalism and kee‘p.¢"  e
people off the new realities.” i

Indeed, there are many urgent post-independence
problems waiting to be tackled. One of them.
unemployment, is -the subject of " LA GRAN DE
DETOUR, la medium-length film by 28 year-old
Ahmed Bedjaoui. The scandalous situation of
Maghreb emigrants in France has been treated by Ali
Ghalem’s MEKHTOUB? and Derri Berkani‘s POULU
LE MAGNIFIQUE. There is increasing hope that the
subject matter of Algerian films, with the arrival of
more and more young film-makers, will not overlook
the questions of the present in continually appraising
the past.  

I In Tunisia, Omar Khlifi concentrates on illus-
trating his country’s way to independence in his films
L’AUBE (THE DAWN). FELLAGAS and THE
REBEL, while in Morocco this theme has not yet
been treated. In sub-Saharan Africa, Sekoumar Barry
from Guinea, in his ET VINTLA‘L--lsBER'I‘E ‘(AND
THEN CAME LIBERTY), shows the stepsto Guinean
independence.

As far as African countries still under white rule
are concerned, two films have been completed by
Sarah Maldoror, wife of the Angolan poet Marin

__ _ _ 4 __ - __ _i_; :,____,._...i_.,_...._.,....-.1-_._-.-..-w - --_- _- _ _. -
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d’Andrade. MONONGAMBEE (CRY OF REVOLT),
based on a novelette by Luandino Vieira from
Angola, shows the sufferings of an African impris-
oned by the Portugese, as well as the impossibility of
understanding between colonized and colonizer. DES
FUSILS POUR BANTA (GUNS FOR BANTA) is a
full-length film on the liberation movement, the
P.A.I.G.C., in Guinea Bissau. Sarah Maldoror has also
recently started production on DOMINGOS
XAVIER, a film on the awakening of political
consciousness amongst inhabitants of the Portugese
colony of Angola. "  "  

VUKANI/AWAKE by South African film-maker
(in exile, of course) Lionel Ngakane is a short
documentary on the tragic situation of the black
people of South Africa suffering under the cruelties
of Apartheid. Ngakane is now preparing a film about
Chief Albert Luthuli, the president of the African.
National Congress of South Africa and winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize. Ngakane, by the way, has shown
that he is also a director of fiction films; his JEMIMA
AND JOHNNY deals with race relations in a London
suburb.  

Another film on Apartheid made by black South
Africans is PHELA—NDABA (END OF THE DIA-
LOGUE), footage for which had'to be smuggled out
of the Union and assembled in London. Black South
Africans, of course, are not allowed to make political
films in their home country.

Many of the urgent problems of today’s Africa
have not yet been dealt with in film. Among these are
the abuses of power by the ruling elites; the difficult
relations between elites and the population; corrup-
tion; brain-drain; rural exodus; tribalism; the
maintenance of pre-independence relationships and
value systems; enrichment of the few and poverty of
the masses; military coups; political murders and
treatment of political opponents; student unrest;
liberation movements; civil war-none of these
problems have been touched upon, or at best only
slightly.  I

j But if one is to judge from some of the latest
films--like Sembene’s EMITAI or Med I-londo’s
SOLEIL. .O—-—the politically-minded film is on the
advance. Without doubt, such films will meet with
great difficulty, particularly in their home countries.
The experience with SOLEIL O, which was not even
acknowledged as the official Mauritanian entry by the
government in spite of the prize it received at the
(‘art.hage Film Festival in 1970, shows clearly the
difficulties lying ahead. In fact, it is hard to believe
that African film-makers will be able to extend their
field of critical liberty against what state authorities
seem toassume as their own interests.

Government benevolence, for the African film-
maker, is especially necessary at this time, when
.-\t'rican cinema depends so much upon the law-maker
to set up structures enabling African producers to
gain a foot-.hold. Films made in Nigeria seem a step
ahead in this regard, at least at first glance.
made there give the impression that any poiitical
theme can be expressed. Both Calpenny produ-
t-tions~=—KONGl’S HARVEST, based on a playby
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Wole Soyinka (who does not like the film at all)and
BULLFROG IN THE SUN, inspired by two novels by
Chinua Achébe,,Things Fall Apart and No Longer at
Ease, with the Biafran war as background-deal with
highly political topics..But it must be stated that it is
difficult "lto call these all-African cast films truly
African,ast'he. directors of both were foreigners (the
Afro-American Ossie Davis and the German Hans-
Jurgen Pohland). And the foreign capitalinvolved in
both seems to have had more than astlittl-e say in the

7 On A the other hand, it might be that »co-pro»
ductions--a number of which have been organizedin
Algeria Iately—will help keep up a liberal atmosphere
as Afar as themes are concemed. If things cannot be
stated bluntly, there are always more subtle ways to
convey the message. One way isto laughfabout
presumptuous modes of the new African Establish-
ment, as shown by Moustapha Alassane in the first
African cartoons, LA VOYAGE DE SIM, showinga
state visit amongst frogs, and LA MORT DE GANDJ I
(DEATH OF GANDJI). Comedies have also em-
ployed the possibilities of ridiculing military and state
authorities in general, such as the brilliant slapstick
film BADOU BOY by the Senegalese Djihril (Diop
Mambety, which gives the part of “the law” to a
stupid and incredibly bow-legged policenian who
hunts ayouth through Dakar in a series of comic
situations. . I   

As can be seen, there is a wealth of themes in
African film-making, which--after all"-is only a
decade old. Thematically, the African film is well on
its way and shows a number of promising directors.

THE MULTITUDE OF STYLES s
i IN AFRICAN FILM-MAKING

“One has never seen films made by blacks. Blacks
have never seen a film made by blacks. They have

-v
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seen films of the whites, and in A'frica there is no
cinema of the blacks because they want to make films
as the whites do.” There still is some truth in this
Statement by Jean-Luc Godard. But things have
developed. Some films made by black Africans-e.gi.,
Sembene’s MANDABI and Traore’s DIEGUE-BI have
had significant African audiences in the past year or
so"""but most of the time it is still hue that African
film-makers have to visit international film festivals in
order to see the works of their colleagues.
Considering the small number of African; productions
and their distribution difficulties, particularly on the
African continent itself, itis quite clear that the taste
of African audiences and offilm-makers has been
influenced to a large extent by foreign films. Itis safe
to say that there is not yet a specifically African style
of film-making. Indeed, African film directors are
trying out many different ways. Some closely follow
the (example set by one foreign film-maker or
another, e.g., it has been said that MOKHTAR shows
the influence of Godard; or that LA FEMME AU
COUTEAU (THE woman WITH THE KNIFE) ea
Timité Bassori, or ll/IOUNA OU LE REVE D’UN
ARTISTE (MOUNA on AN ARTISTS DREAM) by
Henri Duparc (both from the Ivory Coast), or that
JEU bythe Tunisian Ali or"IUNE_ SI
IIISTOIRE (SO SIMPLE A STORY) by tea.
compatriot Abdellatif Benammar, have been made in
the European vein—-which, by the way, is not
criticism of their quality.   I

  In some of the North African films there is clearly
aninfluence of the Egyptian film, which has
clistribution. from Dakar in the West to EastiAfrics:..
Hut whether contributions are due to the A)merica..*cs;.,
Frencli, Italian, Russian, Indian or Egyptian.
African film-makers are clearly trying to
their own feet. It is rare that they content that:-aseiveitss
with simply copying the examples set.
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L’OPIUM ET LA BATON . p t

searching for his own way, keeping aloof of the
commercial film, tryingto develop a personal style
and more and more addressing himself to a national
pubfic. j  s i A

This latter problem-r-for which public to make a
film?-—is of course linked to the commercial and
politica.l possibilities of distributing a film in Africa, a
point to be discussed later. But the question--who is
primarily to be the “consumer” of the film‘?-clearly
affects its style and also the language to be used.
More and more African film-makers think it a
necessity to use African languages in their films
playing in Africa. If not, they feel that the acting, in
its general impression on the local audience, will be
artificial and unconvincing. This is why Sembene, in
his last film, EMITAI, has his actors speak Diola, why
Samb’s KODOU is in Woloff, and why, in the films
from Niger, Haussa and Djerba are spoken. Words and
gestures are very much linked, particularly in African
culture where the spoken word is of primary
importance. There is also a more practical reason for
having the actors speak their home languages, because
many films, particularly the low budget sub-Saharan
films, use only a few professional actors, with most of
the acting done by amateurs who are much more at
ease in their own language.

The main idea seems to be that films in African
languages are much better, so far as acting and local
flavor are concerned, even if later versions in
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European languages have to be made. At the same
time another goal is achieved: the African film-
makers clearly emphasize that they want to make
films for ,Africans and no longer want to give priority
to the market of the former colonial power. Given
the-. limited size of the national home market, a
number of problems arise from this “Africanization”
of the African film that will be taken up later. Insofar
as originality of style is concerned, the new weird
makes for authenticity and self-consciousness and is a
step towards the development of a truly African
cinema. i

That there is always the danger of a step back,
however, is shown by Rachedi’s L’OPIUM ET LA.
BATON, a Hollywood-like war film with all the
splendor and weaknesses of the genre, easily the most
expensive Algerian film to date but certainly not the
most impressive. In spite of its popular success, this
film.-does not reflect thegmain, quality found in rnost
African films: the director’s search for new ways to"
show his findings and/or feelings. It can generally be
said, in fact, that the African cinema is an auteur
cinema-not tumed towards commercial concerns,
but towards art. Usually operating under stringesstz
economic conditionsfiparticularly in sub-Seha;=e.;ss.
Africa--it is his longing for self-expression that
the African cinéaste to realize his film against s
number of difficulties. Only strong individuals
up this challenge, and this may well be one of ti"1e=
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reasons why African films and film-makers show so
many different themes and styles.

Thus, African film-makers express themselves in
styles ranging from the “neo-realism” of Sembene to
the somewhat anarchical playfulness of Djibril Diop’s
BADOU BOY; from the ironical, musically con-
structed CONCERTO POUR UN EXIL by Desiré
Ecaré. to the simplicity of Ganda’s CABASCABO and
the witty, naive films of Alassane; from the polemical
indignation of Rachedi’s L’AUBE DES DAMNES to
the slow and silent protest of Bennani’s WECHMA.
Besides the differing cultural backgrounds and
political convictions of the film-makers, the stylistic
differences are due as much to the budgets of the
various directors’ production groups and the political
conditions in their countries. Some ofthese cinéastes
have been professionally trained in France, Italy,
Russia or Germany. Some are auto-didacts. Some, as
is the case with many Algerians, aregiven big budgets
by state institutions; others are helped by television
stations and by expatriate development organizations:
a few work with money awarded to their script or
advanced against future profits, while others go ahead
with their limited private means, buying a few
hundred feet of film stock whenever they can afford
it. The last are by no means the least interesting or
original, as is proved by the violent and inventive
SOLEIL O by Med Hondo from Mauritania. If the
African film is today well on its Way, this is due to
the dynamic, untiring efforts of a number of
individuals. Against all odds, they have given the
African cinema a start, and by now they hope to have
convinced the state authorities in their countries that
it is urgently necessary to take steps favoring the
protection and development of African Cinema. l

, .

THE ECONOMICS OF i " ~
DISTRIBUTION AND PRODUCTION

. At the end of a long study on the aesthetics of
the cinema, André Malraux once stated, “. ; . besides,
the cinema is an industry.” There are certainly others
who would-insist that the cinema is in the first place
an industry and “besides, an art.”"’ We shall now
briefly discuss the situation of film distribution and
film production in Africa, taking our examples
mainly from Francophone Africa. A s

The situation of the cinema is different from one
country to another, depending to a certain extent on
the political climate, but with afew exceptionsit can
be generally. stated that the pre-independence system
of distribution is still going strong. in French-i
speaking Africa there are two French companies-
Comacico and Secma--which have a quasi-monopoly
on distribution. They own the majority of the
approximately 220 theatres and do practically all the
progamming for the rest. A third  company,
American, installed itself in 1970s:but Afrainpas it is
known, has not yet built up as network of its own
theatres and now acts only as an importer-distrihut<.>r.
Thus, practically all films entering Africa. except. for
non-commercial films shown at ciné-clubs, embassies,
cultural centers and the like, are t~ontrolled by
Comacico and Secma. The choice of films tobe
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exhibited is entirely in their hands--with the
exception of Algeria, Tunisia and, to a certain extent,
Guinea. The result is programs dominated by the
current low-quality detective and adventure films
from Western countries-—with the Arab countries and
India also providing many of their lesser productions.
Rarely are films of international reputation shown
and, if so, in expensive theatres in the capitals, where
prices are prohibitive for an African mass audience.  

The two-headed monopoly, Comacico and Secma,
buy the rights of exploitation for films in Africa very
cheaply} since foreign producers do not pay much
attention to  the African market. These films have
already made their money elsewhere. But an African
film-maker producing for his home market is offered
the same small amount of money. Sembene, for
exarnple,,was offered 2,000 NF (about $400] for his
BOROM SARRET, although thefilm had cost him 30
times that amount. Because of this “dumping” of
films into the African market and the monopolistic
power of the two French companies,‘ the African film
has no chance in its natural market.   a

There are exceptions. Algeria has nationalized its
production, distribution and exhibition of films. For
a number of years the country had to suffer under
the boycott initiated by the monopolists and was
forced to live on its film reserves until, finally, the
monopolists gave ‘in. Distribution in Guinea has also
been .nationalized but Secma. and Comacico still
distribute there, although now through a states
agency. In Tunisia, state and private production and
distribution exist, but it is a state control commission
that makes the choice of films shown in the country.
Still, the strength of the two companies was again
demonstrated when the Upper Volta nationalized its
cinema but was forced to give back the theatres. On
the other hand, the monopolists are becoming more
flexible now and have offered -some African
producers A a contract on a percentage basis-—some-
thing nevercbefore done; Africa. But how can the
African, producer determine thereal iincome of his
film when there are no supervisory bodies? '  

1 .The,structure of ‘the film industry in most of
Africa, in fact, must be to have hindered the
development. of a national African cinema. The
distribution companies have not helped in financing
the production of films or in  setting up a
xcinematographic infra-structure. In this -way they
have discouraged African film-makers  who have
turned to their govemments to ask for protection of
the African film. The FEPACI (Federation pan-
africaine, _des cinéastes) has spointed out that until
recently» all film producers -withiln the OCAM states
could not provide more than 10% of the demand by
African theatres for films. [Notes OCAM—-Organiser
lion commune d’Afrique Malagasi et Mauritlur-is a
group of former French colonies in Africa, almost all
of which are French-speaking. OCAM members have
common currency, the C.F.A. francs, and they
collaborate on economic, social and cultural matters.
Ari OC.~*lM representative holds a seat on the French
cabinet. FEPACI, which collaborates with OCAM--
e.g., lri organizing the Third:Festlva_l ofAfrican Films
at -Ouagadougou, Upper ll/olta, ‘last March-has
estimated that potential film-goers inc- the OCAM
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nations number 60 million, with 500 I/le(1lre.%'.'*"
G.H.] . It would be considerable stimulus to African
production if African films could get favored
distribution within the OCAM nations. The large
population of the group would automatically be
interesting to well-to-do producers and would
encourage co-productions between member states. In
any case, it would enable film producers to recoup
the money invested in their films and to continue
making..films>, which under presentconditions is very
'i"'di.ffi'cult. Finally, African film producers could really
concentrate on making films for an African public
and not for Europeans. For the development of a
genuine African film art and industry it is necessary
for the films to be seen by a large African audience
under economically sound conditions, i.e., in the
nonnal commercial circuit. Until now, African films
have been shown mainly on the non-commercial level
in French cultural institutes in France and Africa.
The film unit of the French foreign service is given
these rights in return for financial and technical aid in
film production.

In spite of the fact that the 60 short and long
films produced in OCAM countries to date have won
.20 intemational prizes, awards or honorary mentions,
few have found commercial distribution. But if
distribution seems to be the crucial point, many
OCAM countries also lack the necessary equipment,
personnel and finances for film production. As far as
most French-speaking areas are concemed, post-
production work on the films is usually done in Paris,
thus the costs. Technical personnel is
especially lacking. Cameramen and sound engineers
are scarce, although there is a growing number of film
directors. As far as actors are concerned, the low
budget films for the most part use amateurs. A

But even the countries with sufficient equipment
and personnel very often produce only a fraction of
the films of which they are technically capable. The
reason for this is the lack -of capital. There is no hope
that private capital will flow into African film
production so long as the question of distribution is
not solved or some other form of guarantee for the
invested money is not found. African investors
usually prefer to place their money into safer and
faster rewarding industries; they have yet to get used
to investing in film. As far as theatres are concerned,
there seems to be a growing number of movie-houses
owned by Africans, but they are still dependent on
the expatriate distributors who do not earn the major
part of their income within Africa.

Under such conditions, Algeria, after winning her
indepen_(_i_ence,_ nationalized film production and
distribution. Two state offices--the O.N.C.l.C. (Office
national pour le Commerce et l’industrie cinematogra-
phique), distributor and main producer of Algerian
films, and the Office des Actualités Algeriennes,
which produces newsreels and short and feature-
length films-have to respect the principles of
rentability. Since each feature film (there are about
350 theatres in Algeria) returns a maximum of
something under 70,000 Pounds Sterling, this is
normally the limit of a film’s budget. Once in a while,
for prestige reasons, more expensive productions are

-I

allowed; the most expensive Algerian film, L’OPIUM
ET LA BATON, officially cost about 200,000
Pounds, although it is rumored to have been twice
that much." As the Algerian example shows, the
home market alone is big enough to support a
national film production.

Smaller nations, however, have to find some sort
of cooperation, giving preference to the member
states’ films. Some projects are under study, among
them the aforementioned cooperation of the OCAM
countries and a project proposed by Tahar Cheriaa,
the Tunisian director of the Carthage Film Festival,
who is also with the Paris-based Agence de
(Tooperation culturelle et technique, a cooperative
organization of French-speaking countries all over the
world. To summarize, there does not seem to be
much hope for the advancement of national African
cinemas without efficient state intervention.

As far as the cinematographic infra-structure is
concerned, most countries have an official film unit,
in many cases developed out of former colonial film
units and now usually part of the Ministry of
Information. They provide the weekly or monthly
ac.-tualités, or newsreels, and other films used for the
government’s self-representation. Very often they
cover only the national scene and get intemational
news from international news services. The national
film services also produce documentaries, educational
and tourist-propaganda films. Although these services
are often well equipped and sometimes offer
independent film-makers certain facilities and finan-
cial aid, it does not seem very likely that African
feature films will develop from them. One of the
reasons might well be that they are closely supervised
by government and cannot offer the individual
director all the freedom he needs for more artistic
efforts. . A

A In some countries, the government’s concen-
tration on television,which draws much of the means
and personnel into its services, also seems to be a
hindrance to the development of the African cinema.
Paulin Vieyra, director of the Senegalese Service du
Cinéma, mentions that Nigeria can be proud of having
a well-developed television network but that in ten
years of independence she has not yet produced a
really important Nigerian film.  

That television and film can very well live
together is demonstrated in Algeria and Tunisia. It
should also be mentioned that television can offer
great advantages to film-makers in terms of
production and distribution. Television offers an
important market, for instance, to the experimental
film, which often has difficulty finding distribution.
i Besides the re-organization of distribution and
production, therefore, and the necessary augmen-
tation ‘of trained personnel, better cooperation
between the existing audio-visual services and creative
film-makers seems of utmost importance for the
further development of African cinema as both
and industry. In this way, the purposes of tooth
groups can be realized--art and public service.
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Peter Biskind

Some ten years ago, riding a wave of
revolutionary enthusiasm, a new," vigorous
Latin American cinema suddenly emerged.
Glauber Rocha, working in Braz_il’s Cinema
Novo movement, gave us films like Arzzmzio
das Mortes and Black God, ll‘-*’lzz're Devil.
Fernando Solanas and Octavio Cetino,
working in Argentina’s Cinema Libcracion
movement, produced The Hour of the
Furnaces. Bolivia’s Jorge Sanjines A made
Blood of the Condor, an expose of sterilis-
ation programmcs carried out by thc Peace
Corps among Bolivian Indians. From Cuba
there was Tomas Gutierrez Alca’s ll’Iemort'cs
of Unqde-rdeoclopmerzt and Humberto Solas’
Lucia. And from Chile, Miguel Littin’s -The
Tackal of Nahuelroro. A A A

Now, just as suddenly, this movcmcnt
;ias vanished. With the exception of Cuba,
the Latin American film sccnc has bccomc
.1 wasteland. National cinemas comc and
.10, for a whole variety of complex reasons,
wut in the case of Latin America the cause
.ccms fairly clear. Many of the most prom-
sing film-makers are in prison or in exile
it dead. In country after country, as‘ right-
wing regimes fought to retain or rccovcr

their power, governments have clamped
down on cttltttral workers---poets, singers,
journalists, playwrights and fillfl-I‘na'l<s.‘_l‘.'~...'
In Latin America, culture is as much a
battleground as arc the factories or thc
strccts. The cxpcricncc of colonisation has
taught its victims that culture is an instru-
ment of class domination. According to
Andres Racz, a young Chilcan film-maker
and former critic for Chile Ho_\', ‘thc govern-
ment hates the artist as much as it hatcs thc
revolutionary, bccausc it rcaliscs that they
arc the same.’

The plight of Latin American film-makers
is most cvidcnt in Chile, whcrc thc rtvo-
lutionary process was furtlicst advanced and
the reaction against it most brutal. 'l‘hc
]unta’s attack on film-makers must bc sccn
as part of a larger cfiort to rccapturc Chilean
culture for the middlc—"class. \‘l'hcn Allcndc
was clcctcd in 1910, Chilc-an media trans-
mittcd cultural images I'l'lill\lll‘tlt'lLl[’L‘ti. in the
United States. Time magazinc, no friend
of Allcndc's Chilc, rcportcd that Iltc lcading
right-wing daily, El Alcrczirto, rcccivcd a
gcncrous subsidy from thc CIA. More -than
half the programnics on Santiagifis leading

l.c_/'1, bclo-ac: jorgc Stmjincs, 6.\‘l16tl front B0l:'tv'tz
Left: A'lt'_s,'m'l Lt'trin_, exiled from Chile

'l'\’ channel, including The Untouchables,
'1 'lic FBI, Mz'ssi'on Impossible and Disnqvlaml,
wcrc produced in the US. Until I972 over
Ro pcr cent of the movies shown on Chilean
scrccns came from Hollywood. The USIA
divcrtcd students and intellectuals with
festivals of avant-gardc film-makers such as
Brakhagc and Warhol. . C v i .

When the ,Unitcd States imposed its
‘invisible blockade’ of the Allende govern-
lllvflli only two kinds of goods continued
to flow into Chile: weapons for the military
and cttlturalc commodities for the Chilean
media. As the revolutionary forces gained
momentum, B vigorous popular culture,
inspircd by the example of Cuba, emerged
to confront the oflicial culture. Colourful
wall paintings, songs performed by Victor
Jara and Angel Parra, agit-prop posters,
‘pcoplc‘s’ comics, fa flood of _incx-pensive
books from their newly nationalised State
Publishing I-Iousc, and home-produced
films chascd Donald Duck, Elliot Ncss and
l)irty Harry ouf of the cotintry. A

The Allende government irnmcdiatcly
recognised the importance of film. Chilt-
liilms, the state film company organised in
1941, ceased churningiout crsatz imitations
of Hollywood rotnariccs, and turned to the
production of documentaries, -“ncwsrccls
and fcaturcs intended to serve the process
of social transformation. Miguel , Littin,’
whose Jackal of Nahuelmrn had been com-
plctcd before Allende was elected, became
head -of -the Chilean film industry and
produccd a stunning feature, Pro;m'sctl
Ltzml. completed in Cuba just l'>Cl'Ul'L"il1t‘
coup'."'Raul Ruiz directed four or five‘
fcaturcs, but much of the cncrgyand money,
went into documentaries and newsreels,

Q

liilrns like A Hulfil.:'rrc, ef_Mi'lk(o_r1 a food,
programme for thc poor.) i_or_ Operanorg
ll_"in!cr (‘on a projcctvto lie-lip” shanty tovvn
dwellers whose shacks were gwa;shcd- 8W3}?-it
in winter rains) cipubliiciisedc»:.i...igqvernm¢fl!i~
programmes and showed the’ "-people to
thcmsclvesc, for the first time jhetagents of
historyirathcr than its victims. f g Y

c Produ-ction' was only the beginning.
l\‘cwsrccls and documentaries had to reach
their target, in many cases people who had
ncvcr seen a film before. Like other Latin.
American countries, (".hilc' was well endowed
with Ycincmathcqucs, located in the uni,
vcrsitics and catcring,,bcforc Allende, to
thc art housc tastes of students and intel-
lcctuals. As the cultural struggle intensified],
thc content and orientation of the cine;
inatlicqttcs began to change. The ; intel-
lcctuals who had hithcrto been content to
contemplate passively thc fclicitics of
Bergman, licllini, Antonioni and‘i'l“rufi'at1I1
graduallycamc toscc thcscfilms as -irrcli,
cvant to their nccds and the needs of tlrc.j%
people, which were also becoming the'ir,own;i
Armed with portable generators, prol,
icctors and films. they travelled to shanty?
towns, factories and mines. Eisenstein-if
\’criov and Dov2.hcnko rc wlaccd Bergman. l .
and 'l'rulTat1t. They showed gBibcrman'h
Stilt of the Ifurih, B*unucl's,I.0$ Ul‘l»!ldH¢lt?-f~-
Vigo. Renoir, and Cuban and Vietnamese
lilms. liven (I'itz'.':cn I\'am' was screened for
l'tiC_[0ry Wurl(c1'S. _ .'

With the coup, all this activity ‘ceased,
l-'ilm_-makers became the targets of arrests,
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detention and torture. In June, during the
first coup attempt, Argentine cameraman
Hans Herman was shot and killed by right-
wing troops attacking the governmental
palace. I-Ierman actually managed to film
his own death; the footage has been used
in several newsreels. An American film-
maker, Charles Horman, was taken from his
home} and shot to death in the National
Stadium, where thousands of people were
detained in the first days after the
coup. Some workers in the film industry,
like Hugo Jaramillo, were killed. Many
were arrested, tortured and released,
like Guillermo Calm, Adriana del Rio
Lazarrique, Marcello Romo (who appeared
in The _?'acka1 of Nahtte/toro) and Ivan San
Martin (who was in Costa-Gavras’ State
of Siege). Others are still in prison, like
Maximo Gedda, Gladys Diaz and Jose
Carrasco Tapia.

Over fifty film-makers, including Littin
and Ruiz, left Chile in the months after
the coup. Others decided to remain and
continue to work within the country, at
great risk. Among them were Carmen
Bueno and Jorge Muller, who have since
‘disappeared’. The Junta refuses to divulge
their whereabouts, even tti acknowledge
that they have been arrested. Carmen
Bueno is a 25-year-old actress who appeared
in the closing sequence of Promised Ltmd
where, in a strangely prophetic moment,
she is cut down by troops, her naked body
bathed in her own blood. Jorge Muller is
a 27-year-old cameraman who worked on
Patricio Guzm-an’s documentary The first
Year, Saul Landau and Haskell \Vexler’s
Bra:::il.' a Report on Torture, Raul Ruiz’s
The Penal Colon)’, I..andau’s Que Hucer and
Littin’s Promised Land. In November 1974,
while working on a documentary, they were
forced into a car by members of the Chilean
secret police. _

Two people recently released from 'l‘res
Alamos concentration camp have reported
that both Bueno and Muller are being held
at the camp. Both have been beaten and
tortured with electric shock. One former
prisoner reported that for several weeks
Carmen Bueno ‘was taken daily to long
torture sessions’. Bueno’s name has recently
appeared on a list released by the Junta of
II9 Chileans allegedly killed in Argentina
by security guards or by rival leftist factions.
A report in the New York Times suggests
that this story has no basis in fact. Observers
fear that the list was fabricated as a cover
for future executions. or for those already
carried out. ' . A ‘

Thousands of fcetof newsrcel footage in
the Chile Films archives, showing the
strikes, factory take-overs, workers’ coun-
cils, land seizures, rallies, marches and
other manifestations of the political ferment
of the Allende period. have been burned.
Chile Films itself is to be sold to private
investors. The new head of the Cine-
matheque of the University of Chile also
works for the USIA. More thanhalf the
downtown cinemas in Santiago have been
closed, because of the inflation which now
makes film-going a luxury. ‘People have
nothing to eat,’ says Racz, ‘so they can
hardly go to the movies.’ Cabaret, The
Godfather and Clockwork ()rtmgc have been
the biggest grossers. According to a Nero
York Times report on conditions in a
Santiago shanty-town that had been solidlv
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behind .-\llende, one man who described
himself as a former Marxist, ‘ripped down
the socialist calendars and slogans that hung
on walls of his two-room wooden shack.
In their place, he put up some posters of
Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse.’
American cultural hegemony has been
resumed.

'l'he grim tale of film-makers in Chile is
repeated in country after country. In
Bolivia, Felix Gomez, cameraman for the
UKAMAU film group which produced
Blood of the (louder, was jailed in August
1971. Later that year the cameraman on
I_=Iour of the Generals was machine-gunned
by soldiers while filming the army’s take-
over of a mine. Jorge Sanjines, head of the
Bolivian Institute for Cinema from 1966
to 1968. went into exile in 1971 along
with most of the UKAMAU group; there
has been no significant film activity in
Bolivia since. In June 1975, Antonio
liguino, director of photography for
UKAMAU, was arrested for possession of
a print of the Italian television documentary
The (.’tmm_ec of the People, which he had
sltttl. I

ln Llruguay, Walter Achugar and Irlduard
Terra, co-founders of the Third World
Cinematheque, were arrested in 1972 as
part of a government drive against the
Tupamaros and their ‘urban network’.
Both wereitorturcd. Achugar’s wife was
forced to listen to tape recordings of her
husband's screams. Achugar was released
after two months; Terra is still in prison.
The filtn collection of the Cinematheque,
one of the largest in l.atin America, was
destroyed. Mario Ilandlcr, who directed
six short films, left the country in I973
after being targeted for assassination by
the Death Squad. The team of film-makers
who made In the _Timg/es '1'herei:'s Lots to Do,
an animated short for children, were forced
to leave in 1974- A v ~ - .

In Colombia, in 1972, four film-makers,‘
Carlos and Julia.Alvarez, Gabriella Sampert
and Manuel Vargas, were; arrested for
making films ‘inciting to commit crime
and violence’. Their films. were seized as
‘dangerous materials’. I J "

In Brazil. the entire staff of the Museum
of Nlodcrn Art in Rio we-re. twice arrested.
The police destroyed the film collection
in the .\It|sctttn's' vaults. chopping films
1--1.,‘---— 1 -1 —, _vl— 7 in-tr " ' _;1—lI|Il

The Emergency Committee to
Defend Latin American Film-
makers has been seft up to dis-
seminate information on the re-
pression of film-makers in Latin
America, and to mobilise sup-
port for their defence and survival.
Many members of the American
film community, like Francis Fords
Coppola, Arthur Penn, Elia Kazan,
Jack Nicholson‘, John Simon,
Judith Crist and Jon Voight, along
with European directors Werner
Herzog, Jean Marie Straub,'Volker-
Schliindorff, Jorn Donner, have
joined the Committee in‘ its efforts
to obtain the releaseof Carmen
Bueno and Jorge Muller. Inquiries
should be addressed to the
Emergency Committee to Defend
Latin ,American Film-makers,
339 Lafayette, Street, New
York, New York IOOI2, USA.
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like Battleship Potemkin into small pieces.
Glauber Rocha went into exile in 1969.
Although many film-makers stayed, and
are now working, they make what are
called chanchadas, ‘pig-films’. Recently, the
army stated that Vladimir Herzog, news
director of TV Cultura, the state-owned
educational television station, committed
suicide after being interrogated by the
security forces. Although accustomed to
the sudden disappearance of friends and
acquaintances, journalists, students and
opponents of the regime have nevertheless
challenged the army’s version of the incident.

In Argentina, Julio Troxler, featured in
Solanas’ The Hour of the Furnaces, was
shot to death, by the right-wing Argentine
Anti-Communist Alliance (AAA). Solanas’
group went underground for two months,
then issued a statement in support of Isabel
Peron. According to Rodi Broullon of
Tricontinental Film Centre, the largest
distributor of Third \li/orldf films in the
United States, most Argentine films are
heavily censored, both at the pre-production
script stage and after completion. ‘Those
that are not banned are bombed,’ said
Broullon. The AAA and other right-wing
groups attack theatres showing films that
‘insult the military’. Film laboratories
scrutinise film that comes in to be processed,
to make sure that it is not subversive.

Rodi Broullon says that repression in
Argentina has reached such a point that
it takes as much time and preparation to
arrange as clandestine screening of a film
in a barrio as it would to carry out an action
against a bank. ‘Someone brings the pro-
jector, five more people bring little ten-
minute rolls in their pockets, assemble the
film on the spot, screen it, break it down
again, and disappear. You need so much
armed. security to protect an audience of
two or three hundred people that film is
becoming a liability in mass struggle.
Pamphlets and newspapers are cheaper to
make and easier to distribute.’ A c J

Despite the harshness of authoritarian
Latin Americanregimes, they have been
surprisingly responsive to international
pressure. As Racz putt it, ‘they’re ‘lackeys
of world opinion because of their depen-
dence on foreign capital.’ In the past, letter-
writing campaigns have been strikingly
successful in obtaining the release of
imprisoned film-makers. European film
personalities like'Simone Signoret, Yves
Montand, Costa-Gavras, Jorge Semprun,
Chris Marker, Alain Rcsn-ais, Jean-Luc
Godard and others have frequently lent
their names to appeals for clemency. In
the United States, the Emergency Com-
mittee to Defend Latin» American Film-
makers has been particularly active on
behalf of Carmen Bueno and Jorge Muller.

Despite the repression, film-making in
I.atin America -will continue. A few
countries still provide relative freedom
and safety for political refugees. Littin is
working in Mexico, others in Peru,
Venezuela and Cuba. Clandestine film-
making is still possible in Argentina and
countries where the left is strong. And it
is certain that, when the Chilean Junta and
regimes like it are destroyed, Latin
American cinema will flourish once more,
fulfilling the revolutionary promise of the
popular movements that produced it.

Q
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ANTONIO DAS MORTES
Brazil, 1969  o Director} Glauber Rocha
C'¢-‘r!.' X. dist.‘ Connoisseur. p.r..' Gkmbcr Rocha/PmduqocsoCinc-
matogrxificas Mapa. c.\-cc. p: Lolilo \'i;ma. p: Claude-Antoine Mapa.
Glauber Rocha. .sc: Glauber Rm.‘|\:l.p/1.‘ Alfonso Bcalo. ml: Eastman
Colour. ed: Eduardo E.:>corcI. u.d..- (ojhmbcr Rogha. m: Marlos Nobrc,
Wahcr Quciroz, Sérgio Ricardo. I_p,: Maurlci 1.510 \"zaIl,c (Amumb das
Mnrtv.v), Odclc Lara (Laura), Hugo Carvana'%‘ Alice o.CI:ic[1\!n_!t0s),
Olhon Bastos (The Pmfi-swr), .|ofl'rc Soarc Colonel Horatio),
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Cavalcanti (Priest), Same Sualdafcrri (Burisla). 8,-550 ft. 95 mins.
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Dragéo da l\/laldade contra 0 Santo L
Guerreiro, O (Antonio das Mortes)
Brazil, 1969 C Director:iGlauber Rocha

Cert: X. dist: Connoisseur. p.c.: Glauber.Rochad/Producoes Cine-
matograficas Mapa. exec.-p.‘ Zclito Viana. p: Clau c-Antoine Mapa,
Glauber Rocha. sc: Glauber Rocha. pit: Alfonso Bcato. ml: liasunan
Colour. ed: Eduardo Escorel. a.d.: Glauber Rocha. m: Marlos Nubre",
Walter Queiroz, Sergio Ricardo. I.p.: Maurlcio do Valle (Antonio das
it-fortes), Odete Lara (Laura), Hugo Carvanfl (Poh'ce._Cltt'ef Mnttos),
Othon Bastos (The Professor), Joffre Soares _ (Colonel Horacio),
Lorival Pariz (Coirana), Rosa Maria Penna (Santa. Btlrhara), Mario
Gusmao (Antéo), Vinicius Salvatori ("Mata Var-a"), Emanuel
Cagalcanti (P:-iest), Sante Scaldafcrri (Batista). 8,550 ft. 95 mins.
Su tit es. R L -

Antonio das Mortes, legendary killer of bandits, recalls how
in 1940 he tracked down the last ofthcm in the arid and poverty-
stricken north-east of Brazil. Told by police inspector Mattos
that a new bandit, Coirana, has appeared there, Antonio
collects his cloak, wide-hrimmcd hat and gun and they set off
for a remote village autocratically ruled by a blind, tyrannons
old landowner, Colonel Horacio. Coirana leads a band of
bcntos, poor landless peasants, mostly negresscs, who have
tumed to religious fanaticism. While his followers chant,
Coirana fights Antonio in a ritual duel and receives a mortal
wound. Antonio undergoes a crisis of conscience in which he
realises that his victin1--rcprcscnted~ the, oppressed peasantry; he
changes sidcs,‘join‘in"g them in their fight against the landovmer,
who has brought in a gang of professional killers to dcalwith
them. Meanwhile Colonel Horacio has discovered that his eti-
prostitutc mistress Laura is having an atTair with Mattos, who
has political ambitions which include the introduction of
American capital. Laura urges Mattos tokill the Colonel,
taunting him for his cowardice because he dare not, so that

-I‘

when they are discovered she herself disgustcdly kills Mattos.
Coirana at last dies front his wound, and Antonio drags
his body into the desert for burial. As the beatos Sing and dance
on a mountain ledge, the hired killers pump bullets into them,
leaving only two of their leaders alive, a girlin white and a
negro in scarlet. In a final confrontation Antonio, aided only
by the local schoolmaster, shoots down the Colonel’s hired
killers, while the negro despatches the Colonel. The school-
master is left with Laura's body, and Antonio walks off along a
modernhighw ay. i

Atttuttio das lllurtes is set in the ritual framework of the
legendary war of the warrior saint against the dragon of
cruelty, of which the brightly coloured images of St.iGeorge
slaying, the Dragon with which the film opensand closes are a
Christian equivalent. After a credits sequence showing the
killing of a bandit, the schoolmaster is seen teaching the
children Brazilian history, in which such facts as the country's
discovery by the Portuguese and its independence end in a
historical event to which he gives equal significance - the death
in 1938 of the great anti-government bandit Lampiao, who had
dominated the scrttto for eighteen years and whose severed head,
still to be seen in the medical school in Salvador, had to be
carried round and exhibited in the towns of the region before
the people would believe he had, been killed. Antonio’s
reminiscences of his bandit-hunting include his pursuit of
Corisco in Black God, W/tire Devil, ofwhich Atttottiu das ilfurtes
is virtually a continuation. In the earlier film Antonio is
employed by church and government to destroy the religious
fanatics and the bandits, but he also almost unwittingly
becomes a liberator from false prophets. But as he says in this
film, “ Lampifto was my mirror ", and with him dead Antonio
now becomes a revolutionary. For a time he is himself un-
certain _which side represents the dragon, because he believes
that God writes in crooked lines; but after his crisis he pro-
claims “ Now l know who the enemy is "as the lorry full of the
Colonel's hired killers grinds up the hill. Thecncnty is in fact
the whole corrupt social system, the capitalist oligarchy which
Antonio ovetthrows by force, aided by the intelligentsia in the
personof the schoolmaster and tacitly supported by the priest.
Glauber Rocha clothes this revolutionary message in a remark-
able visual language in which the Primitivism and violence of
the religious dances or the scenes of savage slaughter alternate
with ntontents of absolute stillness, as for instancei when the girl
in w-hitch sijts ico-n.-like with ‘her black hair falling loose as she
confronts Antonio in his crisiswith the command", “ Go and
walk the fiery roads of earth asking forgiveness for your
crimes ". Rocha draws on_.ball_ad_s'and folksongs to develop
and comment on the action,-_and his use of colour also enhances
the effect ofthe rituals, for which the blazing heat of the grey
landscape of s.parsesgr-ass and cactus desert provides a timeless
setting. The colour -sometimes matches the ‘macabrequality of
Rocha‘s _imagination, as in the scene where Laura's already
lurid purple evening dress is spattcred with blood as she stabs
Mattos, or when blood pours from hercmouth and down her
white neck as the schoolteacher kisses her after she has been
shot at the end. Some critics have objected that this flamboyant
operatic style conflicts with the political, nrcssagc, or have
suggested that the bare bones underneath the tltcatricality are
only those of it \Ne.~;ternat1yway. But this is no mythical frontier
ofthe pasti in the first halfof this century the distressed peasants
of the arid backlamls ofthe .s_‘¢.'rtuo continued to tut n to banditry
or messianic religious movements, but in the Fifties and Sixties
the Peasant Leagues led by Francisco Julian have awakened the
Brazilian and American governments to the problem of the
landless peasants in north-eastern -Braril, and fears ofpcasant
revolution have led to a crash development progranunc backed
by the dollars which in the film the corrupt police inspector
plans topocket. Glauber Rocha's magnificent film is in fact
firmly tied to the prcscnt+day political and social reality of his
underdeveloped homeland. _, _ g . at _
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A PRUPUS PULIT IVCAL if CINEMA

Q. i It seems difficult to interview you at present. Although you were I
neglected for years, you have been interviewed many, times since your
left Brazil and in these interviews there is revealedrfan attitude of
Europeans towards the Third World which you have denounced. I Further, 1
certain theories have beendevelopedsince I968 which rest on an un-
conscious psychological principle which is still colonialist. They
criticise the cinema for not being sufficiently political, and use your
films, and those of Solanas, as concrete alternatives. What do you
thinl< of this? I   I  .

4

A. Weshould define the problem and clarify it sc'ientific_ally. What
is the cinema? It is a means of communication of technological origin,
inexorably bound up with technological development and more and ‘
more diffuse — though in different ways -s in relation to that develop-I I
ment. Nowadays, for example, the cinema is widespread not only on .
the screen, but also through television. Here a small problem arises.
ls television competing with the cinema or is the cinema ‘competing
with television? Or else, is the screen we have in our homes one which
resemblesexisting means of communication or which exists. as anew
mode? To think of these problemsis to realise that the object of discus-.
sion should not be the cinema but the use wegmake of it; not theaudio-
visual language, but how we use it. 1 I t s

If it is true that the cinema as a whole has in common the elements. of
image and sound, it is also true that one can mal<ej_scientific ortdidactic
films, recordings, narratives orpoems, exactly. as one can make ,scient- _
ific texts, political» essays, pamphlets, poems. or novels with written or
spoken language. It seems to me'thaIt”iti"s not, in itself, more_progres- ' .
aive to write anovel rather thana pamphlet, or apoem rather than an t
assay. llt would be indicative of a deep sense of guilt if film malsers
found these differencesin the cinemaswhich do not exist elsewhere. I

I believe, instead, that the cinema has the fundamental function of,
reflecting, in different ways and without rules, a" reality in which the s
political problems are the prevailing element. Nevertheless, one can I
followonly subjective schemes and systems as one cannot be bound by.
the use of a cinematographic language. This is also because politics:
in the true sense, means actions, that moment when a social class fights
another social class. There is not mUch room for subjectivity in action,
but when one speaks of a ‘political film‘ one refers to Vpoliticsas a
science, that is to something which has not yet become politics as act" I
ion but the preparation for it. Here the disciussionscan be valued less
objectiviely. To be political means tobe tied down in the way we live;
in our class relations, howtwe see them in our social context, what '
place we give them in the story of our lives, how we value them in rei-
lation to our hypotheses of political action. j I T I

_ .

I can use my camera politically either filming reality‘ directly or re
creating it through my subjective vision. Butin both cases, subjecte-‘ g
ivity is in some sense present. -Even if I__ merely ‘film’, I am not at all
objective. ln fact, l will reproduce in film the reality which interests g I
me most directly and with which I am mostdirectly connected. In any I
case, the fact that there is in the Third World a politically relevant
alternative between a certain kind of cinema devoted to documentaries it
and one devoted to fiction is an inve-ntion peculiar to Europe.

, .
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Personally, l believe that the common objective for the Third World
must be the emancipation of the market from imperialist domination.
Of course it is obvious that imperialism of the cinema would prefer it
if we were to close ourselves off into a kind of ghetto for pure and un-
contaminated artists and surrendered the market. But vve must under-
stand that the economic emancipation of a nation in the cinema, as
well as in other, more important fields, is the first condition of politi-
cal emancipation. L

Paradoxically, Iwould say that in Europe and the United States the
left wing wants to destroy the consumer society, whereas in the Third
World the left wing wants to create it. And this is the fundamental
contradiction. From this perhaps, through a series of logical and ideo-
logical transformations, are derived certain sceptical tendencies in the
attitude of the European left towards the culture of the Third World,
and the essentially non-Marxist subjectivism with which theii~European
left wing sometimes applies the laws of its own historical development
to a society with a different history.

~

Q. But in what sense does the Third World cinema, or your own cin-
ema from BARRAVENTO to CABEZAS‘ CORTADAS, contribute to
liberation? Perhaps most of_the European scepticism towards Brazilian
cinema derives from the il"flpf6:-SiO['l that no concrete answer can be
given to that question. _

A. But to what extent does a purely political essay published in a
European magazine of a few thousand copies contribute to liberation?
l don't really know. Frankly, l believe t at the impossibility of giving
an answer to such a question derives from the ‘impossibility’ ofthe
question, which is abstract and purely ideological. If I make a film
and a million people see it in Latin America, I cannot know if and to
what extent the consciousness of these people benefits from it. But
although I lack concrete proof, I am convinced that in general the
films of the Cinema Novo have contributed and still contribute towards
releasing part of the Brazilian public from the complexes of imperialist
colonisation with its imposed mental patterns and its centuries-long
coating of Eurocentric culture. B ‘ g

At present there are many people filming demonstrations and making
documentaries about reality. This is positive and useful. But if I wish
to make a film which nobody else is making, instead of doing what the
others are already doing I can still do something useful, because that
too is necessary. Of course, I can't limit myself to playing at making
films. The cinema is information, didactics, agitation; it has to. be
culture in the sense of qualitative communication, as only qualitative
communication is revolutionary communication andbecauset only this
can modify consciousness. Whether wetdo all this with direct docu-g _ ,
mentation or with fiction, with drama or with comedy, with satire or? y
with epic poetry, is only determined by different subjective or object-
ive historical conditions. ln Brazil, for example, it is easier to explain
a problem to peasants using the 'cangaceiros' than using the workers. In
the some wayit is easier to describe its condition tothe middle class
through a hero like Macunaima than through the 'cangaceiros'. s

In other words revolution is an action and, even ifsit is prepar-;'d l:=-,~
forms of consciousness, it is ‘historical’ only in so far as it is action.
5uch an action in order to be concn;-tc_, is addressed by ana towards
determined historical conditions. which are differentjeven if they an:
apparently similar. The real danger is always to cr"eat-.; a schema of
action, that is to say tr: schema of a historical situation. In so far as it
is different history, the concrete dimension of the action which changes
it has to be different too, In this way there can't be any catholicism
in the revolution: either a revolution is heterodox, or does not develop
at all. ln this lie the bases of the misunderstandings that exist in cer-
tain claims to have exported revolution.. They hide a great danger. For
example, Maoism is very important as a historical modality, precisely as
Chinese revolution. Butwhen it is imported by the European intellect-
uals, just because it's history belonging to another history, it is trans-
formed into neo—Stalinism. I s r ' '

In the same way, in the cinema, one has to beware ofoffering and
claiming schemes, orthodox systems and binding methods. A J B
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THE PITFALLS DF CULTURAL NATIUNQLISM
-_ Hans-Proppe and Susan Tarr f ~

i The "discovery" and elucidation of a national
culture in th9'nfnmm: nova of Brazil is a Pro-
gressive step forward from the deformed and t
plastic imitations of Hollywood film which pre-
ceded it. However, cinema novo, exciting, dy-
namic and progressive as it is, has internal s
limitations that some audiences and critics are
unwilling to grapple with. I

s Just as political consciousness develops dia-
lectically from one stage to progressively higher
stages, the art or cultural artifactsiproducedi V
will correspond to these stages of develomnent
and reflect material reality. It is important
to be able to distinguish these stages and, while
encouraging all steps forward in thisldevelop-
mental process, not to give premature total ap-
probation to the more primitive and limited i
stages. In the case of European and American
audiences, cinema novo has received dCCOlfld@S
and political laurels in which the enthusiasm is
based more on a well-intentioned cultural pater-
nalism than on constructive political triticism.
In the area of political films, this attitude is
tby no means limited to evaluations of the cinema
novo. It is symptomatic of a difficulty that
arises when a film is exported and viewed-inter-
preted by people without a real knowledge of the
fundamentals of the national context. ‘ T T

i'Godard‘s films, intended for the organized
political cadre of France. are denounced by un-
organized students in the U.S. A film designed
for organized Peronist workers and militants is
-mistakunlv hailed by Godard asra "Latin American
*POTEHkIN,“ The same film is equally mistakenly
denounced by certain Nnerican audiences as being
"Peronist propaganda" and therefore fascist.r In
political struggle as well as in cultural strug-
gle, tactics and strategy must be evaluated fromgi
the perspective of the concrete historical cir-
cumstances from which they derived.“ Such is the.
case with cinema novo.. *‘
i Numerous claims have been made by advocates
.of cinena novo and particularly by Glauber Rocha
as to the revolutionary intention and effect of
this body of work. when Rocha. B prolific writer
and influential film theoretician, makes such y
contradictory claims as that cinena novo wants
to "make a contribution to the revolution“ and a
that he does not “believe that we will arrive at
that state by educating the people“ because "the
film, after all, is a game like sports...a stimu-
lant like drugs“, it becomes necessary to take a
critical look at cinema novo, specifically the
films of Rocha. at i ‘

li will he argued here that the smnbolism and
metaphor upon which cinmna novo relies so heav-
ily, rather than clarifying the audiences's ex-
perience. serves to further mystify and perhaps
even exacerbate a painful reality. Principally i
at issue is whether or not the thruu recurrent
themes and protagonists of cinmna novo, the ban-
dit cangaceiros, the fanatical mystics and the
all-pervasive peasant suffering have been uti- T
lized in such a way as to raise political con-l
sciousness and elucidate the situation. Similar-
ly, notwithstanding the stated intention of the

cinana novo filmmakers to obscure political mean-
ings in order to avoid censorship and repression,
the political ambiguity of many of these films is
as much a function of a mistaken political analy-
sis as anything else. In addition, the unique
visual aspects of cinema novo.can_be viewed as
attenpts to establish a film style which empha-
sizes the aesthetic rather than the political.

Since most of the best known cinema novo
films deal with the social conditions of the s
Northeast of Brazil, we must first examine that s
area and its extreme culture and way of life. i

OF CANGACEIROS.  
SANTOS AND SERTANEJOS

_ - I. I _ . I
IThe Northeast canlbe divided into two general

regions--the eastern coastal area extending 30
to 40 miles inland and rich in vegetation and
the western interiorg the sertao, an arid desert
periodically subject mo droughts in which as g
much as a third of the population of the area
die. In the early centuries of Portugese rule.
it was the northeast coastal region that deter-
mined the destiny of Brazil as it was the seat g
of colonial rule. Thp eastern area i5 dominated
by large landholdings,and sugar cone plantations
(the ruyrnhial while the sertao is dominated by
cattle-raising interests (the yuaaatz).: The y
rise of the engenhos gesulted in feudal social
relationships, including the importation of t
Slaves from Africa, and the sugar-cane monocul-
ture destroyed the soil and prevented agrarian at t

“diversification. The social and‘produCtlV9'relo4i ,_
tionships of the sertao region have been described ”F
65 W051 Closely resembling a form of primitive | i
capitalism, with_a large, desperate and unorgan-T
iged labor force creating a free-labor situations.
exploited by the rulers of the cattle empires.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century and
coinciding with the overthrow of the monarchy
~in I889. the locus of Brazilian power began a
;shift to the south. Competition from Cuba in p I
.the area of sugar production and the rise of l
coffee, grown primarily in the south, as the
nation's m0St important export were the primary
rfactors in detennining this shift.l Heanwhile,
an emerging and more modernized sugar industry
began to grow up in the south as well and these
producers were soon producing sugar at lower
prices than the producers of the Northeast.- At
the close of world war ll, orldsugar prices
rose steeply and a number of plantation owners .
who had left their property returned with the ~ lI -

intention of cashing in on the new demand for fh
their product. Their efforts to expel the pea- " cl

I

_>..

sants who had taken over small plots and were s ;
raising subsistence crops resulted in the first ¢
Peasant League formations. '

<

i The Sertao has historically been a great dis-
aster area. In addition to severe droughts,
heavy rains contribute to flash floods that fre-
quvntly wipe out entire settlements along the
river-banks. The inhabitants of the sertaoii _
originally included runaway and-freed slaves as ;.

I

dwell as the negro-Portugese. Portugese-Indiana
<'-._.'
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and Indian-Negro mixtures common in the area.
The awrr¢n»fo or "backlander" clings tenaciously
,to this area that appears ill-suited to human
habitation. Hhile the devastating droughts that
take such a toll can be seen as simply a curse
of natuie. the anachronistic relationship of g
landowners to peasants is the real clue to the
misery of the Northeast. The cinema novQ,film-
makers irequently focus on the effects of this
exploitative relationship, on the aberrative-
SOCldlfpsyChOlOqlCdl phenomena that result, and
less on th~ explicit nature of the relationship
itseli. c

Josue do tastro in Quirk in few fi~v*h=z6' de-
scribes the psychic rhythms which appear during
periods of famine as being schizoid, where the
Polar trmhrraments become the outlaw-bandit nan-
j@J9§HntLH the mystical and fanaticinvrav or_ Hv1sionar.es -i i

"Activated by drought and famine, both
saints and bandits arise, and both types
can be merged in the same personality.
Such a phenomenon was the celebrated frat-
racide Bento da Cruz de Joazeiro, who ‘with
a cross in one hand.and a dagger in the '
other‘, meted out Justice in his village;.;
He may think of the cangaceiro, or bandit,
as a personality in which the haser lmpulvus
released by hunger have won the upper hand
over normal restraints. lhe religious raun-
tic, on the other hand, represents a vic-
tory of the abnonnal esaltations of hunger.
He is a man who has beat a retreat into
lhfi metaphysical. »But both fonns of es-
cdDC~—towards brute force or the metaphy-
sical illusion--are distortions from whiih
no good comes,“ (p. bl) i
lhe periodic rise of religious fanaticism in

the Northeast seems attributable as well to the
combination of isolation, misery and frustration
that is exploited by a charismatic religious
leaderirelying heavily on the traditionally
mystical religious elements, a combination of
Catholicism and African relgious ceremony called
moaumbd. from Portugal came another ingredient,
a popular quasi-religious belief system known as
Sebastianism, which prophecied the return of the
Portugese king Sebastian who vanished in Africa
in l578 while fighting the Moors.

Cangaceiros, santos and sertanejos. the pea-
sants of the sertao, are the central sources of
cinema novo. VIDAS SECAS (i963); BLACK GUU,
NHITE DEVIL (1963), ANTONIO DAS MORTES (l9bh); ' '
and THE GODS AND THE DEAD (l970) deal explicitly
with these themes, while CIHCO VEZES FAVELAS,
THE GUNS (OS FUZIS), and GANGA ZUHBA (l9o4) have
their historical reference points in these domi-
nant sociological and psychological figures and
events. while dealing with them less directly.
Although the history of the Northeast is full oi
examples of religious rebellions stretching back
into Brazilian history such as those of Joaaeiro
Caldeiro and the events at Pedra Bonita in luau
as well as the bandit activities of the canna-
ceiros flntonio Silvino and Rio Preto, two out-
standing esamples will suffice to explain the
dimensions of the phenomenon, nntnnio tnnsel~-
heiro and tampiao. lhese two are the most
famous examples of the religious fanatic and
the bandit of the Northeast, and references to
them and the movflhents they spawned are promi-
nent in the cinema novo films.

Iv

heiro“ it the opening line of Euclides da Cunha's
description of the religious fanatic who led a
millenarian moyanent at the turn.of the century.
Antonio Vicente Hendes Haciel, or Conselheiro as
he came to be known, was indeed a natural outcome
of the physical and psychological forces which
interact in the sertao. Da Cunha, in krr.f.fon
In ihu he-hfinie, a remarkable account of the
Conselheiro-led rebellion at Canudos in IBQF,
-states that Conselheir0l”was doing no more than¢§
to condense the obscurantism of the three sepa-
rate races (sic)" which he categorizes as the

-“anthropomorphism of the savage“ or the Brazilian
Indian, the "animism of the African slaves" and
the "historical atavism" of the mestizo. sHander-
ing through the backlands of the Northeast in the
l880's for more than ten years, Conseilheiro
gathered a large following as a mystic and as-
cetic amalgamating Roman Catholicism, African
religious belief and indigenous mysticism. This
amalgam developed into a millenarian movement.
like that Europe had seen centuries earlier.
Like its predecessor this movement had three
main characteristics: l. "A profound and total
rejection of the present evil world, and a pas-
sionate longing for_another and better one..."
2. “A fairly standardized ‘ideology’ of they
chiliastic type" (the return of Christ or a
savior like Sebastian), 3. "...a fundamental
vagueness about the actual way in which the new
society will be brought about.“ (from Hobsbawn,
P)’Ill'ii.l'.I.‘_'i-.' 1"‘-¢'fi"c’[-‘"9,

As a wandering prophet and pietist longing
for the promised kingdom of God which Consol-
heiro felt had been subverted and abandoned by
the orthodox church,_he preached against both.
"the established church and the newly-established
republic. In 1882, the Catholic archbishop of
Baia, alanned at the large following Conselheiro
was attracting, instructed his pastors as fol-
lows: -t g s

4

“lt having tome to our knowledge, that, in
the central parishes of this archbishopric,
there is-a certain individual by the name

. of Antonio Conselheiro who goes about i
preaching to the people who‘come to hear
his superstitious doctrines and an exces-4,

- sively-rigid morality, thereby disturbingi
iconsciences and weakening in no small if
degree the authority of the priests in
these places we ordain that your Rever-
ence shall not consent to any such abuse_
in his parish, but shall let it be known C
to his parishoners that we absolutely for-
bid their congregating to hear such preach-
ings. Seeing that in the Catholic Church

k the holy mission of indoctrinating the ”
i people belongs only to the ministers of

religion, it follows that a layman, whoever
he may be and however well instructed and S

' virtuous, does not have the authority tot,
exercise that right,” ~ C "C if "Q
(Dd CUnha, ."1't".}1t'f‘.7l'-I‘-"1 .““l f./‘If’ C*i'Ii';-I£'~<1l’I.t1,-‘i, D.

s Conselheiro made no great distinction between
the Church and the State, branding the republic.
as the instrument of the "Anti-Christ" and "a
supreme heresy". Liting the return of Dom Seba-
tiao (hing Sebastain), Conselheiro Prophesized
?..and on that day when he and his small army
shall arise, then shall he with the edge of the
sword free all from the yoke of this Republic.. ".
After a number of confrontations with representa-
tives of the government and the Catholic Church,
Conselheiro and his followers retreated to a

"It was natural that the deep-lvinq layers ul C  $m@llU*°""- Ca"“d05' to establish a rell9l°“5i
our ethnic stratification should have cast up so Settlement which 9“e"tuallY grew to 3 p°pulatlQ"

‘i Q‘ t ' Cextraordinary an_anticlinal as Antonio {cn.rl-
' <
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oi three thousand. For thv Hwfil pawl. those who
flocked to Canudos werb destitute hfidnnflt tami-
lies. Also numbered among the swtllrry were a
large group of cangaceiros, hardened and des-
perate bandit-outlaws, W€ll~SChOUlPU in the use
Of weapons and techniques of survival in the in-
hospitable backlands. Prior to lH9?, several er-
peditiong of Army troops sent against the settle-
ment were completely unsuccessful against the
fortified town and the fierce dedication of the
inhabitants of Canudos. Finally, in l897, a new
Anny expedition was organized involving thousands
of well-armed soldiers who proceeded to wipe out
the town and kill every man, Wflmdn and child in
Canudos. r-- .~ - v

.. . 1- .
_ l| , .

if the millenarian movonent of tonselheiro
sgems anachronjstig;cpming at the turn of the @\
century, the most recent and popular of the can~
gaceiros, Lampiao, who led a movanent in the
l930's, indicates the nature of more c0ntempor~
ary developments in the Brazilian hinterlands.
Virgulino Ferreira da Silva. known as “the Cap-
tain" or Lampiao, is perhaps the most popular
legendary hero of the sertao and a direct model
for such films as ANTONIO DAS MORTLS, BLACK GOD,
WHITE D£VIL and THE GODS AND THE DEAD. Lampiao
exemplifies the inherent limitations of the
‘social bandit in regard to the alleged “revolu-
tionary” role of such figures. The development
of a contemporaneous movement in Brazil, the
Prestes column, provides a useful counterpoint
when considering the activities of tampiao and
his band of followers.

Eric Hobsbawm in Horatio discusses Lampiao's
exploits and provides a political framework to
clarify the phenomenon of social banditry. Hobs~
bawm sees the bandit as a refonner not as a rev0~
lutionary, as an activist not as ideologue or
prophet frun “whan novel visions or plans of _
social and political organization are to be eke s
spected." ‘Rather, as champions, heroes and
avengers "theirs is an individual rebellion,
which is socially and politically undennined,
and which under nonnal--ie., non-revolutionary--
conditions is not a vanguard of mass revolt, but
rather the product and counterpart of the general
passivity of the poor. They are the exceptions
swhich prove the rule." -

l 1

Lampiao was born into a middle-class fanning
and cattle-raising family. Hore than literate,
he was an excellent poet and otherwise intellec~
tually versatile. As was the case with many
other cangaceiros, a blood feud was the starting
ipoint for his banditry. Hhen Lampiao was seven-
teen» his family was expelled from their farm by
another family, an expulsion to which Lampiao
responded by fanning an outlaw band consisting
of his brothers and some thirty others (includ-
ing several women) in order to avenge the wrong.
The realities of Lampiao's subsequent career are
difficult to sort out fruu the countless pomns,
legends and songs written in tribute to him.
H0bsbawm's investigation of Lampiao leads him to

LdWplc;_ ;¢¢u;* A hwfO, was not a “good” he of
tampino lasted almost twenty years, not only be"
rausv the rugged Northeast offered shelter frmn
government authority but because he was able to
exploit political situations and economic condi-
tions to the extent that enabled him "to build
up no strong a forrc as to constitute not merely.
a potential reinforcement for any great ‘colonel’
of the backwoods, out a power in his own right"
(Hobsbawn, p. 80}. Also revealing was the rela-
tionship of Lampiao and his band to other organ-
ized forces operating in the region at the time.
In tho mid-l920's, a sizeable guerrilla band ,

-WhlCh had been operating in the south-central
WOtiltNliJf.BFdZll arrivcmi"ni the Northeast.j Led
oy Luis Prestes, who was later to become the-_ s
leader of the Brazilian Qomunist.Pa§tyfi thisi ‘
well-organized and politically conscious group
was seen as a serious threat to the stability i
of the Northeast by the ruling class. The, s
Federal government turned for assistance to the
most powerful religious figure of the area,
Father Cicero, “the messiah of Ceara," with the
prflnise of Ftderal troops to quell any incipient
rebellion sparked by the presence of the Prestes
group. At Father Cicero's urging the government
attanpted to enlist Lampiao's assistance by
offering his band official pardon for past crimes
and offering tampiao himself official rank as
captain as well as amunition and rifles. Thus
legitimized he was expected to pursue and elimi-
hate the real social threat posed by the Prestes
column. According to Hobsbawm, Lampiao's enthu-
siasm for his semi-official military status and
his "mission" only waned when he was warned by
friends that once he had eliminated Prestes and
his group, his own newly-found legitimacy would?
quickly be revoked. Lampiao decided to take his
ll'li rnl‘.' .1l|'-/_lLI‘ clllli 2'i'l.ll‘,li(_".|, llll'_,';,|U[| U“,-“__(_U|||...

fill4HPfl to the Hcrtau, his old sanctuary, never
~ 1 . - - I , ' .

rliitllllll lilt] lu wither" illl"_‘3ilt_* OI“ _l0lfl lfl COHIFIOHl
tnnav wlih luis-Pivstvs. <. - ,-

g lhvrr havp been social bandit types who have
dvvnlnpnd lulu activists playing a revolutionary
role, Handur hozsa of Hungary as well as the
Bulshevik Homo are examples. The cangaceiros .
generally, uni Lanpiao specifically, never seemed
to evolve out of self-serving banditry and ter-
rorism although such a develounent is possible.
In rvlnllun to cinema nOV0, which is based in
such large part on the activities and Context of.
the cangaceiros, it is important (when examining
the claim of cinmna novo to be a body of revolue.
tionary film) to explore to what extent and in‘
what ways the cinmna novo deals critically with
the limitations that these social forces repre-
S(?!llc.’I.i .

‘ .

BLACKGOD, Wl-llTE DEVIL
and ANTONEO DAS MORTES

what distinguishes Glauber ROCha's work is his
conclude that Lampiao was unlike other cangaceiro< dcsfirlhllwh Bl hlfi fllm5 6? bél"9 D0litiCdl and
Suchjas pntonio giivino (]375_1g44) who are re- L pUlltlrlZlHg. Rocha describes his thesis and ~

*membered for their good deeds and concern for the
. I - _. , _ .poor: , s ~ i -'

’"“*‘ l"However,°the"ballad frmniwhirh I have
taken most of this account does not mention
any righting of wrongs (except those done
to the band itself), no taking iron the
rich to give to the poor, no bringing of
justice...0n the Contrary, it rncords
‘horrors’: how Lampiao murdered a prisoner

T though his wife had ransoned him, how he
massacred laborers, tortured an old woman
who cursed him by making her dance naked
with a cactus bush until she divd, how he
sadistically killed one of his men who had
offended him by making him oat a litre of
salt, and similar incidents. lo be terri-
fying and pitiless is a more important
attribute of this bandit than to be a
friend of the poor.$ _

T (Hobsbawm, Noni ‘w, p. 5*;

ii l& Ill“.-Ii.’ ’“'#3qii‘__*11.0%‘.-&'¢; ‘mm--o~;¢u~ l4-d0I-%lI|-I%*I'-'- ‘II’ ‘-'4'" -' """"" ‘ "_ _

intvntiun this way: ._ it p

lhe cinema is information, didactics,
nfiltaiion; if has to be culture in the
HiH'P -f qhnl iotivo communication, as -
only ;unlititI.e communication is revolu-
lloudrr vowwunicatinn and because Only
lh;R can modify fiction, with drama or

‘with cowrdv. with satire or epic poetry, T-.
is Only determined by different subjective?‘
or uhirtrivr historical conditions. In
lhxi;:l, fur Pknhdflfi, it is easier to ex- A
plain u problem to peasants using the
'<unnn<v:ros‘ than using the w0rkers.,
lH int sumr way. it is easier to describe“
»ts lnnditi rs to the middle-class through

g n hwfu like Wacunaima than through the '
- I. _- .. ‘ _ IL.dHt_,ldtt.-l:rl .
l (From an interview with ROCHG, i

“A Prupus Political Cinema," l9?!-
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But what does Rocha communicate "qualitative-
ly" in BLACK GOD, WHITE DEVIL and ANTONIO DAS
MORTES? And, using his criteria, is this cun-
munication indeed revolutionary? Both films are
an amalgam of the social forces of the Northeast
and examine the relationships between the reli-
gious fanatics, the peasants, the juauupno (hired
assassins) and the cangaceiros. Although not
precisely intended as a sequel to BLACK GOO,
WHITE DEVIL, ANTONIO DAS MORTES continues the
development of the central character Antonio who
is hired gun, bounty hunter or revolutionary,
depending on which analysis is made of his ac-
tions.

Antonio, as introduced in BLACK DOD, UNITE
DEVIL. is intended by Rocha to be simultaneously
an instrument of oppression and liberation. He
is a "gun for hire,“ and as such his philosophy
and morality is a function of the highest bidder
for his services, which in BLACK GOO, NHITE DEVIL
is the church and state and in ANTONIO DAS NORTES
the coffee and land-owning oligarchy. Hobsbawn
points out that traiditionally in peasant soci-
eties there have been bandits who serve the land-
lords as well as those who ally with the op-
pressed. The practice of landlords hiring “de-
puties" in cases of local peasant rebellion is
still extant in the Northeast today, and Antonio
is not only a plausible and realistic character
but serves an allegorical purpose as well.

Antonio is hired by the Church to destroy a
nascent fanatical religious movement and its
leader that is seen as representing a threat to
the rule of the established clergy. Antonio's
journey has its coincidental parallel in the
journey of a peasant, his wife and infant who _
set out on a quest of their own. Manuel, with a
life not unlike that of the peasant in VIDAS
SECAS and TROPICI, kills his land-owning boss in
an argument over a steer. For Manuel, the act
is morally repugnant, and great guilt as well as
fear of the authorities drives him to becone a
follower of the mystic Sehastiao (a character
based on such figures as Conseilheirn of Canudos
and Father Cicero of Joazeiro). In order to
prove his dedication and devotion to Sebastiao,
Manuel indulges with all of Sebastiao's followers
in ritual ascetic acts such as carrying huge R
boulders on his head for many miles. Then in an
act that had its parallel in a call for a blood-
sacrifice made by a backlands prophet in I838,
Sebastiao called for his followers to make the
ultimate sacrificial offering to prove their
devotion. Nanuel offers up his own son. Manuel's
wife, outraged at the loss of her child and dis-
illusioned with the prophet, murders him. Manuel
and his wife then flee into the sertao. Antonio,
who has been tracking the group which ranains on
the move looking for the “promised land“ in spite

-of the loss of Sebastiao, massacres the entire
following in a ritualistic and bloody sequence.
In the course of his flight, Manuel encounters
an outlaw bandit group led by the cangaceiro T -
Corisco (who in real life was a lieutenant of
Lampiao and formed a separate hand) and becomes'
peripherally involved with them. Having dis--
patched the threat to the religious status quo,
Antonio now begins to pursue Corisco and his band
in order to eliminate the threat to secular
authority. Antonio catches up with the outlaws
and murders Corisco and all his followers in the
same ritualistic way, and Nanuel is left to '
wander alone in the desert. The entire film is
linked together by a blind old peasant narrator
who relates, in songs and words, the exploits of
Sebastiao, Cnrisco and Antonio, ~ the °'rJ§
sofluence the words ir a soni re*~* in *n Yd.
when the sertao will to ihu s~i'-~ 'l- .wa w-
be the sertao and onus with the s~els he iavin
belongs to Han and not to God i" '» Fr» '.
Thus, Rocha has assiinwd Antonio = Pd1n~r*‘T
I‘OlP, d llidll whfi l'lusl gr-lr‘<.P "iv "W-‘iii-‘.T I)‘ fir-Lil
the impotent and dHldwlflhn»_ ,,.=1 inn 4.0 tho.
self-serving lUHfl0H~UdfldiN; W *'w cangaceiros.
Rocha. according ta Frnest fallfrh; h 'u an vh-

--nu-*-' -* "- "

cellent review of ANTONIO Das HORTRS in =;Iw
-6'11"‘-‘=-I':'_.; (winter 1969), has deeliiied {lint just.
as imperialists are necessary to dig their own
graves, "so Antonio is necessary to bring about
the revolution, or at least its spiritual pre-
condition.“ Antonio frees the peasant from in-
vesting his hope for change in the futile and
meaningless perterbations of the neuron and can-
gaceiros in BLACK GOD, HHITE DEVIL. It is this
theme, reformulated, to which Rocha returns five
years later in ANTONIO DAS MORTES. A" '

The characters and
actions symbolize the
army’s going over to
serve the oppressed.

Many of the characters in these.two films are
taken fron the actual history of the Northeast
while others are derived from Rochals personal
experience. In ANTONIO DAS HORTLS, Nata Vaca,
the colonel's bodyguard and gunman, is patterned
after an individual Rocha claims killed one ofii I
his relations when he was a child and who was
killed sdnetime later by one of hig cousins in
revenge. The character of Antonio is modelled
on Jose Rufino, an actual cangaceiro-hunter with
whom Rocha spent much time. Much of the second
half of etnct son, UNITE DEVIL is based on what '
Ruiino told him and when Rocha wanted to make
ANTONIO DAS MORIY5, lnzlearned that a new canga-
ceiro had arisen lh the Northeast, called Ze
Crispin, and that Rufino had gone to catch him
because the local police force was unable to dot
so. a - '

Antonio, like his real-life counterpart
Rufino, in the opening sequences of ANTONIO DAS
MORTES, is sought out by the manager for a des-
potic landowner, “the Colonel“, whose feudal“
hegemony is threatened by a local uprising of
peasants sympathetic to Coiriana and his fellow ,
cangaceiros. whereas in BLACK GOD, HHITE DEVIL
the cangaceiros and the followers of the prophet
were two completely distinct, if not antagonistic
groups, C0iriana's band includes a girl dressed,
entirely in white and referred to as "the holy
one" as well as a Black man dressed in red who.
Rocha says symbolizes a Brazilian St. George, a
.saint who frees the people from oppression. s
Coiriana is depicted as a somewhat "responsible"
social bandit who moreover has a broad-based
peasant constituency and who is seen by both
peasants and landowner_as a potential change-
agent. Therefore, when Antonio challenges and
kills Coiriana in a ritualistic duel while the
peasants and religious figures look on passively,
he openly serves the forces of repression. Hav-
ing killed the bandit leader, Antonio is con-
fronted by the corrupt and greedy landowner and
his promiscuous and treacherous wife, and under-
goes a change which Rocha describes as "moral
and personal." Antonio now sides with the pea-
sants and the remaining religious figures and
demands the distribution of food to the poor.
In response, the landowner hires another band of
tillers to eliminate the turncoat Antonio. The
film concludes with a multi-layered resolution
by blood-Ietiino: the landowner's wife, frustra-
i‘.t.=i1 ~h_",j tin? "lI’;,'.l(_jll_l'_’TIL‘.l‘.' of the !‘l€illdgt‘f‘ in t.heir
Juini plot against her husband. kills the manager
by slabbing him to death; Antonio, joined by the
local schoolteacher {intellectual turned activ-
istl, anerges victorious from a dramatically-
filmed shoot-out with the gang hired by the_
landowner; and the landowner is ceremoniously
dispatched by the Blacl St. George who runs him.
through with a lance from horseback. I T

"Ir_ _ _ _ . ... .-,._q.._.¢--_* 
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i Needless to say, the characters and their ac-
tions have, as Ernest tallenbach points out,
"symbolic equivalences.“ If the "Colonel" repre-
sents the feudal landowner whose unswerving dedi-
cation to maintaining the status quo without
concessions (an idea further enphasized by his
being represented as blind in the iilm), the
wife and the manager, Mata Vaca, represent the
nationalist bourgeoisie which is divided against
itself--between maintaining the institutions of
the status quo or overturning them in order to
benefit their own class interests. lhe local
schoolteacher, says Rocha, is swnbolic of the
left-wing intellectual of middleeclass background
who is "freeing himseli from the dust of his t
bourgeois way of thinking." By jointing Antonio
in the last battle he represents a "person who
must pass, must go from irony and skepticism to
action" and thereby "becune eifective in the
struggle for the people." toiriana, “the holy
one“ and the Black St. George represent both
actual characters of Northeast typology and swa-
bols of "false hope" who are looked up to and
passively followed by the peasantry. Finally,
Antonio, the pivotal character in the film and
the figure upon whom much of the political analy-
sis must rest. synbolizes the army, traditionally
the tool of repression and the amped servant and
protector of the oligarchy. as Callenbach points
out. "If these equivalences are even approximate-
ly accurate, the film exemplifies...what is in
‘ati a crucial political phenomenon: the going
over of the army iron the survltr of the oppresr
sors to that of the oppressrd.“

Rocha, in response to Callenbacn‘s analysis
and critique of ANTONIO DAS HURl[S, which Callen-
bach compares to the l93h Errol llynn version of
ROBIN HOOD because “both are fundamentally con-
servai.ive,“and constitute (like most folk art)
diversions of thought and feeling from tender
political questions,“ agrees at least partially
with Callenbach's description oi Antonio as the
vested power and potential of the military. Al-
though he maintains that Antonio's change is
"profoundly mystical and personal,“ Rocha makes
lengthy references to the progressive role played
by the annies of Peru, Bolivia and Colombia. »

Assigning the army a progressive role is a t
questionable proposition. numerous examples. it
the most recent being the role of the supposedly
"progressive" armed forces of Chile, point in
quite an opposite direction. The nature of
Antonio's sudden conversion, attributed by Rocha
to a change both "moral" and "personal", is also
questionable for, as Callenbach points out,
"Armies in the real world do not switch their
historical roles out of goodness of heart or by
saneinetaphysical impulsion to virtue.“ 1f one
looks to the film for guidance in understanding
Antonio's reversal of allegiance, it appears
,that Antonio is moved not by the exploitation
and suffering of the peasants, but rather is in-
tluenced by the virtue and piety of “the holy

one," the girl saint. It is she who motivates _
him to join the peasants and his conversion is
Just that, a religious change {run “siniulness"
to “righteousness.”  

lhe principal flaw of most oi the cinema novo
iilms stems from their interpretation of two key
asperts of the Northeast, social banditry and
Htthdlfi mysticism. The error in their anal7$l5
hi inusn phenomena is two-fold, the longer is
romaniicized.while the revolutionary potentials
of the latter is overlooked. The canoflheltfifi
are held up as heroic figures (even if not always
heroes) while the beatos and their peasant fol»
lowers are depicted as engaged in a futile and
self-defeating process totally without potential
for change into a more viable and revolutionary
movmnent. a g " i

' , -I‘

Rs Hobsbawn points out. social banditry exists
in three towns: the archtypal Robin Hood or

> s' r fbwr, the pwjmftiue rueistunfie jighter
such as the haiduk and the terror-bringing
,~.<;»r, typified by the cangaceiros. The noble
robber represents the reformist aspects of social
banditry (Robin hood fought against the injusti-
{P3 of the "wicked" John while remaining loyal
to the monarchy, the "good" King Richard).
while the terror-bringing avenger may become d
symbol of the rejection of official authority g
and values through his anarchic and highly indi-‘
vidualistic acts of rebellion, he is unlikely to
he concerned with, or act in the interest of,
the larger peasant cunnunity.$ lhe cangaceiro
band is not organized to alter the social struc-
ture but rather to win for its outlaw members
personal rather than class advantages within the
existing StFUCtUP8. i -

Although social banditry and millenarianism
are historically congruent, it is only when so-
ildl banditry aligns itself with a millenarian 4
inovmuent that it can contribute in a significant
way to social change. Social banditry alone
“has next to no organization or ideology and is
totally inadaptable to modern social movements"
and its strength "is in inverse proportion to
that of organized agrarian revolutionism and
t;ocialism or Coimiunism.“ (llobsbavm. Prilmit-live

~.lifi¢.',1.I, P. I

Millenarianism, on the other hand, while also
existing in a variety of forms, can be a poten-
tially revolutionary movement as it is always
directed toward fundamental and radical change
of the existing order, unlike the outlaw move— s
ments. Hobsbawm points out that the tendency is
to dismiss millenarian movements as reli ious in
nature (particularly the chiliastic typelwhile
thn.millenarianists are frequently equall, fer+
vent about and concerned with radical social
change. It is true that they most frequently '
loot backwards, to the outmoded social forms of
the past for their inspiration, resulting in an

sessentially reactionary quest. In addition, the
millenarianists are frequently not makers of
revolution, "they expect it to make itS8lf, by
divine revelation, by an announcement from on
high, by a miracle--they expect it to happen s
somehow." (Hobsbawn, Primitive Rebels, p. 59)

- Hobshawn describes two other forms of millenare
ianisi movements: the "libertarian communist“

The revolutionary
potential of the  
archaic mysticisni in

the Northeast has
been overlooked .
_su*h as that of the Chilean "red zones“ of the
l9iU's, whore the peasant movement attguptg to
rsiahlish small self-governing communities owing
d lvd;an.e to neither Lhurch or State; the third
HFPH being that movement typified by the organi-
zations of Sicilian pr» ants, siill extant, in l
which the ionns oi “villaqr anarchist organiza-
tion" has necessarily vvmlvvd into more politi-
cized and politically diilvP units. lhe North-
east had its own viilaqr anarchist organization
equivalent in the development of the "peasant

.leaques“ in the early l9ho‘s. it l

_ _ _ _ _ '_ ' - _ '_.__ . _ _____. ._,___‘?;:,.~-~..
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The point of thi. Pidh ration is not to deny
the particular forms that both millenarianism
and social banditry have lniwn lH Brazil, but
rather to illustratu that uuaidi banditry is
rarely a viable p“Ilil\di iuriv (and lhnrulnrv
its choice as nnW<nnvil is a |uHH'lHHf), and that
millenarian movuuunis arr not necessarily devoid
Of l“8VfJlUl.l0Il&l‘y lllllfilll ltli. lillhil. t.lm_'iIl.l 'ill\'ll
has done is to nxaggeiarv by the utilization of
smnbol, metaphor and ni|HqHlV the revolutionary
potential of the tdflqn-rlfu and simultaneously
hopelessly enmesh inn millnnarianistlnovnunnt in
mysticism, thereby rnhhinq it of its potential
secular and social sinniiitaniu.

There is dnflthvr Hm loss important criticism
that must be made rl :hn rinnma novo films, Al-
most without Gxfvptlun inn characterization of .
the peasantry is ilni at an inert, hopeless and,
deadened mass, uninvhlvnl and uncnmprvhending.
It lS a tlflfifld ul Jvmpnll and pessilism, in US
FUZIS, by Ruy Guerra, whrn a lone truckdriver
rebels against Lhv lfllnwliifi oi a well-stocked
food warehouse proin.:»i by the army from starv-
ing peasants, his tail iv rnhrllinn and peasant
insurrection guru nntwnlwl. Hr is pursued
tlirtnlqli tile sti~u<its ii. 'ln' .=iil.ig:* l)Y tht' bill-
ti ii*|'S; {lllil (ll t.lititl<;ll l l;-- fw'.". ll! t'. tit) isllnlei l_:)(lt illg] ,
they take no activr ill. IH this rebellion and
watch passively as int lib I is tracked down.

In ANTONIO 0A5 Mnr;l» JHJ slack nun, whlll
Ulvlt the D0dSdHts ar< i~pl=ivJ as a mass which
may follow but nuvur Inna, blind and mute appen-
dages to a mystic, ~~HHa-wlrn or an Antonio,
never taking an al:i.~ rnlr In the struggle.
One must question wh. H ~Ld lhnnses to present
the peasants in this way as this depiction does
not reflect historical reality. Recent organiz-
ing efforts in the Northeast point in the oppo-
site direction and the powerful Peasant Leagues
of the sixties indicate vast potential for active
and engaged organization and struggle. The men
and women assembled at Canudos with Antonio Con-
seilheiro died fighting, while the followers of
Luis Prestes, many of whom were peasants, marched
some 21,000 miles, epitomizing the struggle of
the poor against the rich. Undoubtedly, many
feel hopeless and cynical about the possibili-
ties for change, but little encouragement is to
be gained from continually depicting the peasants
as hopelessly mired in mysticism, fatalism and
resignation. I

Uhile this despair and cynicism is most pro-
nounced in the depiction of the peasants, it is
not limited to them. Rocha further investigates
the psychological dynamics of a character like R
Antonio in TERRA EM TRANSE (l967) which Rocha
considers an "intellectual work" and his most a
important film. Attacked by some groups on the
left as a fascist film, TERRA EM TRANSE-attempts
to deal with the problems of the intellectual in
post-Goulart Brazil. The central character.
Paulo Martins, is ambivalent like Antonio and,
according to Rocha, reflects his own doubts and
political ambivalence. In 0 BRAVO GUERREIRQ by
Gustavo Dahl, also set in contanporary Brazil,
the central character is Miguel Horta, a radical
politician, union official and lawyer who is
gradually co-opted by the ruling regime; at the
end of the film, in despair Horta holds a gun to
his mouth. In some of the non-sertao films of
cinema novo, the ambivalence of individuals on
the verge of making political comnitments is R
generally treated in a non-critical and ambigu-
ous way. Antonio's own conversion is essentially
ambiguous. Cinema novo presents characters who
are neither politically coherent nor conmitted.
If this is the actual situation in Brazil (as
Rocha and the cinema novo filmmakers see it) it
would seem all the more important to offer more
than a filmic reflection of the intellectual and
ideological confusion. i
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More than anything else the political weakness
and ambiguity of the cinema novo films derives.
from the double seduction of the desire for a
nationalist film movement and the availability
of a rich and esoteric folklore upon which to
base it. Rocha is more involved and more arti-
culate when dealing with theories of filmmaking
and the cultural characteristics of the Northeast
than he is when analyzing the political implica-
tions or applications of either. Hhen Rocha
claims for cinema novo a "revolutionary" role in

Peasants are seen

as a hopeless,

uninvolved  mass .
Q

’ -

Brazil, he is doing so at the cultural and not
the political level. while the influence of
such Hollywood filmmakers as Peckinpah and Hawks
is highly evident, there is little question that
Rocha's films and cinema novo generally consti-
tute a successful attempt at cultural decoloni-
zation. while all reclamations of a national
culture constitute a first step in establishing
a national identity and consciousness, it does
not follow that all cultural expositions have
meaningful political effects.‘ R a

Rather than dealing with the limitations and
the potential of millenarian movements and social
banditry of the cangaceiro type, Rocha has
allowed his film fonn, content and style to be
trapped by the irrationality and obscurity that
hinders these very movements. Rather than his
films and characters rising above and out of the
obscurantism of the Northeast mythol09Y. Rocha.
chooses to descend and finds refuge in its rich
but distorting reality. Braz.l, like other
Latin American countries, has had to labor under
the impact of American and European cultural
domination. Rocha, like the colonized_artist
of whom Fanon speaks in wretched of'the Earth
has forgotten that "The colonized man who writes
for his people ought to use the past with the
intention of opening the future, as an invita-
tion to action and a basis for hope" rather than
using cultural "instruments...which he wishes to
be national, but which [are] strangely reminis-g
cent of exoticism." t _ as u ~,

"A national culture is not a folklore,
R nor an abstract populism that believes a

- it can discover the people's true nature...
' A national culture in underdeveloped -in

countries should therefore take its place
at the very heart of the struggle for
freedom which these countries are carry-

.(Franz Fanon, wretched of the Earth, p. 232)

The development of cinema novo over the past
ten years illustrates this problem of orienta-
tion. Rocha, in an interview in Cineaate (Sum-
mer,'l970) describes three phases of cinema novo:
the first phase he simply calls "films about the
Northeast" (GANGA ZUHBA, VIDAS SECAS, OS FUZIS
and BLACK G00, HHITE DEVIL). He describes the
second phase, such films as 0 DESAFIO (THE
cnattcncc), TERRA EH TRANSE (LAND IN AHGUISH) and
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0 BRAVO GUERREIRO (THE BRAVE WARRIOR) made after
the coup d'etat, as films about political power
primarily in urban Brazil. The third phase,
such films as MACUNAIHA, BRASIL ANO 9,000, 0
ALIENISTA and ANTONIO DAS MORTES are referred to
as "tropicalist." It is this third Phase. char-
acterized by a mixed bag of social and political
themes against a backdrop of characters, images
and contexts not unlike the richness and florid-
ness of the Brazilian jungle, which is "strangely
reminiscent" of an artificial "exoticism."
These are films in which the rich cultural tex-
ure of Brazil has been pushed to the limit and
exploited for its own aesthetic ends rather than
for its appropriateness as political metaphor.

Ruy Guerra in OS FUZIS manages to avoid the
trap into which Rocha has fallen by having an
act of de-mystification performed within thei e
film by the victims of mystification themselves.
Through most of the film, the peasants are shown
to be enmeshed in the mystico-religious system
which is part of the Northeast. An old mandre-
tells the story of Conseilheiro and we see the .
starving peasants worshipping and pampering a
holy ox. After the truck-driver's futile revolt
against the army which is guarding a store of
food for the landlord, the peasants in a fury of
rage and frustration descend on the ox and butch-
er it, exclaiming that after all "it is only
meat." lGuy Guerra is modest in his political I
claims for his film and understands, probably
more clearly than Rocha, the translation of his
convictions and intentions into film form:

' "My films have no intentional political ‘
purposes, no reconmendations, no solution.
I am not interested in industrialization
nor the agrarian problem. I only wanted
to illustrate the social reality of the
northeast of Brazil, the cultural rela-
tions between the traditions. the reli-
gious fanaticism-fatalism and mysticism...

B It is not necessary to understand every-
thing, but it is enough to incide think-is
ing, and that one reflect about these
problems after having seen the film."

 "(Cine At via, "Realidad Y Alteroativa" C
(April 1968))

I i .This simple statement, "It is only meat." begins ,
to point in the direction of demythologizing and
intervening in the vicious cycle which is at the
root of traditional mysticism and transforms it
into secular rationalism, whereas Rocha places
the form and content of his films squarely with-
in this arcane system.

The political and economic hegemony enjoyed
by the sugar and coffee barons of the Northeast
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
has been replaced by the urban bourgeoisie and
high investment capital of the industrialized
centers of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo. with
this shift of wealth and power from the country-
side to the cities, a large industrial working
class has developed. If, as Rocha claims. the
cangaceiros are utilized by cinena novo filmmak-
ers to relate to the peasant consciousness and
the tropicalist characters serve to relate to
the consciousness of Brazil's urban middle-class,
when and how do the cinema novo filmmakers direct
their attention to the working class? While it
seeps a fatal omission to ignore the urban work-
ing class, granting Rocha the right to direct
his attention where he wishes, are there not
cultural or historical events involving the
peasantry that are better suited for political
explication and development of consciousness A
than tales of the cangaceiros and santos? Cinema
novo completely ignores the nascent revolutionary
developments which occurred throughout the North- ~
east from l924 through the l960‘s. In l924, a
series of rebellions of young army officers
broke out in Sao Paolo.v A young army captain,
Luis Prestes, began his famous march at this

44?’
time, covering some 2l,B0fl miles throughout the
vast interior regions attempting to incide the
rural masses to revolt. In l935, the Communist
Party launched an armed rebellion, the Pernambuco
"putsch“, the first and only time that a Commu-
nist Party bound to the Moscow line ever engaged
in violent revolution in Latin America. Their
call was for “Bread, Land and Liberty for the
People." In the mid-l940's, the Communist Party
organized (and then quickly disbanded) the ori-
ginal Peasant leaguesw In the mid-l950's, Frans
cisco Juliao began his association with the New
Peasant Leagues which were to attract large num-
bers of organized peasants and national attention.
In the decade fron I950 to T960, the Peasant
Leagues were only one of a number of rural union
organizations and there were numerous strikes

Brazil has a seductive
and rich folklore
upon which to base
a nationalist film
movement .
and demonstrations which the landlords fought
bitterly and bloodily.”

The above is hardly an exhaustive list of all
the struggles engaged in by the peasants of the
Northeast. One must ask why Rocha and the cinema
novo filmmakers have chosen to concentrate on the
iromantic" and mystical elements of Northeast
history when there are so many vital and progres-
sive historical movements. Hith the exception of
GANGA ZUMBA by Carlos Digues, concerning the
Republic of Palmares set up in the backlands by
rebellious and runaway slaves during the seven-
teenth century, few other cinema novo films use
successful or constructive historical events or
personages for their subject. it e

while the people of Brazil are presented with
one aspect of their culture and history in the
cinema novo films, they will not find any clear-
ly defined alternative to sporadic and futile
iindividual rebellions against the violent and
“repressive conditions under which they currently
live. Instead, cinema novo turns their atten-
tion backward and inward to archaic political
and social forces which are by their very nature
incapable of producing meaningful social change.
Callenbach, in sumarizing ANTONIO DAS MORTES,
states it clearlyt. r

By formulating the antagonism between
- . oppressors and oppressed in a symbolic
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and static way. rather than in a process- L
oriented material way. the film preserves
and continues the malaise of Latin Ameri-
can political life. The way to demystify
a feudal system is not to play elegant t

= symbolic games, but to show concretely
how the system works. Only truth is

' revolutionary, Gramsci tells us, Antonio
is a false hope; his drama is beside the

A point. It is portentously said of An-
tonio Das Mortes that he prayed in ten
churches, yet had no patron saint--at

I
l

1 J

V

least until he found "the holy one"- =
I Maybe he should have tried Marx

(Callenbach, "Comparative Anatomy of
° v

lr

.Folk-Myth films: Robin Hood and Antonio ' ,
i Das Hortes“, Film Quarterly (Winter 1959)»
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In the North-East of Brazil, in I963,
a_gr:)p,\eff.peas;3,nts,-l;iarangued‘b
vp nt ‘ bcato“, follow a sacred ox
‘in the belief that it will bring rain.
Soldiers are sent ‘from the coast to
the town of Milagros to protect the
Mayor’s produce from the starving
people. One of them, Mario, falls in
love with a local girl; another, Pedro,
kills a peasant in a thoughtless
accident. Gaucho, a lorry driver, one-
time soldier and friend of Mario,
goaded by the apathy of the peasants.
tries to prevent the food being taken
away and is shot down by the
soldiers. The peasant kill the ox and
eat the meat.

OS FUZIS isa major work in
any language - Andre Delvaux said of
it, ‘it is one of the most mature works
I have ever seen. I would be tempted
to say that it is Eisenstein‘s best film’
-— but it is particularly important
because, together with Rocha ‘s
BLACK GOD, WHITE DEVIL and
Dos Santos’ VIDAS SECAS, it
introduced Cinema Novo to the
outside world. (Guerra is in fact
creditcdsswith lmiakingithe first Cintcina
Novo film, OS CAFAJESTES (I962)
What distinguishes OS FUZIS — less
a story about events than a

the impoverished land of North-
Eastcrn Brazil and the twin

4 oppressors, mysticism and armed
foroc — is its structure: various
aspects of North-Eastern life are

i introduced as if at random and then
gradually drawn together towards
the film's climax — the failure of

I Gaucho’s (the outsider’s)
revolutionary act, and the much
more significant revolutionary act of
the peasants, who defy religious
taboo, turn on their useless god-

, figure and eat it. Events are
1 intensified by their dual relationship
to fact and to mythology, and even

‘ the pace, alternatively slow and

‘ violence, reflect the Brazilian
character. I I

l
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‘At-.thc“b'§ginnihg what interested”
yme was posing the problem of a
* whole region, of the state of mind
of the inhabitans, which was

, typical of the region, but which they
1 were not aware of. First I had to

1 present the region in u very
documentary fashion, pick out the

, human groups, for collective
mentalities don't prccludc the

tj existence of profound divergences,
i and expose the muths of ouch of
Y these groups. I did not want to do
1‘, this in a Linear, or a static or u
,1, definitive way. People and groups
change and I wanted to show this in

lan organic way, not imposed
‘ artificially by some proton-carved Ida‘.-

~ brooding, and exploding with 7

documentary about hunger, drought, ‘A
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that I might have had of this
evolution. I was equally interested in
the profoundly absurd aspects of the s
situation. Nothing that the people
could have done - the villagers, the
soldiers, the lorry driver — could
have really altegrcgd a,nything.,'I‘hei_r _ ,
acts, no matter how sincere or how
excessive, do not alter the basic
premises of the problem. If, at the
end, the villagers had helped
themselves to the food, it wouldn't
have made much difference to their
material future, though it would
have revealed a new state of mind . .
but then that would be another
film’.

‘The story of OS FUZIS, is a
little bit what happened, though on
a much larger scale, at Canudos. ,
This was an independent republic, sei
up at the beginning of the century,
where the beggars and the poor
gathered together around a sort of
spiritual guide, the Co nscilhero. They
established laws, a way of life, an
autonomy. The republic of(‘-unudos
became such a nuisance that the
government sent several expeditions
to destroy it. Each time the
inhabitants refused to surrender,
resisted, and decimated several

famous General ofthc country,
Morcira Cesar. The soldiers were
defeated by people armed with axes
and knives. Finally, they wcrc
massacred by a fourth expedition of
1800 men. An essay about this
episode of Brazilian history inspired
me. My film is a sort of reduced
(‘anudos. I have tried to exprt-as the
whole superstitious and fanatical
context of North-liast Brazil, thc
whole aspect of mystical domination.
The only outcome that lhc people ul
this region can irnaginc is u mystical
one -- the recourse to God. And this
can take l';,;~r thcm the mm! dlvcrsc,
absurd and contraduiorx lonm. lhc
u\ 1. ,.imcthim' the? l’lJP|DL'Ilt‘d Ii'l
at‘-t-ui "J34 llial t \ R ..i\ lklllcd by

, had taken such a hold over the

I Guerra‘ “is Constructed around 3 I film could perhaps have benefited

cxpcditions, even one lcd by the most, , ,£

\-

T more than a Western, a doc-.-rs" 1;?)
or a war film. Ruy Guerra A 3
blown up the traditional fi~.'l)L'._'li&I'$, .
and the union of elements which a_::i.- s

t g often arbitrarily dissociated but v./lzlcf,
here are harmoniously reunited, give: !
this work an indisputably original
style. It is a work that is in its I

y essence tragic since it questions mar-.,"s ‘,
‘ behaviour when faced by death. It is fl
i a contemporary work since this
‘~ confrontation has its origins in one
of the lands where today people still
die of hu nger.’

-._..,.,,,,.......,_-...-,

Michel Esteve I
CINEFORUM No.78 A

‘The important point about OS
FUZIS is that none of the characters

- ' 1 .
is in“a positidin to soliverthe problem 1

I he is in. llliteracy, ignorance, A
§ lethargy, due mainly to working
conditions and the scarcity of food,
the tyranny of tradition, religious ,
fanaticism, mysticism, all this if .

I prevents the man from the Brazilian 5
North East from grasping the

, totality of his condition. Furthermore‘
I in order for any revolt to take hold, " t -
thc man who wages it must come. B

I directly from the community in
which he is acting -- which is not the A

I case with Gaucho, an outsider in the
farming community of Milagros.’

IMAGE ET SON ll

‘His film offers no solutions; but ;
telling the truth, the whole truth, is in

. . . 't If ff" ' tl I ' 'soldiers. The myth of lIl'llS animal I , l Se a ggrfeglgianfigavgt-u(:§?:§ly ‘mt

. . . ie realism, with an almost musicalvillagers that another very influential beauty of structure _ not so much
P“-est took umbmge and _g°t_ the opera as cantata — OS FUZIS offers
government to agree to kill it . . . so ‘also the expression of 3 manic ,
the whole film is connected with a lyricism a savage cruelty where

. series of Br_azi‘Iia_n;traditlons.‘ s L ;the appéme to live Cmshés with
A ” Ruy-Guerra interviewed in harsh ne~cessi,y_» i i g g ,

‘A tough, violent, implacable, 3 POSITIF ‘A
I ,Bmzmai1 min "“‘.‘ ‘makes no l. . _ I i ‘At times Guerra shrleks rather
"‘°"‘ess'°m' but “S “mam P0 med ' I than cries out certain images areand aesthetic resonances touch us eovepemphasised‘ some sequences

I prOfOundily.d.espi.t? the Marxist i seem over-long . . . and the mysticalcharacter oi ltsv-|sion~of the world. A ;e(~mafiC recitatif risks becoming
mle’ 3 conimuict-‘On’ ifinal cerimony tedious. The more oneshrieks, the
proper to a western‘ My mm‘ Says I less attractive the sound, and the

“saggy; thui;e'£tc:ar?gfirn(t:fidfrom cutting. But yet, this shaking
3 P .‘ ‘ g eloquence, even if it smacks of

la final due‘ resuns ma Savage melodrama, this hysteria. controlled 1
.T‘asSaF"?' t?get?;r wghsthls‘ or exploding, gives the work its tone .

:3 ire ‘S ‘m dtdsenaeeovil arr. I ;Thesc excesses are the expression of \
. e ween goo T an ' ' ' l the agonies of heat and unbearable ‘

A R93’ Guam} lsufferlng. Somc things just can't be I
U‘ MONDP talked about with calm and i -

; ‘A script and a realism Wl_'llCh , m°deI3“°"- J B 5
come from documentaries and war , ‘ ‘fCq“e§n_°rl3€
films. Nevertheless OS FUZIS IS muchl NOUVLL 0B5hRV§ U J
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~k Fuzis, Os (The Guns)  
Brazil, 1963 Director: Ruy Guerra
(‘err (not yet issued). dis! --The Other Cinema. p.'c --Copacabana Films]
l";mbracinc/Daga Films. p---Jarbas Barbosa. sc-' Ruy Guerra. s!0r_r--
Ruy Guerra, Miguel Torres, Pierre Pclcgri. Démosthene Thcokary,
Philippe Dumarcay. pit we -Ricardo Aronovich. rd Ruy Guerra, Raimundo
Higino. u.d- (none). m-»- Moscir Santos. I.p Mala lorio (Gum-Ito),
Nelson Xavier (Md;-in), Maria Gladys (l.m'sa), Iconitlcs Ba "er (.S'erg¢'mu ),
Hugo (‘arvana (Z0), Mauricio Loyola (Hair Him), Ivan Chnditlo, Paulo
Cesar. 9,900 ft. ll0 mitts. Subtitles. r

Encouraged by the words of a holy man, the peasants of North
East Brazil follow a sacred ox in the belief that it will bring rain.
Soldiers are sent to the nearby town of Milagrcs to protect the
Mayor‘s food supply from the starving people. One of the soldiers,
Mario, falls in love with a local girl, l.ui-ta, but her mistrust of the
troops inhibits her from returning his love. When another soldier,
Pcdrogl-;ii~lls a peasant in a" thoughtless accitlcittti with aerine, the
matter is quickly hushed up. On the day ofthc food lorry's departure,
Gaucho, a lorry driscr and ex-soldier, is enraged by the apathy of
the peasants in the face of deprivation and, seizing a gun, opens fire
on the troops. He is pursued and shot, and the lorry moves away.
Meanwhile, in defiance of the holy man, the peasants kill the sacred
ox, and share and devour its meat. t

“It is not a film which represents any more what is happening in
post-coup Brazil“ was the disarming verdict of Maria Gladys, one
of the stars of Os Fuzis, in a recent interview. Faced with the
diminishing topicality of rimwm not-0, the time has perhaps come
when the films of Guerra, dos Santos and_Glauber Rocha must be
judged by other criteria than their clicctiscness as ‘guerrilla films’,
as weapons in the revolutionary struggle. ("t'm'nm nova is ten years
old and Os Fuzis is one of its earlier works, made in I964 and shown
to audiences in Europe and the States with the full blessing of the
Brazilian goxernmcnt. While it is at truism that the most clTecti\-e
method of dealing with protest is to tolerate or absorb it, the
rcgintc's indill'ct'encc must in some measure reflect the impotence
of the protest. (Comp-are the comprehensive ban on screenings of
T/tic Hour of the Furrmcar in Argentina.) Equally and more cott-
structivcly-e one could argue tltatO.s' Fu:t'.~r is (less a film for one
resolutionary moment than a timclcssly valid statcmcnt about
political oppression, -an allegory of the ntanipulzttiott of the people
both by military force and by the ‘intellectual \ iulcncc‘ ol'itn,loctrina-
ti-on and religious dogmat-ism. The power of tltcrlilttt lies indeed in--sitts"
objectivity. Far from being-urged to admire or champion the
peasants, we are, like Gaucho, -enraged by their rcliginuggrc-dulity
and their apathy in the face oi". persecution, while, theesoldiers
emerge, no less than the townspeople, as the corrupted victims of a_
system. Side by side with the film's dispassionatc characterisation
goes a sense of numbing l'at;tlism. As Guerra has said, “Nothing that
the people could have done could have really altered anything", and
the result in dramatic terms is a film which is at once curiously
static (barring Gaucho’s death, all that ‘happens’ in the main plot
is the soldiers’ successful accontplishmcnt of their mission) and yet
instinct with every kind of hidden violence. The violence pervades
Guerra‘s direction in the restless mobility oi‘ his staging (characters
moving in and out of fratne in a Jancso-like perpetual motion), in
the characters’ ‘games’ (the deceptively innocent contest between
Gaucho and the sergeant to See who can assemble and load a rifle
the quicker), in the strident, despotic tones of the holy man as he
chants Biblical comfort to the starving People. The uneasy eo-
existcnce of the soldiers and the townspeople is expressed meta-
phorically in the relationship between Mario and the girl: the lovers
demonstrate at once a passionate impulse to belong together in
defiance of the crisis igniting around them, and also a deeply-
instillcd mistrust stemming from the knowledge that they are political
enemies. This emotional ambivalence is conveyed in an astonishing
sequence in which, leaving the room where the old peasant, shot
by one of the soldiers, lies dead, the two lice from wall to wall down
a darkened street,, and .ettcltttttgc a ,scricsr owl‘, tortured,,,patttit_1g
embraces frotn which first one, then the other, struggles to break frcc.
Ultimately, the film sttggcsts a contpleteimpasse. There is no profit
from Gauchcfs suicidal gesture of defiance (condemned by Guerra
as an act of “moral conscience, not ‘revolutionary consciousness"),
while the departure of the soldiers erases both Mario's ' lovc
atlitir and Pedro's casual murder of the peasant. ll a guarded
optimism is to be seen in the film, it is in the story that l'r;.tmcs thc
central plot, a bitter parable of religious oppression uhiclt cul+
minatcs in the film's one cleanly icottoclastic act the killing and
eating of the sacred ox. Thtcatctted originally by the film's producer-
with thc cutting of this suh_plot (since it spoiled what would other-
wise hate been “a strnigltt action tnotic“), (iucrm later cont-
mcntcd: “The lilm would hate looked quite beautiful but it wouldn't
have tttadc scnsc to me any more". The kcy to the |'cvolution.try
future, thclilm implics, lics litst in it change of cottsciottsttcss, only
latcr in a sltow oi‘ force; .tnd the pc;,tplc's clittmctit, act of blaspltcnty
sttggcsts just wltctcitlut clt.tttgc might ltcgin. _
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Produced by Ukamau Ltd.; directed by Jorge Sanjines;
screenplay by Oscar Soria and Jorge Sanjiues; photo~
graphed by Antonio Eguino. with Marcelino Yanahuaya
Vicente Salinas, Benedicta Huanca and the population
of the Raata rural community. Distributed by Inird
World Cinema Group tP.i. box 3:3“, ht, NY l;;,Ll.

_ The following review originally dppvdffid .1 The
French publication, Ajrf-nsie. pi

For at least a year now, the Bolivian people have
been restless. If the outcome of the political
changes going on still remains doubtful, the present
condition of Bolivian workers and peasants is shock
ingly clear.

I Jorge Sanjines' BLOOD or lllli uiviiiit l_t1tit~.1;\".-_\i-..\it
MALLKU in the Quechua dialect in which it was orig-
inally filmed) sheds a harsh light on the fate oi
the Indians who constitute an overwhelming majority
(05%) of the Bolivian population. lhe Indian lun
guages are not taught in the schools nor are they
even officially recognized »~ and the Indians them-
selves remain the object of a violent racism on the
part of a ruling monied .=itinority wlticli considers ll
self to be completely ‘white’ lwhile, in actuality,
it is largely nusriesl.

The film achieved notoriety even before ll his
shown publicly in Bolivia. its banning by govern
ment censors set in motion a press campaign and
street manifestations of so violent a nature that
the authorities finally relented and allowed it to
be released. Since its official opening, more than
320,000 Bolivians have seen buggy QF int gggnin -»
a record attendance for any film ever shown in thut
nation.

4

Filmed under extremely difficult conditions (stu-
dents, technicians, workers and peasants contributed
some of the necessary funds), BIDOD OF THE CINIDR g
paints a vivid fresco of the day-to-day life and
custcms of the Quechua Indians. g I

For those who do not know Latin.America, certain
sequences in the film are sure to appear excessive
and exaggerated -- as well as ‘folklore-ish' in the
most pejorative sense. Yet, the repercussions the
film has brought about in Bolivia would seal to i _
illustrate just the opposite -- that, indeed, it re-
flects only too well the national reality at the
present moment.

with great power, the film shows the preneditated
extermination of the Quechua Indians by a crew of
American doctors who sterilize women members of the
tribe when they come to a recently set up modern
maternity hospital. Gradually, the Indians them+
selves realize what is happening. The men of the I
village, angry and disgusted, march_upon the hos-
pital; they have decided to castrate the gringoav
In the scenes which follow, the silent dignity of
the Indians contrasts greatly with the lachrymose
explanations furnished by the American specia1ists..
In the end, the Indians are made to pay for their .
defiant gesture with their on blood: the leaders I
of the Quechua comunity are executed in a ravine.
only one young man, Ignazio, manages to escape.»
His wife brings him secretly to the big city, hoping
to get medical help for his wounds there. it is

The contrast between the Indians‘ life in the
altiplanos (highlands) and the lives Of WOTRQTS in I
big Bolivian city is truly shocking. One of the Inst
remarkable aspects of the film is how powerfulky I
sanjines has described the confrontation between
these two disparate worlds, completely isolated from
each other. In a moving sequence, Ignazio's brother
searches through the streets vainly trying to drum
up the money necessary to buy blood plasma that'wi11
save Ignazio. This foredoomed pilgrimage represents
a coming of age, a slow growth of awareness withinf
lgnazio's brother who had left the Indian village to
live in the city, denying his Indian origins because
he thought that by doing so he would go further in
the world. "At the end, almost inevitably, Ignazio
dies. . . , but his brother puts on the traditional e
costume of the Quechua peasant once more and returns
with his sister-in-law to the village high in the
mountains. The lust shot of the film -- of weapons
raised high_by dozens of hands -- assures us that
the struggle will continue. I ‘I t

Used as carefully and knowlingly as it is in
this film, the camera truly becomes a weapon. Ad-
mittedly, one film cannot radically change the
harsh realities of Bolivian life -- but it bears
witness. at least, to a.struggle being waged on
many fronts. . t - q "

s Gibril Balde
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The government may not admit it, but 35-year-old.
Jorge Sanjines is Bolivia's 0ne—man film industry.
iAfter a decade of short films and documentaries,
Sanjines founded the nation's institute of Cinema-
tography -- only to find himself outsted from the
institute upon completion of his first feature film,
UKAMAU, which was judged “too negative" by the
authorities. Sanjines' discussion of BLOOD OF THE
CONDOR, his second feature, originally appeared in
Les Nouvellee Litteraires.

It was in a Bolivian daily newspaper that 1 first
i learned about the sterilization of peasants. "A

- journalist wrote that North American members of the
Peace Corps were doing such things to lndian women
in a maternity hospital situated in the mountains

‘ not far from Lake Titicaca. What was even more
frightening, the doctors were doing it underhandedly
without informing their patients first -- and for a
long while the Indians believed they were cursed.
The news finally broke over a Catholic radio station
in La Paz; of course the government denied it -- and
the Peace Corps went to great lengths to defend it-
self against the accusations. When l tried to see
the journalist who had first revealed the story, I
was told he was away on a trip. Later l learned he
was frightened of meeting me, after having received
some anonymous and very threatening letters. Fin-
ally, on my own, I did some investigating. l met
doctors and gynecologists who had actually treated
some of the Quechua women. They agreed that these
women had been sterilized in the American clinic
without their knowledge or consent.

This affair poses some delicate problems, I'll
admit, in many different spheres. First, the one y

- -l‘
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concerning the individual himself -~ who should
determine whether another human being should be
used, all unknowingly, as a guinea pig? Second,
there are the demographic and political ramifica-
tions. I realize that a program.of birth control
is necessary in many Third World countries -- on
the condition that it be accopanied by education
of the people involved as to its significance. But
it so happens that Bolivia is not an over-populated
land, with only four inhabitants per square kilomr
eter and an infant-mortality rate of over 40%.
Therefore, sterilizing these women is a way of
methodically stamping out the Quechua people. And‘
the 'Yankees' know it even better than we do --
after all, they've studied our land and its popu-
lation long enough, with their bands of sociologists,
anthropologists and economists.

T l purposefully set my two feature-length films in
Indian peasant comunities because Bolivian life
should be determined by this Indian majority which
represents over 65% of the present population. It's
the minority of whites and meetiaoe who, by monop-
olizing all of the power, are cutting Bolivia off
frm its true cultural identity. This minority
slavishly follows the policies and ideas of the
United States. That's why in BLOOD OP THE CONDOR
the wife of the city doctor speaks to her own chil-
dren in English: this is currently the case in the "
cities, where English is obligatory in all schools
right from the elementary grades and where a fam-O
ily's supreme ambition is to send its children to
the U.S. to finish their studies. And yet there
are good universities all over Latin America!

, Two things interested me when I started this
film: attacking this ruling group who live far re-
moved from flheir own national roots -- and then,
above all, making people conscious of the reality
surrounding them which their own warped education
or bourgeois milieu prevent them from seeing. I
was especially interested in getting this across to
the young, to the students themselves. t

BLOOD OF THE CONDOR.might seem awkward in places,
at times too simplistic for some sophisticated Euro-
pean audiences. Well, at this stage, esthetic ques-
tions don't count very much for me. Aside frm the
fact that the film certainly suffered technically
due tora lack-of adequate shooting time and not
enough money (and it also posed great problems in
dubbing.and post-synchronization since it was done
mostly in the Quechua language), I believe that what
matters most is getting my message across to the
Bolivian masses. The Indian audience, for example --
still almost entirely innocent of cinema -- is only
now discovering films like UKAMAU and BLOOD OF THE
OONUOR; and thus the question of influences, of
script originality, of technical perfection, so im-
portant to moviegoers in Europe, is not very impor-
tant to them. They're interested in the story, in
the images themselves. Many of them have returned
to see my films more than once.

Showing it before an audience composed exclusively
of Indians, we even tried an altogether differet
approach. We had a narrator who first recoted the
story by showing photographs of the various charac-
-ters. This is a tradition dating all the way back
to the Incas and it still exists today -— there are
still storytellers who journey from village to vill
age. Then, afterwards, we discussed the story with
the audience -- and, finally, showed the film. It's
a question of educating people unused to seeing
movies at the same time as attempting to create a
national cinema. And there seems to be so little

> .time... s
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blood of the condor
and the rats
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The following editorial appeared in Prcscnuia, the
most important daily newspaper in Bolivia, on July
ld, 1969.

Once again the problem ot birth control imposed
upon our people without its knowledge or consent is
confronting us in a most dramatic way.

We are being judged by loreigners; these foreign
ers are importing remedies and imposing them on us:
sometimes hypocritically, sometimes sincerely, but
they always impose them on us.

When Lyndon Johnson declared that it would be
better to spend five dollars on birth control than
a hundred dollars on development programs, or when
Robert MacNamara insisted that the World hank should
cut its credit so as to give more to those countries
practicing birth control, these are only foreign-
direction solutions and erroneous ones. Alt is very
simple to demand that a mdJOYltY be deprived of
having children so that a minority can enjoy in
abundance what is being retused to this majority.

Yet the question is not that of an easy solution
but of what is necessary., And our concern is not
birth control primarily, but the loundation or a
just social structure, fair trade conditions and
equality oi treatment regarding prices for both raw
materials and manufactured goods. lo answer our
request with spirals and sterilization shows that
our demand for justice is met only with naive ans-
wers and cynical policies.

The peasants and workers realize that they are
not advancing towards the prosperity and justice
they seek by refraining lrom having children. But
they do realize that they are thereby increasing
the prosperity of the others. The movie utoon or g
THE CONDOR faces the problem realistically and shows
the repulsion that this policy arouses in Latin
America: the message of the film is vivid and it
cuts deep. The accusation is clear and sharp and
it arrives shortly after it was demonstrated by
documents and publications that the Peace corps was
secretly sterilizing the wives of peasants and
miners in various regions of Bolivia.

The problem of demographic explosion is serious
in some areas. But it is a demographic explosion
of human beings and it should be treated as such --
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not as a scientific experiment with rats in a labor-
atory designed to evade the other problem, the basic,
cssentialanalinmber one: that of justice to elhni-
natc internal colonialism and external neo-colonial-
ism. Both are attempting to preserve the great
Latin American masseS_in the same conditions as they
keep rats. » - ‘

l§l.t)UlJ dl-T lllli tU.\'l1)R shows with great expressive
quality to what degree we shall not let ourselves
he treated as laboratory rats., On this point as
well as on others, the film is representing us in
the world ~< it is representing millions of Latin
.hncxiiczu1s. -" .'f _ V i

cinema and revolution
Never has it been as important in our countries

to tight confusion; never has it been so urgent to
say things clearly because never has time for acting
or perishing been so short._ From this urgent and
vital necessity comes forth a new cinea in the
Third World: revolutionary cinema, which by defin-
ition proposes to ereate 1 wonaeioasness for liber-
-r- n-

5 II

To create a consciousness fior liberation is an
enormous and difficult task which demands renun-
ciation and responsibility.

It is now, in these decisive years for men and
tor the history of our continent, the most impor-
taut, most vital task, because it is a matter of
surviving not merely as peoples, but as cultural
beings, as non-depersonalized huan groups. This
struggle proposes not just to illustrate misery --
because that is of no interest to the peoples who
know it well and suffer-it-in their daily lives --
hnt to denounce the structures of exploitation and
power which cause this misery. This denunciation
rwhich must single out the guilty ones, explain the
mechanisms involved, and identify the enemy -~ an
abstract entity to the majority of the exploited --
will find a new audience eager to know the truth.

lhe exposure of truth is the mst revolutionary
cultural action. Ayme Cesaire has said: "The most



important cultural act is revolution.“ Obviously
there is identity because revolution is truth.

The danger which threatens those dispossessed of
land is not only death by inanition, but death of
their identity, and it is preferable to disappear
physically than to extinguish culturally, spirit-
ually. Therefore, the struggle for liberation is
a struggle not only for liberty, but also one that
seeks to find and assert the existence of these
oppressed peoples. It proposes to fight the dif
ferent forms of alienation and to seek the defin~
ition of its very cultural values.

To create a consciousness for liberation involves
a struggle against several enemies of the people;
against several aspects of an effort to defonn it;
aspects which assemble to corrupt the popular mind
and to exploit it. Nevertheless, all of them as a
whole, the national sepoys and the foreign consortia,
obey the comon enemy; they have the same origin:
Imperialism.

Given the power, experience, shrewdness and
covetousness of this enemy, one must conclude that
there is no time, neither for idle pursuits of
estheticism, nor for personal realization. There
remains only the necessary time to be responsible
and consistent. We must free ourselves of many
intellectual prejudices and face reality and history
with more humility because what matters today is
not the creator or the work, as isolated results.
These are only important in relation to their uses
fulness to the cause of liberation.

we must, therefore, serve as the stone which
breaks silence, as the bullet which starts the
battle. "Poetry is not a goal in itself. Among
us, poetry is a tool to transform the world. it
does not seek a posterity of admirers; it seeks a
future in which once consummated, this poetry will
cease being what it is today." (Gabriel celayaj
And it isn't hard to accept -- because it isn't
utopia -- that once the battle is won and the people
are free, each poet, each creator and -- why not say
Right to left: Jorge Sanjines, co-soripter Jaeur our
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it -- each man, will have a new responsibility: that
of creating freely and indefinitely. Then there
will be time and place to talk about life;_today
there only remains time to denounce death. Because
imperialism feeds on death; Imperialism only de-
stroys.

The revolutionary cinema is, therefore, a cinema
at war against Imperialism. This kind of filmmaking
excludes profit, ‘star complex’, competition. Those
who work for profit, those who feed their ‘star com-
plex’, or promote competition are enemies. Communi-
cation with the people is the objective of this
cinema and of this struggle. To attain that communi
cation, it must reject all outlines and formulas of
ttmmmrcial and alienated cinema; which because of
its structure of concessions encourages escape and
deforms the public mentality. Therefore, this cin-
ema which, contrary to the conmercial one, proposes
to tell the truth, must search for-another language
capable of recovering the spectator while following,
in the process, his inner rhythms, as well as the
mental structures and cultural characteristics of
each people.

The work of revolutionary cinema must not limit
itself to denouncing, or to the appeal for reflec-
tion; it must be a summons for action. it must
appeal to our peoples‘ capacity for tears and anger,
enthusiasm and faith; we must participate in the
effort to remove them from the slumber and confusion
to which oppression and misery have submitted them;
we must contribute to shaking away the apathy which
pseudo-revolutions, failure and frustration have
sown in popular consciousness. i

if we consider the capacity to drive ahead and
to promote, which this cinema can have, we can say
that revolutionary cinema does not tell ‘stories’;
it is a cinema that makes history.

it makes history not only because it rebuilds it,
deepens and expresses it, but because it partici-
pates in the historical phenomenon, at the same
time as it ;'>z_"lue>1.'cs Er. ;'
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Q. Tell us about yourself and your activities before UKAMAU.

A. I was bom in I936. I studied philosophy for four years, I wrote
some poetry, but I was always looking for a means of expression more
in accord with my needs and I found that the cinema is a more dyna-
mic form of communication than literature. We began, a group of
friends, to make documentaries in Chile, where I had gone to study,
and later in Bolivia. We made about nine shorts, documentaries or
semi-documentaries like REVOLUCION, ANGEO PAOLINO, LA
GUITARRA, BOLIVEA. . . These films were commissioned by the  
Ministry at Tourism or some other Ministry of the Paz Estenssoro gov-
emment; at that time I was sympathetic with the revolutiona and
nationalistic ideas of Paz Estenssoro and his colleagues, but, rlater on,
the lack of agrarian reform and nationalisation of the mines made me
lose my illusions and I moved further to the left. But in any case, this
work on shorts gave us technical experience and revolutionised the
Bolivian cinema. It led to the founding of The National Institute of
Cinematography, of which I was director until it was closed and its
members expelled after the making of UKAMAU in I966 - this film,
produced by the Institute, was considered ‘negative’ by the govern-
ment. So to make YAWAR MALLKU we founded our own production
company, 'UkomaU Limited‘. I

Q. Y So UKAMAU was the first Bolivian feature?

There had been one before, at least a long short by Jorge ‘Ruiz
called LA VERTIENTIE, a mixture of documentary and fiction running
for fifty minutes. Butsince that, there has been nothing apart from
my two’ films. I I I

Q. How did you come to make UKAMAU? I »
A. We thouaht it necessary to analyse therelationship between the
two classes which make up Bolivian society, the Indians and the "mes-
tizos“ (half-castes): then to show that the lndians are ca ble of lib-
erating themselves. The film ends with the Indian triumphgnt over the
rnestizos who is the petty exploiter, representative of a mixed and
degenerate culture. It shows the particularconflict of the Indian, his
culture being constantlythreatened from all sides by Westem culture",
by the rnestizos who represent Westem culture in a debased‘ form: It.
can be seen that the Indian has a much more profound relationship with
nature than the rnestizos has with his own rea ity, because the rnestizos
is in fact preoccupied with flight from reality, whereas the Indian, with
aii the material primitivism of his way of life, with all his technical
urrderdevelopnrent, ‘adheres’ in a more authentic and human way to
nc;.;,=.rc. This is the fundamental concem of the film, because we wanted _
tn: an fl‘-'\‘~i"r'(“-'7-'l"ii“7"'"~‘-'?1‘i§1§ of the reaiity of our country which is very corrplex
1. #2:; slivers-e ~i'<,t.=c:?@%s@.:., racial groups and economically differ-
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Q. It is estimated that of a total population in Bolivia of 4,300, (D0
people, 63% are pure Indian, 30% are mestizos, and 7% white. Of
which race are you?

‘I

A. I think that even those commonly called white are mestizos in
Bolivia. I have some Indian blood that goes back to the fourth gener-
ation on my mother's side, while my father comes from a Spanish
family (with some English blood that settled in Bolivia in the eighteenth
century). I'll sidetrack a little to tell you that the music for YAWAR
MALLKU comes from three different racial groups: the Indian music
was especially composed by two peasants, the piece for guitar by a
mestizos - which owes a little to Atahualpa Yupanqui (that is, an
indigenous tune developed according to a different technique) and the

%
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tonal music by an artist of Western culture. It is clear that the Indian  
peasant majority will determine the life of the country, the whole his-
torical process of its development. But it remains true that the greater
part of this process to date has been dominated by the white and mes.-
tizos minorities who have seized power and ieft the majority behind. It

% .
is certainly these dominant minorities who have allowed the penetration :
of nea-capitalism and imperialism because they confuse their own int-
erests with those of foreign capital. There is now such cultural alien-
ation that these people live with their feet in Bolivia and their heads
in Europe or the United States, totally severed from the national cultural
reality . ,

Q. LA HOP./-\. DE L05 l'I@Ri\lOS sl'1ow:: that this is clearly the co’?
in Argentina. . .

A. Yes, but l think it is far more blatant in ‘Bolivia wi~.crc .: whole
generation is oriented towards the United States. I was educated in o
school where English was compulsory from the primary grade, and my
parents wanted me to study in the United States as my classmates did.
They completed their studies there. Antonio, the director of photo-
graphy or. YAWAR MALLKU, is a classic case. He spent ten years in
America and when he came back he was almost a yankee in his way of
thinking. It is to be seen in YAWAR MALLKU where the doctor's wife
speaks to her very young children in English. You should not take that
as a symbolic representation of cultural alienation. N01 It is really
common among this class which is thoroughly sterilised by foreign cul-
ture. This explains perfectly how the class in power surrenders our
national riches to foreign capitalism, how the army aids imperialist
penetration and protects monopoly interests instead of the national-
integrity - in the case of the mining industry especially.

Q. But to the extent that the Indian masses wish to preserve their
own culture and refuse to integrate with the modern world, they chose
to live in their own, enclosed communities, as you show them in your
film. Are they not condemning themselves by doing this? v
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inations of the result before the chief reaches a verdict, but on this
occasion a single throw was sufficient. Curiously, all the leaves fell
in a straight line and the chief said, ‘Enough! These people are here
with good intentions. " The following day the attitude of the whole
community was completely changed. Apart from the fact that the ver-
dict was in our favour, we had broken the ice by demonstrating that
we respected their beliefs. This does not signify that we believe in
magic, but that we cannot reject it either. For tworeasons: firstly
because I wanted to show that each person must find the solutions to
his problems within his own culture, and secondly because I am sure
that modem man still has no profound knowledge of the limits of his
mental powers. In any case, we observed on several occasions in the
course of these ceremonies that the diviners were right, that they knew
the most incredible things and that there was no possible rational explan-
ation for their ‘powers’ - for that is all one can call them. Just because
one is powerless to explain a phenomenon does not mem that one must
reject it and in the knowledge of traditional or primitive societies .
there are elements that one must take into consideration and study with-
out scepticism or scam. '

Q. UKAMAU has its basis in the Aymara community, whereas YAWAR
MALLKU was made with the Quechuas. . .

A. Yes, these are the two principal Indian groups. .tAymaras inhabited
the country originally, their capital and cultural centre was Tiahuanaco.
The Quechas were conquerors, the race from which the Incas came, who
occupied the territory of the Aymaras and imposed their language on the
country so much so that the majority of Bolivian Indians speak Aymara or
Quechua today. .

Q. How was UKAMAU, the first Bolivian feature, received?

A. With considerable interest,’ especially in La Paz where the majority-
of the population speak and understand Aymara. But the bourgeoisie,
the mestizos and whites did not come to see the film when it first came
out. It was only afterthe film had had a good critical reception in s
-Europe and several successes here and there that they became interested.
,We conducted an enquiry into this bourgeois public (without, of course,
saying that we were the makers of the film) and in general people said
"lt's a Bolivian film, that must be bad" in accordance with that anti-
national mentality which makes people look only outside the country.
The also replied that a film in Aymara, which showed only Indians,
could scarcely be interesting. I found thisreaction again in Paris when
UKAMAU was shown at the Cinematheque. At the end of the screening
the Bolivian Ambassador approached me and whispered, "l am ashamed.
Everyone will think that we are just_a race of Indians." I said, "What
do you think we are, then'?". A s A I V

Q. YAWAR MALLKU. shows another kind of reaction: that of Sixto, B

Q

__-

A. ' That is a real problem, and an interesting one to raise. When the
Spanish arrived in Peru and Bolivia, they destroyed the civilisation of
the Incas, their empire, their material strength and with it all possi-
bility of technical development in the near future. But what they could
not rub out was the spirit, the culture of this civilisation, because the
Indians isolated themselves, falling back on their communities and trad-
itions which they preserved with great rigour. It is true that for cent-
uries they have been cut off, making it very difficult for the other
groups to approach them or to understand their mentality. But if from a
material point of view this fuming in on themselves, this refusal to
integrate, has been fairly negative, from a political and cultural point
of view it hasbeen positive, allowing the Indian to survive with an
identity. I believe that in the revolutionary process which will trans-
form reality and integrate the masses, this must be taken into account.
It is not only the tools and techniques of economic development which
should be considered but also the cultural elements that give our coun-
try its personality. They will help it to develop as a total civilisation.
with a profound unity of its own. Why should we follow the example
of a culture which is today in crisis and has virtually failed? When we
consider the chief political directions taken by Western cultures, there
seems none worth following because Western man is hell-bent upon
bringing-about his own death, as all the effects of his civilisation lead
to destruction. I ‘

We must make a revolution which does not borrow attitudes, this cele-
bration of material benefits, of the economic value of life. A different
scale of values already exists among our people. Amongst the peasants,
for example, there are values such as collective work and mutual aid.
The Indian does not give things the same material value as does the
West, or as we Westernised Bolivians do. We must rid ourselves of this
mentality inherited from our education. s

Q. How were you townspeople with your film equipment able to app-
roach the Indian communities and shoot films?

A. We had some problems, especially on the second film. When they
saw us coming, the mestizos who live close to the community, the mayor
and the local govemment official, told the Indians that we were comm-
unist guerrillas come to kill and steal from them. Naturally, the women,
who have great influence in the community, watched us with great dis-
trust and hostility. Our good relations with the head of the community
enabled us to stay there for several days until I proposed to Marcelino,
the protagonist of the film and head of the village, that he submit us to
‘the verdict of the cocoa‘. He thought it a good idea, and that is the
ceremony one sees, in brief, in the film. It is very impressive. All
members‘-of the-community are assembled, women and children included,
in-the middle of she night-for a six hour ceremony which lasts until dawn,
when the verdict isreached. But in our case, an unusual thing happened
Normally, it takes-slvemlithrows ofrthe cocoa leaves and several exam-
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the Indian who works in the town, who replies to the insult, "Stupid
lndian", by denying that he is an Indian.

A. Of course, the Indian who leaves his community constantly comes
up aginst people who identify him as inferior, reject him as an indivi-
dual and they end up by giving him complexes. The uprooted Indian
must, in order to survive, renounce his real self and accept his aIien- T
ation. '

Q. ls not the racial problem in Latin America more a social problem?
In Brazil, for example, true racism as we know it in Europe does not
exist. There it is said that a rich black becomes white and that a poor
white becomes black.

A. It may well be that in Europe the racial complex is more national,
or racialism more nationalised, than in Latin America where it involves
something more emotional - that which allows, for example, a big pro-
perty owner to be accepted in white society. But racism takes another
form and we had a demonstration of it while shooting YAWAR MALLKU.
We had lived for several days in a white woman's house and the first
night we asked if we could borrow a mattress. The next day she realised
that an Indian woman (Benedicta, the female lead in my two films) had
slept on it. She took it from us and had the cover changed.

Q. ls it true that UKAMAU was dubbed in Spanish for distribution
throughout Bolivia?

A. No - subtitled; because for urban Bolivians Aymara is a foreign
language. With YAWAR MALLKU we are preparing versions in both
Quechua and Aymara, dubbing even the 'gringos', the whites, so that
the film can be shown in the countryside where its reception willbe of
far greater interest to us. I think this film will pose more problems of
understandiq; for the Indian public, mainly because of the parallel
montage and flashbacks, than did UKAMAU where the story was much
simpler and linear. But something very exciting happens with this'tot-
ally virgin, popular audience. Their interest in the image, in thestory
told, is such that they retum to see the film several times. For the
screenings of YAWAR MALLKU in the country regions we shall have a
narrator present the film who will first tell the story of the film and show
photographs of the characters, so carrying on the still living tradition of
the travelling story teller which dates back to the Incas. After the
screening we will talk with the people and thenshow the film again. If
we manage to create some form of cinematic culture it would be an
enormous jump in history - missing out the ABC of cinema to pass on to
a more advanced level. We have very little time to communicate what
we think is important but we feel that we should not restrict ourselves to
too simplistic a schema of cinema which might in the end be dangerous.

1

construction of YAWAR MALLKU is outmoded. . .

A. We have thought about this problem, but we have tried not to have
any cinematic prejudices, not to soy to ourselves, "This was done by s
neo-realism or that was invented by such and such a film maker." We
are not interested in purism or in formal originality. In the course of
getting to know the cinema we have acquired o certain sum of know-
ledge and I believe that the most honest thing is to put this knowledge
to good use. For example, confronted with the sequence where the
brother is trying to sell the mattress or where he is tempted to steal,
people have spoken of BICYCLE THII:\/ES. But we were not thinking
about that work and it is only in the situation of the characters that
there is a connection between the two films. What I must confess,
however, is that the film has suffered a lot from lack of time and means.
I only saw the film shown once with sound and I could never see the
rushes before editing. The dubbing was done in Bolivia, the editing
elsewhere, synchronisation in Buenos Aires. When something went
wrong there was often no possibility of correcting it - five scenes were
just left out be-cause of dubbing problems.

Q. How did you find -out about this sterilisation business?

A. The first echo came from a daily newspaper whici. revealed that
in a maternity centre at Cuatajata near l ake Titicaca a group of North
Ame t‘iCO."t~3 were practising Sit3tili5CJl'"iOt'1. Tl»:-3 newg WQ5 Ql§O Lurgqdcgst
on the Catholic radio ‘tines’ in Lo PS2. We tried to conr-ac? the j~.3H.=r:".-
alist cc.-ncerned but he was away, and we learned later that he had
received an anonymous, threatening letter warning him to stay cit the
subject in future. Even at Cuatajata we could find no proof but in La
Paz gynaecologists confirmed having come across women sterilised whc:
had been to the American clinic in La Paz. These sterilisation centres
are not very widespread in Bolivia. It is not yet happening on a very
wide scale. But the coil is being popularised on a mass scale and where
the women are not even literate the insertion of this instrument amounts
to a kind of sterilisation because it is never removed and there is no
control on the part of those who distribute it. ‘

Q. There seem to be two problems; that raised by the sterilisation of
people without their consent, which is a crime; and that raised on the
demographic and economic level which is a matter of politics and
education. I I

A. Yes, it is necessary to make the point clear. Personally, I am in
favour of societies regulating the size of their population. But in
Bolivia there is no demographic explosion, the lowest population den-
sity is four inhabitants per square kilometre and the infant mortality
rate is 40%} And the yankees know that. For years, their sociologists,
their anthropologists and their economists have studied this country and

were complaints that the use of flashbacks in the dramatic it; Indian population and g-|-rem are |-exam for 75¢ "mum, may am
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taking. ln my view, the Americans want to control a population which
is potentially a greater source of resistance to them. than any other.
Bolivian history has shown that the peasant masses, when they have been
able to concretise the enemy, mobilise themselves very rapidly. (The
problem today being that the enemy of the people is somewhat abstract.
What is imperialism? Where can it be found?). At the time of the
struggle for independence from the Spanish, around i780, Tupoc Amanu,
an Indian of the Peruvian nobility, organised an uprising throughout the
lndian territories. In Bolivia, his successor Tupoc Atari surrounded La
Poz with an hundred thousand warriors for three months, causing ten
thousand Spaniards to die of hunger and thirst - and it is significant to
remember that it was due to mestizos treachery that the Spaniards even-
tually defeated the rebellion.

Q. Do you really think that the politics of America are like those of
the Nazis as summed up in the letter from Martin Boorman to Alfred
Rosenberg as quoted in the introduction?

quoted, denote two attitudes; one towards military expansion based
upon the genocide of the Ui-ronian people; the other of scientific in-
humanity that considers human beings as guinea pigs. These two attit-
udes are perhaps different to beam with, but the result and the ideo-
logical content are the some And I believe that today America thinks
at Latin America as a field for experiment and that they are not far
tram thinking about people unaer tnei. ClOmH...-ION as the l\lGZIs- thougi t
about their victims. Look at Vietnam. Aren‘t the Americans comitting
atro:;iti-,.s'? Do they have qualms of conscience about the use of napalm?

Q‘. The episode of castration is invented isn't it?

A. ‘res. ln fact the lndians ceased the members of the Peace Corps win.
she-itered in a house. The Indians beseiged them and would have killed
their. if the mayor had not intervened. ln the film this act has the some
meaning as the vengeance in Ui'<AM.AU. l think that if we are comm-
unicating with the people at all, it is essential to tell them that they arr;
capable of liberating themselves. For me, it involves, very simply, pa
call to violence, a violence that the people have not provoked but
rather a violence which, until now, they have been subiected to. The
last static shot of arms raised with weapons signifies very clearly and
unequivocally that the only solution for the Indians to ameliorate their
situation and for Latin America to liberate itself is revolution. A A

Q. What was the govemment position regarding the revelations made
about sterilisation? It would seem from the film that the local govern-s A
ment official was the accomplice of the Americans.

At, No, official is not an accomplice because he does not know
what is happeiiing. He believes that he is only doing his job in sum-
marily executing the accused and the escape law is very common in

"T77-’ *——- '1 - _ _ | --—.' ..
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Bolivia. As for the government, they have continually denied aware-
ness of these activities and have pretended to believe that the whole
story was false. But deputies and senators questioned the Minister in
Congress. l tend to believe that the government was not effectively
aware of the activities in question. lt is similar to the occasion when
it was discovered that the Americans maintained torture centres with-
out government knowledge.

Q, What attitude did the government have to the film?

A. We predicted that there would be an attempt to bust it, s0 we
contacted the QTUUPS which count for most in terms of public opinion -
students, intellectuals, journalists. We warned them that the film
contained a grave accusation and would doubtless be banned. That
did hapmn but five hundred people took to the street shouting the name
of the film. The police put down the demonstration with gas and water
cannon but the agitation was good for the film, giving it unexpected
publicity. Under pressure of public and press opinion the film was auth-
orised for distribution. l don't think the change in government since the
making of the film has done anything to change the situation depicted in
it. The change does not signify very much. For the moment it allows
certain liberal Ministers to profit from the situation, but that will not
last very long. lt is only a strategic measure.

“r".:~..@ have made two films in favour of the iridian and his :=_il.t"ure.
:.r-‘t you noiv want to make a rncire direct attack on the propertied

ciass seen lt‘i ‘YAWAR NLALLKU?
UQ

A. Yes. To expose this class of people who live in Bolivia while re-
maining strangers, unaware of the national reality, does interest me.
But what is even more important is to make certain people aware of the
reality that surrounds them, hidden by their milieu, their education. ii
am l‘l1it'ii;lflg especially of the young, the students of La Poz who greeted
the film with enormous interest, organising forums in the schools and
doing written work. lt is very interesting to confirm that these young
people of fifteen or seventeen years old have a political conscience,
talking of the problems of imperialism, of political engagement, econ-
omicpenetration and the class struggle.

Q. A last question. What exactly does the title, YAWAR MALLKU

A. 'Mallku‘ is a Quechua word which means both ‘chief’ and 'condor‘
and here it is the name of the chief of the community. And 'yawar'
means 'blood'. Blood has great importance in the film. There is the
story of Sixto, the worker who is looking for blood to save alife and of
lgnacio Mallku who is pursuing the destroyers oflife. The film represents
the conflict of the two forces which characterise national Bolivian reality
the people who seek life and imperialism bringing death.
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Emitai  
Senegal, 1972 Director: Ousmane Sembene

(‘arts (not yct issucd). clilir "PUllll\lllU. p.c I-'ilms Domiicv. p Paiuliii
Soumzinou Vicya. sci rOll$lll;ll1U Scniliciic. pl: .\lichcl Rciiiziudciiu. ln
colour. ed» Gilbert Kikoinc. a.¢l (l1Ul'l'..‘)..'i'tl El llllklj l\lbow.l.p-- -Robcrt
F0lllLllflC (Corriiiiurirliiiil), Michael RClllLlllili.‘;.tll ([.l£'lll£'Iti£l!ll), Picrrc
Blanchard (Colonel) lbou C;iin;ir:.i, Ousmaiiic C':iiii;ir;i, Joscph Diiittii, l)ji
Niasscbanor, Sll)€Si.1llll1g, Kiilifu. 9,270 ft. I03 iniiis. .S'ul.i!i'tli's'.

In a small West African villaigc, the French arc i'cci"iiitiiig l|'oop~;
for World War II. One young Fllllll I'Lll"l$,Ll\\;t)-', but ;lflL‘l‘ his fLtlflCl' is
put out in the sun, his sisters bring him bLtL‘l\' to thc \'lllLl_t:',L‘, wlicic ho
rclcascs his father and is miirclicd olT with the ollicrs; only woiiicn,
children and older men are lcfi. The women pliuit the rice iiiid collect
the harvest, the chiefs mcct to discuss Wlllli can be doiic about the
French. The following yciir, tho Army returns to tho village to
requisition rice, which the villiigcis liiivc bccii rcfiising to pay as tax
to the colonial government. Most L)flllcL‘l1lCfS [)l2lCCll1L.‘ll‘ll(ipC in the
intervention of the gods, but one docs not. Tho men whom he Icails
out to fight the French arc ciisily dcfcailcd, and hc himself, mortally
wounded, dies denouncing the gods. In oiilcr to force the elders to
produce the rice, the troops round up tlic woiiicn zuid put lhcm out
in the sun. The elders are left with tlircc problciiis: to bury their
LlL‘;lt.l (for which they nccd the womcii zuid ricc); to liberate the
women; and to decide about the Frciich levy. Thcy resolve to go
ahead with the funeral, but are interrupted by the troops dcmiindiiig
the rice. Eventually, the chiefs capitulate and the women are rclcascd
to proceed with the funeral. The men are used to curry the rice away,
but at :1 certain point refuse to go further. The troops open fire, and
lhc mcn arc all killcd.

Shot on a shoestring budget, SCllllJCIlL‘.riill'lLlglllllCClll film is also
C\L‘lllplLll)/ political cinema, riiukiiig with curly Gllllll‘-CI‘ Rocha.
Thc camera is dircctcd to cuplurc tho strugglc from thc tribe's
P¢r$pcctive and depicts without SL‘llillll€lliLlllly the demolition of a
colonised culture. If the film is weighted, it is iowiiids the two young
brothers who takc upon thciiisclvcs the rcsponsiliility of curing for
!l'l¢ people-—~picking up thc'beloiigiiig:; of the two ‘rccriiits', bring-
lflg water and shade to tho womcn put out in tho suii, silently and
Solcmnly. Emitai‘ canialso be scon schciiiziticiilly as ii lilltll conflict
b¢l\_\'ccn two modes of living ouc rich in its own mytliology. The
African tribe is depicted with an almost anthropologiciil cyct its
$cxu:._il division of labour, its tradition of patriarchal authority, its
relationship to the gods through ritual ceremony (leading to the
i'PP\‘2ir:1nce and denunciation of the sairiie gods) are recorded with
d'~"3P fcspcct. What thc colonizil icgiiiic liilfi to olTi.-r is llllPU\'Cl'l5l'l€Ll
P)" _\30lllpL'1Tlt.§OflI a new fiithcr, Pétziiii (thcic is ii lJl'llll1llll scciic in
“l\_Icl1 Pctain is c.\ch.iiigcd for dc (lziullc), iii.ii'cliiiig siiiigs iiiid ii new
.u"ll1\rni;whilc Afiiciiii recruits are lF.tll\fUl'lttCLl by the .-Ximy into ziii
l"“ll5il"t-,§iiish;iblc trout‘ of iiici'cuii;ii*ic\". The two Cllll'.ll'L‘\' arc
"1_lcr_locl\cil in ‘.1 I'Cpl'i.‘SClllilllOll of ll coii-t.iiilly l'Cl\L‘Llli.‘\l C\pc‘l'lc‘llCL‘
“llhin coloiiiscd countries. i‘\llllClllltL'itl to ti.iiliiioii.il forms lu;ivc~.
il'\¢ tribe l1c'lPlC$5; not only docs calling on the gods bring no
f_°"Pll¢, but going out to sti"iig;.:lc 1llilili\lt_*._1l'l iiioii: heroic brings
lllilc siicccss. Tho tribe l't.‘bPUllLl‘§ to the l*rcii..-h .i;~; if ill \\Lt.l' with
-lfluihcr tillage iind, lllc‘\- itiibly, siipcrioi l illo-pi-our U\i.‘l'L'Ulll\.'\ ihcm.
Th? S_cnsu;il and pLli.IlllC iialhirc of llic ii:l;iiioiisliip liclwucii tho tribe“
and IIS cnviroiiiiiciit -SUUII ruptuicd by lhc llllCl'\'L‘l\llUll of tho
°PPrcssi\"c forccs ~ is coii\'c_\icd lll the 2*~i.‘illt\.‘llU..‘ \\llL‘li.I two .yoiiiig
men Daiss Ol1L‘;lfl'L‘l' llic other don ii ;i coi.iili_\ iinid lioi t.iL'lL'kl liy long
gr‘.“5_i1nilzircthcniimbuslicd by liiili.i~_~_ Z-i\lill£.'l.\. 'l his k'lU\k' lL‘l;tlli_\ll—
Ship is also_ciiipli;isiscil in ll l}"l'lC.tl scviic of tho womcii pliiitiiig
["4 ll;ll'\‘CSllllg the rice. Aiilonc iiii.-i..~-i<il in l'tu\\- to llt.ii~.U ai film
mm the point of view of thc UpPl\'\‘\k'il nlliitll-l soc I-i.».'i'r..'f‘.
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SERHIERJE Btililtillliliflfiiill
‘FILM MAKERS HIWE A GREAT RESPONSIBILITY TD UUR PEOPLE‘

“I'm not trying to make cinema for my buddies’
or for a limited circle of specialists. What l’m
interested in is exposing problems of thepeople to
which I belong . . . For me, the cinema is a meansof
political action. On the ideological level, l’m an
advocate of Marxism-Leninism. But on this point l
should add two things: on one hand, Idon’t want to
produce a ‘poster’ cinema; on the other, I don’t think
it’a possible tochangethe given situation with a single
film. Buttl believe that if we African film-makers
produce a series of films oriented in the same way,
we’ll succeed in modifying a little bit the powers that
be, and in developing the consciousness of the
people.”  e

Thus, in a 1968 interview with French critic Guy
Hennebelle, Ousmane Sembene defined his con-
ception of a militant African cinema, a cinema “at
the same time spectacular and didactic.” Africa’s best
known—-and perhaps best-—-film-maker, Sembene has
travelled around the world to screen his films and
promote the cause of a truly indigenous African
cinema, oneithat can serve as a political tool in
Africa’s struggle to free itself from colonialism and
neo-colonialism. Sembene has thus become the single
most important figure responsible for bringing
African cinema to intemational attention. ln his book
Cinemas_Africains en I 972 (see Cinéaste, Vol. V, No.
.3), Guy Hennebelle characterizes Sembene as “the
pope of African cinema" and “the father o|'
Senegalese cinema", a film-maker who “pursues his
own way while zig-zagging between the contra-
dictions of the Senegalese regime, French neo-
colonialism and the cactuses on the desert of .-,\l'rican
cinema.”~ .

Bom in 1923 in Ziguinchor (situated Ill the
Casamance, a rural region in the south of Senegal).
Sembene Worked as a commercial fisherman with his
family until he left to attend the (Ieramics School at
Marsassoum. He subsequently worked as a mason and

a garage mechanic and, during World War II, served as
a forced enlistee with a Senegalese unit of the French
Army, participating in the invasion of Italy. After
being discharged he moved to Marseilles where for ten
years he worked on the docks, became active in union
organizing, taught himself to read and write French,
and began to write novels and short stories. His first
book, Le,Docker Noir, published in 1956, told of the
terrible working conditions on the docks and efforts
to organize, theiworkers. Many other works followed,
including Oh pays, mon beau peuple (1957), Les
bouts deb bois de Dieu (1960), ‘Voltaique (1962),
L’Harmattan“ (1964) and Le Mandat (1966). _ '

Frustrated by the limitations of writing in a lang-
uage unreadable to mostofhis countrymen (who speak
Wolof, or one of a number of other African languages),
Sembene turned tothe cinema. Unable to obtain an
apprenticeship in Paris, he went to the Soviet Union
where he studiediin-Moscow at the state film school
(as a studentof Mark Donskoi) and the Gorky Film
Studio. Returning to Senegal in 1963, Sembene
directed his firstishort film, BOROM SARRET,
about a poor cart driver in Dakar. The following year
he completed another short, ~.NIAYE, about the
hypocrisy of the traditional chiefs and their collusion
with the French administration during the colonialist
period. In 1966 he directed his first feature film, LA
NOIRE DE . . . , about a young Senegalese girl taken
to France to serve as-a housemaid. The film won
several awards at international film festivals but it was
MANDABI, made in 1968, ‘ which established
Sembene as Africa's foremost film-maker. Based on
his own novel, MANDABI (THE MONEY ORDER) is
a t.ragi-conmic account of the difficulties experienced
by an elderly Moslem illiterate who has arun-in with
a series of iirept “and corrupt officials of the
modern-day Senegalese bureaucracy when he
attempts to cash a money order sent to him by his
nephew working in Paris. MANDABI won critical
I ‘_.. t.
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reference. All of their symbols, all of their criteria for beauty,
come from the Western world. Based on that, the Europeans
always accuse the African women of being alienated. But you
have to live with an African family in their own household to
see——they have paid all the expenses of colonialism.

Q: How did you intend toshow the traditional political
leadership in EM ITAI‘? ,

A: There are two things in EMITAI concerning traditional
chiefs; in the traditiion. what has been preserved is for them a
democracy. You can’t be a chief by birth. One is :1 chief
because one is worthy, a man who is respectable. ln their
gathering in the film each elected person must speak. The chief
is not a chief in the Western sense—-he’s the spokesman. llc's
only the chief when there's a need, he’s not a chief all the
time. 1 think it’s a democracy. Another thing is that the chief,
as the chief, can’t decide anything as regards the womcn. You
sec that in the film. They can’! decide anything cvcn though
they are all elected.

Q: What do you mean they can’t decide anything as
regards the women‘?

A: I mean that they're chiefs and from a European point
of view they ought to have been able to decide to give up the
rice. But they knew that it was up to the women to decide
that, they could nol;,.and the only thing they could do was to
all go to war. But they couldn't bring anybody clsc into
it—-that’s another form of democracy within a certain specific
ethnic group. There are ethnic groups in Africa whcrc lhc
kings and chiefs decide. There are also a lot of ethnic groups
like mine, for instance, where thcrc are no kings or chiefs. 'l‘hc
fellow is elected, he doesn’t earn any »moncy, he doesn’t have
anything more than the rest of them, and, commonly. lllcy
call him the servant of the people.

c Q: You mentioned earlier the role of the military in
contemporary Africa--the negative tradition, the anti-African
tradition out of which it has come. What specifically did you
intend to show in EMITAI about the soldier‘?

A: Those soldiers, who were mercenaries, were called
‘tiruilleurs.’ France recruited them by force and gave them
minimal instruction. a small" salary and a rifle, and they
obeyed. They started by conquering their own families, by
participating in the colonization of their own homes and
villages. With the development of colonialization they were
everywhere. Behindtwo whites there were thirty soldiers with
rifles,but not a single one of them had the idea to revolt. Al
no moment in history did they rebel--neither for the pcoplc
nor out of their own personal humiliation. (‘olonialism just
levelled them, down and now, during independence, il’s
they-—-having been formed by the French army or the British
army-who make the coup. d'cluls and who assume the
leadership. And they are worse today because they're fascists.
Therefore, what I wanted to show with the soldiers was that
the past and the present are the same. We see the sergeant, l'or
example, as an obedient dog. He doesn’t even have a name: his
name is Sergeant, like a dog.

Q: The term ‘fetish’ is mentioned in the film from time to
time. Is that your term or is that the translation‘? ln l.crms of
describing religious practices, is there any particular reason il is
simply not called ‘religion’ or ‘traditional religion"?

A: It is the Sergeant. who uses the term and who explains
it---you haveput yourself into his mentality because he is the
man who has been ‘educated.’ 'l‘here are lwo words that we
use everyday which the Western world has imposed upon u.~.
concerning our own religion and culture. When we talk about
an African culture or dance we say ‘folklore’ and when we talk
about our religion we talk about ‘fetish’, and that is cx;u'tl_\
why l put that in the sergeant’s mouth. lt pleases me that you
noticed it, because I have it repeated several limes. liul the
others never say ‘fetish’, they Lli\\£l_\'S say ‘we arc going to
consult our gods.’ T

Q: Personally, I am very sensitive, about words like
‘fetish’, ‘chief’, and ‘tribe.’

.»\: The old men in the group never talked about Senegal.
‘l‘ln-y always said ‘we the Diola’ because they identified with
somct hing.

Q: The final question on EMITAI relates to movement in
lhc film. l would like you to comment on the tempo. the
movement of the film and how it actually" relates to the nation
stale Senegal. with its diycrsity of languages. l just want a little
bit of c.\"planal.ion on something you said earlier. T s

.-\: The l)iolas arc a minority in Senegal, they speak a
language that thc others ’don’t understand, so the sub-titles are
in l~‘ri-nch. The majority of the people who go to see the film,
first of all, don’t. speak Diola, and they have problems reading
sub-tillcs. ln order to have them better understand the film,
lhcl), it was necessary to have a slowness which was, however,
not loo slow——and that's why cl adopted that particular
approach. l also worked a great deal on the decor. Each shot
includes sonictlllng which lets them see for themselves that
their count.r_v is very beautiful, that we are not showing them
lhc countryside of France, that our trees are just as pretty as
olln-rs-s-~cvcn the dead trees can be pretty. But to come back to
the question of language, l think it is very important when you
make a film of similar ethnic groups to Work On l-he musicality
of the words so they will have a very precise and very clear
lone so that the people who see‘ the film are not (shocked, so
their cars are not shocked by the sound. That's why I worked
so much on this tempo, which is a little slower than that of
.\lANl)ABl. This problem of language is one of the problems
confronting film-makers in Africa.

s Q: The major problem or just one of the problems'?.
A: One of the problems. l think given the fact that there

is such a diversity of languages in Africa, we African
lilm-makers will have to find our own way for the message to
be understood b_v everyone, or we’ll have to find a language
that comes from the image and the gestures. l think l would go
as far to say that we will have to go back and see some of the
silent films and in that way find a new inspiration. " ts .

Contrary to what people think we talk a lot in Africa but
we talk when it's time to talk. There are also those who say
blacks spend all of their time dancing--but we dance for
reasons which are our own. Dancing‘ is not a flaw in itself, but
l never see an engineer dancingiin front, of ‘his machine, and a
continent or a people does not spend its time dancing. All of
this means that the African film-maker’s work is very
importa,nt~~hc must find a way that is his own, he must find
his own symbols, even create symbols if he has to. This doesn’t
mean we are rejecting others, but it should be our own culture.

Q: You were tall-ting earlier about the music of the wind.
Would you csplain what you mean by that‘? i

.-\; The whites. for example, have music for everything in
their films music for rain, music for the wind, music for tears,
music for moments of emotion, but they don’t know how to
make these elements speak for themselves. They don’t feel
lhcni. But in our own filmswe can make the sensation ofthese
clcmcnts felt, without denaturing the visual elements, without
broadcasting everything to the audience. i

|’ll give you an example, even two. ln EMITAI, when the
women are forced by the soldiers to sit out in the sun, the
only sound you can hear isthe sound of the rooster and the
weeping of the children; however, there was also wind. I did
not look for music toengage the audience. Ijust wanted to
show, by gestures, that the womenare tired, their legs are
lircd. their arms are burdened -~-one woman has the sun shining
in her eyes, another two are sleeping. All this is shown in
silence, but it is a silence that speaks. I could have had a voice
coming from the outside. but l would have been cheating.
Instead, for example. there were the two children who were
walking along to bring water to thewomen. When they crossed
the woods, you couldn’t see their legs, but you could hear,
very clearly. the dead leaves underfoot. For me, this represents
the search for a cinema of silence. .

Another example: in the Sacred Forest, life continues
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acclaim at numerous festivals and, despite the
Senegalese government-’s dislike of the film, it became
the first Senegalese film to be shown commercially in
Senegal. And in 1970, MANDABI became the first
African feature film to be theatrically exhibited in the
U.S.

In 1971, after being assured complete freedom of
expression, Sembene directed TAUW, a short film
commissioned by the National Council of Churches
which dealt with the contemporary ‘generation gap’ in
Senegal. The same year he also completed another
feature, EMITAI (Diola for ‘God of Thunder’), based
on an actual incident which occurred in Senegal
during World War II and involving the resistance of
villagers in Senegal’s Casamance region to orders of
the French colonial regime to turn over a 50-lb. quota
of rice to the French army.

Last year, Semebene was one of ten international
directors invited to participate in a film on the
Olympic Games held in Munich. His sequence (on the
Senegalese basketball team) seems to have been
dropped, however, from the completed feature,
recently released by Wolper Productions as VISIONS
OF EIGHT. Sembene also independently produced
his own one-hour film, focusing on the African
participation in the Games and including sequences
on the anti-Rhodesia boycott by African and
Afro-American athletes, an interview with  Jesse
Owens, and the action by ‘Black September’
commandos.

The following interview, conducted by Harold lo).
Weaver, Jr., former Chairman of the Department of
Africana Studies at Rutgers University and translated
by Sembene’s American interpreter, Carrie Moore,
took place last Fall in Philadelphia on the occasion. of
Sembene’s participation in the 15th Annual Meeting
of the African Studies Association.

II 1iq_ #}l_ '___*% ___; r__ 7 _ _‘—

Q: What message do you have for the Afro-American
community regarding your recently-released film EMITAI?

A: I think that what I want to do first of all is to give
them an exact idea of Africa, a better idea of Africa, so they
can learn of other African ethnic groups. Each ethnic group
has a culture and I would compare the Diola, who are a
minority in Senegalese society, to the Afro-Americans, who
are a minority among whites. They have a culture and they
must do everything to save it because that culture is what
makes their personality. I think that knowing Africa better
will solidify their personality with that new black personality
now emerging in American society because we all have the
same cultural matrix.

Q: What did you set out to do in EMl'l‘Al'.' What were
your objectives? it t

A: My first goal was to make this film a school of lnstory.
From ancient times in Africa—dating back to the lnedicval
period-—'-we know stories of resistance. During the period of
colonialism it would appear that there were no struggles for
national liberation, but that’s not true. l can show that (luring
this period not a single month passed when thcrc was not an
effort of resistance. The problem was there was no
communication among the people. There were scattered
struggles, even individual struggles, but they were stifled. ll‘
people had known about it before, we would have been free
now for a long time. But today, with film-making, we can
learn from each other. ' ‘ _

For example, we are thirsty, to know all about the
Afro-American movement. We know that in the (‘ivil War
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there were black batallions which participated. We know that
Afro-American mothers have done everything to raise their
children. We also know of great Afro-American writers. And if
one day they can bring these facts to the screen, you can
imagine the number of people who are going to realize all of
this. That’s why I think EMITAI is important. That’s also why
we think that, for us, film-making has to be the school, and
that film-makers have a great responsibility to our people.
I Q: Would you elaborate on your comments of last night
in which you compared the behavior of the French colonialists
in Africa with the present-day politicians and administrators of
constitutionally-independent Africa‘?

A: We have to have the courage to say that during the
colonial period we were sometimes colonized with the help of
our own leaders,-our own chiefs, and our own kings. We
mustn’t be ashamed of our faults and our errors. We have to
recognize them in order to fight them. ln recent years there
havc been many, many coup d'etats in Africabut not a single
one of these military people fought for the liberation of
Africa. At the time when there was an awareness developing in
Africa, it was these military men who were killing and
imprisoning their own brothers, mothers and sisters. In the
majority of the African countries the leaders and heads of
state are heads of state with the consent of the French. Most
ol' their personal guards are former French military officers
and their personal advisors are French.

l can give you two striking examples. When the Gabonese
people wanted to overthrow their govemment, France sent
soldiers, but the soldiers came from Dakar and Abidjan. And
not too long ago in Madagascar the French became tired of
their former chiefs, so when the people were struggling to
overthrow the president, France declared she was not going to
intervene. We have another example, Gilbert Youlou, in the
Congo. When the people wanted to overthrow him, he
telephoned De Gaulle who said ‘no.’ If De Gaulle had said
‘yes’, Youlou would still be the president. This is to explain to
you the totality of things taking place in Africa and the kind
of thing l wanted to show in the film. g

Q: One thing that impressed-me about EMITAI was the
itnportance of women inthe act of resistance to colonialism.
Women are thought of by many Americans to have a
subordinate role in Africa. Did you set out "intentionally in
EMITAI to point out the important role of women in Africa,
both historically and currently? r

A: First of all, I have to say -that the story of EMITAI is
based on an actual event. The person who led the struggle, all
by herself, was a woman—and a woman who was sick. The
"colonialists killed her, but they didn't kill her husband. I can
give you an example of the Strike of Thies, I can give you an
example of the birth of the R.D.A.*, I can even talk of recent
times under Senghor. In 1963 the women left the indigenous
quarter called the medina tooverthrow Senghor. On their
march the men also came and in front of the palace they killed,
more than 150 people. - s A ‘

' i l think it's a white man’s vision that says that our women
have never participated in our struggle. In fact, the
participation of women in the struggle has several levels,
including the raising, the socializing of children, and preserving
our culture. lt’s a fact that African culture has been preserved by
the women, and it's than ks to them that what has been saved has
been saved. Tl1ey’re also less alienated and much more
independent than the men. All of this means that we mustn’t
neglect the participation of women in the struggle. It is true
that at the_prcscnt time we have a lot of ‘sophisticatealt’ giris,
but these are girls in the city, and most of thetime it"s not
their fault because they don't have any symbols or points of
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because there is a fire and the wind is blowing. l didn‘t try to
bring in any music. so when the empty gourd falls it makes a
noise. In that case. the silence is very profound. l think all of
this indicates a search on our parts, a search for African
film-making. And l’m sure that we are on the way to creating
our own cinema because we often meet as African film-makers
to discuss our films with enthusiasm. to look for the best wa_v
to transmit our message.

European film-makers often use music which is gratuitous.
lt’s true that it is pleasant to hear but, culturally. does it leave
us with anything‘? I think the best film would be one after
which you have to ask yourself, ‘Was there any music in that
film?’ Today there are films that you could sell with music,
such as SHAFT. You remember the music, but maybe you
d0n’t remember the images or the message. ln that case l
would say it was the musician who was the film-maker.

Q: I became very much aware of your own sensit ive use of
music in BOROM SARRET-"it was very obvious. very
overt, there. When the cart driver goes between the European
borders and the medina. it becomes very obvious how you
switch back and forth between the indigenous music of lllc
medina and the European traditional music.iwhich they call
‘classical music’.‘in the European quarters. - o

A: BOROM SARRET was my first film and l t'litln't
have the awareness that l have now. but l wanted to show lllr
European area and the s\frit-ans who lived lll the l'Itii-opt-an
life-style. The only music l could relate to il‘.t‘lll was thi
classical music. the minuets of the ltith t‘entury. l1l‘t';lll-t'
the\”re still atthat mentality

Q: Regarding your reason for making 'l‘.\l'\\'_ you are
quoted as having said. "This is the basic problem of .-\l‘l'lt‘;l.
there is a terrible gulf between _\oung people-‘s aspirations and
their accomplislnnents.“ Would you elaborate on that‘!

A: All young people in the world (and l thinl~. this is ll'tlt't
have an aspiration to surpass. or to measure tlu~mst-lit-s oz
relation t0, Something that is greateto surpass what their
fathers have done. But in .e\frica today lltc youth an
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completely sacrificed. For example. since l made TAUW
approximately a year ago. the situation in Africa has become
worse~--for the simple reason that they don’t have any work.
.-\lld when l say that they don’t“§have any work. l‘monly
talking about the men, l’m not even talking about the women
who are the majority of the, Senegalese population of 4
million. The majority of them are under 25 years old and there
are perhaps only about 173 of them who go to school, and
even their future is uncertain. t t i

Q: l would like you to explain another quote attributed
to you-—*"We must understand our traditions before we can
hope to understand ourselves.” Many Afro-Americans feel the
same way. but l’m curious about your own interpretation of
what that means. . E i

E A: That. is, we must understand our traditions, our own
culture. the very depths of it. ln African languages the word
culture docs not exist. They say that a man is educated. he is
very well brought up, or he is from a very agreeable society.
'l‘herel'ore. culture is just a mental ap'proach to a pleasant
society. t‘ulture itself. then. is like the hyphen between a
man’s birth and his death. E

'l‘he Europeans say that our old men are good. but
never say that a man is good. we say that he is a man
t'ttlllll‘t‘. We mean that he is from an agreeable society ?1i1dit;_-1;;
an elevated sense of ltulnanity. It has nothing to do with
\\'t'ilhllt‘SS. You can he present. at meetings of old men Wlicrc
tor hours they don’t sa_van_vtliing to each other. they just sort
of joke around. But in the process of joking they say wliat
they want to say. A man of culture for us is one who has tlw
hey word for cxery situation. And you can go anywhere you
uant to and you'll always find the same attitude~-you can“! he
1‘ “'l"““*~* ""' it llldflt‘ Where we are as long as the comniunitj.
doesn't r|'cogni7.e you as one. You can have all kinds of
diplomas and not be invited tot participate: and the greatest
humiliation for a 'man in .-’\frica is never to be called upon at
tlitficttlt times. For us. then. one is not automatically a judge.
.~s'nlIlt*lllllt'$ when there is a public discussiOn. and there is a
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foreigner or stranger in the area. the-y’ll invite him-—but he has
to be a respectable stranger. After having exposed all the facts.
they ask him what he thinks. posing the question thisway: ‘In
a similar situation where you’re from, how do you resolve this
problem?’ And depending on what he says and his manner of
expression, we know whether or not he is a manjof culture. So
in Africa there is no man of culture in the European sense of
that word. Culture for us means an honorable man, a man
worthy of your faith and whose word means something. For
example, if an old man sends ayoung person to see another
old man, sometimes he sends along an object of value. He gives
to the young person an object that would be recognized and
he says, ‘Here, take this and tell the other that I sent you.’

Q: One key problem the black film-maker faces in the
United States is that there are only white distributors. This
appears to be the case in many parts of Africa also, including
your own country. How does this affect which films are
shown? , " .

A: I'm very happy you posed that problem-because it is a
problemfor the whole Third World--and we consider the
Afro-American community to be a colony within American
society. So, faced with the same problems, we’re looking for a
solution.eWe think that insteadof innundating the,African
‘market with films made by whites, '_there’s ai place for films
made by Afro-Americans. But ‘there ‘is no immediate solution.
If Afro-Americans were richensough to buy all of the theaters
here, they’d have the control, but I don’t think that’s going to
happen. Likewise, in Africa—Francophone Africa and
Anglophone Africa—distribution is in the hands either of the
French, the British or the Lebanese. At the moment, we are
trying to find a means of resolvingthis problem. Perhaps if we
could get the Afro-American film-makers and the African
film-makers together, it might be possible——by beginning on a
small scale—to distribute our own films on the African
continent and with Afro-American distributors. But we
mustn’t forget that while the cinema is an art, it’s also an
industry, and the problem that you pose concerns the
Industrial side of film-making. It could probably only be
solved by the formation of a group which shares the same
ideology. I don't mean ideology in a political sense, but in the
mule of having the same interests.   

Q: At Cannes, in 1970, in a conversation with the man
who is responsible for distribution in Kenya, he indicated to
me that there was no real interest in the distributioii of
Afro-American films there, that they were primarily interested
in cowboy films.

A: That’s the same answer we get from the French or
mm our African leaders because they have a complete
Ignorance of the role of films. We think that, little by little, we
are changing this mentality which says that a cowboy film is
the only kind of film that the African public likes. I think that
it’s up to African film-makers to fight to change this defective
distribution. The African public is now beginning to appreciate
our films, so saying that it is a cowboy film that the African
public prefers is not really telling the truth. For instance, there
b a public now prepared to receive Afro-American films in
Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, Kenya, etc. For the African public
thcmost well-known actors are Sidney Poitier and Harry
Bel-afonte and l’m sure a film like SUPER FLY would havethe
lugmt box-offioe of any film in Africa. So you can see that
it’s not really a question of a preference for cowboy films, it’s
just that those distributors and certain government leaders
who deal with distribution prefer cowboy films.

g But I think that with the Pan-African Federation of
Utnéastes (FEPACI) we are now beginning to change things.
The Federation is now recognized by the Organization for
African Unity and the Arab League and our films are
beginning to circulate on the African continent. My own
method has been that each time I go into an African country, l
show my film and afterwards discuss it with the audience and
with the govemment officials. For example, MANDABI, LA

I\l()lRE 0.1-; . . ., and aonnosi SHARRETT have been all
over Africa. And other films made by Africans are circulating.
Of course, overall, distribution is still in the hands of foreign
interests. There is not a single African who controls
distribution outside of countries like Guinea, Mali or Nigeria,
and since in these cases il‘s the government which controls
distribution, they take all the films made by Africans. Upper
Volta also controls its film distribution and they take all the
African films. While this is something very positive, it’s still
insufficient because there is no coordination between the
various states, so what we’re working for now is that
coordination. Next year we're supposed to have a meeting of
film-makers and the report that I’m supposed to give is on the
problem of distribution (films being distributed, their ability
to ‘gain income, their tax, and to forsee a general distribution
plan). We think that what we’re going to ask for is within the
reach of our governments so we’re sure that in the future we’ll
act-oimplish our goal—-that’s what we’re working for.

c Q: Have you seen any of the new films being produced
about black Americans and, if so, are there any that you have
Hked? I I

A: I saw SOUNDER and, when I saw it, I wondered if it
had been written by a white man or a black man. When Iwas
told it had been written by a black man, I was very happy. I
don't know if it’s his first, second or third film, and I don’t
know how much money he had to make it, but I sense a man
who loves his people and who, by means of this story (even
though it is limited), wants to tell us something. I don’t know
about his childhood but I know that he loves his family andl
know that he is respected. lt’s a film that I would like for all
fathers to see. And the woman who plays the mother is the
best. Afro-American actress l’ve ever seen. I don’t know if this
film has been sub-titled or dubbed into French but I’m going
to recommend that it be invited to Africa. Pm sure that if this
film is projected for an African audience, they will forget that
it takes place in America. The only thing which did not please
me about the film is that I’m sure that in 1933 there were an
enormous amount of racial problems in the U.S. But even if
this problem isn’t brought out, the film gives a sense of a
respectful family just as it exists with us in_ Africa.

The other film I saw was BLACK GIRL, the new film by
Ossie Davis which also deals with the family in Amgrica. It
shows that within the family it’s possible to have all kinds of
hate, all kinds of lowness, but it’s still the family. Ithink that
we need to explore the inner workings of the family, and in
this film we have four generations tied together: the
grandmother, the mother, the daughter, and another younger
girl. A moral problem is raised because the grandmother is
living common-law; the mother didn’t have a husband, but she
worked and raised her children, and even raised a girl who was
not her own child, and she succeeded; and the only man in the
film has a lot of money and thinks that love can be bought. If
we compare the man in BLACK GIRL to the man in
S()UNl)ER, and compare the children in SOUNDER to the
children in BLACK GIRL, we’d have a complete universe. And
t.hat’s the kind of film that I like to make, because it’s the kind
of film that teaches us to read and to know and to enhance
our sentiments. We mustn’t forget that for centuries they’ve
been working to destroy us. We’re everything except moral
men-—we’re gangsters, drug addicts, criminals, as if we had no
parents. So I think that films like this are useful.

L Q: I would like to ask one final question. What is your
next film project‘?

A: l’m going to make a film on a Senegalese big
businessman, on the birth of the blagk bourgeoisie.

Q: Briefly, why‘? e
A: Because we’re witnessing the birth of an aborted child

and some of these circumstances are very dangerous-~too
dangerous because they are being manipulated from the
outside, from Europe, and l want to show how they're being
manipulated, and why the people must kill them.
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“Chris Marker’s second
reportage from Cuba (his first was
CUBA Si!) covers the period
of the 1968-70 Zafra, the sugar
harvest that was to have exceeded
10,000,000 tons but that proved a ‘
bitter disappointment.
Starting with the acknowledge-
ment that, ‘this year, Cuba is no
longer so fashionable’, the film
examines many facets of Cuban
Life today, gradually building an
argument that reaffirms its
maker's solidarity with the ‘
ongoing Cuban social revolution.
The dialogue between Fidel
Castro and the Cuban people
provides Marker with a
dialectitial base for the film’s
structure; re-edited scenes from
Santiago Alvarez’. Cuban
documentaries alternate with
news footage of l~‘idel’s auto-
critique before the people on
July 26th, 1970, which
admitted the failure of-the
harvest, and attempted a frank
analysis of the basic reasons for
the setback. Marker logically r
interrupts Fidel's speech with
comments by workers, not only
to underline the harmony
between Fidel and the masses,
but also to prevent the
viewer from being swept up
emotionally by l?idel’s eloquence.
Here and elsewhere in this
extraordinary document, Marker A
refuses easy lyricism in favour of
a rigorous objective treatment.”

TOM LUDDY

“A clear, informative well-
zrgued account of the state of the
revolution looked at through the
documentation ofa single event."
Castro ’s attempt to raise the I 970
sugar harvest from something
'ike 4% million tons to an
ill-time high of I O million without 1
'oss ofproduction in other
ndustries. The concentration on
z single event prevents BA TTLE
‘ailing into the voyeuristic trap of
ilms like CUBA VA.
""3./l TTLE’5 tone is that of
rrgument, intelligent discussion
"ather than political harangue,
the tone of Castro 's speeches, in
‘act. SLON have built the film
from segments of Castro ’s six

 '_

LE _  
LL

hour television programme,
interviews with people on the
street, in factories,‘ cutting cane,
and from the massive rally at
which Castro was forced to
admit failure. They use animated
sequences, stopped frame and
occasional snatches of a pop
soundtrack. The film ’s technique
is to counter our objections as
they arise." about the possibility
of USSR imperialism replacing
that of the US. whether it
provides fodder for the enemy to
discuss Cuba ’s poverty problem,
for instance . . .
“Apart front the film giving you
a rare chance to catch up on one
direction in which European
non-commercial film groups are
moving, B.-1TTI.l:' OF THE TEN
MILLION also provides, beneath
the level of the narrative itself, a
precise and uncliched view of the
implications of revolution in
South America. "
VERINA GLAESSNER,Time Out ;

“Somebody ought to sign up
Fidel Castro. Chris Marker ’s THE
BA TTLE OF THE l0 MILLION
proves him perhaps the most
extraordinary political performer
ofour time. Marker, who made
CUBA SI! a decade ago, watches
Fidel 's au to-critique before the
people after the failure of the
1969- 70 sugar harvest that was to
have produced 10 million tons.
It is magnificent. One leaves this
58-minute documentary praying
to God that one day some British
politician might be persuaded to
say things like ‘We have piled up
idiocies, but . . . '. Recommended. " .
DEREK MALCOLM,The Guardian ,

“SLON, (now renamed ISKRA)
is a co-operative filmmaking
group which grew out of the
shooting of LOIN DE VIETNAM
and the May events in France. It,
unlike Godard’s Vertov Group,
does not link the search for an
ideology with search for new
forms of expression. The forms
it uses grow out of the situation
the goup works within. SLON
are concerned less with the
perpetuation of a general
dissemination of counterinfor-
mation and their films are
distributed through cine clubs,
worker groups and political
organisations. Their targets are
imperialism, capitalism and the
monopolising of information.”
VERlNAGLAESSNER,TimeOut “ ~
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Colombian itestimogny W nurnba_ one
Eolanbia . .!27l_
A film by Carlos Alvarez”
Animation Manuel Vargas, Oscar

 _  B.el1ra
Voices Wllumberto Martinez,Salcedo_
Music ,__ Bias Emilio Atehortua
Tl ininsi I / N lbmm
English subtitles. E

(‘arlos Alvarez investigates demo-
cracy as practised in Colombia over
the last forty years. ln an opening
animation sequence, he ridicules the
protective role of the USAF in
‘stamping out subversion’ and all the
forces of the Colombian establish-
ment who allow their government to
be manipulated by ‘Uncle Sam’.
With the use of stills. and also
from 1951 onwards -- of some news
footage, Alvarezparades one presi-
dent aftcr another, demonstrating
the emergence of a two-party olig-
archy which tells the cnfranchised
people: ‘This is your candidate —
elect him’. The July i970 election
(the first since 1954) is studied in
detail: four candidates ran. none of
them representing the people: the
results were fixed in advance by the
ruling National Front Party, and
50% of the population abstained
from voting. despite intimidation by
those with a vested interest in
promoting ‘democratic’ elections in
which the candidates were controll-
ed. A year later. only the bourgeoi-
sie and ‘Yankee-loving, marihuana-
smoking’ young rich students had
benefittcd from the election.
Alvarez. concludes that revolution is
the only democratic option left to
the (‘olombian working class -- and
the only true form of democracy.

Victoria Wegg-Prosser
MONTHLY FILM BULLETIN

ln July 1972 there was a wave of
arrests in Colombia, after a clash
between army troops and the Nat-
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by Fabio Vasquez. Later the army
announced that the coded tiles of
Fabio Vasquez had been captured
and that these contained the names
of the ‘urban network’ of the ELN.
Consequently. several people, inclu-
ding Carlos and Julia Alvarez were
detained and accused of collaboratio
with the ELN. They were arrested O
by the Colombian Military Police
and harshly interrogated. They g
were charged with the following:
Association to commit a crime,
intention to kidnap, falsification of
documents. hiding pursued political
dissidents. making subversive films.
etc. -
Carlos Alvarez spent nearly two
years in prison. The Military tried
on many occasions to conduct a O .
secret tribunal, but due to internat-
ional and national protests the trial
could not be conducted with the
secrecy originally intended. The
tribunal was suspended several times
until — after the lifting of the ‘state
of seige’ in connection with the
presidential election --the civil
courts took over and released all the
defendants pending the very end of
the trial. Carlos Alvarez was 1‘=.)t't-
ditionallv released in_ February i974

“The nineteen months l have spent
in prison have deprived me of all
possibilities to make films -- at
least for the time being. The entire
infra-structure we had so laborious-
ly built upfor our work —- the
technical equipment. the distribut-
ion system and the financing --
none of that exists anymore. And
who will make loans to alleged
extremists‘? Or to political films‘?
l only have to open my mouth and
say something against the ‘democra-
tic’ system in Colombia. and l must
expect to be re-arrested.”

ional Liberation Army (FLN) led 1 t Carlos Alvarez, July I974
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The French film industry was severely shaken by the events of
May '68 which led to the formation of Les Emts (?ertvrau.r dtl (Vtteiriq,
an infor-mal organization of writers, directors and teeltnicians which
declared its solidarity with the striking workers and students and stated
its intention to re-structure the film industry in order to create “ii
cinema free from political and economic llllp\‘l'ltl|l\'lllti.“ Divergent
interests soon tore apart ‘the organization and today most lirencli
film-makers have returned to traditional cinema at best, they try
through the directors’ guild, the So¢'i¢"ni des Rr"aIt'san'urs dc‘-l’ Filnts, to
promote a reformist policy within the existing production~distrihntion=
exploitation system. But their policy doesn't question the political and
cultural conditions that govern film-making in France, it aims only to
improve the working conditions of the filin-makers tltclttselves within a
framework of democratic~ in its widest sense options. the most
notable aspect of the heritage of ‘68 on the French film scene today.
besides the politicization of several film magazines, is the e\istcnce ot' at
number of militant film-making collectives.

SLON--Sociéré pour le Laneement d'0euw-es .\-'uuvr'll¢'s (Society
for the Distribution of New Worksl- was founded and organized by SI
year-old Chris Marker (director of films such as DIM/\Nt‘lll-Y .~\ l’l*Kll\‘,
LE JOLI MAI, CUBA Sl!, etc., he insists on being approached only as a
member of the group). So far, SLON has produced, and helped to
produce, more films than any other militant group. A larger number of
technicians and film-makers work within SLON than any ol the other
groups. lt is also the only group that has created regional workers‘ film
groups: the Medvedkin Group at Besancon and the Sochaux (iroup at
Sochaux.

SLON was interviewed, collectively and anonymously, in Paris in
February ’72 by Guy Hennebelle. The interview, translated by
Catherine Ham and John Mathews. originally appeared in the March 3-9
issue of Time Out (London; copyright by Time Out Limited).

 Q: How was SLON formed? -
A: May ’68 gave the goup its impetus but it was

really formed in ’67. In fact it grew out of two
experiences, two films: on the one hand, FAR FROM
VIETNAM, and on the other, SEE YOU SOON.

FAR FROM VIETNAM was a film made
specifically as a protest against American aggression.
It consisted of I several sketches directed by Claude
Lelouch, William Klein, Rui Guerra, Agnes Varda,
Alain Resnais, Michele Rey and Godard. It involved
the concentrated efforts of some 150 technicians. It
was a kind of test case—people were united through
good will in an attempt to illustrate the struggle
against the continuation of the "Vietnam war. We
think the film was a failure, mainly because the good
will often concealed guilty consciences. Some took
part to absolve themselves but without attempting to
question either their method’ of working or the kind

Sill]
UJURHING CLASS
CINEMA IN FRANCE

GUY HENNEBELLE

of films they were making within the commercial
production/distribution system. As a result of this
collaboration between two different kinds of
film-makers, FAR FROM VIETNAM ended up, in
our opinion, a total failure. It was marked by
confusion , conceit, dominated by individualistic points
of view. In some ways Godard’s was the most
interesting sequence. because he coped honestly with
his conscience and explained that he couldn't make a
film on Vietnam because of his bourgeois cultural
conditioning. And this admission of impotence was
interesting. Yet the film had an impact in the States
that can’t be disregarded. . . A -‘

However that's as may be, it turned out that only
the technicians stayed with SLON : the big names for
the most part went back to making their films as
before. We went through ya fprocess of selection,
distillation. »  

The other key experience was in ’67, the making
of SEE YOU SOON. There was a strike at the
Rhodiaceta factory near Besancon, a factory
controlled by the Rhone-Poulenc Trust which
employed some 3,000 workers in.Besancon Charac-
terized by the occupation of buildings and violent
clashes with the police, it was one of the major
pro-’68 strikes. Chris. Marker, Mario Maret, Bonfanti
and some others went to the factory and participated
in the workers’ action. They felt that there was a
need for films on the working class struggle to give it
some much-needed publicity. It was one of the first
occasions since 1945 that film-makers had actually
gone to a factory and offered to put film at the
disposal of the workers. As opposed to FAR FROM
VIETNAM, the experience of making SEE _YOU
SOON was a very positive one. You could argue that
it led to the formation of three militant film-making
groups, in-fact: Dziga Vertov, as Godard also went to
the Rhodiaceta factory; Dynadia, through the
participation of Mario Maret; and SLON through the
involvement of Chris Marker. So it was the experience
of making SEE YOU SOON that finally led to the
formation of SLON. ' 0 g ~

Q: What is therelagtionship of the Medvedkin
gr0upt0SLON? ' J L
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The Medvedkin Group at llesancon
A: Once SEE YOU SOON was finished, Chris

Marker showed it to the workers who felt that though
the making of the film was a positive step, they
weren’t entirely happy with it. They thought that the
approach was still that of an outsider, it was still in
that sense ethnographic. Then Marker suggested that
they form a collective themselves to make films to
show things as they felt to be from their own
experience. So we gave, or lent, them cameras over
several weekends, and showed them how to use the
equipment. About ten workers took part. They made
a series of three films ironically titled THE NEW
_SOClET"‘it'—a. phrase used by the .French Prime
Minister Chaban Delmas to confuse people about the
ireactionsry nature of his politics. They also made
Various other films.

. Q: What was the follow-up to the e.rperiem'e of
making SEE YOU SOON?

A: A worker at the Hhodiaceta factory, Pol
Ce-be, organized a 37-minute film. Tlllfi (}Tl..»\SS
STRUGGLE. We see it as being very different from
our film. The problems of everyday militant-y are
described from within. It was said that the film was
de-mobilizing because it insisted on the unrewarding
side of daily action, but that side too needs to be
shown. intellectuals tended to criticize a sequence

"  "rue NEW socisrv

-_________ __ _ a

_ ‘_ lg ‘ I ‘I. ,' i _ _ .

that was included on the concept of culture in a
working class environment. » Of course Marker
wouldn’t have shown it in_ the same way, but you
must realize that a French worker’s contact with
culture must in the long run lead through Prevert and
Picasso, even if one day he has to  attack this
bourgeois conditioning for what it is. lt was also said
that THE CLASS STRUGGLE was workers’ Marker;
maybe it’s partly true, from the point of view of
form, perhaps, but the content is quite different.

Q: And how was the group that shot WEEKEND
AT SOCHA UX formed? N

A: One of the organizers of the Medvedkin
Group in Besancon moved to Sochaux and started a
group there. Now they choose the kinds of filrns they
want to make and just call on SLON for technical
help. At the moment they seem to be going through a
transitional phase. And they are burdened with heavy
financial problems. Q i ‘ G

Q: What is the political basis for your co-opera-
tion with the workers at Besancon and Sochaux?

A: The workers belong to the Union (the. General
Confederation of Laborlbut they film as individuals.
They don’t work through the union. Their groups are
very open. They say their role is not to find solutions.
What they are doing at the moment is attacking'the
“new society.”  Q i

Q: In general do your films use the methods of
direct cinema or do they tend to use fictional
elements at all? ,

A: Most are direct icinema, but some fictional
elements are introduced, more as a kind of cinematic
text than as narrative. 'I‘here’s never any question of
using psychological drama.  Q G W

Q: Coming back to SLON itself, how is the group
organized? . _ i _ V Q

A: lt is extremely: flexible. its basis. is a
co-operative of some eleven people, film-makers and
others. You simply become a memberby working
with us. There is no membership card. Some people
work with us for six months then leave. Othersstay
longer, once again there’s nothing formal. Some of
our technicians work on commercial productions as
well as with us but none of the directors do. We are
saddled with permanent financial problems. The
initial capital came froim selling SEE YOU SOON,
then we made four films on workers’ struggles in
France which we managed to sell to foreign
television. I must stress foreign because the Gaullist
ORTF won?t buy anything from us, Television is our
only genuine source of}finan)ce, mainly the third
channel of West German,Belgian and Swiss TV. Italy
bought some films earlier on but this seems to lw
coming to an end. We sold a few films to Quebec. We
haven’t had any offers from East .Europe.yetbut we
have been invited to Hungary._Our filmabout the
Agit Trains dedicated to Medvedkin, the Soviet
director who made HAPPINESS and who gave his
name to the Besancon film-makers group, has creates?
some interest there in Bulgaria, for instance.

Q: How many films have you produced or lielgweai
to complete? T Q " _ _

A: About fifty. Most are 16mm, black andevhite
shorts. There are six feature films: IMPOSTURE
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(Herve Pernot), BATTLE FOR THE TEN MILLION
(Chris Marker), PANO WON ’T HAPPEN (Jacggi and
Roos), AND A THOUSAND HOPES (Derois, They,
Bonfanti, Maury), THE LEAST GESTU RE (Fernand
Deligny) and WEEKEND AT SOCHAUX that we
spoke about. We also discovered Medvcdkin’s
remarkable film HAPPINESS which had been
forgotten since it was made in 193-1. We added a
soundtrack (it was silent) and now distribute it with
an interview with Medvedkin, THE AGIT TRAIN.'

Q: And distribution?
A: At first we naturally went to the more or less

alternative cultural outlets like film societies, youth
clubs, workers’ centers, local committees, political
parties and movements of various kinds. After May
’68 it was still very difficult to show political films on
the commercial distribution circuit. We need to show
our films to everyone who could possibly help. Little
by little we seem to be coming closer to getting onto
the commercial circuit. We are doing our best to
achieve this; we don’t see why we should isolate
ourselves from our wide potential audience by any
kind of purist attitude-—we have to fight in all areas,
on all fronts.

Q: What is your budget for a short film?
A: Very small, around 20,000NF [about

$4,000].
Q: Do you have a particular political line? What

kind of cinema are you trying to create?
A: Let’s answer the second part first. We make

political films: first point. But we don’t make auteur
films: second point. We want to let people speak for
themselves, and even film themselves with their own
cameras wherever possible-—-people, like workers, for
instance, who have never been allowed to express
themselves under the prevailing political system. And
thirdly, we want to make films that stick close to
reality; this is what differentiates us from, for
instance, the Dziga Vertov group.

Do we have a political position? SLON is, of
course, a left-wing group, but we are not ‘sectarian.
We are open to several progressive currents, and we
include several tendencies. There is no one person
who lays down the line at SLON. It is impossible to
outline a precise position. If we make a film about a
strike of course, we discuss the orientation with the
strikers involved. There is plenty of discussion. But
we don’t think the solution to the strategic or
ideological problems we face today will come from
the cinema. t ’ "

Q: Would you agree that generally your films can
be defined as progressive films that critici.;'c but that
rarely point out a path or a line of action that newts
to be followed? A  s

.A: No, that doesn’t cover what we are doing. Let.
us say that we at SLON are still functioning at the
level of research. We have no line defined beyond a
general anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist one. Let us say
that within SLON a majority of us looks at problems
in similar ways. Basically, we work for the rank and
file struggle of the working class. We do not work for
a particular organization. The line will emerge from
our basis in the working ‘class, from the workers
themselves. It's not our job to provide it. Perhaps

9

there will be divergencies of opinion among us on a
precise issue. We don ’t know. For the moment we are
trying to discover it through militant action.

Q: Are_ you trying to evolve a new cinematic
language?

A: We’re very interested in this, but as opposed
to the Dziga Vertov group, for instance, we don’t
think new forms can just appear frominowhere, from
research done in a laboratory. They can only arise out
of working patiently with thes people whose
ambitions and preoccupations we are attempting to
express. A form does not exist in itself, only in
relation to content. We have to know what it is that
we want to say first, and then find better ways of
saying it.  

Q: D0 the workers involved in your films have
any con trol over them?

A: Well, take WEEKEND AT SOCHAUX for
instance. We worked the film out with theworkers
for whom it was made. That’s how we developed the
plot. We brought our technical know-how and our
ideas, the workers brought their ideas and the reality
itself. The film was built from the very beginning on
this collaboration. It was more difficult with the
editing. You can’t avoid the technical side and it is
impossible to have everyone involved. We showed the
workers the rushes frame by frame, then discussed
the cutting three times with a small group.
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On Novcmbcr 2 I st, -I 974, two
bombs exploded in two Birming-
ham pubs, leaving ll pcoplc dcad
and many woundcd. The angci of
working people in Britain was rcal.
immediate, and understandable.
The deaths, and similar terrorist
attacks, must be condemned. But
they have to be understood,
rather than used against Irish
people in general. To be under-
stood they have to be explained.
Socialist organisations, even
though divided. must take up this
task. They will have to expose
those things which have made
most British people prejudiced
against the Irish. and which have
led to thciralmost total ignorance
of thc origins of the con llict in thc
North, and thc conduct of thc
British in the province over many,
many years. .
This film was made with two limi-
ted aims in mind. First, to remind
us of the reasons why the (‘ivil
Rights movement in the North in
I96 8/I 969 had such support and
was pursued so fearlessly by work-
ing class people: that with Partition
in I922, Ulster became the Orange
State ~governed on behalf of thc
British through thc Protestant
supremacist ruling class and thc
Unionist and Orange organisations;
that the Catholit s, suddenly a
minority within this state. found
themselves deni‘cd.full represen-
tation, and worsc, dcnicd work
on a massive scalc. Second. to
expose oncc and for all the
violently rcprcssivc rolc of thc
British Army, to put an cnd to
thc vicious myth of ‘peace kcc p-
ing' in Northern Ireland.
We chose to show these things
through the eyes and words ol
working class people in Derry and
Belfast. Sincc thcsc arc thc pcoplc
who rcccivc, day after day, thc
worst of British Army assaults
and harassment, and whosc
resistance thcrclorc has to be day
to day and oftcn violent. it \\ III
not be surprising: if many BfIl!'sIl
peoplc find thc tilm slicckiiig iii
parts, to thc cstcnt of \L‘CIllIlli_' cs-
aggcratcd and ptopagandist both
in its portrayal of army brutality.
and in the attcm pt to dcscribc thc
hopes for an Cfltl to scctariaiiism
and exploitation voiccd tlnoiij_~h-
out thc film tn working class
Catholics. If it appcars so, it L an
only be bccausc lor much morc
than thc last fivc years, thc Iitlllflll
press and tclcvision have main-
tained a conspiracy of silcncc about
thc real events in Northern In. l.ind,
a silence so total that most pcoplc
in Britain and thc Irish Republic
arc completely unaware of ll.
Anthony Smith. one-time scrs .int
of a major news corporation. cs-
cditor of thc ‘Z-l Hours‘ l'lI'Ul1I';lllll"IlL‘
says this about censorship: “Iii
Northern Ircland, to raisc thc
qucstion of equality of oppor-
tunity in jobs. education, and
council liou.singbcforc thc growtli
of thc Civil Rights inovcmcnt \‘.tl\
to bc in llamlnatory. (Jnc of tli-.'
means whereby thc Province was
hcld togclhcr was silcncc on thc
part of thc media. I or Radio and
Tclcvision. to rcport on tl.='Islct'sl
intcrnal affairs. using thc normal
and ethical SOt‘l..lI tcrins of rct-
crciicc of the it-st of Britain Ill
Illt‘ Illilllis anti Iiltillh "is \'(*’l-
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snlctcd El breach of liroatlcastiiig
neutrality." Until thc Unionist
state began its violcnt attack
against thc Civil Rights marclicrs
in the summer and au tumn of
I969, and then against thc hcait
of thc Catholic glictlocs thcin-
sclvcs, Northern Ireland for all
intents and purposes did not
exist for the British pcoplc. l*or
one brief period, August I969, and
during thc first weeks of I-‘rcc
Derry, British rcportcis and
caincra crews walked thc siiccts
of Derry and Bclfast with lIlL.‘|l'
eyes open, and cvcn rcportcd thc
resistance of thc Bogsidc against
policc and B-Special ;itt:ick.s, from
bchind the pcoplc's barricadcs. I'Ul
one brief m,omcnt. sic wcrc
allowcd to hear working class
(‘atholics and Prolcslttnls des-
cribc thc conditions in which
they livcd, and thc attacks that
thcy wcrc suffcring. Ihc rcsnlt
could not bc stifled ti wavc of
syinpathy in Britain for thc
opprcsscd (‘atliolic minority. Iliis
sympatliy was uscd with thc
utmost cffcct by thc British
Labour Govcrmncnt of thc timc,
to soften thc militancy of tlic
(litllolics, and lo smooth thc w.i_\
for thc arrival of thc British .-\l'lll_\.
()ur sympathy was now uscd to
blackmail thc (atliolic coininun-
ity into acccpling thc control ol
thc British Army ovci vital arcas
of thcir IiVt"s'. 'I‘Ilc dcfcncc of
tatholic homcs was turnctt into
thc cncirclcmcnt of tlic (‘atliolic
LlfL‘I.L.\. The B-Spccizils may Iizivc
found it liardcr to get in but thc
('athoIics found it increasingly
difficult to get out. Ihc gcini ol
working class rcvolt had bccn put
into quariintinc. All that rcinaincd
was to find ways of wiping it out
Rarcly has thc rolc of British
Prcss and Television bccn so clcar.
Oncc thc Anny was in. they lic-
cainc thc most blatant inoutli--
picccs for govctinncnt [7fU['lll-
ganda. On thc one hand lhcy
told us in Britain that our synt-
pathy was licing abuscd by thc
("atliolic coininunitics; on thc
othcr telling lhcni that our
pulicncc and goodwill was runiiini'
out.
\\‘Iicn thc tltitholics bccainc inoic
and inorc lsiiI;llt‘tI bcliind thc
ring ol .-'\fIll\ bairlicd uirc and
clicclspoints, so our only iiitcr
IllL‘tII;lfIL‘\ liccainc lllt‘ llfcss Iliil
lust jtitlgc and iury. but intcr-
prctcr as well.
.-\s Catliolifi and Rcpublican
rcsistancc agaiiist thc iiicrcasiiig
pliyslcal i'omin;ilioii of llic -\l'lll\
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grew, thc press and television
witlnlrew from these areas, and
tlic second phase of censorship
began. broken only by thc most
sensational cvcnts. and in thc most
distorted form.
But information has not just bccn
supprcsscd ncws has to bc pro-
duced, and has to bc crcatcd
whcn necessary. The justification
for thc ‘bi-partisan‘ policy of
(‘onsc-rvativc and Labour govern-
incnts rcquires that thc Army be
sccn in Ll ‘pcacc-keeping‘ role.
Anny coloncls, trained in news
reporting techniques, appear on our
scrccns cvcry wcck. blotting out
our qucslions with bland Iics.
\\'hcn in doubt our reporters turn
to thc Ariny. Ihc lic of peace-
kccping is maintained, bccausc it
is llic .-\rin_v itsclf that rcports on
itsclf. and on thc pcoplc too. In
this way thc prcss and television
liavc bccoinc thc parasites of thc
.-\riny. 'I'o justify their rolc, they
must justify the rolc of thc Army.
Io rcvcal any part of thc truth
of thc last fivc ycars would not
only dcstroy thcir credibility, but
would rcvcal thc rcal anti~
working class basis of thc policics
practised by Tory and Labour
_i!ovcrnincnt.s alikc and thc truc
rolc of thc .-\rmy. So ctich time
thc Prcss and lclcvision rcvicw
thc last fivc ycars. that history
bccoincs inorc unreal and rcmotc.
\\'li:it wc do not hear is what
words like ‘pcacc keeping‘ and
‘civiIis"ation' mcaii. undcr army
occupalioit. Civilistilion mcuns thc
conlilntous daily violcncc of
living in crumbling houses, with
lcaking roofs. rats running ovcr
thc floors, roads broken up by
tinny trucks. strcct lighting
smaslicd by dfllly patrols, no
pubs lcft to spcak of, wlicrc un-
cinployincnt is thc rulc, hunger
Ll habit. and deprivation a culturc.
I he Protestant and Catholic
ghcttocs have become a scrics of
conccntralion camps drcsscd up
;is(‘ot'o|1ttlio|l Strcct.

llic Army, undcrstantling its
function all too well, sccs cvcry
sign of poverty as a probable
source of rcbcllion or rcsistancc.
and thus search and detain any-
onc who is poor and trics to
iisc two inches above his knccs.
I lic glicttocs arc lockcd in by
iiriny posts. supervised by con-
stant patrols, inforincd on by
snoopcrs_ uiilcltcil through
biiiociilars, filincd by army cam-
ct".ts, iiniilyscd by intclligcncc units.
E'licri_- is ;i filc on cvcry face in

._--.~c;-\,-' sircct. llic walls of tinny
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ntclligcnce units are lined with
photographs that would do credit
to a social anthropologist --mothers.
brothers, fathers, friends, cousins.
nieces, in doorways, walking down
streets, in playgrounds, coming
out of school--who talks to who,
who plays with who, who resists.‘
who leads, who supports. And
still, as during the Civil Rights
period. resistance is maintained.
Whitclaw and Rees call it thug-
gcry, madness. We call it nor-
mality -the normality of working
class resistance to continuous
grinding opprc ssion.
It was against this background that
‘Ireland: Behind the Wire‘ was
made. Started in August 1969,
and continued whenever time and
money allowed during the next
four years, both in Derry and
Belfast, it became clear early on s
that for British and Southern Irish
people to understand anything
about events in the North, they
had to understand the reality of
army occupation; that somehow,
through thc blanket of censor-
ship and twisted reporting, people "
had to understand what the ex- '
pcrience of army occupation is in
Britain for working class people.
Secondly, they had to under-
stand what it was that thc army-
was trying to smash. Thus in the

d

II

first part of the film the origins
of rcpublicanism an of resis-
tance to British rule are described.
In the second part, rmy occu-
pation, internmen Jand civil
resistance.
We acknowledge that the film has
many weaknesses. It does not
cover the experience of the Pro-
tcstant working class. The reasons
for this arc important to note.
What started off as a record of the
Civil Rights movement at a time
of confrontation carried on after
August I969 into a record of its
dcvclopmcnl in Free Derry. During
this period, thc dominance of the
British Army began to build up,
and gradually the resistance of the
Catholic communities to it. Very
soon, we were caught up in thc
prcdicamcnt of thc Catholic areas
in which we worked: that is,
trapped by thc army and by Pro-
tcstant reaction against Catholic
resistance. It became, by late I970,
virtually impossible
the Catholic areas.
The film reflects the realities of
life in Catholic areas during the
pcriod. It also retlccts our own
failurc to understand, which was
-.1 common failure at the time, that
thc Protestants could not be
ignored. To that extent, thc amiy
had won.
But we believe that the film is a
powerful blow against censorship,
but raises again, and more urgent-
ly, thc necessity for this wall of
silcncc to be broken. Unless it is
broken, the British working class
will not acknolwcdge the plight
of their fellows in Ireland. British
journalists have given in without a
fight. without a law being passed.
Pressure for overt censorship is
increasing, as is the pressure to
extend the repressive apparatus so
carefully assembled in the North
over to Britain. The Terrorism Act
was intended to cause panic and
confusion, and has partly succeed-
ed. It is essential to fight at once
against repression and censorship
in Northern Ireland, and against
its extension to the rest of Britain.

BERWICK STREET FILM
COLLECTIVE
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Itlttleefillile
BATTLE OF CHILE is a major

documentary on the Chilean exper-
ience in three feature-lengthsections.
The project was begun in 1973, and
I third part is still being completed.

s ‘Patricio Guzman shot the whole
ofhisiilm withateamofsix
people constantly on the spot with

s cameras and recorders.
. “This film is the first work ofart

in a new way of analysing politics.
It is a history lesson that has never
before been achieved in the cinema?‘
(Le Monde)
THE BATTLE OF CHILE, PART
ONE: THE INSURRECTION OF
THE BOURGEOISIE
(La Lucha de un Pueblo Sin Armas)
Patricio Guzman, Equipo Tercer
Ano—lCAlC - Chris Marker
(Stile-Cuba/1973-5/ 106 minslCLUB
“A detailed analysis of events be-
tween the lorry-drivers‘ strike in
October 197 2 and the attack of the
Moneda Palace in September "I3.
The elections are coming up, Guz-
man and his crew let both supporters
and opponents of the Popular Unity
have a chance to speak. Their replies
are a poem of their own; a true
commentary on the situation in
Gillie on the eve of the take-over by
the Junta."

P (Le Meade)
1. ._ s » ‘ 1 . ...

‘IRE BATTLE or PART
do Estado)

Patricio Guzman
Chile-Cuba/l 9'13 -5/99 mins/CLUB

- 4

two organises varied documen-
V tary material film of State. occa-
sions, workers’ meetings, Parliamen-

sessions - into a detailedv

of the ten sveeira leading up
1 .* to the coup. It shows the tunnoil

on the’left _a§ militants struggle to
develop the best way of defending

¢ Popular Unity from the imminent
P right-wing offensive. Part Two
bcflns where Part One left off --

" with probably the molt extraordin-
uy piece of documentary footage
stocome out of the Giile-an crisis

“Allende. Allende cl pueblo te dc-
ticndc." chanted the massed ranks
old Popular Unity supporters in S.m~
lingo. Within weeks their leader
was to lie dead in the bombed
ruins or Monctla l"';t_lace. lllr \i.~-
tim of at rigltt-wing coup wltttrlt
the Marxist president's followers
found themselves powerless to
l‘t‘.SlSl'. _

Patricio (lo.-'m.m's tltrcc-p.tt"t
documentary (thc third is still being.
completed). retr-aces the tense Last
months of Allcndc's government .ts
it tried to push its $t1t‘l;lll.\l pro-
gramme through the vetoes t»l'(‘on-
gress and the oppositions o1't‘he.\-
tratcd campaign of economic dis-
rupuon.

Allcndc's sttsuncr to each next
crisis \\".ts to t.‘;rll his sttpportcrs ntti
on the streets in tnussivc. tltrillin-.1
rallies of reallirmutiott. rallies lli.tl
finally taught the l\ot|tllt‘nl\'it‘ their

_ ... q-.-._. at-,. .-..,.,',.-s.- _-._. m '_-_ ____ _ __ . - 1 - ' --

\

 

Batalla de Chile, la lucha de un pueblo
sin armas, La (The Battle of Chile,
the fightof an unarmed people) -  
Chile, 1974/75 Director: Patricio Guzman

Dirt --The Other Cinema. p.c-Equipo Tercer Aiio. With the collaboration
of lllsllllllll Cubztno del Arte c Industria Cincmttlogrnlieos and Chris
lVl£ll'l\Cf. p. mcmugcr -Federico Elton. asst. d-—-Jose Pino. sc‘— -Patricio
(ittzttnut. ph --Jorge Muller. erl—--Pedro Chatskel. st! Bernardo Menz.
(It(l'!..\'t‘t'.\‘ Mnrtzt Hztrneckcr, Julio Garcia Espinoza. mlltrhorurorr t-Paloma
Guzman, l ili;tn lndseth, Gztstott Ancclovici, Angelina Vasquez, Armittdo
Cnrtloso, ]u;t|t Jose Mcndi, (irupo lskrrt, Estutlios ll&S. 7,380 ft. 205 mins.
(ln two pztrlsi 12 LA lNSLll{RF.CCl()N_ DE LA BURGUESIA
[I lll-Y lt\’Slll(l{li("l'l()N ()l~' THE BOURGii()lS|E], 3,8l6 ft. I06 m_ms.;
2: l-‘l (i()l l'l< Ill-1 ES l'Al)() [Tl IE COUP l)'l:l'l'AT], 3,564 ft. 99 mms.).
(lo nun). l".'rl_t_,'l1'r/t t'onnnt'nrory (mt! .mbtt'tlr's.

The Hui!/t' of Cltilc is a Mrtrsist analysis of the overthrow of
Stil\‘.ttlUl' Allcndc's Chilean government by the political right; as
such, it makes no specious pretence to objectivity. lts structure,
ho\\c\cl', qualifies it as the most informative documentary on the
stlhjcct and the one which, strangely, may provide a picture (as
opposed to an analysis of that picture) acceptable to both ends of
the political spectrum. This quality rests on several factors: a com-
prehensiveness that permits exploration of key events leading to the
coup; ,1 commentary whose pt)lillC;.ll commitment is so utteqtnvocal
thnt it acknooletlges that this is rt ‘complete' analysis only in the
terms of these Chilean filnt-ntttkers. Beyond the overlaid com-
mcnl.;t|'y_ one becomes aware of another, increasingly tense dialogue
taking. place within the film» between the makers themselves and
thc people participating. Footage of street llllL'f\lC\\'5, factory
discttssion and Ll TV clztsh between left and right (which transcends
parody in it tcrril'ying.;ly hilarious spiral of non-Comprclt¢IlSl0ll)
reflects the true debate involving the people, the government and,
indcctl, the constitution itself. Consequently the vievtcr is honestly
e.\poset.l to the \\eatl<ness and vacilltttion of both left and right, but
is also made aware of at Country at such a 'cruct..tl sl;tgc_ units
tlexclopmcnl, and in the polnristttiott--.ol'. opinion, that lllt2'llT_-lit-_t§n:S
oxerttltclntingly comcy tl1einc.\ornblc collapse of democracy. We
are confronted with scenes from at tortured country, where there ts
much Frttntic activity at night, where there is both fanztticism and
complttccncy, and people are forever" gntherittg together but not
al~.~..tys moving in the some direction. p t

SCOTT Mlilili

lcsstm; that Allende would not 1,‘;
sltillcd from power by ll-;ti_r'|nt';|||§,

The tlay alter the lusr'ist-backed
strike rtl the r‘t)ppr-.f|ni|1¢_-gt, “-3; fin.
tally crushed, one small section of
the army took revenge in an embat-
russing prelude to the coup. ll might
ll;lVt‘ l)t.'ft?Il in-'t'I'lt_tt)l£t_3tZl ll. till Argen-
tinian catneuntun had not been
there to record the incident t and
his own death. While ltt‘ kept
hmvcly shooting at the ‘soldiers as
they spilled out of the back of 3
lorry. two of them calmly tool;
aim and shot him down ~ remark-
able footage that becomes no less
shockin;.: with familiarity. t

Till: ll.-\'l"l“l.l'§ 0|‘ CHILE is a
scurittg indittm~.'nt of collusion P
against tlcrnocrciry bt.'l\vcefl lht." op-
position. the (‘IA and the armed
l'ort‘es. Yet the dut‘t|mcnlatty's
down--l.1e;tt. somewhat ironic style
works best when (iuz.m-an and his
crew interview supporters of Popu-
lur llntly and the opposition parties ~
Ill the run-up to the 1973 t-t>tigrcs-
sionrtl election. No ballot hos rould
have smothered the flames of class , .
ltatred that his interviews reveal."
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The formation ofcinema in Chile

¢

The economic structures of the media differ from each other in various ways.
These differences correspond to the different ways in which capital is able. in
each of them. to exert control over the product or the programming. But this is
connected with the fact that in each case there is something idiosyncratic
about the raw materials or the type of commodity produced. ,

ln the case of the press, for example, one of the raw materials is presumably
news. One is inclined at first to think that news is like air: simply there for the
taking. However, like every other raw material, it has to be processed before it
can become a commodity within the industrial divisionof labour, and this
begins in the act of gathering the news itself. In his interview below, Mattelart
describes some of the ideological issues which are involved here, in relation to
the fact that established journalistic practice already at this level produces a

‘inhabitant of a poblacion, which is the Chilean word for a township.

-r. '

shaping of the news which does not correspond to the political needs time
masses. Elsewhere" he has out that the
nationalisation of the press, those who make business from
gathering acquire a monopoly position in spite of the fact that news Itself IS not
a raw material which suffers from any kind of scarcity‘ value. He itS_$P¢flkJ¥T8~
of course, of the powerful positions of the big agencies, UPI (United Press.
International), AP_(Associate“d Press), Reuters and France-Presse;
represented in newspapers is shaped by in many ways.
exampie. A P transmits by iteletype on average 100,? words of

"European countries? 65,000 mgggnrgfiastzandgonly 69. pg
America, South-‘EasteAsra and the Near East.“ . .  . ‘ ‘l cl

In the _
notice is are noti S_-l!.'i'.CI s- a

-. ~. —..-_r.- _.--with e both a 'euse+-vaéluersand exclltangesvaiuei
eexvhflsss-vfl1.e=;"Bat noon: esshaass-‘"a1ae***1=> =eommodity._?Tiierefore radio ,.asa
in the strict unless they are or
from such speciai cases. as arenot it C ' C
or viewers’ point of vie‘W_ if ail have to do 73
the set which is the commodity. (in the case
itself obviously is a commodity. ibltt 1 if the of
public domain." then the piece of music -isn‘t.) Nor are 3fl11T1°5'iC
commodities from the point of view of the production.
sell them to other  companies or (have to buy 1
broadcasting a completely immaterial commodity
purpose of financing the company m3‘t1_'5 calf"
space — in the form of space for or by spo§l'5*E{F$l1lPt-(;_i3}l1
there are other ways of financing broadcast Public service
companies often raise their money indirectlv ifrom the consumer mafkfiliby
means of licence fees. (One radio station in New York. WBAI, is fiflrafliwfi by
voluntary public subscription.) Unless ‘the manufacturers of broadcast
equipment (hardware) are also manufacturers of ‘programme, material,
(software) -or tied in with them - theymay even be indifferent to the form of
ownership of the programme companies. Whatever the form of own¢f51f1P~ I1?
companies still constitute a market for their products. Mattelart mfiflllvfls _l11
his interview that Chilean television was set up as agbasica1ly_non-commercial
structure, which was unusual for Latin America. In a situation ‘of economic
imperialism like Chile it may even be an advantage if (W! CQFIPHHIFS 91° Pub“:
service since it is likely that the State will be unable to raise sufficient finances
for, them indirectly from the consumer market and will therefore be f0f¢¢d I0
rely on deficit financing. This on the one hand only increases‘ its l‘¢ll9»flf>¢ °"
foreign debt, while at the same time it forces the programme companies; to
obtain as many ready-made programmes as possible from abroad. The im-
perialising companies can of course provide the programmes more cheaply
than they can be produced locally.
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When we turn to cinema, we find that the film is an object of exchange-
value, which produces a direct income from theconsumer. The exchange-value
consists in the price paid for admission. But the film is not like a gramophone
record. It doesn’t physically change hands. And there is still a peculiarity here.
We shall see this more clearly if we go back to Marx once more. Marx says
that considered as an exchange-value a commodity is a non-use-value to its
owner. because he is not interested in its use-value as such. For him, the use-
value lies only in its exchange-value. The use-value is alienated from the seller’s
point of view, because it is only a means to an end - the exchange-value. So in
order for its value to be realised, it must first realise its exchange-value. As
Marx puts it:

To become a use-value, the commodity must encounter the particular
need which it can satisfy. Thus the use-values of commodities become
use-values by a mutual exchange of places: they pass from the hands of
those for whom they were means of exchange into the hands of those for
whom they serve as consumer goods.”

But the pecularity of film (in which, it is true, it is not unique) is that it does not
need p/1_vsicaI1_t' to change hands. The owner for whom it serves as an
exchange-value never need let go of it to realise the exchange-value. What he
sells. legally. is the right of admission to view it. But this accounts for the whole
structure of ownership and control in the film industry", because if there is no
need for the commodity to pass physically into the hands of the consumer.
there is alsono reason why the owner - the distributor - should let its
ownership pass into the hands of the exhibitor when he can rent it to him
instead. when he can make some kind of contractual agreement which gives
the exhibitor rights of exhibition without rights of ownership. If you go back to
the early history of cinema, you will discover that the accumulation of capital
by the distributors, which eventually led to their domination over production
as well as over exhibition. began when they hit on the device offilm rental. T

(You cannot really make sense of the way cinema works aesthetically and
ideologically unless you ground the analysis in these economic conditions. l
don’t mean to deny in any way the aesthetic and ideological aspects of film.
Obviously, while the material form of the film doesn't change hands. there is
something which the viewer receives and takes away — content, message, sign-
value. But, first, these are precisely aspects of the use-value. not theexchange
value. They are what carry the exchange-value. Secondly, they themselves are
carried by something material — you fall into an idealist trap if you forget this:
in the language of information theory, every ‘bit’ of information is carried by a
unit of matter or energy. And this matter-energy constitutes the material object
in which the capitalist invests his exchange-value. So whatever control he can
establish over content comes from the control he establishes over the object
itself; and that involves, as I have argued elsewhere,‘ control over the process
of production, the labour process. Examination of the labour process reveals

s " ln Labour Power in the Film Industry. BFI. 1976.
.... c,

certain things which limit the control the capitalist can achieve. but if it
nevertheless takes on a form which answers in some measure to the
requirements which the distributors put on it, because they are the major
bankers for production money, this is because the peculiar nature of film as a
commodity enabled them to establish their domination in the first place.)

What the exhibitor provides is an infrastructure - the cinemas — for the
distribution of goods produced under mandate from the distributor. The
cinemas are generally owned by the national bourgeoisie. The distributors are
thus relieved of the responsibility of constructing the cinemas themselves. and
at the same time local capital has to pay out for the cost of plant and
equipment In their dealings with local producers as well as exhibitors. the
distributors rely on another peculiarity of film: the fact that the cost of
manufacturing copies for distribution is almost infinitesimal in relation to
actual costs of production. This means that prints can be exported without
depriving the home market, so that the greater part. if not all. of the costs of
production are recovered on the home market, and foreign income is virtually
all pure profit. Before the US domestic market began to contract with the
growth of television. the US distributors could even afford to undermine local
producers in dependent countries by undercutting them. adding to the
advantage they already had in dealing with relatively small markets like Chile.
which comes from the fact that local producers cannot afford the lavish budgets
needed to make their product competitive with Hollywood. and that they suffer
from a relative lack of access to other markets. t

.~\ll this adds up to virtual monopoly control of the market by the dis
tributors. They used their position in Chile. as reports from Variety included
below in Appendix lll demonstrate. to try and sabotage cinema under Popular
Linity by restricting the supply of films. Reports on the films being shown in
Santiago during 1973 suggest that the choice was pretty narrow. so it appears
that the imperialists‘ offensive had some success. The Government tried to
remedy this by bringing in films from Eastern Europe and from Cuba. and to
take cinemas over into a state-run circuit (in the charge of the state company.
Chile Films). But this policy was piecemeal. lt was bound to have only
restricted success as long as state intervention in cinema was limited to
competition with the capitalist sector and the monopoly distributors were not
confronted directly. Meanwhile, the most vocal critics of the situation were
sometimes those sectors of the bourgeoisie which felt deprived of ‘quality art‘
movies.

lt may be surprising, given this structure, to realise that Chilean film
production actually dates back to the early twenties if not before. However. the
point is that the structure was not introduced by Hollywood as afait accompli
any more than the US invented economic imperialism. Cinema had already
arrived in Latin America in quite a significant way before the First World
War; in other words, before US world domination of the film industry was
properly established. Moreover, just as in the countries. where cinema
originated, it was aimed in Chile, from the start, at the working class. (The
reasons why cinema established itself from the outset as as working class
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entertainment are beyond the scope of this essay.) Figures contained in the
British trade annual. The Kinemalograph Year Book, testify that cinemas had
been opened in major industrial or mining centres not only in Chile but even,
for example. in fairly remote parts of Bolivia. (Thus, at the beginning of 1916.
there were cinemas in Santiago, Valparaiso, Antofagasta, Coquimbo, La
Serena. Tal-Tal. Los Andes, Huasco, and Calama; and in Bolivia. in La Paz.
Cochabamba, Santa Cruz. Oruro, Guaqui, Sorata and Uyuni. The smallest of
these locations were Huasco, with a population of only 6000, and Sorata, with
5000. Atthe beginning of I917 .the actual number of cinemas in Valparaiso
was 9 although they were notentirely given over to film. Film represented
about 70% of their business and prices ranged from 5d to 5s. Santiago had 32

‘cinemas. although. according to The Kinematograph Year Book, only 8 or 9 of
these could be termed first class. They had a seating capacity of 18,000. By
comparison. Montevideo in Uruguay had 54 cinemas with seating for 27,200
and Rosario in Argentina had I8.) . .

We know little of early Chilean film production except the figures: some 80
features were made before 1931. almost half of them between 1925 and I927.
tThe whole figure is equal to Chilean film production since then up to the end
ol the sixties.) The economic basis of this production was pretty haphazard.
but Chile here was in the same situation as many other countries. including
several smaller European countries. It was able to sustain some kind of film
production in spite of the growing power of Hollywood. first of all for a variety
ofeconomic reasons: silent production was relatively cheap and easy: since the
production process had not yet developed very much sophistication or even
\cry much division of l_abour. it could be carried out on the basis of available
local resources even though these were pretty restricted. ”

. It may also be that it was impractical even for the North Americans to deny
the need o-f ‘primitive audiences -— ‘primitive’ in the sense that all early film
audiences are - to satisfy their naive fascination by seeing somethingat least
of their own country on the screen. This of course is what most local producers
principally exploit. as we see in the continuing stream of ‘local colour‘
melodramas and comedies produced in Argentina and Mexico. And perhaps
this is especially true after the coming of the talkies. in the case of comedies.
which are more difficult to export -than other cinematic forms. particularly
where they depend on a play of language.

V The arrival of the talkies seems to have been a serious set-back for Chilean
film production which only began to revive after a gap of three or four years.
and received a further impulse when the Popular Front social democrat
government, under Aguirre Cerda, came to power in 1938. In I940, this
Government created Chile Films, a state-owned studio and facilities gcoirfpanyy
designed to promote production by servicing indepen_d_ent,,pr_qducers. It was
conceived in iheissrfie‘ way as 'CC')RFO,i the state Corporation for the
Development of Production. One of the first directors of CORFO. which was
established at about the same time, said: S

I can tell you that never has the Corporation interfered with private . ..
initiative. It is in particular the industrialists themselves which very often,

' 1

not always, seek the form in which the Corporation may help them. The
cases in which they themselves have sought association with the
Corporation are innumerable; but never has the Corporation come to
control the business which it aids or in which it participates. The
Corporation intervenes as a capitalistic partner . . .1“

Unfortunately I have not been able to trace the exact relationship between
CORFO and Chile Films, but it’s clear that there was a relationship. since
there was a member of CORFO on the Council for the Promotion of the Film
Industry which was set up by the Frei Government in 1967. At the same time.
it is clear that the fundamental commercial character of Chile Films remained
unaltered throughout. There was no change in I946 when the Popular Front
candidate. Videla, a Radical, was elected with Communist support. But then.
when the Communists won one-sixth of the vote in municipal elections five
months later. Videla double-crossed them and banned the Communist Party
lunder the Law for the Defence of Democracy, which was not repealed for
several years).

lns fact. film production remained spasmodic anyway, since it had in no way
been provided with a firm economic base. Ch_i_le_ _Iii‘l_rrts___f1._t_r_1_ct‘ionied una_v'_<>.i£l.i1_.b.1}'
in competition with other. privately-owned studios, _a__n_tf_.l_t_h_e__productions which
it *sriiF='<T.'.Eéi.éI6I.1@_.sa.fii.s;sfiaraéi€t7'i iA_s_.<><><l.... mans <2f thsrii '§=s>.'"
prQdUEQ_t1_)_hI_‘l_§ ntiQa. The disadvantages to a5*ine§'n&"fii5i “production
coritipnued right through to ‘Popular Unity. In the first place. the market \+\£1\
not a large one. There were 337 cinemas in Chil_e_ when Popular L'nitv came to
pt\\\'_§_I'. _Qut of_'_£_]_Z"d_i§tfr'if[_§Ii:Htiony  d”’tl1i'ei"‘{\Ior't_h
.-\n1ericari"s_:-fhe 5t?€~'5".§§"n1'eia'sei¢esx.-ere."s"5"rmEl"55'Fit&?:rs tl=;?¥5H51?r
the“'Fi§ii'o'ii“2U bourgeoisie. individually or in small circuits: in Santiago. 27 out of
Fl first-run houses were in the hands of only 2 financial groups. Chilean films
themselves were exempted from tax. but the form which this exemption took
favoured the exhibitor and the distributor rather than the producer. The
exhibitor took 50% of the box office. the distributor 30%. so the film maker
received only 20% to cover the cost of the film. The taxation on foreign films
was redistributed to domestic producers. However. only 65% of total box
olfice receipts were subject to this tax. so even here the distributors and
exhibitors between them retained more than 50%. In other words.__d9_g1_e§_tic
production was underdevelo d both because of tl1esmallp_elce_n_t_age o(__t;_q,3

‘*-uv-v-.,,,,

office_|_'g_t_urns which were dire.c§y_r_eg_gyered By the producer. and beca_u_se,t,n_
order to achieve the state subsidv whi§h?te_Homestie_pr_gducer __~ir_1§yj,ta_bjy
needed as aTe'§TilT it was flCC6SS3_['_y_[l1h_§_l__!fQ,[_§_i_g_!'L_fi__,ufi“fi.)Uld _~(“_mmi§)”_appr9_p_[igt.e_
almost all the screen time: in fact, about 95%.

T ' ' 1- .-s he new Chilean film culture which was to challenge this state of affairs
began to develop at the end of the 1950s. It can be dated more or less precisely
to I958 and the establishment of the first cineclub at the University of Chile.
and soon afterwardsthe Film Institute at the Catholic University in Santiago.
The Communications Department of the University of Chile was established in
I960. It included an experimental department, directed by Sergio Bravo (and
after I967 by Pedro Chaskel). Aldo Francia founded the cineclub of Vifia del
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Mar in I962, which by 1967 had developed into the Festival for the
new Latin American cinema it’s main focus outside Cuba. How are we to
locate this development? I i

In the first place we have to look back and realise the continuity of mass
political struggle in Chile right from the beginningof the century. (Among the
films which later recalled it are of course Littin’s La tierra prometida which, as
I recounted above. deals with an episode in the early 19305 which coincided
with tlie shortlived Socialist Government of Marmaduke Grove.) An indicator
of the strength of this tradition was the 18% vote which the Communists
obtained in the municipal elections in I947. In 1956, the Communist Party
and the Socialist Party (founded in I933 as a Marxist alternative to the
(Y-iriimunistsl formed a Popular Action Front (FRAP) which adopted Allende
as its presidential candidate in I958. He lost to the right wingerAlessandri by
approximately 30.000 votes. Considering his popular support there was no
L|'tlt."~l.lt).'l that he wouitl have won were it not for the disenfranchisement of a
i.i+-_'.t.- r.i.-m’:oer of people through illiteracy (which in Chile was running at about
211"». of the aeiult population in I950). It is clear:Q_1_e__refore that even before the
(:1't.ti"l£tI‘: Revolution tl"~.e_r__e"__w_'___r.tsflin Chile _a__s_._t_rio_“ri_§gj_radic‘a'l‘ atmosphere liable to
cf i'5‘FI3"i'tit-if.‘ l_.ll:i'?l_i t ei I i gent __a. A '0

I .'.'\...Il irnportani practical factor which was involved was the spread of modern
l'!"1.-.‘{'lti'i li‘t.‘il!'lOl<'t_t:{f.. including the establishment of television in Chile in I962.
.-\s ‘.\l.i;:e‘.a"i ;[li.ll.'l‘['\ out below. the pattern of Chilean television tdilferent from
tire .o:"#";n—:r.;€.:i ;--siztern of other Latin American countries) gave radical film
iftlli-.'..'l'\ ::t~.t.:h more’ opportunity to make films for television than would
.~tb».:ruise expected. However. the establishment of film departments in the
uni-.=.+rsities even before .ll'll':~ was due to' the paradox'ical conditions of cultural
tiependency. in the same way. the University of Chile developed the leading
tli-':.ona department in the whole of Latin America. imitating European models.
and with facilities and installations: which generally exceeded those available in
the Santiago theatres. and courses in contemporary European drama and
acting styles which there was no possibility of pursuing outside the University.
With hardly any authentic theatrical tradition of their own. the Chilean
bourgeoisie entertained instead a kind of snobbish desire to imitate whatever
was fashionable in Europe. As Soto points out below. although the US has
tal~;en over the role of economic imperialism. Europe remained the dominant
viulttiral model in Chile. tChilean actors now in exile in England who went
through this drama department speak of it as a kind of disease of cultural
depcridency.l In the case of_film this meant that such European models as
Italian neo-reali:§mT'Fr‘e'§_mC_i__n_§nia‘ afidiithe 7V0iuit_é_l_fg‘_i_Vt1___§{tte _]i_Ta_jIlo;t“1sid-gable
and ‘f_a__shion'able tiitttiihee. Indeed',“I'-I'elv“i"o“iS-oto, explaining why he made
.Cdfit-Iieii.sni§}'iFn"ii.3 in the style of a western. said that he wanted to get away
from the neo-realism which by I969 was a dominant style in new Chilean
cinema. Although. he said. the Chileanshad a cinematic sensibility which was
fairly close to that of Italian neo-realism, the Italian original was more astute
and structually more solid." (But then of course, the choice of the western as
an alternative model may seem rather strange.)  

rpfl

Most of the story beyond this point is told in the interviews which follow." I
shall therefore concentrate only on what seem to me to be some of_ the main
themes. First, cultural dependency. The radical film movement began with the
realisation of what this meant. But. as Littin explains, it wasn’t just an aesthetic
affair. On the contrary, cultural dependency is essentially a function of
economic conditions. and one of its features is that cultural influences follow
the same lines of communication that are established for direct economic
purposes: satellite countries communicate much more directly with the
metropolitan centres on which they depend than with each other (compare a
map of airline routes). Consequently. as Littin says. the new films from
elsewhere in Latin America were not actually seen in Chile at the beginning —
their reputation came from reviews in European film journals like Cahiers du
Cinéma. Similarly. the Chilean bourgeoisie began. for the most part. to sit
up and take notice of the new Chilean films only when they too were shown in
Lurope and reports of them filtered back! (The same thing happened in other
zieldsz Violetta Parra, the ‘mother' of the New Chilean Song movement. found
her first success in Paris.) This explains the great importance of the Vina dell
.\Iar film festival. which became not just a focus for the new Chilean cinema.
but for the radical film movement of the whole continent. . s

There is a second aspect of the realisation of the nature of cultural
dependency which is perhaps even more important: the dernystification of the
lominant conception of the nature of film production. its exoticism. the
concept of the director as an Artist. and above all the idea that it is necessariiy
.-. function of elaborate technological and financial apparatus. It is evident that
the new Chilean cinema only got as the ground and discovered its political
~vis.§.}§.l1s" i1"§i§§e'r=.t1s§..l1iali£li? viii‘ =l\¢=5_T9¥Tfa pclitisal sinstm is at
..-han_ge__b:oth_Yhe relations of prodii»c'ti'oin andfhtejrelations gwithjthe __audier_i_ee.

But sim"5§nti¢rs'aaiT¢t=edi no real success in developing new relations with
the audience until Allende's election campaign. They formed themselves
into a Comrnitte_e of Support» for Popular Unity and took their films directly _to
the ,5_¢=s“pt“éI'i throu‘gh'h'tr"ades'iiuiii_ofi§, iand f_in‘o'perr air; imeetings." It was
quite obviousiihat they would otherwise never reach an audience of more than
a few thousands. Littin's El Clhacul dc Nahuelroro was quite exceptional in
reaching an audience of half a million: Franciais Morir an poco tTo Die a
Little) reached only l90.000 and yet had to be considered successful: Charles
If.lssesser's Los testigos (The Wimessesl was not distributed at all until after
Popular Unity came to power. a '

. And yet Frei‘s Christian Democrat Government (1964--70) had been
obliged to take an interest in the state of the film industry because of the threat
which was posed by the development of an independent film culture. The
Council for the Promotion of the Film Industry. set up in 1967. was a weighty
bureaucratic organism. and was superseded when Popular Unity came to power
by the simple expedient of ptttting Chile Filmsin the charge ofthe film makers‘
Committee of Supipgrijor Populari“Un'it‘y’. 'with__flMiguel Littin as new

5’ See also Appendix Two. -
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President. (There were two further Presidents of Chile Films before the end of
Popular Unity.) And yet the intemal structure of Chile Films under Popular
Unity was extremely problematic. Firstly. the incumbent bureaucrats could not
just be removed..l Before Popular Unity took power. the Christian Democrats.
who held the balance of power in Congress, had refused to confirm Allende’s
election unless he signed ‘Democratic Guarantees‘ which severely restricted the
President‘s normal powers: Allende was unable to remove civil servants from
their jtihs.) Se_<_:_o_ridly. as with all other such institutions in Chile the structure of
Ptip_ular_liri_ity' t"J‘5%I~." ireproduced within it. Given that there was no clear
(joveriiment p1TliE'§7'i*n“reltiYi5h' to cinema. this meant that each Party group
worked in terms ofits own Party directives. The MIR had a presence too. though
not at the top. and seems to have played an important role towards the end ofthe
period in taking films directly into the poblaeiones which were in the process of
organising themselves. A nother problem in Chile Films was that its installations
\\ ere old and out ofdate. i r ‘

'l‘lierc was one fundamental problem. however. The film makers believed
that cinema should be considered a social function. like hospitaglsg or housing.
and that it should therefore be taken out of the control of the marke_t.’But
oflicial Popular L'nity thinking was based on the idea of a's@¢iaii§¢d"?nart¢t
economy. and posed the problem of socialist transformation in terms of a
battle for I production in key sectors. either those concerned with export
-'..'Zll'l‘ill'l§_I\ or those providing basic necessities neglected by capitalist
tleveltipineni-tor rather. underdevelopmentl because they were less profitable
than the prtidu-ctton of luxury goods for a small market. Perhaps Popular
lnity didn't know what to do about film because in economist terms. fill'l'l\
cannot be considered a necessity. And as Mattelart has said. ‘it was difficult
for certain sectors of the left to conceive ideological struggle as an integral part
of the class" struggle.‘-"'3 i ~

This is one of the most important lessonsto learn from Chile. because
Mattelart's comment applies in England too. ln fact it may be more of a
problem here than in Chile. at least in certain respects. Here. inaddition to the
dilliculty of continuing allegiance to Soviet ideology. we also have to contend
with. for example. the 'workerist' deviations of a number of political groups on
the leftof the left. whose membership is predominantly petit bourgeois: which
is to say that the} seem to reject all positive and constructive thought about
culture perhaps in an attemptto live down their class origins. presumably
because they think this proves their revolutionary credentials. They seem to be
conscious only of the working class rejection of bourgeois culture. and of the
way bourgeois culture serves to co-opt people into the existing structure of
domination; they seem not to have tried to investigate these things and respond
to them creatively and with imagination. T i i . s

This of course explains the split between such politicos and the intellectuals
engaged in serious investigation of the structures of cultural domination. But
this split also implies an unhealthy degree of isolation among the intellectuals —
isolation from popular consciousness and its needs. Here too tl'ie lessons to be
learnt from Chile are vital. As many Chileans themselves now readily admit.

there was little time for theoretical reflection during the course of the escalating
struggle. But precisely this meant the development of a cultural practice which
here is only in its embryonic stages. It was a cultural practice directed by the
needs of popular consciousness, even if many of these needs were not properly
or fully understood. Nevertheless. as Freire has pointed out.‘ the emergence of
popular consciousness implies at least the entry of the masses into the
historical process applying pressure on the power élite. And this serves to
tltyine their real political needs. It is only a transitional phase. but it sharpens
the contradictions and invalidates the static conditions -— which means among
other things the isolation between different groups. whether the left from the
left or the right from the right - which prevails up to that point. How does this
allect film culture? First. it affects film making practice as film makers achieve
a new relationship with the masses which makes new demands on them.
Secondly. it challenges the conduct of theoretical work. because this is so often
carried out in political isolation. although some theoreticians try to justify
themselves by speaking of ‘theoretical practice". t

Theoretical understanding is of course essential. but it must not be divorced
from the reality of class struggle: that is. it must not be based on abstract
intellectual practice. Because. as Mattelart has written. the level of 8\N3TCf'l€S\
‘:71 a society of the phenomenon of domination is a function precisely of the
..-£.is~. struggle. And so. he says:  

The political problem arises of how to raise the lei. el of consciousness oi
the dominated . . . of the possibility of access to a demystifying reading
of the messages of the dominant culture. Indeed. the ideological reading
of reality cannot be and is not a speciality of technicians in ideological
configurations. because this special practice tends to impose on reality an
ti historic structuralism. which is incapable of formulating anything other
than rules for ihe way a discourse functions. Semiotics and the ‘sciences
of signification‘ are forever trying to assert themselves as a substitute for

C consciousness. trying to put themselves forward as the unique and in-
dispensable key for deciphering the reality of domination. lt is time to
question the conception -— and the class position lmy italicsl e implicit in
the innumerable stages of analysis which tend to substitute a process q/
intellecluali'sari'0nfor the process of the real grasp of t~orisci'ousriess.i‘

Because (he continues) the fact is that the conception which lies behind these
intellectual practices runs the risk of reinforcing the privileged position of petit
bourgeois intellectuals, who reckon implicitly on the value of formal and
academic models without considering what instruments are available to the
working class itself in the process of deepening its class consciousness.
Because these are the instruments which would have to be taken up in any
Project for a militant science. P

Raul Ruiz. in the interview below. also speaks about this problem. He explains
that therewas a danger of importing into filmmaking the kind of reading of

- " See Cultural Acrionfor Freedom, Penguin, I972.
. . 1. ‘
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culture which was practised by ‘the god-children of Ferdinand dc Saussure’;
He points out that this would simply reproduce the same lack of contact with
the masses and their political needs which was typical of the journals. This is
something we in Britain desperately need to investigate, since this is precisely
wltat has already"_t_iegg_n__t_o_ghappen here)l he lact that the level oi political con-"
sciousness is lower here than it was in Chile under Popular Unity makes no
difference to the fundamental issue;it only means that amid the confusion such
developments proceed all the more easily unchallenged. and that those of us
committed to independent cinema (‘oppositional cinema‘) lie in danger of
having to support, for reasons of solida_rity.g_an avant-gard_e__which is actually
;;o_unter-productive. However. we should also try to learn from Chileithiatthe
political debates we need to foster here must not be allowed to weaken us in the
face of reaction. s

In common with certain other sectors of the media. one of the tactical
elements sometimes employed by Chilean film makers was to invert the
ideological signs within the existing structures. But as long as the consumption
of aesthetic.»ideological products and communications of all types remains
ttithni the market. then whatet er changes may take place within the message.
thc same vertical and passive reiationship of the receiver to the sender is
maintained. It isn't of course a romantic question of freeing art. lt's a question
of d-.:stroying the control which capitalism achieves through the mass media ( a
pro-.;c;s~. wliich often seems to escape the explanations of semiotics). Some
tit-epic maintain that the decomposition of labour through the application of
in-idern production techniques such as the assembly line serves an important
ptiiftitisc from the point of view of cap_ital. over and above that of increasingthe
rate of exploit-ation. in preventing workers talking to each other when -they're at
work. Well. the invasion of non-working hours by the mass media is the way
capital nas of preventing people from talking to each other when they're not at
work. lnsidc the factory or out of it. capital learns to rule time. l-n the factory.
the worker is forced to work to a particular speed and rhythm. Outside. the
mass media are the latest and probably most efficient way capital has to
iniposea similar kind of ‘time economy’. which appearsto make everyone‘s
experience homogenous. by imposing a universal time structure. But at the
same time. the media possess a kind of anonymous authoritywhich over--rides
collective experience and robs people of the very meanings of their words. and
thisdestroys the most basic and ordinary form of communication - speech
and conversation. This can only be defeated by taking the forms of expression.
of culture. out of the market. destroying the vertical delivery of the message
and the conditioned passivity of its reception. And this was what the
experience of Popular Culture in Chile was about. Remembering that we’re
speaking of a transitional stage, it would be false to think that the Chilean film
makers succeeded except partially. I am told. for example. that at the showings
in the poblaciones. the films were often criticised by the pobladores-for their
remoteness. or their failure to relate their themes to everyday problems. Partly
this was a problem of format. Newsreels. for example. with their traditional
assembly of short items. hardly provide the opportunity for really exploring

;h.;n- themes on a down-to-earth level. At the same time. it seems that the
p{ih('t)(fO!'€S often came to see the films just because they were a spectacle and
inmising more. They came, and then they turned the occasions into an excuse
gm extended discussion. and the discussions ranged far from the starting point
of the films. One thing. perhaps. is clear from this: popular consciousness in a
mite of mobilisation is not to be satisfied with mere propaganda or a mere
reflection of some general aspect of its environment, or films which merely
translate theory onto the screen.

l-'inall y. these experiences raise crucial questions about the role and even the
*t;,‘l'\' concept of the artist and the intellectual. and these too are questions
~= liich are discussed in several places in the interviews which follow. There is in
particular a marked difference between the positions of Littin and of Soto.
f\".»nic people may see it simply as the difference between the intellectual who
ctics down among the people and seeks to become an instrument through
it inch they canlspeak and learn to speak (Littin). and theone who cannot or
\\ ill not give up his position as a priveleged bourgeois. and evokes ideas of ‘ob
.».;ctivit_\" and ‘analysis of the situation" to defend himself (Soto). But this is a
oiiiplification. Soto has a form of honesty which is not usually to be found in
rne bourgeois intellectual! And although at one point Littin describes Soto as
one who speaks to the masses from a balcony. Soto characterises himself as

whose aim is not to speak to the masses but to the intellectuals and
1"-~\litiCal leaders of the left. trying to talk to them of what hesees going on
"Ii-.)\\ them which they may be unwilling or unable to see. In which case
I ittin's criticism may be somewhat misplaced. As a bourgeois intellectual
riiysell‘. perhaps l‘m not really in a position to judge. But is it an either/or
.nicstion'? True. sometimes the only really revolutionary position seems to be
l-ntin's. However. there are enormous failings in the revolutionary left. for
?'t;'il\i0l1S which include those given by Mattelart: and the political leadership
~uffers from other failings. which preserve Stalinism and at the same time
-.lcfine the opposition to it. which only leads to the waste and destruction of
nolitical energies in internecine struggle. And in that case. Soto's position isn't
only justified and necessary. but just as difiicult to sustain and fulfill as l.ittin's.
The point is that from the position of the intellectual it’s actually impossible to
at crcome this contradiction. because you have to cross the barrier to a non-
niicllectual position in order to solve the problem. The problem is a practical
line. not an intellectual one. At the very least. honesty — which in the face of
Flirty wranglings may yet be the most important and even revolutionary trait
the intellectual can bring to bear - demands that we acknowledge the pressure
of these questions. on apersonal level. and in as plain-speaking a manner as
Possible. and simply demand that they be put on the agenda. C
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Minamat
Japan 1971. 122_mi_nutes, English sub-titles.
Directed by Noriaki Tsuchimoto
l"l-cl l ll./\ft’ 18 Nt)‘».’l*Il\/lBl*I|i '/.30
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|\/linamata-—~Kanja-san To Sono Sakai
(Minamata) C
Japan. 1971 Director; Norlakl Ttiuchlniotfi
Cert ~A. disr--Coiiteniportiry. p.t'- llignslii l'rotltls‘tltttt'i. [I Ritttnfil
Takagi. sc~Noriako Tsuchimoto. pli Kosltifit Qlstt. !r't'lnift'tl! ('11 fil"t""
0f()f'.t‘—-—YLll(lO Ktibota, Miistifunii lcliinosu, Stigurtt Htttl, Til_ln§l’=*‘
Sekizawa, Koichi Asariumti, Ttikcslii Sliiotln. lll,7.JU ft. H9 lltlllti. 0r’ts'f"»+’*'
rumifng time-—-l"55 mins. Suhri't!vs.

Earlier this year, and tncnty ycttrs tiftcr the first iylnptuitis ill’
mercury poisoning appeared in the fishing conitntutity of l\liit.1t|iiitl»\.
the Japtiiiese government ordered thc fticltiry responsible I'M Ill?
pollution which caused “Miiiaiiitittt disease" to tty 0ns'=;tntl-
a-half-iiiillioii pounds in contpcristttion to the Sttt'\'lVli‘lfl Vltillltti "F
to the families‘ of those who died. If the purpose Of it rflpflgtttttltt
film is to produce results and instigate change, then Ml)mmm!iI hih
already in some measure won its victory. It's 3 victory which ill?
film on cs to its tttliiiirtible dclci'itii|i".ition to tttoid rhetoric tttti1'l\‘
concentrate on thc steady acctiiiitiltttioii of evidence. Its OPs‘l\l“T$
section gives an outline of the chief histoticiil ctcnts; the utitliitatl-s
of the disease in I953, due to the \\'lt~slC tlisclitirgc of tiicrcury t'i""'
pounds into the sea from ti nearby uccto-tildcliytlc plttnl; ll“
insusion of the plitlll by local lislicrnicn and the rcllisttl of ll‘*_'-T
factory's union to support rc1'iat'.itioii ntctisiircs; the gt\\'c|'|ttncHl ‘
recognition, fifteen years ltitc, of the ftictory's rcspimsihility. Tl“-'
closing sequence records the violent, climtictic coiil'i'oiitatio_It
between the white-robed villagers tuitl the chcmicttl ctil1\l‘i*"}‘_‘
president at the annual slittrclioldcrs' meeting. Bctticcn tlicsc
sections, the main body of the film consists chiefly or
TSLlCl1ll110lO'S_ interviews with the victims oiflthcir fttmilics. Th‘:
disease’s symptoms are patiently docunicntcd and illttstrttlirtl-'"s""l"'
early sluggishness and iiuiiscii, the loss of hotly and Speech control:
blindness, deafness and, for over fifty of the disc;isc's huge final tall)
of victims, a slow and painful tlctttli. The director makes |io_0\_'*"l
attempts to tug at our cniotions, but thc tragedy of the v_I~‘"'“‘:
interviewed continually breaks tlii'ou;,li thc film's dl$[)_i.tS§lOlt;tl'~
surface? the camera holds a young girl's smiling face in close-up
while we hear her niother‘s voice tctirfnlly recount the onset of lb".
child's illiicss; ii boy, iiitvlligtiitly p.ii'iying .i .\tlL'i.'t"\lt\Il of inter-
\ic\sci"s questions, turns aivtay \\illt Ll quiet g.ts|) of “l'litit's
._-ntiugh“ on being ;l\l\'L‘Ll what he thinks about his oun future. In
many iviiys the most iiiiprcssivc aspect of thc story is not the
hoi"i~-at of tlictliscnsc hut thc resilience of the sulfcrcrs at tlcafcliild
\\ ho ‘listens’ to graiiioplioiic music by fccling witli his lingers thc
\lbl'LtllOl'tS of the uiiiplificr, the \lll;t§_!,L‘I'S uho cscapc tlt.-spnir by
cliaiinclling their cncrgics into the caiiipaigii for just L‘tittl|\Ctt*i;‘l"l_it1-Ii.
After the steady, piecemeal documentation of thc lilni’s middle
section, Tsuchimoto rcs.loi"cs tlraniiilic momentum with the
accouiit of thc sliiiifclioltlcis‘ trip to the city to challenge the
chemical CO:11paI]);fiS.'Y‘!-‘:§i\“s‘l“| As thc meeting grows from con-
fusion to riot to liyslciia, Tsuchimoto turns his caiiicra
suddenly on a salvage one-to-one Cttlll-l'ttl1'litllOIl hctwccn the
president, smiling sicaltly tlirougli his spectacles‘ at the gtitlicring
chaos before him, ;.ll_lCl' an old ivoiiiaii from the villaigc who stands
shrieking tearful imprccations at him from point-hliiiik range
across the conference table. lt‘s the one and only. monicnt of
outright anger and release that l_StltlllItl\'tlO'itll't\\\S us in the
coiiisc of his iiictictilous and tliligciil prt-~ciit.itioii of l'.ict. ~ .

\ltil I .»‘\‘\l)Rl \\'S
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A LETTER TOJA E
l)m,ctu1 and narra‘E::::nl%icrre‘Ggri3

* - ' r
55 mins

W wnLm€»QMiaM-
/ B&W __ / l6mm JOURNEY
English Narration 60 minutes %

"' colour
I6 mm
USA I974
Cert. ‘l"

F

London Film Festival V _
A film by _|_.\N|-' |~‘0Nn\. Hm H \\ nl-;\
HASKI-11. WFXl..FR.
Photographvd hy ll.-\Sl\'l'l I \\ l~‘\| !- R 6&-
\%"'lETl'\'AMl-'Sl-1 Fll MM.-\l\'|*RS.
Wirh_l;1nc I nndn. lnm ||.1\ dvn and l|I\‘
Pfiuplt‘ 0!. \'iL‘Ifl:lHI _
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Letter to Jane - '
Fiance, 1972 Directors: Jean-Luc Godard, J£fHI\'Plt3l'IB Gorin

Dt’.\!_ The Other (‘incma. p.ci'p,'sc~~-Jean-Lttc ’(iotl;ud, _lt-.iii-l‘ici"i'c
(]orin. In _colour_. l'tJl('t’.$’ Jean-Iuc Godard, .lCiIl1il’l~t‘l'I'¢ (jot-iii, No
{tit thcr credits available. l,S(i| ft. 52 mins. (I6 mm.). r . . .

Letter to June was initially made I0 be shownin at spccilic limited
contest: as a short accompanying Tout ca /fit‘)! at the New York
an @an Francisco l*ilm Festivals in I972. As with all of (iotlard
an G0fifl'$ joint projects, the essential aims of the filmarc demysti-
fic' ion and political analysis. More generally, it pursues a dcntystifi-é
catit ofcinema itsclfas art object, reflected in the minimal technical
means used in the articulation of the film-makers’ argument ta
montage of stills separated by cuts or makesliift wipes accompanied
1~i_y the voices of Godard and Gorin in English, with brief uses of
recorded music as punctuation) an approach further developed
by Godard‘s more recent work with video, which seeks to demon-
strate that the “production of sounds and images" need not beas
,_~\pcnsi\"e or as technically elaborate as is usually supposed. More
concretely, Lcttcr to June sets out to analyse and demystify a single
pliotograph of Jane Fonda with North Victttatncse which appeared
in an August I97” issue of L'F.\'pi'e.v.r. The picture sltt)ws"Fo.gda in
the left foreground in three-quarters profile looking atia Victn mese
in the right foreground whose face is almost entiicly obscured by
a sun helmet and the fact that he is looking at Foitda and away from
the camera; in between these figures are other Victnatnese in less
sharp focus, only one of whom is clearly \‘isibl€~~ s-a man who appears
to he looking between the twoforcground figures at the camera.
Starting with the question, “Wltat part should intellectuals play in
the revolution an issue informing Tout t'u ltfcn as well (which
is a frequent reference point, in terms of off»screen coiiimeittary as
weil as stills)-—-Godard and'Gorin proceed to interrogate boththc
picture and our responses to it; it is important to know, Godard
:~;.l_}’S_, “how each [of us] has used this photograph to go to Vietnam".
("cntral to the analysis is the statement that Fonda's facial expression
is “that of a tragic actress”: comparative stills of Fonda in Klure
her father Henry in The Grapes of H’rutlt and Young Mr. l.i'nr-obi
and John \\-’aync in The Green Berets are shown as examples of
-.~.ll;1l is described as the “New Deal" look, “an C.\l1lL‘.~i\lOII of an
<5-\l‘l1‘>=‘%lttn" that “talks, but only to say how much it knows” and
“tiotlting more than how much it knows”. This is contrasted with
stills illustrating the “materialist starting point” of silent cinema
where "the expression of silence creates stars - -l.illian Gish, Vale“:
tino, Falconetti”, and (to paraphrase) the actors thought about
being filmed rather than about being actors (as in the talkies).
Still another ideological point is raised about the presumed low
1iTt8l¢ 07 "16 lJl'I0l0graph in relation to Fonda-~~a somewhat de-
l:-atabie point since none of the people are seen below the torso
and it isn’t clear whether or not Fonda might be standing on ti
higher plane---which is compared with stills from Welles’ first two
features. The paradox of l.erter to June, like so tntich of Godard‘s.
post-I968 work, is that it reveals a poetic sensibility attempting to
divest itself of poetry with little more than poetic intuition. as its
guide. The strengths of the film are its perceptions and insights»»-
which are m;tny~—about the photograph and how it is read‘ its
iitnitations lie in the implicit, naive asstitnption that these ‘dis-
coveries are ‘scientific’-~ thus presumably exempt from those forms
of rhetoric found in the photo-- and in the ensuing confusions
which are also many. It is worth noting that 2 or 3 Tln'ng.r I Knoni
ithout Her, Le Gui Sut*0t'r and Vent d’r'.\'t avoid this error, all three
lilnts raising basic questions about their own language as well as
the language of others; but these works are still bound up in poetics
If only out of habit. In Letter to June, it would perhaps be mord
correct to say that poetics ultimately get in the way ofthe argument,
because they wind up furnishing as much ideological rhetoric as
they strip away. Having exposed the “New Deal" look of Fonda
(ifidard and Gorin go on to assert that the Vietnamese face in thd
background “remains a part of his surroundings even if we try to
look at it alone” and “has a definite reverse shot” (i.e., reverse
angle, a contingent reality): “behind him we can already feel the
force of the astonishing incredible tnachinc bttilt by the North
\'ie_tnam-,Viet y Cong collective”. Moreover, “no other revo_
hlltonary s face. expresses as mtich daily struggle as this one“. In
short, a poetical insight squared by a political-emotional commit-
mt'?flt~-~a fusion that can be seen quite synipatltetically in its own
terms»--passes without warning or acknowledgement from foimal
fiflalysis to metaphor to platitude, a distance traversed many times
ffl the film. The issue is not whether ‘poetry’ and ‘science’ (or
Objective analysis’) are incompatible Fiscnsteitt, Vertov, Snow and

ihe Kubrick of 200] have all deinoitstratcd that they need not be ~
but whether they can be reconciled within thc rcstrictctl fiaincwork
(‘ii _/in {nt‘t»'.st1'_;,'uti'ort A/tout a .S'ti//‘(thc subtitle Of /cttcr to June.
;~;1htch mad\crtently’ re\eals that the authors are not speaking

eir mother tongue). Btit ifthe final eiTect of-lcttcr to June remains

88
¢- I

ii:i..it_i-f.icioi"y -.tilkl incomplete \iitually llttllti-'t_l_l is xitlkl. llii
instance. alioiit tlic \'ictnamt-so figure in lhc foit-giotiiid, and the
otciall picst-iitatiott is rambling and loose it is none the lL'\\
ittxigoraling, cngcudcring a process of ¢,x;imiii;iiio_n \\hi,_~h ,_~,,,~,
ptocccd far beyond the point to which Godard and (iotin hate
taker’! ll.

.lQ.\’/\'I H-'\\' l'l(iI.*il'i\'H.~\l \l

 

Vietnam Journey
- 0

U.S.A., 1974 . Directors: Christine Burrill, Bill Yahraus.
Jane Fonda. Tom Hayden. Haskell Wexler

(‘wt s~U. do-t ~Cincgale. p.(' Indochina Peace Campaign Films. ph—-
Haskell Wexler, Pha-n Viet Tung, Cao Xuan Nghia. addit. ph----Ingela
Rontare, Ieniicrt Malmer. In colour. ed-~~Christine Burrill, Bill Yahraus.
;i.t.rt. eds I-i\‘Zl Goldberg. special as.rr'stance-—CFI, Mark’ Berger, Bruce
Green, Bonnie l_(ozck. translation-~~~-Tran Minh Quoc, with the assistance
of \t’ie.tna_mese students in the U.S. 2,304 ft. 64 mins. (16 mm.).
Original U.S. title ~ Vietnam Journey: Introduction to the Enemy v

l’i'ct/unit ./r)Ht'ttt’_}' is a record of the return visit paid by Jane
Fonda, her husband Tom Hayden and their son Troy to North
Victnain in I974. In many ways it confounds expectations, given
Fonda and Hayden's political involvement in the anti-war move-
tncnt: there is no attempt at an analysis of the war or of the mecha-
nics of imperialism. The film provides instead something in between
thc casual document of a ‘personality’ tour and a home movie.
We observe Fonda and Hayden in the streets of Hanoi, Hayden
tossirig a frisbee to kids on an upper balcony of a block of flats,
Fonda visiting Hanoi film studios, observing the trial of a youth
for negligence, travelling south tothe 17th Parallel, and visiting
the liberated zones in the control ofthe Peoples Revolutioiiary
Got,-et"rttncitt. The Victiiamcsc are shown to be 'court_cous, friendly
and modestly not givcii to polemics, and it isthrouglt aseries of
interviewsi with Vietnantese actress Tra Giang, author and ex-
schoolmistress Nguyen Dinh Thi, and editor Ngtiyen_Khac Vien,
a man. of immense charm and urbanity who speaks philosophically
of Vietnam as “a country at the centre of the world's contradi.:tions"
-—~that a coherent and responsive picture of Vietnamese life and
consciousness begins to emerge. The problematic aspects of the
film might be related to Godard'$ Letter to June, which begins
by questioning the role of the intellectual in a revolution. Vietttcmt
Journey reveals those saute intellectuals in determined search of
theirrole, and where the responses of the Vietnantese constantly
force the viewer to revise’ his stereotypes of these people as (simp_ly)
sul’l'c’ring victims, Hayden and Fonda seem all toointenton thrusting
them back into that category. If the discourse of the Vietnamese
tends to centre on reclamation (literally beating U.S. bombers
into bicycles, as one scene shows), rebuilding and resistance (Nguyen
Dinh Thi speaks proudly of how her girls took to the jungle and
comments quietlyion a tradition of resistance going back to the
early Twenties), that of the Antcricans inclines towards an insistent
display of guilt, tabling the tonnage of bombs and the IIl.lll‘-i‘tQ.”'.
of casualties. (“Now tell me what you like least about working
with Atnerijcans" Fonga asks lltwer clearly ‘eittbarr-itsssd liptegprcter
at one point.) The p otograp y ten s aso to ca et c nt in
questionable directions as Haskell Wexler relishes the physical
beauties of the terrain, the detritus of war, the swirling bicycle
trallic of Hanoi», and the colour and graceof traditional theatre
reshaped to revolutionary purposes. While a young girl Spfiili-I.-S
of shooting down American planes with old Aiitcrican rifles left
by the French, Wcxlcr cuts to a close-up, focusing on the girl's
fiitgcrs gracefully and ucrvoitislylr twis\ti/ngla strattdiof hier hair into
at la_it- sea sequence t at ispays ex cr’s ever-rcaty romantic
seti)sibility before anything else, and fairly encapsulates the filnt’s
strategy. But for all its liesitations. lapses oftone and occasional
insr.'nsitivity, Vietnunt Joni-ncy utilises its limited foriitat to reason-
ably engaging and inforntatixe effect. g '
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Deux Américains 3 Hanoi. Deux vesiona différentes. Le premlel. loseph Kraft. est un des journa-
lists: amoricains lea plus connus at des plus mesures. L'amre. |'actr|ce lane Fonda. est une
militantc achamee pour la pm: au Vietnam. Joseph Kraft est am.» a Hana: pendant une quinzaine - '
dc jours, IU debut de juillet. Son but : evaiuer lea chances de pan apres lea dilhrentas initia- ‘

' tives diplomaliquea at mllitaircl» du president Nixon. Sn c0ncIu5:ur1 1 une solution politique est D
possible. main peu probable. iane Fonda est restee Bgalemenl une quinzaine do jours a Hanoi.
invitee par lo Comite pour famitié avec le pauple americain Sa coqclusion : lea Ami-ricains
bombardent lea digues at la population. C‘est un cnme muule. 'la guerre est perdue. L‘Expreas
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This photo shows you , yes you Jana
serving the Vietnamese people's
strumle for independence...

Joan-Pierre Gorin lJPGl; . . . In writing this letter
which accompanies Tour Va Bren l or the festivals of
Vmiwi New York and San Francisco. we preferred
using a photograph ol you in Vietnam instead of
photographs lrom the film. _

Jean-Lui: Godard (JLGli We found this photograph
l" ii" 555"‘! 0' L '5-¥P!¢'8$ early in August, 1972 and
we think it will enable us to talk in a more concrete
way about the problems raised by Tour Vs Bien. This
is not a way of changing the subject nor is it a way of
not talking about Tour Va Bren, as it we were afraid of
talking about a film. Not by any means. . . As a matter
ol fact, this photograph and the short text that
appeared with it does a better job of summing up
Tour Va Bren than we could. and for a vary simple '
reason. This photograph answers thosama question l
that the film is asking: What part should intlillectuals
play in the revolution? To this question the photograph
gives a practical answer. The answer it gives is its
practice. This photo shows you. yes you Jana, serving
the Vietnamese people's struggle for independence . . .

JPG: We're telling You that our way of not really
giving answers yet, like the Vietnamese and you in the
photograph, was actually an indirect way of asking
new questions. An indirect way. A deviousway. Now
you can understand why we had to make a detour
before talking about the film.

JLG: And why it had to be a detour throuflt Vietnam.
"First of all because everyone agrees about the tact
that some really new questions are blling raised over
there. And secondly, becauseyou were with them
after having been with us . . . F W

JPG: This means that in order to have a real possibility
of discussing Tour Va Bren, we're going to place our-
selves outside of Tour Va Bien. To talk about the

Photogfaphis thareiore machine, we're going outside ol the factory that uses
pgjgtinl gggwgf that 1|-|g North it. We're going to rind our basis for discussion outsideof the world of cinema in order to have a hlttr view

have to give of it when we return. In order to set out in a better
YOU? hilp Jlflfl I0 "19 W8“ WW Iflwifdi the "Pal problems of our real concrete

known question we asked earlier life of which the cinema will have been only one of
i ' the elements. We're not going to leave or abandonWhat part should cinema play in Tout Va Bien. We ‘re going to go away from it: on the

development cl ravclutionafv °°"‘""Y- '.° 9° ‘°'“°“"‘"°°"°~ ‘° "‘°"""'~ '°-'example, since you have come back from there. But
UWWW N what is important is that we’re goingto travelthereby our own means. What sort of means are. we

talking about? The technical means we work with and
the way we use them socially -- you in the photograph

And 35 I WON-lflIg'l YOU l.ll'ldOUbtBdlY from Vietnam and we in the film in Paris. And wewill
lb. hurt a~|i_ltt|g of 8 mt’ by the be ina better position to evaluate this and for ‘once gwe will not be alone. The spectator will be there too.
“hat we ate going tp cri-tile _ He will be a produoer_at the same time is a

I ‘Ink Bf I lflll, YOUT WHY Of BCIIHQ consumer and we will be consumers at the same time
in this photograph. F

we are producers. -

JLG: . . . We are going to use this photograph than to
go and seek an answer to the following question in
Vietnam. How can cinema help Vietnamese people
win their independence? And as we have already said
several times, we are not the only ones who have umd
this photograph to go to Vietnam. Thousands of
people have already done so. Probably almost every-
one here has already seen this photograph. And for a
few seconds, each in his own way, has used it to go
to Vietnam. That is precisely what we think is
important to know. How each one has used
this photograph to go to Vietnam . . . The North
Vietnamese-Viet Cong Collective has shown what
importance it gave to this photograph. The importance
it gave to the questions of practical results; the
importance it gave to the question of what is
important. This photograph is therefore a practical
answer that the North Vietnamese have decided to
give with your help Jane to the well known question
we asked earlier;What part should cinema play in the
rhvelopment of revolutionary struggles? Or in other
words, how should intellectuals take part in the
revolution? The photograph gives a practical answer
to this question. The answer for whole people. The
photogaph has been taken and published. And it has
been taken in a certain way to make sure that it would
be published. Tour Va Bran answers this question too
but from somewhere else and in another way. A way
in fact of not being too quick to give this kind of
answer. A way that is a means of saying, here in
Francs where we are in 1972, ruled by the friends of
the Americans and the Russians. Everything is not so
clear. Everything is not so obvious.

Fidel Castro said at the UN that for revolutionaries
there are never any obvious truths. That they ans an
invention of imperialism and that those who are big
use obvious truths cleverly to oppress those who are
small... ‘ » ._

There is another problem too and one that wa can't
avoid. We are both men who have made Tour Va Biln
and you are a woman. ln Vietnam the question is not
put that way but here it is. And as a woman you
undoubtedly will be hurt a little, or s lot. bvths fact I
that we are going to criticize s little or a lot. your way
of acting in this photograph. Hurt? Because once
again, as usual, men are finding ways to attack irrciinen,
if for no other reason we hope that you will be ebb to
come and answer our letter by talking with us m we go
reading it in two or three places in the US. . . ln order to
discuss all this, we are slipping this photograph under
people's noses for a second look since the Vietnarmm
andyou already slipped it thereonce. In other words, '
we ask and we are asking ourselves, did we really loo!--.
atthis photograph? What did we in it? And
beneath this question, we discover anoth_e_r' questimi. \
For example, how did we look at this photograph?
And what makes them glance-that way instead oi
another? And still another question, what makes

 -iI. 1-_ II.‘ |—-I I I I I I. l—--— ifi—fi: '_‘s--,----qr,--- —~

_. ...-~..-...- _

After making Tout Va Bren, Jean--luc
Godard and Jean-Pierre Gorin produced
A Latter to Jane (I972) to accompany
screenings of Tour Va Brien at the San
Francisco and New York Film Festivals
in I972. The following abridged transcript
of the film's soundtrack is meant to serve
as a stimulous todebate on the aesthetics
of the visual image and the relationship of
the "intellectual" to the "revolution". We
asked Jane Fonda to reply to the Letter
but she chose not to comment.
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VON]! mtei'pi‘et this glance in 3 certain way irislt-ail of
another ?

JPG: Tout Va Bren asks all of these questions. l'lii=se
questions can all be summed up in the big question of
the role of the intellectuals in the revoliitionai y
struggles; or rather, this big well-known question
about intellectuals, one begins to see that by
expressing itself in that way it becomes paralyzing.
And that it paralyzes others. And finally, that it is no
lonpr e question belonging to the revolution. Today's
qiestions about the revolution as we will discover in
relation to the photograph, then in relation to the
film. should be: How to change the old world. And
one can see right away that the old world of theViet
Cong is not the same as the old world of the western
intellectual. . .We will try to explain the organization of
these elements that make up this photograph. On the
one hand we will explain things as if we were dealing
with the photographic molecu lar structure and on the
other hand, as if we were dealing with a kind of social
nerve oell. Then we will try and show the connection
between the scientific investigation and the more
political one. t

91

lJL(3 Where do the l'lQl'lY ii.it.-as come from? From the l
F struggle for production, liom the class struggle and i

, from scientific experiinentation. \

JPG: In making this investigation, questioning this 1,
, photograph, we're doing nothing other than trying to ‘i
N‘ find out how the answers that this photograph gives ‘
=was produced in the context of the struggle in Vietnam

JLG' Then we will see the answer is entirely satisfac i1
, toiy for everyone. For whom? Against whom? And if .
perhaps other questions won't stop cropping up. Just ‘,

‘those that Tout Va Bren somehow or other manages
;to raise. For example, an important i

lJPG: part of t:he photograph is the actress‘
expression, the relation between the eyes and the ‘~
mouth. ln western Europe, in our opinion, one cannot
be satisfied with it as it is, obviously. Those who took
the photograph decided it should be taken -- the ‘i

#N0rth Vietnam-Viet Cong Collective, and this at
4 first seems absolutely normal - the context being ‘V
i‘ different. But then one ought to enquire, as i‘
thoroughly as they do into what in society conditions i,
this idea of what is normal. i

‘gilt%—-rm

L

JLG: In saying this we are not doing as most of the
Communist Party and their allies in the western world
the Pope, the UN, the Fled C_ross, who say simply, let
us help Vietnam toward peace. Saying what we have
said, on the contrary is saying something much more i
precise. For example, let us help the North Vietnamese
South Vietnam alliance make its own peace; and 3 ' ,
even more precise, since Vietnam is changing its old ~

1 world helps us change our own, how can we really .' A
lhelp Vietnam in return. And since the North Vietnam-
iy Viet Cong Collective is struggling, criticizing and trans- N
forming S.E. Asia, how can we struggle in our context 1,
for changing Eerope and America. Of course, all this t;

1 takes a little longer to say than just "Peace in ‘
Vietnam." And, it necessitates doing things more ‘ ~
thoroughly.than iust creating 2 or 3 Vietnams.-And ‘ i _ _ _
that's why Marx in the preface of the 1st edition of on the ong hand W9 WI" BXp|flll1
Capital asked for readers who were not afraid of A1 - - 8 with
minute details in order to overthrow the king of Hell i thmgs as " we were d a g
and tree all these smaller devils. Faced with this Li the photographic molecular stftltilllffl

iphotograph a few months ago by you Jane the ‘nu on ‘ho other hand’ 3‘ W3 wgffl
Vietnamese and now by us again each person can if , g

,he‘s willing, make his own investigation. Then we will \ dllflfl With I klfld Of $OC|a| "owe. g
be free to compare the results and we will be able to I
speak without taking the desire to speak away from
th se who are listening. Perhaps we will be able, just - A
fofa moment to sav a little less nonsense about For axamplelan important pan
ourselves and the revolution. A O‘ thfl photogtaph l$ U19 BCUQSSI

, expression, the relation between
JPG: And one more thing, so you won't feel attackedt l the ayes and the mouth. In westernpersonally, although we can't really avoid it, we ee . . V
the question is badly put. But we hope that bY the pi Eur-opQ'_i|'| 0|," Ofllfllfln, ORB Cflnflot

d f th' l tt th' ll be a little clearer and fl . . . . - - -°" 1° " B °' "“~"“""  be $flI|$f|.Bd with it as it is, obviously.that s whv we really need you to come and answer us __
1771777” 77“ F 7’ 7 V71tW:7AV--1.-_rV -‘
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This photograph, like any photograph
is physically mute. lt talks through the
mouth of the text written beneath it.

Did the American actress ask about
acting in Vietnam, or how someone
who acts in Hollywood can act in
Hanoi knowing he must return to
Hollywood. L'Express doesn't
mention anything about all that.

\

directly hiii;aust' wi~'rir wiitiiii; ii» you lift! iiiily as
authors of Tiiiit V081!-‘II, but alsii hi cause we have
linen lnokinii at this iihotriqiiipti Aiiil yt"-ti rriust
admit that this is the first tiirir aiiyoiie who has
seen ct photoqratili iii d riiiittiixirie lNll|l."a to you about
ll this way. So that you wriri’t tei-l like our chosen
victim, as they say, and so thiit you'll uritlerstartd that
we're not aiming at Jane, liiit ill tlii- -fiirictiun 0| Jane,
when we're ttiiestiiiiiiriq this phtittii_iiiii|.ili we will refer
to yiiii in the tliiitl iieison We vvi"in't say Jarie has
done such anil such, we'll say the riitress or the
militant just liy the way. as in the tiiiil that
accomrianii-s thii photograph. In our opinion these
are the pririciplv irlirniiriits or iilenients of elements that
play an importiiril part iii this iihotograpli which
appeared in the F rerich iiiaiiaririe L ‘Express at the
beginning of August l97?

JLG' Elerrreritiilrv I-‘Ierrierrfs This iihotogriipli was
taken at the i_ei|iir_.-st of the Nor tli \.'ii=tnarnest: govern
ment represeiitiiiii on this iiiiir.-isiiiri_ the :i..-voliilionary
all_iani:e betweeii the people ol South Vietnam and the
people of North Viiitiiairi. This photograph was taken
by Joseph Kraft who is ilescriliiiil lierieiiiti the
photograph iii a ii-iit which was iiiit Wlltffifl by mow
who were iespoiisitile for taking the photograph but
by those who have piililistieil it, in otfier words, a teitt
composeil by several writers lrorn L Express who have
not made any coiitact with the North Vie t-itamese
delegation iii F r.irii‘.e. We chttcketl that. The text ties
cribes him its one or the most well-kiiovvn and most
moderate Arnericitn |UUflltlllSI5 ll also says that the
actress is at devoted l‘I\l|lli'tl'\I for [lt!JlTl' iii Vietnam.

But the teiit iloesii't itieiitinri the Viiitiiaitiese people
in the [)ht)|t'Jfll_dfll\. For etiaitiiilir, the text doe_sti"l tell
us that the Vii-lniii_niese who caiiiiot he seen in the 1 - '-
ltattkgrttiiiitl is one of the least kriiivvii_'ei_itl least .
motleritte nl. the Vielriantese iwotile. This photograph,
like any pliutiiqiiiiiti, is physiirrill-, mute.-It talks g
through the mouth til the 'tI_\T writteii beneath it. This
text does not einiihasizii, iloi-s not iii-pi-.ii_ because ii
photograph speaks ahtl says things in its owii way. The
fact that the militititt is iii the liriiigroiiiid, and
Vietnam is in the liackgroiiiiil. This text says that
Jririe Fonda is ittiristitining the people of Hanoi. Bill
the magazine (._i('ItP$. not piililish the I.'|Ltt3SllOl\S asked,
nor the aiisvvers given by the ii"-prirsi.-iii.-itives of the
North Vietriaiiiesir pimple iii this iiliotugtaph. In
lact,'the text shoiilil not ilesri iliii llii-i_ii_lintograph as
Jane F iiiitla l{lll‘5ll(lllll\Q liiil its .|JllfP Friiitla |l5_ll’l1ll'-I-C].
This miich is iilivious and |mrli.ii.i_i. the moment only
iastetl 1.-‘?50th til it secortil biit tliat is the l_/250th
that has l‘lt‘L'll |t‘tTUH|t'.tl aiiil St‘I'l| Il'tlUtJtlllt)l|l the _
Westiii it Wu: lit _

Biting vviitteii this way, the iiist is proliably trying to
tell us that the tiliotogritiih was taken at random
during is tlisciission whiiii- the .ii*lii-ss-iiiililiitnt was
actually questioning the |N!O[)ltI til H¢il1L)_l.flnd there-
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lore we shouldn't pay any attention to the details of
the mouth being closed but we will see a little further
on that it is riot a question of chance or rather,_even
it it is chance, the chance is then exploited according
to the logical necessity of capitalism -— the necessity
for capital to describe what is real at the some time
it reveals it. In other words, the necessity of tricking
the customer about the product.

LESS ELEMENTARY ELEMENTS. LESS ELEMENT-
ARY ELEMENTS. The camera took this photograph
from a low-angle. Actually in the history of cinema,
this low point of view cannot be considered an A '
innocent one. This lact has been emphasized“ techni-
callv and socially by Orson Wells in his first pictures.
The choice of frame is not neutral orinnocent either.
The frame IS composed in relation to the actress who
is looking, rather than in relation to what she is
looking at. She is presented in the frame as if she "
wQ'li' the star and that in tact is because the actress is
an internationally known star._S0 on the one hand, the
frame shows the star in a militant activity. And on the
other it focuses on the militant as a s-tar whicl-ii: not
the same thing or rather, which might be the same
thing in Vietnam But not in Europe or in the_US.
The following page shows photographs of what the _
militant saw at other moments but not what she was
looking at in this photograph. As far as we're con-
cerned these arethe same type of pictures that now
flow automatically through the channels of TV and
newspaperpublications in the free world. Pictures
that we have seen hundreds of thousands of times, as
many as therehave been bornbsand that doesn't i
change anything except for those who are struggling
to organize this flow in a certain way - their way --
the Seven Points of the PRG._- _ V E

The truth is, -if this photograph had been presented
by some Miss Jones or Smith, we think the same
newspaperswoultl have refused it as too ordinary.
Ordinary, one "must admit, iust as it has become a vary
ordinary thing for an agricultural community-situated
lust outside of Hanoi to rebuild its schoothouse for the
20th time after the phantomsgof Kissinger had
destoyed it. But of course nobody is going to talk
about this eiitraordinary-ordinary fact. Neither the
militant hing-given star-treatment not L 'ExprI8$.

JPG; _Ne_it_her will anything be said about what the
American‘ actress or her sisters, the Viet M-inh actresses
that one can see in the photographs on the next DIG?-‘
have said to each other. Did the American actress ask
about acting in Vietnam, or how someone who acts
in Hollywood can act in Hanoi knowing -he must
return to Hollywood. L 'Exprr.=_$-S d0@5i\'l_ "'1B".Ti0"
iinythirig about all that And we think. this is because
the American actress doesn't talk about it either. it's
true that the milit-ant talked about the anti-personnel
bombs and the dykes but one must not forget that the
militant is also an actress. whereas, the Russell
Tribunal and Ramsey Clarke, for example, aren't.
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We think that one must realize that because she is an two faces in the phototiliaph, we have discovered some-
actress, the officials in the White House will have no thing quite unusual. The face nut of focus is sharp and
fiffiwutvl if "0 008 U495 IO SIOD them. 5"-Wing ;clear, and the sharp and clear lace is vague and oi.it-of-
that the actress has more or less unconsciously played focus. The Vietnamese can Stand beifltl Vittwfid W1-

iof ocus becau 0 I3 I19
'1‘ that 5"" "I5 iwfmd by Mitt SI-Id‘ Ctilifiitim 06" time in his everyday reality The American is obliged
easily destroy all the efforts of the actress and the
militant. And one must understand why she remains
vulnerable to this kind of attack. We think in this
case it is because the actress-militant did not refer t
the dykes by using an example as that of the

to appear in sharp focus because the Vietnamese way
of remaining clearly out of focus makes this inevitable.
The American is obliged to focus clearly on his real
lack of clarity. But nothing of that sort is said in
the text. The general effect of this photograph

into theenerny's hands and that she is iust reciting a g -f oy s he has been in shat, focus for a Io

o

BVietnamese actress who works to fill the holes in th
dykas and then acts in a theatrical representation in
the village that is threatened by the breaking of the
dykes. In relation to this we believe that if the

:emphasizes that of epother photograph of the actress
on the cover of the same issue of L ‘Express. This
cover composition is very revealing if one is willing to
see that a photograph can cover up lust as much as it

militant considered herself first of all as an actress. and] f3\r93|5_ A photograph impose; gilgngg 3; it spa,-site, V
GI Vietnamm were making use of her due on their
level, she could begin to play a part historically,
otherwise than in Hollywood. Perhaps the Vietnamese
do not have a direct need for this yet. But Americans
probably do and therefore indirectly the Vietnflmlm takes on when it is transmitted by images and sounds ii
d° '99- 0"" 399'" W@~fi"d ii"? "WBSSWY Of mflking B in our epoch which is that of the decline of imperialism’ because I exist thatl think.

and of the general tendency toward revolution. ' I V ' ' idetour - the Vietnamese are obliged to make a
detour dirouifli the USA. .

JLG: In this photograph, in this reflection of reality,
tiiivo people are seen facing the camera. The others
have their back turned. Of the two people, one is in
sharp focus and the other is not. In this photograph,
the famous American is sharp and clear and the
anonymous Vietnamese is blurry and unclear. But in
reality, it is the American Left that is blurry and out-
of-focus and the Vietnamese Left that is exceptionally
sharp and clear. In reality, it is also the American
flight that is always exceptionally sharp while the
Vietriamesefiight, the Vietnamization, is becoming
less and less clear. What should we think then of the
moderation of Joseph Kraft who took a moderate
trill of his contradiction, set the lens opening and

JPG: In our opinion, this is one of the working
principles of the two-laced form, Jekyl and Hyde,
principle and interest, that information-deformation

JLG: The American Left says that the tragedy is not '.

expression and it appeared inevitablV by chance just
as the talkies were becoming a finaticigl guqjgg Thi;
expression talks but only to say how much it knows
about the stock market crash for example. But says
nothing more than how much it knows. That's why, in
our opinion, this Rooseveltian expression is I
technically different from those that rim prliiciasii It
in the history of cinema. The expression of silence s I
creams stars — Lillian Gish, Valentino, Faloonetti, I
etc. Just make the experiment and have these faces
look at a photograph of US crimes in Vietnam. N91. A I
one will have the same expression although allof them
have the same knowing look. s H

JPG: FILM EQUALS EDITING OF “l SEE."_

JLG: This is because before the talkies. silent films
had a materialist starting point. - A

JPG: The actors say, I am film, therefore I think, at
least l think of the fact that I am being filmed. lt‘s I

JLG: After the talkies there was a new deal between i
the matter being filmed lthe actorl and thoudit.

in Vietnam but in the US. The facial expression of the i V »
militant in this photograph is in fact that of a tragic
actress. But a tragic actress with a particular social
and technical background formed and deformed by the
Hollywood school of Stanislavsky and show biz. The
militant's expression wasthe same in the third reel of
Tour Va Bien when as an actress she was listening to
one of the film extras singing a text written by Lutta
Condnua. '- = - - ~= -

JLG: The actress also had this expression in Klute as
she looked at her friend, a policemen played by
Donald Sutherland. with a tragic sense of pity, on her
face and made up her mind to spend the nightwith i

rllasured the focal distance accordingly. It was all 4, him I
carefully measured as we have seen in relation to his
choice of frame. And he intentionally set the focus on
the star iii militant activities in order to obtain a JPG: We can find this same expression already in the A
mrtain product -— iii certain ideological merchandise. I 1940's used by Henry Fonda to portray an exploited
And what's more with a deliberate aim in mind. \‘WOlkt3I’\lf1 the future-fascist Stein beck"s Grapes of
Let's not forget that the processing of this product is lywrarh. I 'yIdirectly controlled by Vietnamfbut its distribution
outside is not. Or rather it is but in ci very indirect way
not to mention the feedback. This distribution is con-
trolled by the TV networks, the newspapers of the
Free World.

A-nd so we see that one of the moves necessary to
complete this act of communication cannot be made
by those who have planned it. Which move? Or is it
a move in some kind of game? And who has the right
to play? And who plays for whom? Against whom?
At this point we find and we will come back to it
main Iamr, that in examining the relationship between
what seems sharp and what does not. in relation to the

JLG: And even further back in the actress’ paternal .
history, within the history of cinema, it was still the
same expression that Henry Fonda used to cast a pro-

‘ found and tragic look on the black people in Young
Mr. Lincoln made hy the liiiuii-admiral of the Navy,
J0hnF0rd. _ " __ -

JPG; One can also find this-expression on the opposite
side as John Wayne expresses his deep -regrets about the
devastation of the war in Vietnam in the Green Berets.
In our opinion this expression has been borrowed,
principle and interest, from the free trade mark of i
Roosevelt's New Dflfll. In iiici, it's an expression of an

JPG: The actor began saying, I think that I am an
actor; therefore, I am film. It is because _l think that I
am. I think; therefore, I-am. -_ .

JLG: As we have just seen in this experiment, which
is elaborates Kuleshov's before the New Deal expressed
I itself, eachstar of the silent screen had his own indivi-
I dual expression and the wide popularity of silent
. movies was a real fact. On the contrary. as soon as
W films began to talk like the New Deal,-each actor
Q begins to speak the same thing. Just make the some
. experiment with any big star from the world of y
j; cinema, sports,'or politics. t

‘JPG: I think therefore I am.

IJLG: I think therefore I am. I

{JPG: I think therefore I am. V .y
l

| JLG: I think therefore I am. This expression that
says it knows a lot about things that says no more
and no less is an expression that doesn't help one to

I see more clearly into one’s personal problems; to
see how Vietnam can shed some light onthem for

I example. s . .

JPG: So why be satisfied with it and say, it’s better
than ‘nothing - something gets across a ‘little as in the
union speech in Tout Va Bien, reel 3, or in the C.P.
speech in'T0ut Va Bren, reel 5. i M I _ i

JLG: And why, even if the actress is not capabll of
acting differently yet; and even if we are not ylt as

. - ii
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able to help her act differently as wt‘ wotiltl like tn lie, This is a large that has already yypri the independence

‘WY "‘°"'d ii" V'°"‘i"'"°5" W‘ 5*"'5"l*d Wit“ " '" I of its own code of communication. Today, no other
our opinion, we-ll iis'-i doing them more haini than |ey(_‘]|u'|Qna|Y ram mflecn as much dam "mash, ”
good by producing a good conscience for ourselves in l mi; gmply iygcaym no Quhuu ,,,m|m;onm.v "mm ‘M
‘"‘="' 3 °'“=‘ai‘ ‘"i*Y- 3‘*"“""'l¢3"V §l*’-'fll‘l"9- lhr‘ "1flv¢- Chinese has made as long ti march at the Vietnamese
ment from life to information is cheap Altrii all, this |'e\,'Q|u[lQ|]a|'v_ Lari, mar“. mo ,,,mmmam_
expression is also addressed to us -- we who are lflaltlfifll
aneffort to look at it a second tin-ie. These i.-yes and F; JLG; Thi, black mm 1°; "ampm we “Moi 3“
this mouth are not saying any thing to us anil for us, *‘ yigm N," why my gtyuwflng 0; when mg how ..
they are filling themselves with emptiness like those of " |n Dem,“ O; rm uambiy gm or ‘M chfyg|Qf Q0,-p.
the Czechoslovakian children in front of thii Russian | or-51,0" 1°; berm Wm and g gigimy ;|¢m; work.
tanks.

JPG: Or the swollen little bellies from Biafra or
Bengla Desh. Or the-Palestinaian fleet carefully looked
after in the mud by the UN full of emptiness. lull of
empty meanings. But watch out only for capitalism

rate in Johannesherg to have the right to enter a .
movie house where white people are showing white
people films.

JPG: And this worker.

NCIII Glflltlliitfl knows HOW IO fUCh things up and l JLG: And this European girl,
lfill die real eyes of its future enemies with emptiness,

forcing them to look nowhere. -

JLG: How can one fight against this situation? Not

One would have to stop all these TV and radio
P_'°0"l‘"5 l"_ Pfifltifllly every country in the world as
V3" I3 91¢ Publication of practically every form of
"lWi9lPlr which would be token. No. But one could
publish them differently and it isin relation to this
difference because of their financial and cultural
interest that the stars can play an important role,
a very heavy role as they say. And the real tragedy is
that they don't know how to play this heavy role. ,

JPG: How can one leam to play it. Many questions E
must still be asked in Europe and the US before we
can answer clearly. y r

JLG: We are asking a few in Tout Va Bren as Marx did
in his dlt! W taking German ideology and raising the
question of the misery of philosophy against Proiidhon
who only knew how to philosophize about misery.

JPG: If one looks carefully at the Vietnamese behind
the actress: one realizes very quickly that each face is

. expressing something entirely different than that
' of the American militant. But evenif one can't see
what he's looking at, one can see that his face reflects
whet he must face every day - anti.-personnel bombs, _

JPG: And this Arab. "'

_ _ _ | JLG: And this Young radical.
by banning the publication of this kind of photograph. y

JPG: As Uncle Ber told said, one must have the
I courage to say we have nothing to say about these

laces unless there is a caption with some sort of non-
sense or lies that we can swallow. And one must have
the couraw to admit one's weakness and failure, for
one has nothing to say. E

JLG: This Vietnamese face on the contrary needs no
words written underneath. Anywhere in the world
people will say this man is Vietnamese and the
Vietnamese are fighting to kick America out of Asia.
Let's look, on the other hand, at the face of the
American actress without the rest of the photograph.
One can see right away that it doesn't reflect
anything or rather that it only reflects itself. But a
sell that is nowhere lost in the infinite immensity and
immortal tendons of the pieta by Michaelangelo. A
woman's face that does not reflect other women. The
Vietnamese face was a function reflecting reality;
whereas. the American's lace is a function that only
reflects a function. A face that could also belong to a
hippie needing a fix, or a student in Eugane.yOregon 0
whose favorite runner, Piefontaine, iust lost the
Olympic 5,000 meters, or a young girl in love who
has iust been dropped by her boyfriend, and also to

flxrfigsmd we t°m_ b°dl°s °l d°°d_ “’°"“’"' ‘M a militant in Vietnam. It-'s too much. There is too - .
_, mu“ m rebum for the mh_ '"“?' the " l much information in too small an element of space -_hospital and a lesson to be learned. Lenin said, “First ‘ and nme_ V _ r --

lesson: Learn. Second lesson: Learn. Third lesson; ~\
Learn. And this face immediately reflects .1 day to day At me “me “me we am sum may the mimam is mmk.

“mg” lo’ a WW simple reason’ W5 “ol ‘ml ‘hp lam I ing of Vietnam, and not sure at all because she mightof a revolutionary but a Vietnamese revolutioriary. T y be'mmkmg oi somemmqenumy dmergm as we hawy.
The long past of struggling has been writtitii on this r 5u9gesmd_ 4|-hareyore we mu“ ewm_ua-"Y “K rm
face by French, Japanese and American lfTlDt!fl3llSlTl.
In fact. this face has been recognized for a long time
now throughout the world as the face of revolution
even by his enemies. Let's not be afraid of words.

question why is this photograph of a militant actress
who is not necessarily thiniiingof Vietnam being
published precisely in place of that of an actress-
militant who is necessarily thinking of Vietnam.

Because the true reality of this photograph lies in
iust this: A star disguised, unveiled by the absence of
Max Factor. But L ‘Express doesn't say anydting
about this. Because that would be starting the
revolution in journals. It would be the beginning of
revolution to say in Europe and the US that today it
is not possible to take a photograph of someone ~
thinking of something - Vietnam, fucking, Ford
Motors, factories, a sand on the seashore, etc.

JPG: Perhaps people will say we should not have
isolated this part of the picture from the rest
since it was published as part of a whole. But we
think this is a very bad argument. We have isolated l
this part to show that it already stands alone in fact
and the tragedy is in this solitude. If we have been
able to separate this face from the rest of the picture
it is becausethe face lends itself to this separation.

JLG: Whereas the Vietnamese face, on the contrary,
remains a part of his surroundings even if we-try to
look at it alone. lt has a definite reverse shot.

JPG: On the contrary, here, there is no reverse shot
possible. ~ 0

JLG: NO REVERSE SHOT.

JPG: In France, we are very familiar with the expres-
sion used by the actress in this picture.

JLG: It's a working model of Cartesian thought pro-
cast. I think; therefore, I am - the same that inspiret
the statue of that figure by Rodin. Why not carry thi
statue around wherever there is a catastrophe in the
world to inspire the crowds with a feeling of pity. -T

JPG: The swindle of capitalist art and humanism woi
be exposed ii-rrrnediataly. One must realize that stars
are not allowed to think. They are only social
functions. They are d"l0Ufl'lI and they makeyou thin

JLG: One iust has to look at the acting of Big
Thinkers, like Marlon Brando or any other mother
fuckers-tounderstanid why capital needs this sort of
thoudit to reinforce the strength of idealistic .
philosophy in its fight '- 0 y .

JPG: against the materialist philosophy of Marx,
"Engles, Leninand Mao who represent their peoples.

JLG: We've said that we are able to isolate on the
contrary the face of the American actress. Now we
are going to isolate the expression of the country in
this sentence — isolate, separate. Lenin said a revolu
tionary separation is needed to fight against the way
capitalism separates workers into isolated categories
The face of the American militant and that of the
North "Vietnamese Ie opposites. The struggle of
opposites is precisely what is happening in the
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lmflinary reality of this imam. The American eye I
in Vhtriam ls satisfied with iust reading the word
"horror." The Vietnamese eye sees the reality of
America in all its horror. ;

JPG: ln this scene. the Vietnamese iust appears in
die background like a film extra but behind him we ~
can already feel the fore: of the astonishing incredible
machine built by the North Vietnam-Viet Cong ‘
Collective.

JLG: And standing behind the star we can see and 0 i
sens the vile and deadly mpitalist machine looking l
full of cynical humility linked with confusion: l
“Adventure is Adventure." In all of this we find a _
struggle between what still is and what already is; the i

“Do” this 9'91‘-"§ mil) "5?" Ami 390"? Ill. "Does it 'unmaskrng Nixon hyp crisy toes not mean saying
Lh°_'P ll-'5 l°gh¢'P Vietnam Vietnam lorces us to ask \ ‘Peace ll'l Vietnam because he says it too and so
""5 q“°5"°"- - does Brezhnev Una must say the opposite of what he

s IJLG: PUTTING TOGETHER some ELEMENTS on fig” ;‘;"'t;“L,| m'Iv'V';;”t"S"‘f“"f"‘” ""’J‘""“'"""’t
ELEMENTS OF ELEMENTS‘ - in their cg::>urit]ry And one mus? saz azeaaniakmgighn

, . .. "l'llk lhltbe Id lh‘JPG: Neither L Express nor the American iriilitant nothinegfonzzvnggzut Him:/simimnli mfirfixt
have made the distinction between Jane Fonda it l have to listen then to whatever they have to say
speaking, asking questions and Jane Fonda listening. because | am not a pan of Sou th hm Am‘ The

rest is |ust a masquerade
JLG: For the Vietnamese, in the present historical
stage of their struggle, the most important lact about
this picture is that Jane Fonda is in it. And in our
opinion, it doesn't matter much for them whether she
is speaking or listening because the silence is iust as

But here is 1972 the most important thing is not
necessarily the same. Wemust learn what determines

fidtt between the old and the new. ,effective. The important thing is that she is there.

.PG: The strugle which does not limit itself to the
Using of this picture but is perpetuated by the way it 7
has been published and by the fact that people in 0 I
this lseatre are looking at it this very moment. The i
"ll-IIW laetwaan the process of making a product and “i
die process of its distribution depending on who ; l

theprocass -- capitalism or revolu tion. I

JLG: OTHER ELEMENTS OF ELEMENTS. .

I6: The North Vietnamese are right in taking the risk 1
of pstblishiltg this picture. Or rather, they have their
lemons for doing so. This picture plays the part of a
Inell screw in the mechltism that has been conceived
for flveloping their current mllitaty-diplomatic

is one of the 1,000 that the
live given with their blood in answer to

U8 war crimes.

JLG: You many have noticed by the way Jana that the
Viet OtI'ig»Ndrth Vietnam Collective often publishes
documents of their struggles but seldom of atrocities.

JPG: In this case. the North Vietnam govemment has
anflalod on behalf of its people and specifically
IIUIQII-ting the Commithe for Friendshipwith the
American people by calling on the services of Jane y
Fonda which means asking her to play a certain part. l

JLG: And like what many Americans would have
done, the American actress accepted to go to Vietnam
and play this part. She went to Hanoi to help the l
Vlehlllllll Now, one must ask the ques- l
tian, "How does she help?" Or more precisely, “How 1
does she play this part?" *

1
JPG: The American actress at work in this picture is l
helping the Vietnamese people in their struggle lor i
independence but she is not only helping in Vietnam
but particulrly in the US and Europa too since the
piohire has come to us in France as well. As we look
at the picture here, then, we are freely obliged to ask:

e‘

this necessarily. We couldn't help observing that
the text beneath the picture was lying when it said
that the actress was speaking to the inhabitants of
Hanoi since the picture plainly showed that the
militant was l-istenting. And since we need the
contradictory truth of this picture and not its eternal
truth, its also important for us tomake the observa-

ltion that L ‘Express is lying on every level". But we must
I also add that if the magazine is able to lie, it is
because the picture makes it possible. Actually, t
L'Express takes advantage of , profits by. the implicit
authorization of the picture to hide the lact that the
militant is listening. By saying that she is speaking
about peace in Vietnam. L ‘Express is able to avoid
saying, what peace, leaving this up to the picture alone
as if the picture saidsprecisely what sort ofpeace was
involved. We have proved however that this is not the
case. But if L ‘Express can do this, it is probably
because the American actress does not express a
struggle as a militant by saying anything other than.
"Peace in Vietnam," and because she doesn't ask
herself exactly what peace and particularly what peace
in America. And if she doesn't ask herself this yet '
or is not able to, it is not becauseishe still acts as an
actress and not as a militant.But, onthe contrary,
because as a militant she doesn't ask herself questions
yet about what new approach or style might be applie
to her function as an actress both technically and
socially. In other words, she doesn't consider militant
activity as an actress even though the North Vietnam-
ese invited her precisely as a militant-actress.  0

JPG: And she's talking from some place other than
where she really is in America which is what interests
the North Vietnamese most of all. This is why she also
covers up the fact that the most important fact
about this picture is listening - listening to Vietnam
before talking about it. Whereas, at the same time,
Nixon and Kissinger are not listening to-anything, are
refusing to listen to anything at the Paris Talks. We
must be able to exanine this masquerade. And
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critical response to a photograph shown in many lfor that look. We do not, that is, see what she sees.
newspapers throughout Europe of Jane F onila with The photographer gives us the back land none of the

fact that Jane Fonda is an American. Which
reading is correct? How does Jane read it? Jane
never can answer to that in the movie because Jam is

the North Vietnamese shortly after finishinq ltl.?l_WOfl§' race, since the lT\3l'|--~l'5~Wt?3llll§| a large hat) of the man a mere function in the movie, as will as in the photo y
8 (or it could be a womanl to whom she speaks. l make

the same assumption the news reporter makes: that I5
with Godard and Gorin in Tout Va Bien. The carrier
is set for long periods of time on this particular
photograph; and with the exception of occasional
switching to other photographs anc movie stills, the
only movement is the movement of voices (both
Godard's and Gorin'sl expressing their reaction to
what was shown. They express inter pretations ol th
expression lor lack of expression or overabundance
expression) on Jane Fonda's lace in the photograph
as she is relating to the Vietnamese. I found it a very
¢0"‘IPll¢I‘9d l0°hI 0"? "BV@l|"'\9 nitv. h0"0'. d'$9U$l. lno "interest" in Vietnam. She is not- John Wayne or
confusion. and helplessness Godard and Gun" label ll-lenry F0t1(l8. She is iiui FDR Emil riiosi of all, she is
it the “New Deal" look and likflh ll 10 l00l<$ QW9" l" not Nixon. Nixon is unlikely to he in Vietnam talking
Photographs and movie stills hv -Iuhn Wav ns. Heniv lwith the North viiiirisihuse l.L‘(18tl5t! he has an interest
F°"da- R"-Thflld NW0" 3"d FDR Th¢Y d0. lmletfd. ‘in not talking with them. It is not in his best interest
llilllffal T0 have the 53'"? 9><PT9$$l°" 0" "*9" liif‘-9% 0' to go there. lt is not in Jane Fnnila's best interest to
slew to the same eiwression. which cannot neoessarilv '-go, but she is there. It is ioihii inteicsted puhlii: that
he read as their expressing the same thins Then. hv the article is directed. The out-ofitocus Vietnamese
implication, Jane's expression lor lack of it, oi over-
abundance of it, or complication of itl becomes
insincere, play-acted; she is an actress in this
photograph and the look on her face, therefore, may
"01 ¢°"’fl$D0"d I0 Whit Shfl reallv 799$ - - - iihd "15 in spite of their being out of focus show themselves
5"9U"9d Yhii l-""955 5|“ ii 9 0"’-'$9"¢9 5 li $18"l5|aV$l<V to be intensely tired of war and she is listening to
she "'37 "01 lul ihtfthlnil Fl 3ll- H1" look lllhe "W them and she looks expressive of nothing. We are
look of Ola others mentionodl. the “NEW Deal" l00l<. asked to see that, like the Pakistani child surrounded
55 3 N053 W0?" UV lhfl Wpltlllit T0 58" his DTO¢lUC!- ‘by the ruins of war (which we are shown a photo ofl,
But thisfilm, the director reminds us, serves as a ilane looks expressiverof nothing, surrounded by war.
°'"l!l¢l5"\ Ol Jim I-5 9 hmchflhi "Oi B5 3 D9Y$0"- Jim? Perhaps Godard interprets her look correctly, perhaps
is really not herself in this phot09f8Dh- Jane *5 ll"? hot. We might wonder, then, why the North Viet-
Iutrlne. the mt. If vou have some doubts of her role l!‘I8m8S9 iihluise the release of this photo to the
in this photograph, they are quickly quieted by a
demonstration of photographic techniques used bv thelss 3 function? She may be Etltlally used by the left.
“P*Ill|Tl¢il "‘l0dl"3tB" Whfl 100k The Pl¢h1l'9- Slllls ‘The North Vietnamese perhaps observe that she will
""01" 0'19" W9"? m°Vl" 3"! b"°"9ht 5" l° 5h°W h°W be seen to be, not a star who is an activist to an
lfiillhl lhi “"9" U9 it 3 Wblfilil emPh3$ll@$ ‘hat activist whois a star, but an activist whohappens also
‘$1-lbllB¢I lflf. in this case, function). She is made to look to be a star; ii woman who is strong in her resolve

ing with the Vietnamese people, while the photo
shows her listening. The article, Godard reasons, is
therefore, ii lie. She is in focus The only reason that

H[')8I'TlCUl3f out-of-focus Vietriamese man is in the
Oi lpapers at all is because the locus in on Jane. The

interest is in her interest in Vietnam. The interest is

This, a filmic letter by Godard, proposes itself as a Her look is iiitensii, yet we do mil see the impetus

e

of interest to the public. What is this photograph
saying? That Jane Fonda, the star of interest to the
public, is seen sui rounded by Nor th Vietnamese who

lthe article under the phoiogrciph describes Jane speak-

mari is in the newspapers as long as Jane Fonda remain

-world? Are they, too, aware of Jane Fonda's potential

gr-iphfPerhaps it would be in her interest as a human
_ being to be the out-of-focus figure in the photo. We

now should speculate how things would chanm if the
Vietnatnesc man were in focus. Would ha than be a
function? Could we than show a montap of movie
stills and photographs in which looks like his were
apparent and undermine all meaning? Does the fact
that he is a man save him from such a fate? The leftist y
North Vietnamese see Jane Fonda as a function. The

lin her interest in Vie tlialrl despite the fact that the has ITIOUBFBIB Dh0l0QT3l'-'>l"¢' 3 W9" 35 "'9 "9W5P3P¢l' .owners on the left, ridit, and middle also sac har as a
function. The Marxist film director sees her as a ~ T
function. They are all men. They are all doing soma-
thing very familiar Women throufltout the world an
seen as functions. They are used, among other thing,
to sell products for the left as well as the riqtt. Man
are used to sell ideas. Women sell themselves to sell
products. The man buys the product because he
thinks he is buying the ‘woman selling it. He pts
Jess than what he paid for. The woman buys the
product because she thinks she will become the woman
,selling the product. Stu is rigtt. A woman who buys
ithe pantyhose or the shoes lseen in Tout Va Bicnl

~ becomes a promoter for the same product but with a
llarp difference: she is not paid. This will always be
the case for women: learn not, earn not, own not.
A priori sexism precedes and undergrlds racism. Jane
Fonda-is used to promote the North Vlblflflfllfll
cause - or is it the American “New Deal“ -
or is it Godard's new movie? Perhaps the only valid
criticism of Jane Fonda is that she has not yet learned
that she cannot work towards ending wars through
men. Woolf recommends one should work towards
ending all wars by first working to end hepmony.
That would mean putting an and to woman as
function. That would mean that men would have to
sell their own products toaach other . ; .and thisfi '

"ll" lh!" the Vl""Bm"°- We "9 difefifid I0 "Q1509 to keep the wrongs done to the Vietnamese people by includes their own culture. lg -" _i
that she is in focus. Whilfl T"~= Others 8'9 Out 0* l0<IU$- the United States in the eve of the ouhlic. despite the
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